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HAVERFORD
The present student

in

IN

the Early Forties

THE EARLY FORTIES

at Haverford enjoys

what would have been

considered in the forties very luxurious surroundings.
idea of that with which a

r

boy had then

He

has

little

or no

to be content.

The School, as it was termed, had been in operation some ten years
with moderate success. The Faculty, or Council, consisted first, of
John Gummere, grandfather of the present Professor Gummere. He
was both master of Mathematics and Superintendent of the school. His
son, Samuel J. Gummere, master of Latin and Greek, was my favorite
the perfect gentleman. While he could not avoid things that came under
his very eye, he was not hunting trouble. Daniel B. Smith taught English
Literature, Chemistry and Moral Philosophy.
Benjamin V. Marsh was
Assistant Superintendent and a teacher in what is now termed the
"Freshman" Class. When penmanship was practised he was kept very
busy mending the quills, for then steel pens were not known in schools.
There were changes in the early forties. John Gummere, in whom age
was developing idiosyncracies, retired, and Daniel B. Smith became
principal.
In after years Benjamin V. Marsh became a member of one
of the leading dry goods houses in Philadelphia, and when I used to meet
him in social circles we would smile over his youthful energy at Haverford. It was necessary sometimes to go outside the Society for instructors
Henry D. Gregory who had a school of his own was installed, but afterwards held one of the highest positions in the Girard College for Boys.
But all connected with Haverford in the forties are gone, years ago.
The School had been modeled much after Westtown and it was the
idea to inculcate in the youth simplicity, especially of dress. Westtown
had been a success, and perhaps still is to a certain extent, but there the
youth are drafted more from rural communities, while at Haverford they
are mainly from the cities, and have more the tastes of the "world's
people." But at the commencement of every term, Wilkins, the tailor
at Athens (now Ardmore) had to remove rolling collars and any embellishments, and of course all this made with the very young some heartbreakings. It is very doubtful if our society sympathies were promoted
or if the removal of trimmings was calculated to endear simplicity. All
the boys of course had some kind of membership with Friends. We
attended meeting first and fourth days and had to listen to infractions
of the neighbors, which we did not think very edifying.
The Society
at large still felt itself pretty strong, and was too much inclined to be
strict.
As Professor Thomas remarks in his excellent " History of Friends
in the United States," after examining the records of Yearly Meetings
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and seeing the disownments for marrying "out" or for trivial offenses"The wonder is, that there is any Society left."
The terms were five months each, allowing a month, spring and fall
The grapes matured during the fall vacation, so we did
vacation.
for
not get them; but the large green-house at the end of the grape arbor
was well stocked and under one of the best gardeners around Philadelphia. Some of the plants belonged to the School, but most were the
property of the gardener, William Carvil, who sold in the markets to
extent. We also had the privilege of purchasing plants and of
having green-house storage free. The boy's gardens, adjoining, comprised some forty to fifty beds outlined with sod, and with walks between
every two beds. These were open to selection under a sort of board of

some

who kept things in order. Sometimes two
partnership;
then we raised from seeds and transbed
in
boys took a
would
that
admit of it, from the green-house.
planted anything we owned,
This was a great feature of the summer outdoor life at Haverford tastes
for horticulture were formed that many appreciated in after life. Once
I received a premium, Gray's Botany, for having the best kept bed.
Botany was taught in summer, herbariums were formed and insects
I never remember
collected. Altogether summer was an active season.
any suffering from high temperature. Every day that was suitable we
were taken to a pool on the farm, and there never was a boy who did not
learn to swim the first summer, for the older fellows would throw the
newcomer off the diving board into water beyond his depth. One had
to learn to swim in order to get rid of tormentors. Games, of course
were in order; there was town ball, a vigorous game about the same as
our present baseball. A leader on each side alternately chose his team
from bystanders. But my favorite was shinny, a game about as strenuous
as baseball. The ball was driven by sticks curved at the end, and though
the heavy boots made by Lewis, the local man, prevented serious injury
there were sometimes disabled ankles.
Modern golf is a very poor
imitation indeed. Athletics then kept in their proper place and did not,
as now, claim more attention than the studies do. We never left our
grounds to compete with others.
In winter we had coasting most of us owned a sort of jumper sled
made by a wheelwright in the neighborhood. If there was skating at
Kelly's dam about a mile off, we went there. If it happened to be on
some day not recognized by Friends as a holiday, such as Christmas, we
would get up petitions without mentioning the day, since that would
have defeated the object, for our testimonies had to be kept. But the
governors, called managers,

;

—
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farm house kept by Jonathan Barton was our special delight when a
relative came out to see us and invited us to a meal.
It was almost impossible to obtain permission to go to town
leave
was granted only in case of illness or death in the family. In my four
years I was in Philadelphia in term time only twice. Once I wrote my
parents that the doctor (who also practised on horses) was making me
worse, and a visit to Doctor Evans in Philadelphia soon fixed me up.
To us boys it seemed as if Benjamin Marsh's main occupation was
policing, and he was held in constant dread. The School bounds comprised the fifty acres adjoining the building, and the slightest overstep
without permission entailed a "mark" which meant fifteen minutes confinement after school. In fact, the mark or any number of marks was
the penalty for any infraction of the "discipline." I seemed to have a
propensity for getting over the bound-fence somehow, and almost all
my trouble was in that way. We had walks out of bounds Seventh Day
afternoon, when liberty was given, it being required only to state the
direction to be taken. Castner, at White Hall, furnished a mince pie that
was really fine and of good size, for the modest sum of twelve cents. In

—

my

never heard of a student's asking for or
obtaining a stimulant at Castner's and I don't believe he could have
obtained it if he had asked. Friends used to board there in summers.
W^e had societies the Loganian may still be in existence other
four years at Haverford,

I

—

—

minor ones did not often survive long after their promoters had left.
Some very creditable papers were read and a written copy of what
might be termed a miniature " Haverfordian" was circulated around
one particular society. On First Day evenings John Gummere would
read from ancient Friends. One in particular seemed to be a favorite,
"The Memoirs of Joseph Pike" and when the collection bell rang, it was
the saying, "Here goes for Joe Pike," but some of his selections were
interesting.
There was a circulating library of novels for subscribers.
It was kept in a chest in the loft or eaves of the carpenter shop, for the
carpenter was always a feature in play hours. An agent in town sent the
trash. If any subscriber was caught, "dipped" was the term used, the
the book was his own personal property. The library was never discovered while I was there.
At the commencement of every term there was a vigorous search
made for contraband, mainly novels and tobacco. Rooms and trunks
were examined with the assiduity of a custom.s inspector, and of course
the contraband, found only with newcomers, was promptlj' confiscated.
There was a little quiet smoking, not much, done in the woods as far as
possible

from the building.

The

local stores

had been enjoined not to

Haverford in the Early Forties
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sell

contraband to the boys, but Litzenburg, at Athens, sold a brand of

cigars.

The number of students, about forty, dwindled during my stay. The
was mainly to blame for this; it was a great error of the
founders, and it nearly killed the College. In my day I knew of lots of
boys whose parents had been disowned for "marrying out," who were
as good as any of us and who Vv^ould have come to Haverford. There
were only five of us in the final class of '44, and three of us passed. The
examination was quite severe, as it comprehended all the studies of four
years. It was written in a sealed room and lasted, I think, some ten days.
The week that followed, before the term ended, I have always considered one of the happiest of my life, for we were at perfect liberty to
come and go as we pleased.
There have been two memorable days at Haverford since I left.
One was when the move to reopen the College was started after it had
closed door

been closed for awhile. Isaac S. Serrill, of Philadelphia, then delivered
an address sparkling with humor, games were played, and there was a
good time generally, for most of my contemporaries were living and
many were there. The other day was the seventy-fifth anniversary in
1908. A few of my time then living were there. Now I find none, and
when I go out on Alumni Day, I find only the exterior of Founders' Hall
to remind me of the " forties." The interior is gone; number ic, my old
room is no more. The full band on the lawn makes me think of the holy
horror Master Daniel would have exhibited. In after years he had left
our College of Pharmacy, of which he had long been President, because
the boys would have their music at Commencement it was a personal

—

affront, he said.
I

cannot but

feel

pride in

eighteen professors where

my

old

we had only

Alma Mater with

her staff of

four in the forties, and in her

modern edifices which our friends, whom the Lord has blessed,
have erected Barclay, Chase, Whitall, Roberts, Lloyd, Merion Halls
and the Gymnasium. The trees around about were only saplings then,
and they have developed into the venerable ones which fill me with
In my
admiration, and help dispel the sadness that overtakes me.
splendid

—

eighty-fourth year,

alumnus

I

find myself the sole survivor of

of Haverford,

and

I

feel

that

my

tenure

Evan Tyson

is

my

class,

the oldest

not for long.

Ellis, Class

of '44.

Y'oti

Never Can
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"YOU NEVER CAN TELL"
Before the season has well begun,

life

at a

summer

hotel has not

many attractions for a man with the slightest bit of romance in his blood.
And as the Kineo House had just awakened from its winter's nap, George
Remington had been the only guest for several days. He was fairly
overwhelmed with the monotonous existence, for he had spent most of
and had climbed so many mountains and
polled so many streams that the last trace of novelty had disappeared.
On the particular rainy and gloomy afternoon which interests us he was
sitting alone on the long veranda, almost asleep from sheer inertia, his
pipe gone out, and his book face down upon the floor. Suddenly a piercing
whistle dispelled his somnolent re very, and brought him to his feet with
a long, sympathetic yawn, one of that contagious kind which would
have undulated from guest to guest entirely around the porch, had it been
a month later. But, we are digressing from the whistle, which will never
do, for if it had not blown just at that particular instant, this story could
not have been written without lugging in considerable shameless fiction, a
a sin which we are not minded to commit oftener than the propriety and
his college vacations at Kineo,

convention of polite society absolutely demand

it.

Well, the whistle

blew again, and still a third time, as the little steamer from the New York
train rounded the point and slowly approached the wharf.
George
scanned her decks with his binoculars, and although he has never told
me what he saw, I have a fairly good idea, for he blew a long, surprised
whistle of his own, and then ran down to the dock in time to throw the
stern rope over a post in response to the captain's request.

Now,

it

happens that there is no 'buss from the boats to the Hotel, as it is but a
scant hundred yards climb, and so well, to break the ice without more

—

ventured down the gangway in the
beating rain, George excused his intrusion, and offered her his rubber
coat in the most polite manner possible.
ado, as a certain

demure

little figure

"It's very kind of you," she

you know

—

stammered, "but I'm

"

Oh, don't think of that," he mercifully interrupted,
here in Maine."

"Very

really afraid,

" especially

up

over her shoulders, " I'll leave it
at the office. It's very kind of you."
By this time a bell boy had her
suit case, and she followed the rest of the arrivals up to the Hotel. Remington walked into the express office and up to the window, following the
well, then," as he slipped

raincoat with his eyes until

it

it

disappeared from view.

Yau Never Can
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Tell

What a Princess," he whispered, then he whistled
down on a crate of cantaloupes, and buUt castles

his pipe, sat

fragrant,

smoky

air, until

again,
in the

completely exhausted, he finished his inter-

When

he awoke the door was locked, but a window is easy
from the inside, so he hurried up to the Hotel through the ever increasing

rupted nap.

At the desk he found his coat and took it up to his room. Of course
it carefully, and in the last pocket, found nothing, as in all
the others. Then he cursed his boyish folly in expecting anything, and
resolved not to presume upon his own little act of courtesy as a pretext

rain.

he examined

for acquaintanceship.
"

She

hails

from

New York,"

he argued,

"

and

it

surely

is

not a part of

her creed to discard the conventions of an introduction at the Kineo

House, as on an ocean-liner. Besides," he said to himself, but he never
told me, so this is strictly confidential, reader, " I like her very much, and
must not run any risks whatever."
Then too, she had a maid, and as his knowledge of wealth and luxury
came entirely from books, he whistled again, long and low, then rising
and falling you know what I mean.
And the truth of the matter is, that George never regretted his
prudent decision, for by the same boat on the very next day, the
Princess's brother arrived
he had missed his sister's train in Boston
before
and
as
the
bad
weather continued, he and Remington
the day
billiard
met
over
a
table.
George
was an expert at the game, and
soon
was having things his own way, when his new acquaintance suddenly
asked
"By the way, have you met my sister?"

—

—

—

"No; I haven't had the pleasure," Remington replied, and allowed
winning streak to be broken off, and himself to be led upstairs for
the inevitable but very necessary introduction. Not a sign of recognition
escaped, as the Princess said, this time without stammering, " I am very
glad to meet you, Mr. Remington," and I, for one, am sure that brother
does not know their little raincoat secret to this day, unless, of course,
*
*
he has read my very faithful account of it. *
For her sake, we shall not give further details, and so I'll simply
One
tell you a few things which George told me in strict confidence.
his

me

bright day, finding
million dollars
slap

had

on the back.

I

me as though a
and saluted me with a hearty

alone on the veranda, he greeted

just fallen into his hands,

started in surprise could this be the gloomy, cynical
;

month? He met my question with a laugh and then
asked me "What's the matter with you, old boy? Why don't you
cheer up! Why any man ought to be happy here on Lake Moosehead,
Remington

of last

Yati

Never Can

these mountains around him!

with

all

tone,

"

Miss Evans

is

"Same

old story,"

I

awfully niece.

We

Tell

And

y

say," he added in a lower

are going canoeing on Sunday."

thought to myself, "another summer

girl,"

but

I

him he was progressing finely, congratulated him, and added that
I had begun to cherish a hope for his ultimate recovery without medical
assistance, and as he sauntered off to the music room, airing that infernal
whistle of his as usual, I closed my eyes to dream of my own young and

told

foolish days.
I need scarcely inform the courteous reader that the time passed
very slowly nor that the eventful Sunday finally came, which it did in
spite of George's fears to the contrary.
The day did not dawn bright
and clear, neither was it raining nor was the lake rough. But as they had
everything ready for an all day trip, and as Remington was an expert
with the paddle they decided to go in spite of the clouds. The two had

a

special early breakfast together at six.

Between courses, a horrible

thought entered the Princess's mind and she asked, "What if it rains?"
We must not forget that this was her first visit to the backwoods and when
one has been accustomed to sailing down Fifth Avenue in a water-tight
limousine, a flimsy open canoe seems but slight protection from the
clouds above and the sea beneath.
"What if it rains?" George repeated, "Well, let me see; we both
have our khaki suits, then there are a couple of ponchos and rubber coats
under which we can store the luncheon. And then--but I really don't
think it will rain. Miss Evans. You won't mind if it does, will you?
"Oh, no! not in the least, especially with you in the canoe," she
smiled. And then, breakfast over, they ran down to the beach like a
pair of ten year olds. And what a time they had, this law student and
the Princess I always call her that, even now with sleeves rolled up,
no hats, and hair flying in the breeze. They sang and whistled and told
stories about all sorts of things but when they heard the steamer whistle
far down the lake, George became serious and harped again on his
favorite theme with the girl in the bow of the boat.
"What a different aspect it puts on life when the curtain rises, and
a woman comes on the stage!"
"Do you think so?" she half answered, in her tantalizing manner,

—

—

;

that

made George wish

for a

moment

that they were in one of those

How nice of you to come up here. Miss
needed a friend most of all!"
"How nice it is for me to be nice!" she cried over her shoulder in
that inimitable way of hers. George perceived the compliment, and was
And that was the best of all; they didn't find it necessary to be
silent.

limousines instead of a canoe.

Evans, just when

I

"

You Never Can
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singing and talking or doing something

quietness together almost

We

all

Tell

the time, for they enjoyed the

more than anything

else.

They soon
landed on Sandbar Island, built a camp fire, and had the finest dinner
imaginable, just for two. About noon, however, the Princess discovered
that a high sea was running.
"0-o-o-oh!" she cried as the waves soaked her tiny feet where she
can not go into every detail of this wonderful day.

was tr5nng to wash her hands. "George, George, what shall we do?"
The individual in question, hearing such an urgent and familiar summons
dropped a frying pan by the fire, and hurried down to the water. The
sight that met his eyes would have told the whole story to anyone with
half an eye for the weather in Maine, which, by the way, very few people
have. "What is it?" she cried, "and how shall we ever reach home,
George?"
This was the second time she had called him "George," and the
excitement probably accounted for it, but he was not to be out done at

any game, so he answered, " Why it's only a short little squall, Miriam,
and we are all safe and sound on Sandbar, where we can stay until it
passes by. You're not afraid, are you?"
" Not now," she smiled, wondering how any one could be afraid
with a pair of strong arms close by.
" Quick then, come, we must get under shelter, or we'll be drenched,"
he cried, leading her back to the camp fire. He quickly inverted the
canoe, fixing the ponchos for extra protection, just in time for them both
to creep under before the first large drops pattered on the canvas. And
now, strange to say, he was glad they were not in a limousine!
They had been silent for quite a while listening to the storm when
George ventured bolder for the first time in his life: " I used to have an
air-castle that has just fallen within a month, Miriam."
"Won't you tell me what it was?" she begged.
"Why yes, I have thought for a long time, that I would like a
honeymoon in Europe best, but now I think it would be far nicer in Maine.
Won't you try it with me, Miriam?" and he moved a little closer. But I
cannot tell you what he said, for he has always kept it a secret.
" No, no," the Princess faltered, " you mustn't talk that way, George^
I'm so afraid it will spoil it all; it's so fine just to be good friends and
comrades. Besides, but you mustn't tell anyone, mother says that her
son-in-law shall be a Lord with the title Sir, at the least, and just at
present she insists upon my marrying a horrid old German Count, who
has nothing in this world but his title and an unquenchable thirst for

"

Woftderful Wise
"beer."

Here she paused, buried her face

in her hands,

9

and that

is all

I

could ever glean from either George or the Princess.
The day wore on, and the sea went down as quickly as it had arisen.
They paddled home in silence most of the way, arriving at the hotel
just before dark. She left him in the lobby where he remained alone for

Toward midnight, a bell boy brought him a note. No,
no answer was expected; "Will you put me on the early train for New
York to-morrow, George? M."
This was a terrible blow for poor George. He could not understand
it in the least.
She could not be angry, for her goodnight had seemed
unusually friendly. To tell you the facts and not weary you, gentle
reader, he smoked and thought and worried most of the night in silence.
The next morning, he just made the boat as it was leaving the wharf. He
found her alone in the saloon. She gave him details about her tickets
and baggage, but never a word of explanation. He fixed her comfortably
in the car, and with a lump in his throat sadly said good-bye.
As he
started to leave the car she gave him a note, and made him promise not
to read it until the train was out of sight. George watched it disappear
from the platform, and then read:
"I'm going to tell the Count to go back to his Fatherland, and I'm
going to explain to mother that I've found an American Lord, a real Sir
Walter Raleigh. Come and see me soon, won't you George?
Far down in the woods on the shore of the lake, he saw a little curl
of smoke, and then, at the most important moment of his life, George
Remington forgot to whistle, entirely forgot.
several hours.

Willard P. Tomlinson, 1910.

WONDERFUL

WISE.

I'm in love with wonderful eyes
Wonderful eyes that see
Eyes that see in a wonderful world.
Wonderful things for me.

—

I'm in love with a wonderful soul
wonderful soul to me.
And the dreams that arise in those wonderful eyes

A

Are dreams

—

of a soul to be.

— /pi/

LOOSE LEAVES
MONKTON RIDGE.
moved on. John Rogers looked at the sign and learned
Monkton Ridge. He looked at Monkton Ridge and was
not encouraged, for there was dust in the atmosphere and a New England
The

train

that he was in

village looks forlorn

enough through

agent, in lieu of other excitement,

showed

clear air.

was looking

Meanwhile the station
at John.

by going to the point:
me where to get board and lodging

The

latter

his experience

"Can you

tell

for to-night?''

"I callatelkin. The's board and lodgin' across the street, but ef you
want to sleep and eat, I callate you want to go to the Widder Simmons'
on top o' thet hill across the crick. Happens to by my ant, but thet
don't spile good vittles."

Jack appreciated the distinction, and two hours later he was coma glimpse of a cool bedroom, refreshed and cheerful;
for, though a man may learn to expect the weariness of a country hotel,
yet never in youth can he learn to bear dumbly without hope. Since
business was poor in Albany, he was utilizing his college experience in
canvassing. The work isn't exhilarating, but it develops a certain valu-

ing

down from

able ability to plod on.

Mrs.

Simmons was

that would

flit

in the sitting room.

Only a strained expression,

across her face, kept her from being pleasant to look

upon. She turned and explained: "Supper is ready, Mr. Rogers, and I
think the others will be here soon. Solomon is in the kitchen." A door
opened and let in a broad-shouldered bronze-faced swain, whose recent
labor in the oatfield was indicated plainly enough by the honest sweat
which had made the smut and occasional oatberries cling to his cheap
blue shirt, till his unkempt coat served rather as a propriety than a comfort.
Mrs. Simmons introduced them. "How d'ye do?', said Solomon.

Jack was beginning to review the vocabulary of weather and crops
when a light step approached. As he turned, a mutual recognition forestalled Mrs. Simmons' introduction.
"I think we are acquainted, Mr. Rogers."
"This pleasure is indeed unexpected, Miss Foster. My little sister
was complaining two weeks ago that you hadn't written her for ages
and she didn't know where you could be."
"This is a spot delightful enough to tempt anyone to hide for a
while."

Loose Leaves
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Jack had just noticed the delightfulness behind the prosaic title
It was Solomon's suggestion that brought them to the
supper table, and Solomon's loquacity during the meal required but
little refurbishing of Jack's classified observations.
Jack had met Margaret Foster once or twice at the Albany Art School which she and his
sister had attended together.
It must have been, hov/ever, that she
required a country village for a background, for she was certainly more
charming than Jack had realized.
Solomon's coat was bulging comfortably and Jack was growing
Optimistic. As they rose from the table Miss Foster spoke with a smile:
" Mr. Rogers, won't you bring your pipe out by the hammock.
I
want you to tell m.e all about Florence. There is also a young moon tonight I think, and if you make yourself picturesque enough, I may make
you famous in some future masterpiece of mine."
Jack, pipe held to mouth, sat in his chair and watched Margaret
through the moonlight. They spoke in low tones with intervals of
musing. The world grew brighter to Jack. Mrs. Simmons became a
fairy godmother, Solomon was an interesting soul, and Jack without a
qualm began to congratulate himself that he could be in a business
that let him drink in the rural beauty of Vermont's rocky hills and dusty
Miss
roads. Few are they from whose life flows the fountain of youth.
Foster had never said much when there were others about, but she had
her chance now, and Jack's heart was no rock. He went to sleep late
that night with a soul as light as Mrs. Simmons' pillows.
"Who's there?" called Jack, an hour later, and the silence that
followed was more piercing tban the most weird echo. His heart was pal-

Monkton Ridge.

pitating to the

accompaniment

of intense darkness.

* * *

He had

almost dropped of? again to sleep when he heard a sound that touched
the chords of his heart with a shiver. Drip, drop, drip, drop, drip, drop,

marked
beyond

sleep

felt like

a

off

an infinity of moments, before he arose impatiently, tortured
by that boring monotony. The dripping stopped and he

man who

has fallen into infinity.

Again he tried to sleep and

again that tantalizing, horrible drip, drop, drip, drop, ad infinitum.
Just as dusk was replacing darkness, he heard someone shambling
downstairs.

It

must be Solomon going

to milk the cows.

Jack arose,

crept outdoors and strolled about watching the sunrise rather wearily.

Solomon came in with the milk pails and Jack found him
woodshed, loquacious as usual.
" I callate you think yer up airly, but the's been two here this week
as could beat you. What dy 'think? Two fellers come here, one after
tother, and both went to bed in the same room ez you hed, and both was

At

six o'clock

in the
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gone by mornin'! You was the number three and I says to the widder,
says I, Ef he goes, the north room's hanted, and thet's a fact'."
"Curious," said Jack, thinking hard. "By the way, do you happen
to have a road horse you could let me use, if need were?"
"Yes, I callate I ken. Mustn't be in a hurry though," continued
Solomon.
Miss Foster wasn't at breakfast. Solomon callated she had been up
overly late last night. Jack got his horse and drove on. He sent the
horse back by a boy that night. A week later in Albany his sister Florence remarked
"Oh! Jack, I heard about you to-da)^ Why didn't you say you
saw Margaret? Here is a letter from her."
Jack glanced at the sheet she was holding. "This is just the loveYou know I always did want to get into
liest little nook imaginable.
the real countiy. I have found lots and lots of glorious scenery. Solomon says he callates the' must be funny people in the world if the Lord
made 'em so's to like rocks. Mrs. Simmons, my hostess, is a dear woman and is a perfect wonder at cooking. She fusses over me like a hen
with one chick. Just now she is insisting on cleaning and papering my
room right in the middle of summer. I accordingly must m.ove to-m^orrow for the paper hanger. Country people do have queer notions but
they are perfectly dear."
'

" I just

met her at supper one place I
about it by this time." But next evening
Jack watched the moonrise from a Vermont hill. Below him rolled the
creek and before him was a country farmhouse. Long after the lights
had all vanished from the windows, cold and stiil, Jack walked down
the hill, crossed the creek, climbed to the house and slyly entered where
Jack tossed the

stopped.

I'd forgotten all

Simmons had

Mrs.

he went

letter back.

forgotten to

softly picking his

latch and stepped

"Who

is

way

remove the window
to the old room.

screen.

Upstairs

Silently he lifted the

in.

it?" called a strained voice,

and he saw standing before

window a dim form in indefinite negligee.
Jack was profuse, a thousand apologies, a wretched blunder, would
" Is
Tones of recognition called him to a stop
never forgive himself.
the

:

it

There is an awful dripping here that won't let me
and I was so nervous that I just had to get up."
Miss Foster, you must take some other room, and I trust no one

you, Mr. Rogers?

sleep,
"

be the wiser for this blunder of mine." She crossed the hall, and
her good night spoke joyful relief. The drops did not worry Jack the
will

Loose Leaves
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wouldn't have slept anyway for recalling again
Unconventional? Horribly.
After a few hours next day behind the horse that mustn't be hurSoloried Jack and Margaret had become used to unconventionalty.
mon said, "I callate the roof's been leakin' so's to drip now'n' then."
Jack's happiness would have given the widow a ten dollar bill. She handed
it back with a smile, " Keep it for the minister," she said.
Jack turned
away and Mrs. Simmons swears that at that moment his smile was
Test of that night.

He

and again Margaret's

joyful tones.

beatific.

"THE RETURN OF THE NATIVE"
In

ment

Thomas Hardy's Wessex

Tales, the

background, or the environ-

enters largely into the development of the major characters.

He

environment and then places his men and
women in it, leaving to them the working out of their destinies, directed
and checked, not only by their temperamental peculiarities, but also
largely by the surroundings in which it is their fate to exist. Let us take
as a striking example of this his " Return of the Native.'
Here the action is developed on a heath, one of those famous English
•downs, quite as mysterious in its way as a great desert, or the ocean
itself.
Not only is the place now inhabited by a peculiar people, but in
ages past it has borne a population which has left to us some monuments
of its existence. The sun, we are told, seems to shine differently on such
a place, even the trees and the winds seem to have a language of their
own. It is inhabited with strange birds, the great bittern, almost extinct
elsewhere, makes his nest here undisturbed. Strange flowers grow there,
drawing their moisture from some spring whose margin, perhaps, was
curbed with Roman tiles, now lost in the general tangle of root and moss.
But the commanding feature of the heath is the great Rain Barrow, a
-memorial of that race which reared the monoliths of the Stonehenge.
The soil on its top is black with the ashes of countless fires, the first was
the funeral pyre of the chieftan in whose name the mound was raised.
We are permitted to watch a more modern bonfire, given in honor of
Master Guy Fawkes, of unsanctified memory. Certainly such a place
must have a considerable effect on any one dwelling there. We see its
impression on the nature of Eustacia Vye.
Many old customs have been preserved in this heath country, some
of them coming down to us from the Bronze Age, such as the annual
Jbonfire on the Barrow, or the charms and incantations used by the hedge
chooses and

defines

the
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But a more interesting survival from our point of view is the
Christmas play of "Saint George and the Dragon," as told in the story,
modernized perhaps, yet retaining much of the spirit of the past. It
throws an interesting light on the preparation and rehearsing of the
doctors.

We

old interludes.

Company assembled

can imagine the Butchers' or the Candlemakers'
Guild Hall, going through the same form of

in the

rehearsal as do these furze choppers and villagers in the dusty Wessex.

At

barn.

times the production of these Christmas plays and interludes

all

a matter of duty; something that had been handed down
from father to son.
The charm and value of this book to us is not in the action and
fortunes of the principal characters, absorbing though they may be, but
in the heath and the heath dwellers, the background of the story.
Joseph Haines Price, igii.

must have been
in trust

THE WATCH MAKER
My watch
I

had stopped. I shook it, and listened. But try as I would,.
it back into lively pulsation.
The thing simply

couldn't wheedle

wouldn't go.

Watchmakers had
myself,
It

" I'll

took

me and my watch

fixed

get along without

me

it

So

I

said to

only a few days, however, to find that the ticking of the

timepiece was almost as closely allied to

my

before.

—those watchmakers are awful cheats."

was

my

existence as the ticking of

and then
Sometimes I would have ten minutes in which to swear at leisure, sometimes I would concentrate my
vehemence in one blue streak as I tore across the campus. I decided that
a watch was even more essential than a wife.
So I fished my Swiss ticker from the drawer, and walked meekly
into a jewelry store. The little black-bearded man behind the cage waspeering down into the intricate mechanism of a tiny woman's watch, and
society business. His big regulator
muttering something about this d
ticked three minutes before he looked up. I handed him my wayward
watch. He stuck a black telescope on his eyelid, and I knew from his ogle
that he would say " Three Dollars."
I was losing my voice and affecting.
heart.

I

late for breakfasts, early for appointments,

late again for classes.

It

was

galling.

—

a very meek countenance.
"

H'm," he

said.

" I

guess you forgot to wind

it

up.'

191

1.

—

EDITORIAL.
The ancient and honorable

Editorial Staff of 'og-'io, having bril-

liantly eluded curtain calls in their Editorial entitled

"

The Curtain

new born board the painful duty of raising it
again. We feel like an unbaptized new year, and our art editor (who is
still a potentiality) might have drawn for us the conventional allegory
of old Father Time presenting to the cheering world an unsmacked
Or we could have been represented as a launching
cupid labelled 'lo-'i i
Falls,"

have

left

to the

.

ship with our former editor breaking a bottle of Pureoxia on our nose
to the delectation of a jeering world.

To

let

fancy roam further

afield

the

modern mode

for such an allegory would be for us to drop out of the
airship " Pegasus " like deus ex machina into a soft Haverfordian blanket

held

by the

leering world.

But

"The Eternal Saki from

that bowl hath poured

Millions of bubbles like us, and will pour."

So forgive the frivolity of our infant state. With one jerk the curtains
are up again, and while blisters rise on our hands we will get said quick
the few words to our Alumni.
It is our plan this year to extend the Alumni Department, and
increase the interest of the paper generally for the Alumni. We hope to
do so by a series of articles about our loyal and interesting Haverfordians,
and we shall try to have letters (like Mr. Ellis') from our older men,
telling of the fascinating old days here, when people ate much mince
If the Alumni are interested in antiquaries
pie, but never drank liquor.
we shall try to provide them, if they prefer personalities we have a proud
number, and if they are curious about themselves we will publish anything not improper.
The only but in the whole business is to impress
upon them the necessity for co-operation. We have no Alumni Notes
unless they send them, and we can not afford to buy their pictures unless
they subscribe.
To the numerous embryo Haverfordians who scan these pages

merely out of deference to the difficulty of Mathematics and Greek, we
might sing with siren voice the joys of working for The Haverfordian.
The Editors are denied by churlish fate the conspicuous privilege of
parading an "H" before an occasional incursion of the feminine. But
once a hostler to the hackneyed nag, yours are
"Sensations sweet
Felt in the blood, and

felt

along the heart,"

6
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—and the

H"

on your heart is one you don't take off at night, like the
on your ugly red sweater—and not so conspicuous.
Yet, if one wants to make himself ccmspicuous and politely, let him
appear in the Haverfordian nine times each year.
Football and
cricket are great games, and in them strong men learn to know each
other.
But Haverfordian work means knowing yourself sometimes
a very unpleasant acquaintance.
The Haverfordian proposes to increase in wisdom, and to bring
together the men in the college who have a genuine interest in literary
composition, and a genuine interest in the best things for the college.
Next year it will occupy new and glorified quarters in Haverford Union,
and if everybody climbs up on the band wagon and yells, the whole
crowd will be down to see what's the matter. There are four seats
vacant, and not a man from the Freshman or Sophomore Classes on the
board. If you ever in your life wrote a Une of decent English, for your
own sake, let's have your contribution.
"

"

H"

—

A SUGGESTION.
With an observatory a step away and a hundred romantic youths
roaming the Campus every night, a look at the moon as it really is would
be interesting, and perhaps would so disillusionize the youth as to send
them back post haste to their Greek. A glance at Halley's Comet ought
to dynamize students infected with Spring Fever.
In fact, it woiJd be " thoroughly nice" if some sympathetic member
of the faculty would occasionally shine up the telescope for the enlightenment of the unitiated, and dissertate to the earthworms on the Crab,
the Bear, and the Dipper. And the Comet is too rare an occasion to

—

miss.

We

wish to excuse our aggressiveness

in

changing the style of the

Haverfordian, on the groimd that the present cover is with very slight
exception a reversion to the old type. The typographical changes aim
at simplicity, with the hope of establishing as permanent a magazine
in style as in sentiment of Haverfordians.

Prominent Haverfordians

I.
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ISAAC SHARPLESS.

Although President Sharpless holds no Haverford degree, no living
alumnus of the college more thoroughly embodies the college spirit than
he.
Of conservative Pensylvania Quaker stock, educated at Westtown
and Harvard, inherited tendencies, environment and education, all combined to produce a man at once loyal to old ideals and imbued with the
progressive spirit of the modern world.
A member of the class of '73 at Harvard, he came to Haverford two
years later. At first the teaching of various subjects such as History and
Chemistry

fell

to his

This chair he held

lot,
till

but he soon found his chosen field in Mathematics.
During
called to the Presidency of the College.

were by no m^eans confined to the subjects treated
As a member of the Loganian Society he mingled

this period his interests
in the class

room.

prominent part in their
extemporaneous speaking,

freely with the students in literary work, took a

debates, developing bis

own happy power

and by example and catholicity
for broad and effective culture.
It

of interest inspiring the students to strive

as President of the College, however, that Dr. Sharpless has done

is

work.

his great

The Haverford

of to-day

the Haverford of twent}^-five years ago.

and

T%-as

insure

is

a very different place from

Then

it

had but eighty students

struggling to keep the wolf from the door,

its

now

present pi'osperity and future growth, and the

dents has doubled.

have

of

The

efforts of

many and

endowments
number of stu-

its

the beneficence of others

part contributed to this end, but the wise leadership, steady
loyalty to principle, sweetly reasonable liberality, and sturdy manliness
in

of President Sharpless have been the determining factors in

it all.

In addition to his work in the college he has proven himself a most

exemplary

citizen.

The township

the State of Pennsylvania have

of Haverford,

all felt

Delaware County, and

the influence of his pure minded and

The esteem in which he is held as
an educator and a citizen is indicated by the fact that he holds honorary
degrees from the University of Pennsylvania, Swarthmore College and
public spirited devotion to civic dut5^

Hobart

College.

Three elements

have contributed to the success
and have endeared him to Haverfordians.
I
First among these stands his uncompromising loyalty to the true
in morals and scholarship.
No sham in college work or in character fails
to evoke his frank condemnation.
Free from all pretence or makein his personality

of President Sharpless
.

believe himself, he has done

much

to

make

the Haverfordians of the last

Alumni

1

man who displays in his windows goods which
he does not keep inside.
2. Along with this intolerance of sham, President Sharpless has
always displayed the greatest kindliness for the individual.
Some
people as Rendel Harris once remarked, are so anxious to remove the
mote from the eye that they tear the eye out with it. There is no student

thirty-five years despise the

who

by the present head of Haverford College, who
manly kindliness with which he has been
immediately afterward a kindliness that was winning and

has been reproved

has not
treated

felt

the power of the

—

healing.
3. The third quality is President Sharpless's appreciation of humor,
and his skillful use of it. Humor is at once one of the most useful and
most dangerous of gifts. One may be so carried away with it as to be
ever striving after that which is amusing, and so become mawkish; or he
may use it as a dagger to wound and deface. But when it is used to

illume with an occasional flash the dreary paths of drudgery or of logic,
to fasten in the

mind and imprint upon the conscience some valuable

truth or duty, or to reveal in a worthy

manly

heart,

it is

way

one of heaven's choicest

the deep sympathies of a

gifts.

George A. Barton, 1882.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
ALUMNI NOTES
Ex-' 9 2
Maxfield Parrish

emy

is

exhibiting a painting at the Philadelphia Acad-

of Fine Arts.
'98

Frederic Stadelman was married February 8th in

New

York, to

Mrs. Florence Lansing Osgood.

On February

second was born to Mr. and Mrs. R. Strawbridge a

daughter, Elizabeth Hacker Strawbridge.
R. N. Wilson gave his classmates the pleasure of seeing him at the
alumni dinner. He came up from Guilford, N. C.
'99.

A. Clement Wild,

City Railway,

is

now

who

is

with the legal department of the Chicago

living at 5343 Jefferson Ave., Chicago.
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'00

R.

homa

Burdette,

J.

Jr. is

with the Hartford Life Insurance Co., Okla-

City.

C. H. Carter's engagement has been announced to Mary Jessie Gidley
North Dartmouth, Mass. They plan to live in Syracuse after next
summer.
Henry Hallett, of Pittsburg, announces his engagement to Miss Lois

of

Ellen Roberts, of Wellsville, N. Y.

W. W. White

is

in Missoula, Mont., as

Supervisor of the Bitter Root

National Forest.
'01

'06,

Theodore J. Grayson has formed a law partnership with F. G. Taylor,
with offices 804-806 Betz Building, Philadelphia.
'02

Parke Lewis Woodward announces

marriage to Miss Hannah
is practising law at 66
York City, and resides at 560 East Ninth Street,

Mathisen, of Brooklyn, N. Y.

Liberty Street,

New

Mr.

his

Woodward

Brooklyn.
'06

Jesse D. Phillips,

who

is

with the Bell Telephone Co.,

is

living at

216 E. State St., Trenton.
James Monroe, having completed his mechanical engineering course
at Cornell,

is

now

Corporation of
R. L. Cary

in

the Engineering Department of the Public Service

New
is

Jersey at Newark.
occupying a fellowship at the Massachusetts Institute

of Technology.

R.

J.

Shortlidge has accepted a position at the Cascadilla School,

Ithaca, N. Y.

R. Scott

is

Assistant Professor of English at

Earlham

E. B. Richards has returned from the Philippines and
his

home

in

College.
is

living at

Merion, Pa.

F. S. Breyfogel, T. K. Brown and G. H. Graves are engaged in higher
study at the universities of Pennsylvania, Harvard and Columbia,

respectively.

The following members of the class are practising law: F. Taylor and
Tunney in Philadelphia, J. T. Fales in Chicago, W. K. Miller in Allentown, S. G. Nauman in Lancaster, and T. P. Harvey in Indianapolis.
On Thursday evening, December 23d, the class of 1906 held their
annual supper and business meeting in Lloyd Hall. Plans were made for
J.

a second instalment of the class publication and for the five years reunion
of the class. Those present were: Brown, Dickson, Kennard, Morris,

Ahimni
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Reid,

Pleasants,

Philips,

Richards, Sands, Scott, Shortlidge, Smiley,.

Taylor.
'07

E. Jones and

W.

Stokes, '09, are studying in the Yale School of

Forestry.
C.

Hoover and H. M. Watson,

'09 are at

Penn

College, Oskaloosa,.

Iowa, Professors respectively of Chemistry and Classical Languages.
Ex.-'o9
C. E.

Marsh

is

the best paid reporter on the

Oklahoma City News.

•09
C.

C.

Killen has accepted a position as instructor at Cedarcroft

School.
F. C.
P. B.

Hamilton

Fay

is with the Lehigh Valley R. R., in Philadelphia.
doing graduate work in Romance Languages at Johns-

is

ffopkins.

Andreas Bryne

is

joint proprietor with his brother of a

business in Stavanger, Norway.

He

also has private

pupUs

in

nursery
Frenchv

English and German.

H. A. Doak

Superintendent of Schools in Farmington, N. C.
with the Forrest Insurance Co., New York.
G. H. Deacon is with the Hires Root Beer Co.
R. N. Brey is with his father in Philadelphia in the milling business.
G. S. Bard

is

is

TO THE ALUMNI.
In an effort to get in touch with as many Alumni as possible, letters
have recently been written to Secretaries of the organized classes, asking for a monthly report on the movements among the classes. Some of
the responses indicate a favorable attitude towards the extension and
improvement of this column. The Secretaries say, however, that often
they are less in touch with affairs in their classes than other men better
situated geographically. As the success and interest of this column depends entirely on the Alumni, we can not emphasize too earnestly thenecessity for their co-operation, and we shall be glad to hear by the
twent^'-sixth of each month any news items of interest to Haverfordians..

EXCHANGES
A wise and humorous article, discursively written, appears in the
February Harvard Monthly, entitled "The College Magazine and the
Literary Life." It is written by Robert Herrick, a man who speaks with
authority, and who is generous enough to say that " never before in the
history of civilized times could the young man embark more safely upon
the literary life than to-day, never could draw the pad towards him with
more confidence of being well paid for his day's work, if he has anything
resembling ideas in his head. For it is a large and broadening market
to which he offers his wares.
But there are a few who are ready to sta5-ve for their work. They
are the few who speak with the indubtiable assurance of human authority."

comment

In the face of the

more
eyed litterateur) and

confesses here

it is difficult

art's sake.

Exchange Editor (who himself

of the

desire to please the rabble than the militant green-

most college magazines,
any baser motive than art for

in the face of the finances of

to suspect

budding authors

Oblivion to

all else

of

except "ideal success"

is

a delightfully

But if you lift up the edges of the few lines
quoted from Mr. Herrick you will find underneath a test for the sincerity
of our geniuses who nurse the authorship bug. It is so hard to be an
honest anything even an honest Exchange Editor.
In trying to decide where to begin, the criiel critic of these pages
yawns and writes poetry:
youthful characteristic.

—

My back-bone is a wishbone
My will a choc'late pie
If

heaven's sleep and eating
I'll

While the above verse
usually quoted here,

it

hurry up and
is

die.

not so majestically sublime as the

nevertheless creates the

mood

for this

flights

maudlin

page. The February prose is so unfledged. Texas has nothing exciting,
and the Vassar Miscellany has been lost probably stolen. We have
been reading "For Love of Constance" in the Mount Holyoke. The
author in describing a girl says " She wore a gown of some cream colored
stuff, and a large black hat with sable plumes."
The description is
unsuggestive to masculine mind, but she must have looked "awful nice."
Aberrations of this kind and a wearisome insistence on the undertone

—
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make the story drag. By Chapter III. it crawls. Most of its listlessness
we attribute to the dialogue, and dialogue is difficult always. In "The
and crowds out any psychological reflection
As a story "The Truant" is much prettier, and in
the matter of dialogue the early part of "The Show and Grandmother"
can teach them all.
A story of interesting romance technically perfect, it seems to us,
and fascinating in dialect and dialogue is the "Two Harps" in the Randolph-Macon. It has clear and lucid treatment, not an extraneous thing
added, no digression, it holds to the point and ends beautifully. A story
not so pretty but with the same richness of color is the " Onlucky in
Love" in the Smith Magazine. In the Amherst "A Man" succeeds
because it defines two 9haracters the girl is interesting perhaps a
crystallization of the feminine type
a really catty woman, whatever
that is. "What Lack I Yet" gets a fine tonality, effective in spite of
brevity. "The Return of Pete" in the Williams we suppose is indifferently good, and "Olin" perhaps indifferently bad. Like all spiritualism
Transit of Mars,"

upon the

stuffy,

it is

characters.

—
—

stories
is

"Olin" ends

horribly gulled.

—

smoke. When the story is well written the reader
So that a disgusted "Huh!" at the end is probably

in

complimentary.
We can hardly say

"

Huh

!

" at

the end of

"

The Flaw

in

the Premise

"

"The Flaw" doesn't produce the illusion of good art, and
another of that series of aberrations this one more of the Rider
Haggard tj'pe. How Jillson ever fixed up a m.achine which would
scientifically read the future for us, our Texas author is careful not to

in the Texas.
it

—

is

had mankind reduced to a perfectly commensurable
tell just what he would be doing in thirty years.
Wouldn't that be unpleasant? Somehow the machine failed to predict
that Jillson would be killed before the article was patented.
But we consider that the Texas author does a great service to curious humanity by
killing Jillson on the last page. If, in thirty years your wife will be chasing
you around the house with a club you can't find it out, since Jillson died.
suggest.

Jillson

condition.

One could

Alas,

again as uncertain as ever.

life is

The most

fascinating bits of description appear in two Harvard
Oxford Impressions " in the Advocate, a series of charming
sketches have a distinct flavor. There is much color and a rare subtlety
which gives a touch of delightful humour to every page. "In the Rip"
in Harvard Monthly is a vivid and brilliantly done description, no subtlety, but cheerful, thank goodness.
The author of that piece has the

magazines,

"

seeing eye, a sensitive sense of selection.

Having got thus

far

without culling a savory bit of supercallowfied
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we again search our

poets for a bit of verse clever

enough to justify the business of criticism in their eyes. There is not a
good cow in sight, but a Smith girl has recently been disturbed by " A
Mouse." The sonnet is suggestive of the good old days in Barclay Hall
when the inmates there used to train the cock-roaches to wind their
watches and hang up their clothes. One night years ago when all was
still, a bad man came home late and saw his most faithful cock-roach
standing before the mirror in his pajamas and combing his hair with his
comb. After that cock-roaches were dismissed.
Often in our Exchanges we have been restrained by the wise hand of
our Editor-in-Chief from saying too much. We remember distinctly
that

we intended to praise the verse of the Smith. "The Gift of Toil"
December file, and other verses by the same author were perfect

in their

and accuracy. In the January files, the Williams
Love" by an author whom we should take care not to spoil
by too favorable criticism. " The Goblin King" in the same file is a subjective poem, not a ballad by any kind of conjecture except in metre
and incremental repetition. It is the presentation of a mood, not a
narrative poem. The imagery is gnomic and beautiful.
The Virginia a month ago printed the best twilight verse of the
year, a verse of genuine poetic impulse, perfect and careful imagery.
for their sincerity

prints

"

First

An artistic love poem, not the sickly sentimental kind either, is
"Penelope" in January Moj<Hi Holyoke. It is a fine bit of projected
emotion, and the poem is the weary dirge of the toilworn, hopeless lover.
It is a remarkable piece of work, considering that the poetry of youth
generally has the fierce, passionate lyric cry.

Of serious verse

this

month, the Texas publishes a nameless verse

in

a side alley of their magazine which has genuine poetic feeling.
hands on thy breast
thy weary limbs at rest!

Sleep, thy tired
Sleep, with

This sleep ne'er shall
It will

know

a waking;

quiet thy heart's breaking;

Sweeter

far, to

thy tired eyes.

Brown earth, than grey winter
I who love thee shall not weep
For thy dreamless, endless

This

is

skies.

sleep.

suffered the indignity of appearing beneath a long didactic

' Fiat Justitia"

which says

"The world was

full of

in its

second

line:

wickedness, of sorrow, and of woe!"

Ugh!
The Harvard Monthly with

its

usual taste in selection prints in

"

The

— ——
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poem which seems

Vision" a
first

to breathe a rarefied atmosphere.

three stanzas, however, the impression

is

the fourth she seems to become personal.

In the

of a goddess allegorical, in

But

it

is

very suggestive,

nevertheless.

The Smith people

down on

are very clever

—and

their verse

is

pretty well

from so many, pieces of real
poetic sensitiveness. The girl who wrote "Groggles" got very close to
the frog's viewpoint, and the "At Night" verse is delicate and childish.
We quote " A Tri-al-ette" it is short, and will sympathize with some of
our operetta singers.
the earth.

It is difficult to select

—

Second

trials are

out

And they haven't asked me
What can they be about ?
Second trials are out!
For I know, without doubt,
I can act, and yet
see
Second trials are out,
And they haven't asked me!

—

The Williams prints an amusing article on "Mortal Verse," but the
author talks of such mortally mortal verse that the essay is not a help in
selection. He quotes from " Sweet Singer of Michigan, who says more or
less that " the reader must take the production with its stamp of
originality, which is the plainer synonym for afflatus or inspiration."
Her'' is one of the verses:
"In the Eighth Michigan Cavalry
This boy did enlist;
His life was almost despaired of,
On account of his numerous fits,
Caused by drinking water poisoned
The effect cannot outgrow;
In Northern Alabama, I hear,

Came

this dreadful blow."

"And now

kind friends, what I have wrote,
hope you will pass o'er,
And not criticise as some have done.
I

Hitherto herebefore."
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A LETTER FROM DAVID STROUD BURSON,
APPRECIATE very much
article from my pen, and

Ex-'Ss

your desire to have an
I

am

greatly pleased to

comply with your request in spite of my advanced
age, and of the fact that my eye-sight is not of the

my

for

best;

health

is

right eye sees double.

prime.

month (March

If

19 10),

live

I
I

shall

till

My

general

the i8th of next

be 94 years of age. Yet

the scenes at Haverfotd are vf-ry vividly stereo-

typed

in

As

my memory.
Tom Moore

has

the poet

'
'

When
The

I

it:

remember

all

friends, so link'd together,

I've seen

around

me

fall.

Like leaves in wintry weather;
I feel like

one

Who

Some

And

treads alone
banquet-hall deserted,
Whose lights are fled.
Whose garlands dead.

all

but he departed!"

I remember very realistically the time when Joseph Walton, Thomas
Cook,
and myself constituted the Latin and Greek classes. The
F.
teachers were Professor John Gummere, D. B. Smith, and William
Dennis; the last I easily outranked in Latin, for I had been well soaked

in Latin at

Westtown Boarding

six years continuously, as

School, where

my memory

not over a week.
I suppose Haverford proper
since straightening the road.

the whistle blow,

In

is

has

now

far

I

it,

was a scholar for nearly
with only a vacation of

removed from the

railroad,

my time, the thirties, whenever we heard

we dropped our play and ran

to the walking bridge

across the railroad track.

There were no religious exercises

was

in the college buildings while I

there.

happened to be a favorite with Enoch Lewis, who
My memory is that at one time he taught John
Gummere, who afterwards taught me mathematics at Haverford. I
still have John Gummere's Astronomy and his volume on Surveying.
I believe John Gummere's parents, Samuel and Rachel, once lived in
West Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania, my native place. I suppose any Gummere now connected with the college must be the grandson of my preceptor John Gummere. a most estimable man in all respects.

At Westtown

I

taught mathematics.

—
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But
are

this

all

is

ancient history.

At Westtown we read the
gil

from the

neid.

It lasted five

in Latin.

Very probably

many

Latin

Pastoral.

my

stereotyped in

is

—with

through the Ae-

all

I

my

became soaked
brain.

works

in

remember

I

I

in

try to

doubtful success.

Latin would not be

classical.

I

remember very

passages in Virgil as well as in Horace.

line in all Virgil's
first

Yet they

Historia Sacra" and the whole of Vir-

months and twenty-three days.

write English in vernacular
distinctly

"

Pastoral through the Georgics and

first

Greek as well as

It is like the chronicles.

my memory.

vividly in

all

which the

feet, in

There

scanning, alternate

the line in the 9th

book

of the

is

—

Aeneid

one

in the

in ref-

erence to the son of Aeneas, lulus:
"

and

Macte nova virtute puer;

sic

itur

adastra,"

end of the 8th book:
" Quadrupedante putrem sonitu quatit ungula campum.''
There is this passage, too, from dear old Horace, writing to an

also the line near the

intimate friend:
si quid novisti rcctius istis,
Candidus imperti; si non, his utere mecum."

"Vive, vale:

I

read also every line in Homer's

Iliad.

There were two large vol-

umes and at the end of them the Greek was translated into Latin to keep
us from being " stumped " in the Greek. These volumes I presented very
foolishly to the college near Richmond. My Virgil was begged for by a
gentleman who was a teacher in some capacity in the university at
Colorado Springs.
For more than half a century there has been in our present residence
a copy of the prayer of Mary Queen of Scots, who was born, as I remember, in

hyena

—

1542 and decapitated in 1587. the crim.e of the
a brute was Queen Elizabeth!

—what

human

(?)

Mary Queen of Scots was highly educated for her time. She was
taught Latin and rhyming by the experts of that era. Our English ancestors were not far removed from brutes, however.
Much of my Latin I never shall forget but how, where and when I
found that copy of the prayer of Mary Queen of Scots is among the se:

unremembered past.
The Prayer of Mary Queen of

crets of the

"

Scots:

O Domine Deus, speravi in te,
O care mi Jesu, nunc libera me,
In dura catena, in misera poena,
Desidero

te.

To

the Spirit of

Music

27

Lugendo, gemendo,
Et genuflectendo
Adoro, imploro ut liberes me!"
Pleasant

is

my memory

of dear ancient Haverford.

Your friend,
David Stroud Burson, ex-

35-

David Stroud Burson is the oldest living matriculate of Haverford, and one
first men to come here.
The above article is a combination of two letters
written "To the Editor of the Haverfordian."

of the

TO THE SPIRIT OF MUSIC
UT
Is

a

little

it

thing

to sing.

To raise the weary mind.
Mid bitter life

And

heartless strife,

O, melody

is

kind.

So, low, low,

Draw

the

bow

Over the trembling string,
That my bosom filled
With the dream you build
May cease from its shuddering,
That eyes that weep

And never

sleep

For a hope that

May close at last
When the dream
With the

is

is

doomed

to die,

past,

strains of

your melody.
H. S. H., 1910

THE DETECTIVE'S UMBRELLA
HE

was slowing up

for Hainesport and as the
shuddered to a stop, Stevenson from the
station platform saw his friend, Harry Pew, rise
from his seat in the train and get out of the car.
As Stevenson made a move to get aboard he suddenly felt a thrill of emotion as he rubbed elbows
with the demure little Widow Perkins who was
also on the way to Philadelphia.
He had felt
no such thrill ever since the night when this same charming woman,
then unmarried and besieged, had gently but firmly insisted that it
could not be and that he had no grounds for such a hope. Why had this

7.24

last car

same

But a railway station
no place to ponder such mysteries of the heart, and so Stevenson
climbed aboard and took the seat that his friend Pew had just left vacant.
After a^few seconds the brakeman shouted " Right here!" there was
a hissing pull on the cord and the train was ofl'. Meanwhile Stevenson
was settling himself in his seat, spreading out his coat and getting generally comfortable when suddenly he felt an umbrella tucked away between the end of the seat and the side of the car. Through the open
window he could see Pew a few yards away walking up the street, so
he threw out the umbrella and shouted,
"Hey there, Harry! Here's your umbiella."
He watched Pew pick it up and then the train whisked aroimd a
old feeling so strangely returned to-day?

is

curve.

Stevenson's neighbours all said he meant well. His enemies remembered that intentions form the sidewalks of a place where wood-blocks
won't do. This morning he felt very much pleased with his good inten-

and turned to the sporting page with a sense of righteous satisfaction.
Hey, you! Did you see an umbrella in this seat?"
Stevenson left Ty Cobb still at the bat with two strikes and three
men on bases, and looked up to see who was interrupting his game.
A big burly fellow with a ruddy face, side whiskers and a leering expression that owed a lot to a hare-lip, was leaning over him.
"Say, did you see my umbrella?"
"
"Why er yes, I did. But I threw it out
tion,

"

— —

out!" broke in the stranger. "What in the Sam Hill
Didn't 3'ou know it was mine?"
Never saw you before. I thought it belonged to a friend of mine,

"Threw

it

did you do that for?
"

so I threw

it

to him."

The Detective's Umbrella

"No you

You

'9

don't work that gag on me!

See here Johnny,
I'm a detective. So
you'd better pony up that umbrella and be quick about it."
Now no respectable father of a family travelling on his regular morning train appreciates being called "Johnny," especially when the call
comes from some officious and unknown bully. The fact that the dainty
widow Perkins was sitting immediately back of him didn't help Stevenson any, either. She was quite prettily amused as she watched the blush
of confusion slowly rise up the back of his neck.
Stevenson felt this gaze, calmy folded his paper, laid it beside him
and faced his enemy.
"See here," he said. "You may be a detective all right, but you
don't scare me. I've ridden up and down this road every day for fifteen
years and what I say is true. I thought I saw a friend get out of this
seat and so when I saw the umbrella here I threw it out to him. If it
isn't his, I'll get it back to-night and send it to you to-morrow if you
give me your name and address." Stevenson was sticking to his guns
pretty well, and the widow thought he had improved a great deal since a
there's

don't!

no green

in rny eye.

See that badge

—

well,

certain night ten years ago.

"Say, what do you think I am?" asked the suspicious detective.
bluff's been worked before.
Either that umbrella, or you make
it good."
"Tickets please," called the conductor.
"Here's a friend," thought Stevenson without looking. "Conduc"
tor," he said, "will you please tell this man
But it wasn't Anker
morning
who had the 7.24 this
and Stevenson didn't know this con-

"That

ductor.

"How's that?" snapped

the nervous official.
beg your pardon," stammered Stevenson. "I thought you
were Anker. He generally takes this train down, you know."
"Yes, but he's on his vacation now. Tickets please." And he held
an
expectant hand.
out
"Why er," said Stevenson, pressing his hand to chest to feel for
"
his wallet, " I travel on an employee's pass but I seem to have left it
"Say, you're a crook. That's what you are," broke in the sleuth.
" Leave me to deal with this conductor and mind your own business,
will you?"
Stevenson was getting mad. It certainly did "look bad" to
have everything go wrong this way, but he'd got to get out of it some how.
"As I was saying, conductor, I seem to have left my pass at home,
but just give me a 'one-way' to Philadelphia." He produced the necessary fare and the conductor moved on.

"Oh,

I

—

—
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The widow noticed the

adroit

way Stevenson

got out of this latest

hole and that gentleman went up another peg in her estimation.

"Now, Mr.

I'm sick of this. I'm an honest
way. I've lived in Hainesport all
my life and I guess I've got some friends aboard this train right now
who can identify me."

man and you

if

Detective, listen here.

don't bulldoze

me

this

"Aw forget it! I don't want any identification. I want the money,
you haven't got the umbrella."
"Well, you don't get it. Give me your card and you'll have your

umbrella to-morrow."
"Say, how do I know you're on the square?
fore, old

I've

been fooled be-

man."

"Well, just excuse me a moment while I find someone who will
vouch for me and prove that what I say is straight."
The suspicious fifth-wheel of the law sat down reluctantly and
watched Stevenson go ahead to seek a friend. But, great Scott! It was
the Fourth of July and all his friends were home. He didn't know a
solitary soul on all the three cars.
Except the widow Perkins! Perhaps, after all, she might be willing. There was nothing else for it. Buttoning his coat and swallowing hard he approached her diffidently.
"Excuse me, Mrs. Perkins, but perhaps you may have heard the
scrape I'm in. Yes well, would you please mind telling this gentleman
who I am. I'd be much obliged."
"With pleasure." She looked the detective in the ej^e. "What Mr.
Stevenson has said is true. I saw his friend get up as the train stopped,
but he had been occupying this seat, not the one Mr. Stevenson took.
Mr. Stevenson is a gentleman and I am sure you will come to no loss.

—

—

You

shouldn't be so suspicious."

Nobody could

way

She had a frank, fearless
from her charming womanThe ugly detective eyed her a moment as though

resist the pretty -widow.

of speaking, which, without detracting

liness,

meant business.
Then trying

to act the generous part, he said,
"Just as you say, madam. But you'll excuse me, madam, for being so persistent; but I'm a detective you see," and a dirty finger-nail
rattled on a silver star that stood out against a background of greasy
waistcoat, "and we've got to be mighty careful. Here's my card, sir.
Any time will do." And he made his way back to the smoking car.
"I'm very much obliged," said Stevenson when the door closed on
" It wasn't really serious of course, but it was getting
his persecutor.
in doubt.

unpleasant."

Unconsciously Mrs. Perkins drew her skirts toward her and moved

.4

nearer the r.'indow.

Not

Alaicli

qiiite so

ill

New York
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unconsciously Stevenson slipped into

the seat thus prepared.

Somehow

seemed quite natural to be riding this way, side by side
Perkins.
Memories of past days and of similar
rides together floated in both their minds. Stevenson was the father of
family, as we said, but he was also a widower, and of course, later on
it

with Mary Townsend

—

E.

H.S.

'II.

A MATCH IN NEW YORK
E\V

YORK

no place for a Philadelphian. But the
Team had a game scheduled with the
Staten Island Eleven Thursday, and they telephoned for me at the last minute. I left home with
about three dollars and a mileage book in my
pocket, and I still had two- fifty when we got to
Staten.
We drew, but the match was in our favor, forty runs to get, and five wickets down.
About half way through the game Margery and Priscilla turned up
with a fellow they called Harry. I never did get his last name. Priscilla is the girl who used to wear those pretty little gauze effects in the
evenings at the Langmere last September, when everybody else was
is

Cricket Club

rigged in greens and yellows and purples.

In fact she

is

the

girl

who

might be all right if I weren't so much of a hayseed.
Well, Priscilla never knew, but that did cut.
This Harry he was a New Yorker. Necktie pin, spats, chamois
he v/as perfect. And a good looker too. In
gloves and pipe-stem cane
a caustic metropolitan style he remarked often that cricket as a game
should be relegated to old women's homes and blind asylums. When it
was finally over he turned to me and said blandly
" By the way, we are going to get supper in New York, just a modest
little bite.
I know a quiet little restaurant and we'd be pleased to have
you tag along." I don't know how you'd take an invitation like that,
but I didn't like it, and was just about to say I had to go home when
Priscilla gave me one of those liquid looks that would decompose marble.
That decided it. I wasn't exactly dressed up for going out. I hadn't
any gloves. I had an old scuffed suit case, my trousers bagged at the
knees, and I hadn't shaved for two days.
But all this and more doesn't make any difference when Priscilla looks that way. I was quite convinced she really wanted me to go. I went. My pride was nevertheless
hurt by that "tag along" business, and so on the ferry I said to Harry:
"Ob! bv the way I want you let me do half of this." "All right," he
told Margery that

—

I

—
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answered, "say, see

if

you can

find a couple of

empty

chairs floating

around here. I went and got chairs. The ferry ride lasted quite a
while, and when we landed we made a rush for the elevated. Harry
was used to it, I wasn't. He seized Margery with one hand and Priscilla
with the other, shouted hastily over his shoulder to me to follow, and
disappeared in the jam. I barely caught the same train as he did,
handicapped as I was with that old valise. Then we rode. I stood;
I watched the tall buildings as we went
the others sat down.
past.
The ride seemed almost unending. Finally at about 42nd
Street I think we got out. It may have been 60th but I am just a little
hazy about it. We walked about a block and then swung around the

comer into a brightly lit ca.i€.
As to just what it looked like from outside I can't say. My memoryfails.
All I can remember is a neat little frosted border running around
a huge plate glass window, which was decorated most elaborately with
and oysters all grouped around a huge red lobster.
I
have a faint recollection of champagne bottles. I was no sooner in the
room than my suit case and hat were pounced upon by two different waiters
and whisked out of sight into a small lobby effect. I watched them out
of sight, and then turned to find my party had disappeared. I soon saw
them, though. Harry was beckoning from across the room. I proceeded
leisurely across the room to the table. As I sat down I noticed with increasing awe that the waiter had gold cuff links and patent leather
pumps. I hastily projected my feet as far as I could under the table
cloth and kicked Harry in the shins. I blushed, apologized and began to
look around me. The name of the place as given by the menu was Caf6
Beaux Arts or something to that tune. The electric fans were made
expressly to match the general get-up of the room. There was a young
orchestra near us and a long haired dago was rendering some selections
from grand opera. I began to feel more and more like a fish out of water.
"What," I thought, "in heaven's name have I gotten into?" Harry's
Neither did either of the
face showed no sign of suppressed emotion.
In fact they all looked quite at home. There were just three menus,
girls.
so I went without one, and while they were studying them I coughed,
adjusted my cuffs, tightened my necktie, brushed off my left sleeve,
pulled down my vest, and did other things to show how much at home I
Finally I got a menu. It came through the air from Harry, landed
felt.
on my napkin and was followed with "How does that table d' h6te suit
you?" I caught sight of the top line and shuddered. It read, "Table
I mentally divided $1.75 into $2.50 and found it would
d' hdte $1.75."
I hastily turned the bUl of fare over and blushed a deep
not go twice.
salads, meats,

.4

crimson.

my

ears

I

can

and

still feel

I felt

my

Malch

in Xeiv
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my

that blush creeping up

hair rise slightly

when

it

neck.

had reached

I felt it
it.

I

pass

began

I thought rapidly.
I
to realize that I would have to do something.
might make a bolt for the door if I had my suit case and hat. I considered offering my watch to the head waiter on the sly; I thought of play1 thought of throwing a fit
ing sick and not eating anything myself.
©n the floor; I thought of doing Heaven only knows what, when I became

conscious of a black-clothed waiter, standing spectre-like beside me with
his idiotic head cocked on one side like a last year's scare-crow and his
I remember distinctly had a
became
centered on the top end
gold monogram on it. My whole being
of that pencil and my eyes followed it up and down, fascinated by its
wierd gyrations. It almost looked like a mechancial toy. I had seen
Punch wave his club around in much the same fashion. The eraser was
making a figure eight and then a long quick horizontal stroke followed
by a slow zig-zag. The pencil approached the paper, poised itself above
it like a hawk ready to swoop on its prey and then rose again and began
Then it took up triangles
its circles and curves in an uncertain fashion.
somewhere up in the
would
no
have
ended
and squares, and
doubt
dimension
not
Harry
butted
in.
This
time
hejustsaia, "Well?"
fourth
had
bill
of
fare.
I was holding it
I started and redirected my eyes to the
upside down. I righted it, turned purple, and made the following edifying remark
" Oh, I don't know: I don't know! " at the same time scratching my
chin.
This served to remind me that I wanted a shave and I lowered
my hands again, fumbling at the table cloth. I don't know how long it
might have kept up if I hadn't managed somehow or other to blurt out
that I had been expecting something a little more reasonable, and that
really I couldn't afford the table d' h6te. Harry smiled a far-off smile and
said " Is that all that is the matter? I thought you had been taken with
scarlet fever," which was unkind to say the least. He paid for four din-

pencil fidgeting over a blank tablet,

ners with a twenty-dollar

which

bill.

stayed at Priscilla's over night and she told me how much she
sympathized with me, and not to mind, and she thought Harry had been
"perfectly horrid," which went a good way toward cheering me up.
When I came home they gave me the most awful blowing up for
I

not getting home Thursday night. Just as if
worry me without bothering with telegrams.

I

hadn't had enough to
I have just had a

But

wire from Priscilla.

"I want you to come up to
"I

am

my

house party Wednesday," she says.

inviting 3-ou instead of the dude."

A. L. B. Jr.,

'12.

A SERPENT'S TOOTH
INCENT DOUGLAS

smiled rather more

cordially

than usual to the members of the company still
loitering around the stage door. It made him feel
more able to keep his nerve for the performance
when he felt satisfied that he was "making his
front" to the crowd. As soon as the door of his
dressing room was closed behind him, his face relaxed to the infinitely weary one he seldom allowed
himself to show.

"Oh! I'm
This

is

a fine

so tired, so disgustingly tired

way

to get into the skin of

'

and nervous.

Ugh! Ugh!

Clyde Lessinger,' tiresome ass

that he is!"

Douglas went to the mirror and studied his face searchingly.
"Yes, the lines are showing! and the hair oh heavens! Why
does a sane, hard-working man have to think of his looks when he should
like to think only of his work!
And yet when the box-parties begin to
thin out and the matinee girl letters become less frequent, it means a
man's getting old. Old! Thirty-two, and I feel like a hundred! That
shows what the strain does for a fellow."
Vincent Douglas gave this soliloquy in a sort of half-mumble that
was a habit of his; it made him feel so much less alone in the barndike
dressing-room reserved for his use. He again studied his face in the

—

mirror.
" If I

of

get to looking as cynical as

I

feel,

what's going to become

me?"

His watch warned him that it was 7.30. Douglas began deftly to
put on the preliminary grease-paint and tried his " famous Vincent Douglas smile," about which his press-agent had so much to say.
He felt that that night he could never do his character-study of
Clyde Lessinger, the cold, cynical, and yet fascinating murderer. It
was the part in which he had made himself known in a single night.
It is true that Marie Page was the name on the electric signs, but no one
realized better than Miss Page herself how much she needed good support to keep her hold on the public.

With unusual

foresightedness

and

generosity she did not allow her jealousy to prevent her manager from
retaining the services of Vincent Douglas.

night at the end of the great

trial

It

was he with

for the six 01 eight curtain calls she inevitably received,

when

whom

every

scene she stood bowing and smiling

even on nights

she was so tired that she could hardly force the smile to her

lips.

Vincent Douglas knew by a subtle law of paradox that, when feeling

A
in a cynical

less effort;
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his own satis"
comedy part with
laughs can be forced more easily than

nervous mood, he never acted Lessinger to

He knew

faction.

Serpent's Tooth

in

he could

"make

an attack of nerves,

his front" in a

All at once his eyes began to swim, and
everything began to look black. He gripped the dresser and finally recovered himself. He knew he was too sick to play. Perhaps his understudy might still be available. He hurried out, half-stumbling, to see
if he had gone.
"Mr. Johnson has reported and left, sir," said the stage-

the appearance of composure.

door-keeper.

"Good Lord!

He knocked

self.

I'm too sick to play!" he muttered to himHe explained his

at Marie Page's dressing room.

condition.

"Oh! please, Mr. Douglas, don't give out now! I've never turned
away an audience yet! You know we're all about ready to drop after
a season of one-night stands. Think of New York next week! 'In Old

New

York, in old

control

Her

my

New

York!' " she

voice broke, but her brave

carried

hummed

longingly.

"I can hardly

cough, even during the performance," she added, piteously.

much

of her

charm

little

mouth

into private

set

more

firmly;

Marie Page

life.

I'm a brute," Douglas managed to stammer. " You've got enough
to Worry you.
All right!
Sure I can go on." He tightened his lips,
looked at her steadily, and left.
For three seasons Douglas had worshipped Marie Page with a doglike devotion of which he himself was hardly conscious.
He only knew
that he could get through the evening so that she need not disappoint
her audience.
"Five minutes, Mr. Douglas," said the call-boy.
All right then, he would make one last demand on the nerve
upon which he had been living for the last month. As he left his dressing-room, to make his way toward the wings, he whistled, " In Old New
York," softly to himself. He hoped Marie Page would hear him, and
feeling sure of him, would feel better nerved for her own performance.
"

Oh! there was his cue and he was on! A
its accustomed stimulus to his weakened,
nerves. He was in his part, but he heard as if it were someone else speaking. At the end of the act, he felt the reaction coming on so fast that he
was afraid. As he took the call. Miss Page looked gratefully at him. He
noticed how infinitely weary she herself looked. But the curtain was
down.
Vincent Douglas never knew how he got through the intervening
scenes; all he knew was that at the beginning of the famous trial scene,
at the close of which came his sensational fall, he was groping for his lines.

He

little

stood at the wings.

burst of applause gave
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Was he saying them all right ? Everything looked natural. The audience
was applauding at the right places, and his fellow players seemed to be
at ease. He supposed he must be getting through mechanically, without
anyone's knowing the difference.
With a start he heard thundered at him, "As there's a power above
that knows of good and evil, you, Clyde Lessinger, are the man!" It
was his cue, and mechanically he fell.
That was all he knew until, at the end of the act, he heard Seeley
saying, "Douglas, quick, old man, your curtain!" and then, speaking
to somebody else, "He's fainted." Douglas tried to rise. He saw the
anxious faces around him and particularly one face that brought him
to himself.

"Give me a little whiskey and some cold water!" he ordered. He
dashed the cold water in his face, took a gulp of whiskey, and stood up.
"Go ahead, I'm all right," he said laughing, and the curtain went
up on the last act. When that horrible nightmare was over, and as soon
as the final curtain was down, Marie Page turned to Douglas and said,
" I think you've been playing possum all evening. You never seemed to
get really beneath the surface of the part more than you did to-night."
"Thank you," he said, with a laugh which he tried to keep from
sounding cynical.

And

the

girl in

the right hand box said, "There's one thing

about Vincent Douglas,
•T"

And
two

tired

—

you always

T*

feel

»P

'(•

I like

that he's enjoying his work."
"T

T*

the next month, in June, when the theatrical season was over,
but devoted show people boarded a Cunarder at Hoboken. A

refreshing breeze blew in from the sea,

gers lost sight of "little'

old

New

and the great ship and her passen-

York.
I.

C. P. 'I2.

A TRADITION OF

" VREDENS

HOF"

The long low stone mansion stands on a hilltop about two miles west
in Bucks County.
It is built in Colonial style, plain, substantial
an old house beaten by the storm.s of almost two centuries,
until its somewhat severe lines have become softened, and it seems a
natural part of the landscape. The lawn with its maple trees slopes down
in wide terraces until it merges into fields that stretch away on every
This is "Vredens Hof"; so it must have looked on the twentyside.
eighth day of December, 1776, when a young Continental Captain spurred
He had been
his horse up the snowy lane that led in from the road.
wounded at Trenton, and General Washington had given him a letter to
Judge Wynkoop, the owner of Vredens Hof, asking that the Captain and
a young English lieutenant should receive shelter until they recovered
from their wounds. They had to ride horseback from Newtown on
account of the height of the drifts, and at the foot of the hill, the Captain
of

Newtown

—

the Lieutenant, almost exhausted, with an orderly. As he clattered
upon the cleared cobblestones beside the house he thought he saw a girl's
face at the window; then a door opened and the Judge stepped out. The
Captain dismounted, and saluting somewhat stiffly:
" Sir, my comrade is dangerously wounded and has stopped at the foot
of the hill. Will you send help ? I have a letter from the General. He
Then everything was dark, he seemed falling; he knew nothing more
until he was aroused by voices.
" Is he dead, father?"
This was a very tremulous voice.
" No, my child, only badly wounded and tired out."
Then, as if to
himself, "A mere boy!"
The Captain opened his eyes. The Judge was standing, and beside
him a beautiful girl, tall, graceful, her dark hair half-hidden by a quaint
Dutch cap. Her eyes were deep blue, and at that moment looked very
serious. The Captain did not speak.
"Christine," said her father, "go call Isabel, and then to your
left

—

spinning."

The

girl obeyed; the Captain closed his eyes again.
For days the men lingered between life and death, then by the

—

for the Judge's
little maid
Lieutenant Wilmont, the Englishman, was unable to leave his room for almost two months, but in three
weeks the Captain was sitting up, and in four, he was able to be more
with the family. Sometimes he and the Judge talked politics for hours
while Christine was spinning or knitting by the window. In the long

careful nursing of old black Isabel

wife was dead'

and the

— they began to recover.

winter evenings when they gathered around in the glow of a roaring

fire
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the Captain would tell of his home in Virginia, of the last campaign, or of
the battle at Trenton in which he had been wounded. As he talked,
Christine leaned forward, her dark eyes opened wide in admiration; when

he paused she told him of her "hero," the boy in the British prison at
Flatbush. How brave he was
How big and handsome Yet he never
!

!

message to her every time he wrote to her father.
Had she known him long? Oh, yes, ever so long as long as she could
remember, and she was fourteen. Some day he would come back, and
she could hardly wait for him to come.
Somehow, the boy Captain he was only eighteen felt jealous of
this unknown "hero" of whom the little girl spoke so often; he hardly
thought of her as a little girl, for she was almost as tall as he. "She's
a-gettin' jes as purty as the Missus uster be," old Isabel would say, " and
she was a sho' nuf angel."
Soon came the spring, and with it long walks and rides over the hills
that brought back health to the soldiers. Christine showed them everything on the place; where the Indians had lived, the old forge, and even
the dents in the door made by the Hessians when they came to capture
her father. She liked the Captain much better than Wilmot, for the
Englishman was older, and, though she would not have admitted it,
Christine could not forget that he had been an enemy. Then came the
parting. The Captain had to rejoin the army, yet he longed to stay at
Vredens Hof, for he found that it was well named, " The abode of peaceful
rest." Still, he could not wish for the impossible. The Englishman had
been exchanged and was to return to England; the American promised to
come back every year. He kept his promise, and once he brought with
with him Washington and Lafayette. Sometimes he came in the spring,
sometimes in the hot summer and each time he found Christine more
beautiful than before but each time she talked more of her " hero." For
her " hero " had come back again and came often to Vredens Hof, and the
"hero" had become a "lover." The Captain heard the frequent references to his rival, and he could not help doubting the outcome of his
love. One morning in June, when the apple trees were a mass of bloom,
he and Christine walked out through the fragrant orchard, and along a
little stream that wandered away through the meadows, and as they
walked, he asked her to be his wife.
History sometimes spoils romance; Christine loved the Captain, but
she loved her "hero" more. Many years afterward, when the "hero"
told this story to his grandchildren, the Captain was President of the
United States, for the Captain was James Monroe.
forgot to send a

little

—

—

—

-

—

—

/.
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EDITORIAL

WHO

LS

ENCE

it is

man

THE GENTLEMAN?
that

almost a definition of a gentleone who never inflicts pain. This

it is

to say he

is

both refined and, as far as it goes,
mainly occupied in merely removing the obstacles which hinder the free and unembarrassed action of those about him; and he concurs with their movements rather than takes the
initiative himself.
His benefits may be considered
as parallel to what are called comforts or conveniences in aiTangements
of a personal nature; * * * The true gentleman in like manner carefully
avoids whatever may cause a jar or a jolt in the minds of those with
description

whom

is

He

accurate.

is

he is cast all clashing of opinion, or collision of feeling,
"
or suspicion, or gloom, or resentment; * * * *
;

Cardinal

Newman in this one paragraph says
man can grasp — often more.

as

much

all

restraint

religion as

the ordinary college

At Haverford there is no need for whispering that we have two types
juxtaposed everybody feels it. The faults are in the blood, and we
could not try to propose a remedy.
One type is the puritanic not necessarily a Quaker but a puritan.
In fact, in the crystallization of his type a Roundhead. He is a man
of worthy ideals, peculiar devotion to an imaginary abstract of duty,

—

—

—

—

and generally much absorbed, even to bigotry, in the narrow
devoutness superimposed by a severe and fearsome family. He is admirable beyond words, fit for some other sphere the sad part of it is

religious,

—

we are all still on earth.
The anti-type is our Cavalier, the man who
some fun." We get the essence of his element

that

—

who

is

only here "to have

in that

"gentleman"
immed-

rightly assumes his prerogative of thinking for himself, but

ately proceeds not to think at

all.

Sometimes the militant agnostic so

well struck off in these columns only recently

Admirable

too,

by

a child of his

own

satire.

no doubt.

In action our

Roundhead

calculates to enjoy

life

by

a certain luxury

of self-restraint with the joyful anticipation of an opalescent halo

and a

gilt-stringed harp.

Our Cavalier does not

calculate

—nor

restrain.

He

enjoys exuber-

and his only pain is in trying to think. It hurts.
Manners ought, but they seldom do reflect the heart. They rather
gloss harsh realism. But when people live long together, they begin to
antly,
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strip off superficialities,

and

see each without the glamour.

This

is

why

the Puritan comes to look askance at the fascinating, unrestrained, but
beautifully human Cavalier. But the budding young not-heed looks at
the scowling Puritan in amazement, wonders at his austerity, deprecates

and marking inconsistencies between his manners and
him down as a hypocrite. Nauseated by the intolerance of
the Roundhead, he proceeds to arrive at an equally intolerant lack of
sympathy for Pilgrim's Progress. The Pilgrim prays, whereupon the
Cavalier swears heartily. The Cavalier swears sacrilegiously, whereupon
the Pilgrim prays profoundl)'. Each drives the other to the opposite
his Christianity,
ideals, sets

gutter.

even impossible, to strike that golden mean which
approve of. Elbert Hubbard gets out of it by saying:
"To avoid criticism, say nothing, be nothing, do nothing." We do not
lay it down as a theorem that everybody in the college can be assigned a
place in our arbitrarily defined groups,
and if some supersensitive crystallization of either type were to come into the Editorial Room with
fire in his eyes, we should want to crawl badly and say, " In this college
there are but two thoroughly respectable people, and they are you
It is difficult,

everybody

will

—

—

and us."

We

are

all

We are

neither good nor bad.

only different, and the dis-

one that only a gentleman can appreciate. So try to remember
this when the man beside you swears
or prays. The religion of kindly
tinction

is

—

appreciating another's view-point

Yet

if

you

insist that it

is,

you are

is

elementary perhaps, and crude.
Haverford is a

also admitting that

colony of barbarians.

EDITOR'S LOOSE LEAVES
We

A CHAT ON BOOTLICKING.
We like to be wheedled.

are in favor of bootlicking.

(who used to hold down the position

Schneider

of feline in our apology depart-

He is dirty, and
is wholly undesirable.
and otherwise exasperating. Yet when Schneihis faults, would come wiping his nose on our

ment), Schneider, we repeat,
overslept,

and

der, Schneider

careless,

with

all

best trousers, sticking his claws into our delicate

him

fiesh,

get up nearer where he could slobber on our necktie.

we always let
It was when

he would smile his sickly grin and lie down to purr with hoarse chuckles
we forgave his tipping over the cream dish. Schneider however is
merely an introduction to this tale, a sort of allegorical show-window.
that

We

couldn't say

much more about

Schneider,

if

we wanted

to,

for
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Schneider's untimely end long since relegated him to the biology department, where wheedling is practiced differently. So much for Schneider.
L
As we may have mentioned, we like to have the boys come round
and spend a half hour drinking our nectar and laughing at our risque
stories. We like to see their adoring smile, and we like to feel the radiant
glow of honest egoism emanating through every pore under their wheedling.
We like it, and, though our hearts may be hardened by sad experience
to closing the portals of our sacred paper to the bally rot of such adventurers, yet we shall never fail to appreciate their services. There are fewcurrent prevarications that have not served their term many times, to
the end that our wheedlers might be paid in their own golden coin. Truly
w'e are able to find sermons in stones, and tongues in trees, if only we feel
ourselves first appreciated as we have come to think we should be. Charity never faileth

How strange
variety to

call a

it is,

man

isn't

it,

that

a bootlicker!

it is

a

We

mud ball of the

slimiest, stickiest

can't understand.

We

bootlick

every day; we get bootlicked every day, and hardly can we look across
the campus on a beautiful morning in spring without feeling that the
whole world is a world of bootlickers, and without feeling thankful that
this is so.
There is no doubt that a goodly share of our little stock of
joys comes from consistent obsequiousness, and still less is there any
doubt that the blessedness of the giver is, when we feel it, likely to be a
solution of modest self-appreciation in a solvent of that light which our
satellites are so ready to reflect for us. Thus we feel that our small world
is largely bound about with those gentle golden chains of appreciativcncss, and that without them we should presently fly off tangentially into
the desert places of the ether of stern uprightness.

We
is

might mention the

fact that there

is

crude bootlicking and there

And it seems to us that it is the crude variety
so much protestation.
We know many neophytes

refined bootlicking.

that

is

the object of

we excuse only because it gives promise
Yet how unjust it is to
judge a class by a single specimen. To every unskilful bootlicker there
are ten who are pastmasters of the art, and who cany on the operation
so artlessly and confidently that probably you have some of them for
j-our best friends.
Let us not condemn where a few well-placed efforts
thT crudeness of whose obsequy
of a

much more

glorious

and

life-giving future.

uplift might turn a reproach into a virtue that is the lodestone
every
boon. We must revise our estimates, see new light, forgive
of
mistakes for the sake of the motive, and 1 t not the rough outside ot the
nut keep us from enjoying the toothsome kernel.

toward

L. A. P. '11.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
DOCTOR JAMES TYSON,

II.

MONG

the

many

'60.

distinguished graduates of Haver-

more widely known among
than Dr. James Tyson, a member of the class of 1 860. He entered Haverford at an early age in the Sophomore class, and
ford College few are

literary

and

scientific circles

during his course there, close application to his

work and a facility of comprehending the scope
and character of his studies, enabled him to graduate with high honors, and gave early evidence of those qualities of mind
which have since made him pre-eminent in his chosen profession.
After his graduation he entered the Medical School of the Univer-

where by the same energy and traits evidenced at
Haverford he completed his course, and obtained his degree as a Doctor
of Medicine in 1863 when twenty-one years of age.
After receiving his degree in medicine he offered his services to the
Medical Department of the United States Army, and served in hospitals
and on the field from 1862 to 1865, first as Acting Medical Cadet, and
later as Acting Assistant Surgeon.
Since that time his life and work has been more intimately connected
with the University of Pennsylvania than with Haverford, though this
sity of Pennsylvania,

has not in any

way

of its achievements

lessened his interest in

and

its

success, or his appreciation

principles.

In 1870 he accepted the position of Professor of Physiology in the
Pennsylvania College of Dental Surgery, and has since been Professor of
General Patholgy and Morbid Anatomy, later Professor of Clinical Medicine, and finally Professor of Medicine in the University of Pennsylvania,
which last chair he has occupied for the past eleven years. During four
years of this long service of forty years, he acted also as Dean of the
He has been popular with his students and has endeavMedical School
ored to instill into them, in addition to a thorough knowledge of whatever
branch he was teaching, loyalty to the profession, purity of thought and
practice, and a high ideal of the ethics which the profession of physician
requires. To do this he is eminently fitted, as no one has a higher concepDuring this connection with the University of
tion of these than he.
Pennsylvania, over seven thousand students have had the benefit of his
instruction, and the opportunity of intimate acquaintance so hospitably
.

Doctor James Tyson, '60

and

freely

extended has endeared him to

those traits of character of which he

all,

so true

is
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and planted more deeply
an example.

Tyson is a physician of the older school, of quiet manner and
more in his profession and its accompanying duties than in
outside affairs and ever ready and willing to assist and encourage those
who are younger and starting in their career; living as Abraham Lincoln
admonished "with malice toward none, with charity for all."
In recognition of his talents and attainments the managers of HavDr.

interested

erford College at the celebration of

him

as one of the few graduates

seventy-fifth anniversary selected

its

worthy

of especial

commendation, and

conferred on him the honorary degree of LL.D.

While

his duties in

much time and

required

connection with his work at the University have
labor, these have not prevented him from devot-

ing a generous share of his time to work both in the Pennsylvania and

University Hospitals, and also to the erection and maintainance of the

Rush Hospital

for

Consumptives, which while

still

incomplete offers op-

portunities for the treatment of consumption afTorded

by none

of the

others.

Perhaps

it is

as a writer on medical subjects he

is

best

profession at large, outside of his immediate associates.

known

His

"

to the

Practical

Examination of the Urine, " which has been translated into many languages,
and his " Textbook on the Practice of Medicine "are his best known publications, though the "Treatise on Bright's Disease" and the "Handbook
of Physical Diagnosis" are recognized as authorities.

many years ago to join the
an active and interested member

His love of literature and science led him
Philosophical Society and he

is

still

in all its proceedings as well as in those of the College of Physicians, of

which he was President for four years, and has just retired from office.
It was under his administration that the imposing new building of the
Society opened last fall was built.
Dr. Tyson is a fluent speaker and entertaining writer and believes
that while close application to work

is

essential to success in everything,

must be supplemented by study of the best in literature and art as
well as travel, when possible as a recreation. A few years ago in an address

it

to the graduating class at Haverford, he expressed his ideas on these
subjects,

He

and a few quotations will serve to illustrate them.
Of the various aids to success, three commend themselves,

said, "

of which one at least

is

indispensable, the second nearly so, while the

is a most useful handmaid.
They are work,
and travel. The first of these is a thread on which hang all
others and which also runs through everything that is worth accom-

third, although not essential,

reading,
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Everything that we have comes by work and nothing good
comes without it; the measure of the results of work is its thoroughness.
Reading develops the memory and stores the mind with interesting and
useful facts, which furnish food for thought, and topics of conversation
with others, while travel exercises the perceptive faculty, develops the
appreciation of grandeur and beauty in nature, and stimulates the aesthetic senses generally and the imagination." This conduct of life will
develop one true to the Haverford motto
plishing.

"Non

doctior sed meliora doctrina imbutus."

Old Alumnus.
'44

Evan Tyson

whose article "Haverford in the Early ForMarch issue, requests us to say that he was wrong
in considering himself the oldest living graduate.
He finds that Anthony M. Kimber, '40, and Robert B. Howland, '43, are still living.
ties,"

appeared

Died:

Ellis, Sr.,

in the

Ex-'56
George Valentine, recently

at his

home

in Bellefont, Pa.

67
Richard Mott Jones on the second of February last completed the
thirty-fifth year of his headmastership at Penn Charter School, Philadelphia. On that day he was presented with a splendid testimonial in
the form of a richly-bound handsomely-illurriinated book, containing
among other numerous tributes of esteem and affection, forty-two pages
of letters from prominent college presidents.

76
Brown

University, has

recently published a book, "Greek Lands and Letters."

See foot-note.

Francis G. Allinson, Professor of Greek at

"GREEK LANDS AND LETTERS."
of the best things about "Greek Lands and Letters," a recent book by
Francis G. and Anne C. E. Allinson, is that it reminds us of the eternal youth and
buoyancy of the Greeks. It is no mean praise of a book on literature to say that
it fills the reader with a desire to go to that literature and rediscover its beauties
for himself.
And that is just the desire this new contribution to the literature
about Hellas is sure to give. The purpose of the book is to interpret Greek lands
by literature and Greek literature by local association and physical environment.
The printed page brings before the mind the Greece of long ago a splendid collection of illustrations presents la Grece actuelle. The Acropolis, Eleusis of the Mysteries, Megara, Corinth, Holy Delphi and Olympia are some of the places visited.
An intimate knowledge of land and literature is shown throughout. In style, the
authors have neither catered to the tastes of the "mobile vulgiis," nor have they
written solely for the scholar. Although some of each class may find here a basis
of criticism, our judgment is that of the great critic; " Omne tulit punctum qui
W. L. G. W.
miscuii utile dulci."

One

:
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John Allen DeCou died

home

at his

in

Moorestown, N.

J,,

after a

Ion" illness.

A

oo
daughter was born March loth to Mr. and Mrs.

house at their home in Bristol, Pa.
The engagement has been announced of

J.

Kennedy Moor-

Frank M. Eshleman

of

Boston, Mass., to Miss Helen Annabel Esler of Torresdale, Pa., daughter of Mrs. Elizabeth B. Esler.

W.

S.

ing of the

Hinchman last December delivered the address
new library at Groton School, Groton, Mass.

at the open-

•oi

W.

Sharp was married Saturday, April gth, to Miss Frida
Grelle, daughter of Mrs. Frederick W. Grelle, at the Church of the Holy
Communion, South Orange, N. J.
The class of 1901 held its reunion on Friday evening, March
eighteenth, at the Central Y. M. C. A. After dinner a class meeting was
held and messages were read from several scattered members.
Later
there was some good bowling. Those present were Brown, J. W. Cadbury, Jr., W. E. Cadbury, G. B. Mellor, W. Mellor, Rossmassler, and
Frederick

Dearsley.

Mr. and Mrs. George Peirce sailed February 19th for England en
Germany where they expect to spend two years studying. They

route to
will

spend most of their time in Berlin.
Willard E. Swift has charge of the equipment and installation of

machinery at the new plant
San Francisco, Cal.

of the

United States Envelope Company,

'08

K. Drinkeronthetenthof February went to Texas to stay until May.
M. A. Linton is giving a series of illustrated lectures on his experC.

iences in Switzerland last winter.

Meanwhile he

state actuarial examinations at the

main

is

studying to pass the

office of

the Provident Life

and Trust Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
C. T. Brown is working enthusiastically on the class letter.
It is
hoped that members of the class will send him all information requested.
E. A. Edwards has gone to New Orleans to supervise a large contract
job awarded to L. S. Edwards and Company.
C. F. Scott is living at his home, 49 Arthur Street, Yonkers, N. Y.,
having been advanced to the New York office of the Sprague Electric

Company.

THE MONTH
At a recent meeting of the Board of Managers it was announced that
about one hundred and fifty thousand dollars has been subscribed for a
pension fund for Haverford professors. This amount will be sufficient
to pay our professors who have passed the age limit or who become physically disabled, and widows of professors, pensions equal in amount to
those paid by the Carnegie Foundation. This insures for Haverford an
equal chance with any of the other colleges in the employment of first
class

men

for its faculty.

Thirt3'-five

new

thousand dollars have been subscribed toward the erec-

The total
and furnishing will be fifty thousand dollais. As soon
as forty thousand dollars has been contributed, building operations will
be begun.
A gift of five thousand dollars to the library was also announced.
The Haverford Union will be in use before Commencement. This
has been assured by the generosity of some of the alumni, particularly
Messrs. Fred Strawbridge, George Vaux, Jr., and John M. Whitall, who
are bearing practically all the expenses of furnishing and lighting the

tion of a

science building for the Chemistry department.

cost of building

building.

The prospectus

of

the Haverford

Summer

School for Religious Study

has recently been issued.
Professor Steiner of Grinnell College lectured in Roberts Hall on

March

23rd, on "

New

Americans and

New

Problems," treating the immi-

gration problem in an exceedingly interesting and instructive manner.

The gymnasium team finished a very successful season on March
by tying Rutgers in a dual meet at Haverford. The other dual
meets, one with Amherst at Haverford and one with Lehigh at South
5th,

Bethlehem, resulted in victories for Haverford.

The

results of the intercollegiate soccer

games

so far have been:

University of Pennsylvania, i; Haverford, o; Columbia, 3, Haverford, t; Haverford, 4, Harvard, o; Haverford, 3, Cornell, o. The first
three games were played at Haverford, the last at Ithaca.

away Haverford 's chances for the cup.
Jones was a member of the Committee of Five

The two de-

feats took

Dr.

of the Federa-

tion of Churches to try to effect arbitration between the parties in the

recent Philadelphia strike.

The Cope Fellowship at Harvard for next year has been awarded to
Willard P. Tomlinson, the Teaching Fellowships to Horace R. Townsend
and John

P. Phillips.

EXCHANGES
O

understand our Exchange column, our good
must assume that everything we criticize
To be left out of the "dear
is worth criticizing.
(as they call us now), is a
little Haverfordian"
worse shame than to be unmercifully bantered
within it. We have often thought how "perfectly
lovely" it would be if all good exchange editors could
get together under some greenwood tree, and hug
really

friends

each other.

No

other expression of

sympathy could

so well

fit

the occa-

But the conclave would have to be exclusive, and we should in the
qualifying round bar out that numerous group of exchange editors who
take a superficial glance at " Contents" and then descant on the general
tenor of the magazines of the month.
That kind of exchange editor
can't hug us.
Neither can the mollusk who picks up three or four files
at random and reviews them mechanically with bald and suffocating
remarks. We believe that exchange work good exchange work is no
matter of subtlety, but rather indicates something obverse to pure
laziness. Andthebest way to get under our greenwood tree is to read everything and to recognize values when they appear, even if you havetowork
a bit yourself, and every month hand bouquets to the same box party.
We note that Constance's father died, and we are glad to see that
our Af/. Holyoke novelist has done something. Still it is "to be conMt. Holyoke says in "The Story Tellers' League" that it is
tinued."
only recently that people have awakened to the fact that "* * * story
telling is becoming a lost art " We could have told them that five months

sion.

—

—

ago.

But

"A

Marred Inheritance," the M/. Holyoke prints a good
and the happy
marriage is the last line not handed out in a package.
The "general tone" of "A Marred Inheritance" makes us want to
compare with it "The Metamorphosis of the Minister" in the Wellesley.
Here is a situation just as rich in possibilities as " A Marred Inheritance,"
although essentially a description of a subjective change. But it fails
because it lacks emphasis. Nothing strikes. We read it twice before we
decided it wasn't dishwater. But it seems to prefer to travel rather
than to arrive.
We hate to think also that the "cultured and refined" environs of
Back Bay could commit so sad a sin as "His Brother's Keeper." Alas,
story

in

full of

true local color, the dialogue characteristic,
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what cares the

Arcadian for Hfe-histories, twins, business
the things she packs into her six pages?
Drink and the devil, speculation and delirium, all these from our earthly
paradise! Boston, once shining in glory as the center of civilization, has
degenerated into a " paper-back" grist mill.
Wellesle}'

worries, hearts of hearts,

all

The Smith has a pleasantly
but

"

entertainment of

istic

it

is

too true to

realistic story of the unpleasantlj' real-

Miss Millan."

life

—that

Color of the Geranium"

is

is,

it

There

has too

a very subtle

—

or,

is

action in

many
that

it,

and accuracy,
" The

non-essentials.

is, it is,

the psychology

some interesting feminine vanity. But of all feminine vanity there's
none like that displayed by the Vassar, when it awards a first prize to a
story of clothes and second to a story of pathetic human happiness. To
the masculine mind, "In Early Spring" is a better story than dear,
elusive "Robin Goodfellow. " Wobbin Doodfellow is very fascinating
and he strumas heartily on the feminine instincts for gowns, so he wins
because he knows his audience. But " In Early Spring" has substance
something to chew at more human interest. There is the same kind of
thing in "The Lights" in Harvard Monthly, but the Harvard story is
of

—

—

obscure.

The Williams

two

and like good farces, they
a good thrill in "The Invaders" and
" Almost a Hero" is too pictorial.
Sideny Sirup is a rather thin-blooded
aristocrat, even if he does hail from Williams.
prints

There

subside very tamely.

It is

farcical stories,

isn't

pleasant to find in the Randolph-Macon as good stories as our

a brave
conflict

man
and

—

In "A Man A memory " there is
with all the elements for subjective
Message from Eternity " in the same file is a most

friends out-Boston-way can write.
in a tragic situation

defeat.

"

A

—

But " Billy Brint in the Trails," here
is a story which only an overworked editor can appreciate.
The sad part
and no faculty cares what happens to the magof it is that it's a story
azine as long as you don't do their work first.
So there is an end of stories. There is one sketch " The Lure of the
Pines" in the Smith the only one which visualizes very well. It must
have been written in the woods, for it kodaks too much, and doesn't
spiritualize enough
nor get a dominant tone. It is conscious and labored

ingenious bit of projected fancy.

—

—

—
—

description, but

all

very good.

Of essays and critical articles there are both good and bad. The
HarvardMonthly is obsessed in talk of the drama. " The Witch" and
"The Faith Healer" are two pieces of like standard, not criticisms so

much

as critical paraphrases, with very reasonable success at interpreta-

tion.

A long article, " The Dramatic Picture versus the Pictorial

Drama,"

Exchanges
is

particularly able

and

interesting,

and presents the inevitable

the comic opera in a most hopeful light.
sight

^g

We

fate of

trust that the author's in-

His predictions would decree that the fenimewash down her Lobster Newberg with Moet and
Let the dodo-bird go back to her boiled ham and cabbage.

makes him

a seer.

de-chortis no longer

Ckandoii.

Why

docs civilization so deprave one's tastes?

The tendency to turn to the drama as one of the most significant
modes of literary expression is an interesting one. The Trinity prints a
conscientious criticism of Ibsen's "Wild Duck."
It is an article with
one of the best pieces of appreciative literary criticism of the
whether
if Ibsen's chracters are so symbolic
they are such decided types. Peer Gynt seems to be such a hopeless
bundle of possibilities, none of them tangible not even his half-wayness.
ideas in
year.

it,

We

—

doubt, however,

—

Is

not Ibsen more interested in the problem than in the type?

In the Trinity the essay on " Social Life in Japan" can be profitably
compared, curiously enough, with a Japanese girl's essay and criticism of
" Romeo and Juliet" in the5mi//!. The criticism of " Rom.eo and Juliet "
says, in applying the Japanese viewpoint to the Shakesperean tragedy,
exactly the same things and more impressively than they are said in
the Trinity article.

new

The value

of the

Smith

criticism

is

slight

if

we look

on the play.

But it does point out the differences in ethical
codes and the relations of men and women in Japan. We wonder whether
the author has not overstated one point. At least we take exception te
her one remark, and contend that the love of Romeo and Juliet w pure
love. It is emotional love, although not intellectual or rational.
Wellesley publishes sentimental reminiscences about "The Seine"
personal, discursive, historical and chatty. It rhapsodizes, meanders,
soliloquizes, talks, and Baedekers. Of course it is all very nice.
Fa^^ar in "Mrs. Proude of Barchester" dissects the character and
descants freely, illuminating the essay with well chosen selections from
Trollope.
And Mrs. Proude's isn't the only case of " qui yibi fdet dux
reget examen," especially among women.
To end this Philomelic monody, we mmst comment with enthusiasm
upon the art criticism, "Two Masperpieces of Painting," in the Columbia.
It is criticism which seem.s to arrive at true values.
The author
clearly shows proof of his prejudices in favor of Israel's " Bashful Suitor"
for

ideas

—

"After the Bath." We Anglo-Saxons, he says,
have too temperamental a predilection for the soft, mystical mood, to
appreciate fully the brilliant romanticism of SoroUa.
So fee-faw-fum, and God rest you merry till " winking mary-birds
ope their golden eyes'"
in preference to Sorolla's
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THAN A DAY

IF LIFE IS LESS
F

life is less

And
With a
In the

than a day

love
lute

fields

When

And

me

won

a thing to be

and a laugh and a lay
and the highways of May

the earth

If life is less

Let

is

is

warm

in the sun.

than a day

leave the puppets that preach

who hear with dismay

the proper

The scandalous things that

I

say

For a heart-easing wind-swept reach.

than a day
must choose a fitting abode
And a comrade heart that is gay
Who will sing when the piper will play
On the sea or the sunny road.
If life is less
I

If life is less

And

than a day

love can remain but an hour

I grovel and weep and pray
To a god of my fancy or clay
Or rejoice in the sun like a flower?

Shall

than a day

If life is less

Shall

And

I fetter

my

cast all its

soul with a law

beauty away

For things the respectable say
And bow to convention in awe.

If life is less

than a day

sweet to her lovers I know
Who dress in a fool's array
But reckon the price that they pay

She

is

And whole

hearted pay

it

and

go.

H.

S.

H.

REMINISCENCES OF ROBERT
To

the

B.

Alumni, friends and under graduates

HE

Editor-in-Chief of the

me

for a

of

tion that bears

Haverford, Greetings;

my

reminiscences, ex-

and conclusions

upon the

future of the dear

Alma

life,

in

any

avoid

all

direc-

past, present

Mater.

With him

the responsibility of opening so wide a
will

'43

Haverfordian has pressed

very free talk on

periences, theories

ROWLAND,

and
rests

field.

I

apologies and gladly avail of his risky

offer.

Dickens somewhere says " Checkered sign-boards, checkered human life" and such have I found it. My comments will range from the
grave to the gay, from fun to philosophy. The way has been opened
for me to run the whole scale from the lightest note to the heavy bass.

To put matters on a
to the personal;

Roman

I

just basis I shall be obliged to enter a little in-

my father a strong will and plenty of
my mother, a love of the mystic and of
wrestled with these elements of my in-

inherited from

pride and ambition

;

from

For sixty-five years I
heritance. Thus handicapped it seemed impossible to make a full surrender of my being to the Christ. My manhood could not be developed
without this surrender, and still it seemed an impossibility the full
abandon.
During the last half of my life, up to a recent date, I enjoyed the
companionship and correspondence of Dr. Zaccheus Test of the class
of '51.
He was a ripe scholar, a close student in biblical criticism and a
deep thinker. We were for that period a committee in "psychical research" and research in any and every realm of thought, idea and fact.
We came to accept fully that the other world of being, especially the
rebels, were all about us, and that that class was hungry to mix in
mundane affairs along its old lines, mischievous or what not. Not yet
being myself a thoroughly loyal subject of the kingdom of heaven, I
was on its plane and subject to its attacks. At times, they managed so
that what I would not, that I did, and Avhat I would, that I did not.
I was led to do outr6 things, and the worst of it was that I would
not have been believed, if I had said that it was a power not m.yself
that controlled me. So the consequences, however awkward, of their
mischievous possession fell on me and handicap me even now.
In 1891, the good powers that had all along sought my spiritual
welfare resorted to the necessarily severe, but all in love. I was stripped
This
of my home and fine domiain and left financially a total wreck.

poetry.

—

Roniniscciiccs cj Robert B. Hoiiiand,

had the
I

made

effect of

a

my

subduing

will

and cruslung
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pride and ambition.

surrender and came up into the realm of the righteous.

full

escaped from the thraldom of the past and

Ever

my

'jfj

am happy

I

in a life of Faith.

my

life has abounded in blessings and I miss no good thing
worth having. This gives an idea of the integral ME.
You say that you are in a "frenzy" over your cricket team and
want to know all I can tell you about William Carvill. I am sure that he
introduced the game. He was a typical Anglo-Saxon, a blond, with an
English complexion and light hair, an able man in his line. I was told
that he said of himself that he " worked in Hengland for the Hearl of
Halbemarle, whose lawn was hornamented with hevergreen hoaks and
various bother kinds of hoaxes." We enjoyed under his dynasty a fine
green-house and display of camelias, daphnes, azalias and roses. I think
he was brought into his position by Isaac Collins, a manager. I suppose
that the expensive and extensive labors on the lawn were of his development. The strict plain lines of the main building were well balanced
by the geometric lines in the broad lawn, extensive shrubberies, noble
walks, parterre and terraces. The green-house and stately arched avenue of the grapery have I believe all vanished. Carvill certainly was a
character, one of us who were of the times before the flood of 1845.
I have a sunshine rem.embrance of m.y first introduction to old Haverford. William E. Hacker of your city brought George H. Chase and
myself out there in a carriage over the turnpike. It was one of those
rare daj's in October with the mellow light and hues of the decadence.
I knew that I was to pass a year in the prepatory school and then have
four collegiate years.
At twelve and a half years that length of time
appeared to be an eternity. I looked up to the Seniors as demi-gods;
wh}', one of them could jump 22 feet and I saw another kick a crude old

since,

or privilege

foot-ball over the cupola of the institution, so as to land on the other

side of the building.

would

"

I

little

suspected then that a photo of to-day

Rob Hovvland, the

foot-ball runner."
remem-ber a typical negro, our general fireman; he would imitate
" Any of thee boys know whar
his superiors and use the thee and thou
dat poker am?"
recall

I

It

was a

delight of a

summer afternoon

to

watch from the piazza

the play of lightning in storms and enjoy the peal of heaven's artillery.
In winter there was a daily procession of crows flying to their roost on

an island

in

the Delaware.

In my first winter there was a trio of lawless spirits that called themselves "the m.ystic Brotherhood," who were the eternal bother of the

superintendent and his assistant.

We small

boys looked on with admir-
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ation and awe.

Besides the Loganian we had the Penn Literary Society.
published a paper called the Collegian. About the summer of 1840,
was decided to wind up with a feast in a retired class room. In the

We
it

midst of the
mischief and

festivities

came

the assistant Superintendent got on track of

it a decided push; as
quick as a flash Ik Sharpless shouted out: "All in favor of that say
Aye '," and the " Aye's " came out in full chorus. The crack of the door
only permitted a view of a dark corner and immediately we heard the
response from outside: "Oh! it's a literary society," and so we escaped

to the barricaded door, giving

'

and

finished our water-melon, et cetera.

Our gymnasium was on the edge of the grove and consisted of a
horizontal bar, parallel bars, a raised ladder and a smooth pole. In addition all kinds of feats were executed on the iron columns of the common
school room.

The library was over the Seniors' room in the southwest
never saw its mysterious treasures. I never heard a complaint
about the table or our thin mattresses and washing area under the west
piazza, with its brick floor and gutter in the middle.
We each had a
corner.

I

cupboard

for

our basin, towel, soap, et cetera.

Our examination for the diploma was on the courses of the whole
four years and involved a review of over 50 volumes. Our classical ancestor, D. S. Burson, does not state the

teaching up to the

fall

of 1843.

It

ditions of the Friends called for
schools.

They had

low condition

of the Classical

could not be otherwise, for the tra-

"a guarded education"

in Friends'

a fear of an aristocracy of intellect prejudicial to our

History repeats itself; Origen and Christian philosophers
2d and 3d centuries met the same. The founders of Haverford
condescended to it, when they took the modest nam^e of School. There
was practically no real classical erudition to be had; and, besides, all
the officers must be "plain, consistent members" of the Friends. The
same thing occurred at the Friends' Boarding School of Providence, R. I.
Some time before Haverford was started, my father with William Jenkins and some others sought an advanced teaching for some lads. John
Griscom, a very eminent teacher and lecturer, was at the front in New
York city, and a Friend was available. A proper building w£s added,
with laboratory and lecture room, fully fitted for advanced teaching.
But "No!" said the Yearly Meeting, "no such extravagance in salaWhen I v.-as a scholar there in 1836
ries, et cetera, can be permitted."
testimonies.
of the

the building stood unoccupied
It

was a

grief to

my

—ahead

of the times.

father to have Haverford closed,

and the next

A

consultation

srring he attended the Yearly Meeting in Philadelphia.

was held and George Howland

offered $10,000 toward a $50,000

Fund,

Reminiscences

of

Robert B: Howland,

'43
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sum then thought adequate to help open the College; $25,000 was
added and things came to a long stand-still, until Daniel B. Smith and
the alumni took it up. Thomas Kimber came to New Bedford and we
canvassed New England. Here we received about $2,500 of which my
father gave $1,500. The remaining $1,000 was given by two brothers
that were in business with their father. The Fund was soon completed
and after two years of recess the College was reopened. It was Charles
Yarnall who put aside the strict rule as to the professors and introduced
Prof. Gregory in 1843.
In 1863, I secured an opening for the trial of my theories in education. The Howland School at Union Springs, N. Y., was my field. There
I had free scope from 1863 to 1876, and spent $100,000 of the money my
father left for a girls' school; we had a good college course. The first
thing was to secure an able set of ofificers, and we spared no expense in
that line. The next was to create an atmosphere among the students of
dignified self-control and industry.
In the discipline of spoiled girls we
found the drill of the gymnasium with its marching and movements an
accessory that forced the will into obedience to the music a decided
indirect power, sometim.es by the way, the most direct as to results.
Great care was taken, on the other hand, that the conscientious were
not overworked, that the teachers worked together, that none used up
more than their share of the students' capacity for work. Short sketches
in biography and history are good stimulants.
Friday evening was the
time in the Gymnasium for the overflow of exuberant spirits, what Prof.
Gummere used to call "the natural hilarity of Youth."

the

—

With a bow profound

I

take

my

exit.

Yours

faithfully,

R. B.

<t;^_e-"^_^:^_c;<5_^

Howland,

'43.

PRIMITIVE SURVIVALS IN THE DRAMA
HE

drama

as

we now have

the outgrowth of the

But long

one had forgotten

there remained traces

of its ancient

we go back

its origin,

communal

in the

history,

we

beginnings.

after every

The

study of the drama, the

have of the audience,

appeal to

it is

primitive dance and song.

farther
less

we

the earty light of
find actors and spectators together
until, in

merged in the dancing crowd. Then there is no
reason, there is no audience, it is all emotional excitement.

much a part

One m_ember

of the primitive coninnmity had as

as another.

They gathered together on the sands

in the

dance

of the shore or per-

common emotion, and it was
rhythm of the dance as by the song.
We take a step away from these primitive conditions with the
institution of the priest and the chorus. To these the community delehaps under the sacred oak to express a

expressed as

much by

the

gated the major part of the worship of the gods; that is to say, the priest
and the chorus became the main figures of the dramatic action. But the
throng was not yet to attend the ceremonies merely as an audience. It
supplied not only the primitive responses, but under the leadership of
the central figures, took a part in the dance. This was not a matter of
arrangement but of emotion. The priest or the chorus need only awaken
this emotion and the unwieldy mass became a unit, echoing in a greater
or less degree the action and rhythm of their leaders.

Many a century has passed since our ancestors paid worship in this
way to their gods in the Teutonic forests, and yet traces of this emotional
throng have remained, not only in the development of our religion,
but even in the English drama, late as it came.
English life in the Middle Ages was still communal and emotional.
The guild, the parish, the manor and the clan were partly a result of
this and partlj^ themselves compelled a community of interests.
There
was no very great difference in the manner of living of peasant and lord
except in the degree of personal freedom. They worked and fought
side by side.
Not only that, but they took their pleasure together.
Those were the palmy days of castle hall and village green. The whole
parish or shire danced the Morris or vrent to the French wars together.
There was a common, a truly Catholic church. This community of
interests produced such monum.ents as the ballads, and it was but a
short step from these to the drama.
English drama, as everyone knows, began with the medieval mira-
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Here again it
were
presented by the Church, it is altogether likely that the abbot or bishop
in charge was wise enough to grant a few of the minor roles at least to
laymen. A century or so later and we find that they are acted altogether
cle play,
still is

quite independent of

the vehicle for religion.

by the Guilds

influence.

earlier miracle plays

or parishes with only the superintendence of the priests.

Vrhatever might have been the result of the preaching of the Church,
there is no question about the effect of this method on the medieval
mind. Indeed one cannot read one of these old plays, say the " Crucifixirin" even in a m-ore or less m^odernized form without catching the
swing of the crude rhythm which must have held the audience enchanted
while it watched the ghastly spectacle. To perform in or to attend one
of these pageants might have been a perfunctory duty, j'et so great
was the power of the teaching of the Church and so potent the sway
of the rhythm that actors and audience alike were raised to a high
pitch of em.otion and sustained in a sort of a trance which lasted until
the end of the performance. There was no chorus in which they all
might join, indeed, for the purpose at hand there was no need of one.
The strain was wisely relieved by such a one as the sheep stealing scene
in the "Interlude of Mac," or the incident of Noah's wife refusing to
enter the Ark without her " gossips" and her tavern companions.
Then as time went on English drama separated itself from the
Church and looked to Art for a reason for its existence. Aside from
its em.otional qualities there were other evidences of its communal origin which survived th.e attacks of time almost to our own day.
Most of these plays had a prologue, which usually gave some hints
of the plot. In the earlier plays it was an effort made to get the audience into the spirit of the action.
There is no stilted artificiality then;
in most cases the author probably did not write the prologue, it was
m-ade up and delivered by one of the company of players. One of this
kind has been preserved for us in the rollicking com_ed)- of "Grim the
Collier of Croyden." Here the speaker says that it is his purpose to prepare his hearers for any unpleasant surprise which they might have on
seeing the devil come out on the stage. Since he is announcing a comedy
he doesn't hesitate to crack a joke or two with some member of the audiThis is not emotional but it is certainly primitive. Though in
the case of English drama the Prologue maj' be borrowed from the
classics, yet back of this it must be one phase of the dancing throng
when actors and audience were one. Perhaps just before the ceremonies
ence.

began the priest would come forward and in a few words explain the
purpose of the sacrifice. The miore the drama developed the less impor-

!
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.

tant this prologue becomes, until after degenerating into a mere author's
apology for his play, it disappears altogether. The audiences became less
emotional and the use for it vanished forever.
There is another thread which may be traced even up to Shakespeare's time.

Very often

directly to the audience.

we find lines which are spoken
instance or two from the " Collier of Croy-

in these old plays

An

den" may be noted;
his

St. Dunstan alone on the stage, has been reciting
marvelous biography, then he turns to the audience and says:
"

But on a sudden I'm o'ercome with sleep
aught ensue, watch you, for Dunstan dreams."

If

In his dream he discovers the Devil's plot, and when he wakes he again
speaks directly to the gallery, saying:

"Women,
The

A number

beware, and make your bargains well,
choose a wife, is come from hell,"

devil, to

of such lines

might be quoted from the older Morality

my masters."

Plays, where the speaker usually addresses his audience as

"

The

With the

later dramatists

were not guilty of

ing of this element the

this impropriety.

drama became merely a

spectacle;

pass-

the audience

shared only in the emotion, not in the acting or speaking. And of late
has become "bad form" to betray any unusual amount of emotion;
the most tragic parts of "Lear" or "Othello" are witnessed by tearless
it

eyes.
It is a far

cry from the Miracle Play to the Vaudeville, but in this

modern fancy and

in the cheap melodram.a these old

communal elements

on the drama. The popular
" star " sings her song and the gallery howls back the chorus.
The ballet
dances to a soul stirring waltz and the gallery marks the time with its
stamping feet. Or the rubber-heeled villain carries off the fair heroine
and the gallery rises as one man and hurls its curses at him as he takes
his refuge in the wings. Here emotion rules with somewhat of her ancient
sway; indeed the more emotion of a favorable kind produced, the more
of the dancing throng find their last hold

successful the performance.
It

seem

is

easy to overestimate the importance of these things, but they

to be evidences of the primitive origin of the

drama which

vived the attacks of time and the crystalizing influences of the
J.

sur-

classicists.

H.

P.

"GET THEE BEHIND ME—"
Dramatis Persons.
Hans, a travelling musician.
Carolina, a nun of the Convent of St. Agnes.
Scene: A dusty road in Germany. On one side the convent; on
the other a greensward.

Time:

Many, many

j'^ears

ago.

[Enter Hans, clad in brown homespun.

and has

He

is

handsome

in figure

a pretty face.]

Hans

{sitting

down

—

ivearily on

the roadside bank):

Fifteen miles

am now

fifteen
day to what end? To the end that I
am
hours
older
miles further on my road to nowhere; that I
fifteen
and fifteen pfennig richer. For over an hour have I played my best
tunes to that surly innkeeper, have sung him my best songs, but never
a morsel did he hand me, never a drop to quench my belly's thirst.
" Undank ist im.mer der Welt Lohn."
Even a dog is more fortu.nate,
for he can sneak around to the back door and lap up the swill that the
scullion has cast out.
He is ugly and little noticed; but I whenever
I essay a food hunt
am growled at and set upon by those dogs of innkeepers, who verily take my pretty face as personal offence. Mercy of
the gods! why cannot I change the handsomeness of my face for that of
a golden ducat.
But why should I complain? The right to dream is
still my own, the right to live and soon to die.
O right to dream, come
soothe m.e now.
[Taking out his oboe, he plays "Die Lorelei" upon it with expression.
After the first verse he sings a bar or two and then sinks back
against the tree trunk and is lost in revery. During the song, the figure
of a handsome woman appears at the window of the convent opposite.
It is Carolina. She remains motionless for a moment and then, as the
music dies away, she rests her arm against the sill and her head sinks
upon it.]
Carolina (sobbing)
curse of mankind that I should be thus imprisoned in this tomb of a convent, where personality is lost and I am
but the machine of my God. My God? Can that be God which holds me
here against my will. Surely not God and yet not the devil; for to some,
God is here, but to me He is out there with that humble minstrel.
His song is God because it stirs me, it calls out to my deepest soul and

this long, hot

—

—

—

:

—

bids

me

worship at

its

shrine.

[She rises and disappears,
beloiv.

With

to

be seen a

a stealthy glance, she goes out

moment

later at the

and cresses

to

door

where Hans
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is lying,

now

He

fast asleep.

up as he hears her approach and

starts

jumbles jar his instrument^

Hans: O sweet dream! Hans, thou art indeed fortunate to have
thy maddened brain thus fed with the sweetbreads of passion. Was
ever form so slender, so graceful, so divine? Art human? Surely thou
Venus come to tempt me to thy Venusberg, or else thou art my
Speak and tell me that I dream not. And say why wearest
thou those humble garments, so simple yet so damnable, because they
hide the tissues of thy body, the pureness of thy skin?
O maiden come
nearer to m^e and press thy lips upon my fevered brow, nay, upon my
parched mouth, for I am amorous of thy body.
[He rises and staggers toward her. She shrinks backi]
Carolina: Poor man, thy words do lead thy brain astray. They are
the words of a dreamer and so harm not my innocence. Thou art tired
of body and soul. Here take this crust of bread and wash it down with
this cup of wine. Then forget thy foolish pratings and play again upon
art

—

Lorelei.

thine instrument.

Hans: Thanks

Not
for thy paltry offering but I will none of it.
was nigh dead with starvation, but now I am as well
Thy form
fed and as well drunk as the fattest pony in thy stable.
has been my sustenance. Of thy eyes have I drunk my fill upon thy lips
I would feast.
O m.aiden, for just one single moment, one paltry instant,
ten minutes since

give

with

me

I

the right to

life

—

me taste of thy lips thj' red
me press my own to them.

live, let

and passion

—

let

Thou impudent

lips,

quivering

Dost dare insult a maiden? I will
And yet I will not: for though I
flee and leave my curse upon thee.
hate thee and loath thy pretty face, thy m.usic hath charmed me and
Carolina:

cur.

If thou lovest m.e, play thy instrument again
I would hear m.ore of it.
and sing to me, for I love thy voice. Thy body is vile.

Hans

{to his oboe)

:

At

last,

my

instrument, thou standest in good

ever dog obeyed his master,

if ever slave hath served his lord,
now. Win for me the grace of this fair damsel, that I
may clasp her pure white breast to mine and feel her heart a-throbbing.
Reward? I have none for thee; but if thou servest not well I will crush
thee neath my heel or tear thee, soul from body.
[Putting his lips to the oboe, he plays a sweet melody and, leaving

stead.

If

serve thou

ojj after

me

the first verse, takes iip the air with his voice.

Carolina

is

seated on the green turf of the road bank. As the song dies away,
rushes toward her to enclose her in his arms.]

Hans: Now,

fair one,

thou

art mine.

My

voice has

now

Hans

won thy body.

Song,

and claims

O

its

Thy

rewards.

right to die, appear, for I

[He

On Receiving

eyes, thy lips,

am now

encircles her with his
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thy breast,

—they

are

mine

content.

arms and

is

about

to

embrace her passion-

ately when she comes out of her stupor and repulses him. Snatching
herself away, she jumps up and stands above him with cheeks aflame

and hands clenched^
Carolina: Aye, well mayst thou cower in the dust, thou hound.
Like a snake of Egypt's wilderness has thy voice charmed my soul.
The spell is broken. Flee from me ere I do thee hurt. Thou art the
Devil. and I spit upon thee, for it is not through the devil that God is
found. The God I sought is in myself and he has claimed his own.

[With a sob she

flies

into the convent.']
J.

ON RECEIVING A LETTER

SONG,
know,

know

I

When
And
And
And
And
I

there's frost

the flakes

and snow,

fly fast in

the weather,

the sun's abed.
the flower's dead.
the blossom's asleep in the heather.

know,

When
And
And
And
And

D. K.

I

know

the sun's aglow.

the heifer tugs at her tether,
the glebe

is

dry.

there's gold in the sky.

the sun-kissed leaves 'gin to Aether.

know, I know,
For she says it is
I

And
And

it

flutters

so.

my

heart like a feather;

my Jo
Says her soul's all aglow
For the days when we'll be together.
this

note from

igii

EDITORIAL
STUDENT GOVERMENT: VITAL TO EVERY UNDERGRADUATE
HE problem of Student Government is one that has
been solved only

in

Wellesley

College.

Other

Bryn Mawr, Vassar, Smith, have
introduced modified forms. Our Advisory Board
women's
is

colleges,

a modified form.

to have

made an

No men's

college appears ever

experiment.

President Sharpless in some remarks to the

students last

month emphasized the moral value

of placing responsibility

upon the students. He said that the success of
Examinations was proof that students at Haver-

Honor System of
ford are worthy of that responsibility.

the

He then showed that Haverford as the smallest college of first rank
the East has unique advantages in experimenting. Haverford is so
small that an idea can be easily innovated and tested for practical re-

m

sults.

If

justed,

and

experiments at Haverford fail, matters can be quickly readfailure can die out without obloquy.
Therefore President Sharpless argues that Student Government,

possible anywhere, is possible at Haverford. And it is quite obvious
that he believes that Haverford not only for her own good, but for the
value of the experiment to other men's colleges, ought to trj^ Student

if

Government.

At present it would be presumption on the part of The HaverFORDiAN to attempt to express the feeling of the college upon the practicability of Student Government.
When more discussion is aroused,
and the students are impressed with the seriousness of such a venture in
self control, it will

be possible to learn their decision. The President inremarks, that the success or failure of Student Gov-

sisted, in closing his

ernment would depend upon the character of the men at the head of
the Association. But Student Government is a matter for everybody to
think about. The best men in college would never make student Gov-

ernment

effective unless the whole college body were permeated with
enthusiasm, determination and desire to make it effective.

The Wellesley Student Government Association is the best workedout system as well as the best working system. We print the Constitution

and By-Laws

intact

CONSTITUTION.
"

Whereas, We, the students of Wellesley College, desire to assume individual
and community responsibility in the life and conduct of the College, and thus to
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develop self-control, and to promote loyalty ,|,we do hereby, in accordance with
the "Agreement between the Faculty and Students," organize ourselves into an
association.

ARTICLE

I.

NAME.
This Association shall be called the Welleslej' Student-Govemment Association.

ARTICLE IL
PURPOSE.
of this Association shall be to' control the management of all
matters concerning the conduct of students in their college life that are not strictly
academic, or that are not reserved to the jurisdiction of the Faculty by the tenns

The purpose

of the Agreement.

ARTICLE

III.

MEMBERS.
Section

1.

this constitution,

Section

quorum

II.

All students of Wellesley College are subject to the operation of
and are therefore members of this Association.
One-third of the members of the Association shall constitute a

in all cases

not otherwise provided

for.

ARTICLE

IV.

LEGISLATIVE DEPARTMENT.
The legislative power shall be vested in the Association as a whole.

ARTICLE

V.

EXECUTIVE DEPARTMENT.
Section I, 1. The executive power shall be vested in an Executive Board,
which shall consist of the President, the two Vice-Presidents, the Secretary, the
Treasurer, and one member each from the Junior and Sophomore classes.
2.
The President and Vice-presidents shall be elected from the incoming
Senior class, and the Secretary and Treasurer from the incoming Junior class.
Section II. The President, Vice-Presidents, Secretary and Treasurer shall
be elected by ballot by the Association, and the remaining officers by ballot by
the classes which they represent. The President shall be elected not later than
June 1, and before the election of the Senior President; and the remaining officers
within two weeks after the election of the President.
The term of office shall be one college year.
Section III. 1. The President shall call together and preside over all meetings of the Association and the Executive Board.
2.
The Vice-Presidents shall assume the duties of the President in the absence or at the request of the President, and together shall act as House Presidents
of those village houses which are not controlled by the college.
f -n
3.
The Secretary shall keep the minutes of the Association and a list ofi'its
members, post notices of meetings, attend to the correspondence of the Association, and act as Secretary of the Executive Board, keeping records of all its meetings.
4.
The Treasurer shall care for the Finances of the Association. All expenditures shall be subject to the approval of the President.
5.
The Executive Board shall act in all matters not provided for by the Association
Section IV. Vacancies occurring in any office of this Association, in the Executive Board or in the Advisory Committee, shall be filled by special election. The
President may appoint officers to fill such vacancies temporarily.
.

ARTICLE VI.
JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT.
Section I. The judicial power of this Association shall be vested in;
1.
The Association, which shall constitute a Higher Court, and which shall
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be a court of appeal from the decision of the Executive Board.

When

the Asso-

ciation is acting in its judicial capacity, two-thirds of the membership shall constitute a quorum.
2.
The Executive Board, which shall constitute the Lower Court, and from
which alone an appeal to the whole Association may be made.

ARTICLE Vn.
ADVISORY COMMITTEE.
Section 1. There shall be an Advisorj' Committee composed of ten members
of the Association, two members from each class and two from the Association at
large, whose duties shall be to advise with the Executive Board.
Section II. The Advisory Committee shall be annually elected by ballot,
within four weeks after the beginning of the college year, by the organizations
which they represent. The Committee shall remain in office until the election of
the new Committee.

ARTICLE

VIII.

The three student members

of the Joint Committee, provided for in Article
IV of the Agreement, shall consist of the President of the Association, and two members elected from the Association at large.
The election shall take place within two weeks after the election of the President

ARTICLE

IX.
meetings.

may be

called by the President at any time, or by fifteen
to any ofificer of the Association.
Section II. An annual meeting shall be held within a week after the close of
the fall registration, at which the Constitution and By-Laws of the Association
shall be read.

Section

I.

Meetings

members on written request made

ARTICLE

X.

amendments.
Any amendment to this Constitution must be proposed by at least fifty members of the Association. This amendment must be submitted to the Secretary in
writing, and be signed by the members proposing it. The proposed amendment
shall be posted at least two weeks before it is presented for discussion, and the vote
shall not be taken till at least four week after its first discussion.
A two-thirds majority vote of all the members of the Association and the approval by the Faculty shall be required for its adoption.

BY-LAWS.
I.

All questions of order shall be decided

by Roberts "Rules

of Order."

II.

A
of each

voluntary contribution of twenty-five (25) cents shall be requested annually

member.
III.

Except in cases of special emergency, notice of any proposed meeting shall
be posted on the Association bulletin board at least three days before the time
appointed for the meeting.
IV.

Nominations for President shall be made by informal ballot at least three
days before election. The three nominees receiving the highest number of votes
1.

shall be considered candidates for the office of President. In case of tie, the decision between the two nominees shall be made bj^ lot.
2.
Nominations for Vice-President, Secretary, and Treasurer shall be made
at least three days before election. The three nominees for each office having the
highest number of votes shall be considered candidates for that office. In case of
tie, the decision between the two nominees shall be made by lot.
3.
plurality of votes cast shall elect all officers of the Association.

A

Editorial

We make
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the following comments:
The Faculty in surrendering

all matters of government
not strictly academic ("ragging" a professor in class rooms is not academic) rids itself of disciplinary necessity. Nothing ought to be more

Art. II.

removing constraint between professor and student.
2.
Elections come in June, a time when the Freshmen
are well enough acquainted with candidates as not to be "swung" by
effective in

Art. V. Sec

a stroke in

politics.

It is more embarrassing to be criticized by one's own assoby the man up in the office.
Art. VII. Our turbid Advisory Board could be damned to oblivion
and at the same time placated by this new honor. Let the Advisory Board
have its honors. Student Government demands HONOR. As long as
the personnel of the Adivsory Board depends upon personally preju-

Art. VI.

ciates than

diced class voting it should occupy a place in which there is nothing to
do (which it is now doing). The classes have never realized what the
Advisory Board ought to be. Therein lies the fault.
Art. VIII. The Joint Committee consists of three student members
and three faculty members. It watches over the "Agreement between
the Faculty and the Students." Since no violation of this agreement
is ever made, the committee is nominal.
By-Laws VI. Rules for Government would have to be drawn up
by the Association. These rules would be made by the students without the approval of the faculty. In Student Government, the students
only agree to obey rules which they have made themselves. Necessity
for faculty approval or restriction betrays a lack of good faith on the
part of the faculty. This would be met by a corresponding lack of good
faith among the students. To be effective, Student Government must be
government by the students. The Student Government Association
must not be a mere vicarious form of faculty supervision over student
morals.

The Haverfordian

favors Student Government because:
can reach flagrant cases otherwise unnoticed.
2.
It can give us an Advisory Board with a backbone.
3.
It can stop cheating in make-up examinations.
4.
It can prevent landslides of honors and offices towards able or
popular individuals who become eventually overburdened, and it can
1.

It

distribute those offices.
5.

It

can foster

lo3^alty, responsibility
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and

spirit.

urges every undergraduate to decide for himself whether he will be governed or whether he considers himself capable

of governing

himself.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
Prominent Haverfordians
III.

DOCTOR

LONG

J.

column

RENDEL HARRIS.
in

into

Who

Who's

pedic information, but

it

gives

much

encyclo-

does not convey a glimpse

the fascinating character of James Rendel

Haverford has been favored this year by a
from her old friend. And to those older
friends of Rendel Harris' here, his presence has
been full of the tang of days agone.
We do not know when Rendel Harris was born,
nor where, but we guess sometime somewhere in England. And we are
glad that he is alive very much alive. This "note on the margin"
begins with some reminiscences of Professor William H. Jackson who
studied at Clare College, Cambridge, while Rendel Harris was a Fellow
there.
From the start Doctor Harris had distinguished himself. Of
Quaker testimonies he would not conform to the English rule, so that
he was the first Non-Conformist to enter an English University. The
breaker of centuries' precedent in 1874 became Third Wrangler of the
Mathematical Tripos. The following year he was appointed a Fellowship and it was at about this time that Mr. Jackson found Rendel Harris
the presiding member of a breakfast cult. His activities as Fellow did
Harris.

visit

—

not, however, confine themselves to the exercise of the epiglottis. Mr.
Jackson records that after the meetings of the Cambridge Quakers in
which Doctor Harris was the leading spirit, he would take them all over
This, says Mr. Jackson with a true English
to the Fellows' Gardens.
appreciation for conventions, is accounted a great privilege.
In 1882 Doctor Harris came to America and taught for three years
Curiously enough, we reversed the old
in Johns Hopkins University.
order of things, and this time Haverford took one of the best men from
Hopkins. The Who's Who then says that he was " University Lecturer
Professor of Theology, Uniin Palaeography, Cambridge (1893-1903).
versity of Leyden (1903-1904)." In fact in 1903 he received from the
Queen of Holland the appointment to the Chair at Leyden, a distinguished
post, once held by Erasmus. This he declined and accepted the position
as Director of Studies at the Friends' Settlement for Social and Religious
Study, Woodbrooke, England. Much of his time has been spent in exProbably it
tensive travelling in the East in search of manuscripts.

r

Doctor James Rendel Harris

was on one of these
monastery" his new
" came down off the
you translate me ?
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travels he found " in the antique dust of
"

an ancient

Christian Psalter" which only last year as he says,

shelf,

put

its

arms around me, and

said,

'

Why don't

'

Doctor Rufus Jones, who has travelled with Doctor Harris on the
They
tells several stories all of which are worth knowing.
give a better insight into the character of Rendel Harris than a whole

Continent,

category of abstract virtues.
in a through train from the Hook of Holland
and disgustingly drunken man entered their
compartment and lay lolling about on the opposite seat. At one of the
They were
stations Dr. Harris and Dr. Jones bought basket lunch.
spreading out their food when the drunken man came over to Harris
and said,

They were going once

to Switzerland.

"I'll eat
"

and

A

dirty

with you."

and the two
same basket.

Yes, do," said Harris,

ate luncheon from the

sat together like old cronies

On another occasion, at Constance, this pair of Dioscuri had time
but a short stay. Dr. Jones was eager to see the Huss monument
marking the spot where the martyr was burned. Harris was not keen
about it. But they trotted out. On arriving, Dr. Jones took his note
book and ran around the monument copying the inscriptions. When
he came to bis starting point he found Dr. Harris kneeling with bowed
head. He had not even looked at the monument. "I was trying to get
near his spirit," he said.
While Dr. Jones visited the monuments, Rendel Harris sat on the
park benches feeding urchins from a pocketful of sweet chocolate.
The best story is the one about their trip along Lake Como. They
were enjoying the scenery from the cool awnings of the upper deck one
sunny afternoon. The majesty of the Italian landscape had exalted
both minds into mute rapture. A breezy young female scion of the
Chicago noveau riche suddenly plumped into the chair beside Dr. Harris
for

and exclaimed,
"Isn't that the d
" 'Tis

It

is

—dest

house?"

pretty bad, that's a fact," agreed Dr. Harris.
difficult to talk of

character in abstracts, but to quote Doctor

Gummere, "Mental agility and alertness, spiritual and intellectual audacity are what I should consider the characteristic qualities
A story of Dr. Gummere's illustrates this point.
of Rendel Harris."
Francis B.

He is a great lover of Shakesreading Hamlet with a group of his friends, to each of

Dr. Harris hates to be interrupted.
peare.

He was
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whom

he had assigned a part.

some one

They were

just fairly started

when

said,

"Who'll do the ghost, Dr. Harris?

You

haven't appointed a ghost."

Dr. Harris flashed back,

"By

heaven,

I'll

make

a ghost of

him that

lets

me."

way in which he
turned from mathematics to become an authority in Biblical Investigation and Research, a work which requires the accurac}' of the matheHis mental agility

is

otherwise illustrated by the

matician and the erudition of a paleographer.
His publications are legion, and those who heard him lecture at
Havcrford heard only a small part of Rendel Harris. His private m.ath-

books and treatises are now in Haverford College Library.
His publications in Biblical Research and Criticism are everywhere in
eniatical

the world.

—

Rendel Harris is a scholar and something more. Besides the fliash
of his wide learning, he possesses a humor that is subtle, piquant, charming. And he has courage. During his stay among the Armenians at the time of the Turkish oppression he did not hesitate, though
in a precarious position, to insist that people have a right to do their
own thinking. As President of the Free Church Council in England he
does not hesitate to issue pamphlets advising the Non-Conformists to
refuse to pay taxes on the Ecclesiastical Schools. This in the face of
prison. So that he is a man who thinks for himself and has the courage
of his convictions, whether in scholarship religion or politics.
Haverford is proud to call Rendel Harris a Haverfordian,
" ad unguent
Factus homo."

and vigor

ALUMNI NOTES
'80.

Dr. James Tyson has tendered his resignation as Professor of the
Practice of Jledicine at the University of Pennsylvania to take effect
at the

end of

this collegiate year.
'00.

H. M. Hallet, 123 Negley Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.,
representative of the Shepard Electric Crane Co.

is

the Pittsburg

'03-

with the Dravo Construction Company of Pittsburg,
J.
Pa., and resides at Sewickly, a suburb of that city.
B. Drinker

is
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Ex-'oj.

D. B. Miller

Commission

engaged in work

is

H. M. Schabacker
lives at 362

W.

in

connection with the Pure Food

at Pittsburg, Pa.

W.

is

teaching in the high school at Erie. Pa.,

He

10th Street.

T. Hilles recently sailed for the Philippine Islands

by way

of

China, in the service of the educational department of the American

government.
'o_T.

W.

F.

Ohl, Louisa Avenue, Greenville, Pa.,

is

teaching languages

at Thiel College, Greenville.

Alexander

C. A.

He lives

at 2d

is

with the Cambria Steel

Avenue and Tioga

Street,

Company

of

Johnstown.

Johnstown, Pa.

At a class meeting held in Lloyd Hall, April ninth, the following
were present: H. H. Cookman, T. S. Downing, B. Eshleman, E. M.
Evans, C. W. Fisher, A. H. Hopkins, C. S. Lee, J. H. Morris, R. L. Pearson, E. C. Peirce, A. G. Priestman, J. L. Scull, S. G. Spaeth, H. P.
Thomas.
'06.

G. H. Graves has been awarded a university fellowship in matheliiatics for

W.

the year 1910-11 at Columbia University.

G. Lindsay

is

working

in

New

Orleans, La.

'07.

G. H.

Wood on

the fifteenth of March became connected with the

Westinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company of Pittsburg, Pa.,
He is in the Industrial and Power Department of the sales organization.

W. W. Whitson
burg.

His address

is

connected with the Associated Charities of PittsHouse, 710 Grandview Avenue, Pittsburg, Pa.

is Cliff

MARYLAND ALUMNI.
The

annual m.eeting of the Haverford Society of Maryland
was held April 19, 1910, at the home of Mr. Richard J. White. After
dinner Prof. Henry Wood, '69, now of Johns Hopkins University, presided at a formal meeting. He in behalf of the society thanked the host
of the evening and then spoke candidly of the repressive spirit that Haverford som.etimes implants, m.entioning however the changes now occurfifth
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ring there,

Dr. R. M. Gummere,.

'02,

gave a bird's-eye-view of existing

conditions at college, mentioning the Science Hall, the Haverford Union,

Fund and cricket prospects. He deplored the frequent
among students of a "gentlemanly C." Dr. J. Rendel Harris and
W. P. Mustard formerly of Haverford spoke interestingly and to the

the Pension
ideal

Dr.

promotion of good fellowship. Greetings were sent to President Sharpless and to Dr. A. Marshall Elliott. There are twenty-eight active members of the society.

Morris Carey;

Dunton,

The

next year will be: President, A.
Richard J. White; Secretary, W. R.

officers for

Vice-president,

Jr.

After sending a note of encouragement to the cricket team, the Society adjourned for social diversion.
Those present were: '60, J. S.
Hopkins; '61, J. C. Thomas; '69, Prof. Henry Wood; '71, Dr. Randolph Winslow, C. Y. Thomas; '72, Jas. Carey, Jr.; '75, Miles White,
'84,
'83, H. M. Thomas;
Jr.; '76, R. H. Holme; '81, A. M. Carey;
Francis A. White; '87, Richard J. White, J. H. Janney; '89, W. R.
Dunton, Jr.; '90, T. S. Janney; '96, C. R. Hinchman; '99, R. J. Davis;
•01, J. L. Winslow; '02, R. M. Gummere; Ex-'OS, E. F. Winslow; '08,
W. H. Morriss; '09, C. B. Thompson, P. B. Fay; besides Prof. Frank
Morley of Johns Hopkins, Prof. J. Rendel Harris of Cambridge, and Dr.
Wilfred P. Mustard of Johns Hopkins.

NEW YORK
The New York Branch

ALUMNI.

Haverford College Alumni had its
The
eleventh annual dinner at the Hotel Manhattan, April 22, 1910.
toastmaster was Samuel Parsons, '62. Those responding were: W. H.
Taylor, '76, "Schools on the Continent and in America"; Prof. A. T.
Murray, '85, "The Advantages of a Smaller Institution"; James Wood,
'58. "What Has Been Done by the Managers?"; A. G. H. Spiers, '02,
"The Haverford Union Its Purposes"; R. M. Gummere, '02, "College
Happenings"; S. G. Spaeth, 'OS, and D. S. Hinshaw, '11. There was
singing of college songs, and general optimism prevailed. Arrangements
v/ere set on foot to get better advertising for Haverford in New York papers and magazines. Officeis were elected: President, Jas. Wood, 'SB
of the

—

Vice-president, Alfred Busselle, '94;

Secretary-Treasurer, F. A.

Swan

Dinner Committee, J. S. Auchincloss, '90; A. S. Cookman, '02
B.
Haviland, '02. Others present were: '78, Daniel Smiley; '83, S
J.
W. Collins; '89, F. B. Kirkbride; '92, M. P. Collins; '94. F. C. Rex
Alfred Busselle; '95, W. C. Webster; '96, L. H. Wood; '97, W. H. MacAfee; '02, S. M. Whitely, J. B. Haviland, E. H. Boles; '03, W. P. Phillips; Ex-'08, Hugh Smiley; '08, C. F. Scott; '09, G. S. Bard, R. L. M.
'98;

Underhill.

THE MONTH
Haverford's outlook for the Cricket team's English trip is encourThere are no brilliant individual stars on the team, but as a
whole it is well balanced. A meeting was held in the interest of the trip
aging.

at the college with a goodly number of alumni and undergraduates present. The attitude of the speakers was one of hopefulness.
The team has been practicing hard, and very efficient help in coaching
has been given by a number of the alumni, among whom were John Les-

on April 11th

W. S. Hinchman, '00, Dr. Fred Sharpless, '00, and Dr. R. M.
Gummere, '02. Henry Cope, '69. is in Europe now and will be with the
team during its stay in England. The manager for the trip is W. S.
Hinchman.

ter, '96,

We

have the following communication from the College Weekly
feasibility of getting out four or five numbers of the College
Weekly while the Cricket team is abroad is being considered.
The proposition we offer is College Weekly will appear four or
five times this summer, on the regular days of publication, and will con-

"The
'

:

'

game played the week previous, with addiTo do this we ask the Alumni to get us fifty
new subscribers. We only want the names, as the collecting can be done
later.
The present mailing subscribers will not be charged any extra
subscription money, as they will have done their part in getting the new
names. The paper can be mailed to any home or foreign address.
"The proposition will go through if we get the fifty subscriptions,
as that will show that the Alumni are in favor of it. We would like to
hear from them on this, and would like to find subscriptions accompantain full write-ups of each
tional notes

on the players.

ing their messages."

This year in place of the Junior Play an opera entitled

Match," by

"The Big

was rendered by the students on "Junior
Night," April 15th. Besides the performance in Roberts Hall on that
date it was presented every evening but one of the week of Spring Vacation, at Manheim Cricket Club, West Chester, Merion Cricket Club,
Wilmington and Baltimore, being favorably received everyv/here.
Work on the new Science Hall has been started, as a sufficient sum of
money has been raised. It's situation is directly west of the gymnasium.
The money for furnishings and equipment has not yet been collected.
C.

Linn

Seller, '02,

ELECTIONS.

We

announce with pleasure the election of the following Associate
Editors: Joseph Haines Price, '11, Albert Lang Baily, Jr., '12, Irvin
Corson Poley, '12, and Joseph Moorhead Beatty, Jr., '13.

EXCHANGES
HIS

is

a secret, but the Editor

is

going to announce

Haverfordian feed that he can no
longer be Exchange Editor too. V^e shall have a
new Exchange Editor, clever, vagarious, subtle
at the next

Editor

is

a

little

and keen, with all the " old boys " of Literature under his thumb. So the Exchange Editor for the
last time mumbles his weary dirge, and promises
incisive and more trenchant criticism from our new
vicarious wizard of the jibing pen. The Exchange
tired of his own scintillations and suffocated with drud-

geries of Editorship.
It was interesting, but vitiating to plunge with one big splash into
the nervous sea of April magazines, and to come out exhausted, but
m.anuscript in hand. Once in a while we strike something funny. There
is a man who writes things in the Rcdivood who suffixes to his name the

impressive abbreviations. "Spec Eng."
he writes:

"When

And

here

is

some

of the stuff

dimples are wrinkles

And

tresses

grow hoar,
thrill buoyant

Their hearts will

The same

it

as of yore."

" The great red sun rose remorseless and stern.
The night fled and
was day. The lurid ball of fire rose grimly to torture the man and

beast as

it has done the day before, and to torture them, as it had a thousand others before them. It sat high in the heavens beckoning, chanting
its wild song of death
the awful death of the desert that men answer."
He is a Spec. Eng. Ain't it grand?

—

All our specialists in English

smith"

in

The Tuftonian,

must read the

—a confession

"

Confessions of a

of a clever sciolist

who

is

Wordbegin-

ning to find out that he has to have something to write about. One of
the peculiar things about Spec. Eng. is that they don't care what they
say so much as how they say it. " I would read a passage in Shakespeare," confesses the Wordsmith, "and wink wisely to myself with the

inward comment, 'That fellow was playing the same game which I
play, only he played it vastly better'." Spec. Engs are queer bugs, generally long haired, supersensitive, never piquant as you might expect.
There is a mysterious exhalation of infinity pervading that sublime
aura in which they thrive. If you are at all suggestible, that uncanny

Exchanges
air gives

you an impression

of reserve.

of

Get a specim.en
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massive genius buried beneath a mountain
by himself and let him tell you about

off

his "art."

We

have observed that they generally get over these periods of lugusomehow get disillusioned.
e know a. Spec En g who
is noTv- doing a real man's work as Editor-in-Chief and drinlring lager beer
instead of the Olympian nectar. But we know of another aerophyte who
So so. Well, it is
is still answering his invitations in vers de societe.
not hard to believe it.
In its fiction number, the Texas submits "The Power of What is
Beyond", a morose m.ind in a morbid dream.. The author, perhaps charily solicitous about a storj- in which he has worked so hard and well,

W

brious genius and

forestalls all criticism in a caustic footnote:
"

In order to spare various keen and diligent critics a great deal of
make profound and graceful acknowledgment for anything in this essay that niay seem similar to Poe, or borrowed from him. Otherwise, he vx'culd think no apology necessary."
If we miay presumptuously assume that he anticipated another
distress, the writer wishes to

berating from

decension that

The Haverfordi.».n, we m.ust remark with ainused conwe have no prejudices, and that we marvel at the perfec-

tion of his story in m.ood, imagination,

and psychology.

The author

has conceived two delirious and highly suggestible characters and hypnotized them in an eerie situation.
Between shivers I have written
Fine! Fine! in the margins. The story careens, thank 3'ou for the word.
But I do not think that the poetry of D'Elormie is congruous with
the tone of the story, or with one's impressions of D'Elormie.

Neither

is "butts his head" a good philosophical term, nor consentient when the
reader is so absorbed in careening.
Pegasus does not seem to have caught spring fever for Spring has

brought many rom.antic stories, some more than respectable. A well
developed plot story in the manner of Stevenson appears in the Vassar.
"The House on Pickerin." It has excitement, thrill, humor and pathos,
fully matured work.
"The Unexpected" is a rather forced situation,
"Convalescence"
but the dramatic form gets it over with quickly.
draggles. The Catholic in it is accurate, and if the author is trying to
make the point that Catholicism is only another way of doing the same
thing, the emphasis is bad, though the method excellent. The Vassar
ought to run an Exchange instead of its ^4/ Random.
We are always sure to find, either in Texas or Randolph-Macon a

—

poor, lonesome, melancholy, depressed, and morbidly blue
in front of his fire place

with knit brows.

man

The embers always

sitting
fitfully

—
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mock

him, the flames like some

always say to myself cherchez

demon

la

spirits of

femme.

another sphere.

And

Always the

Sure enough!

I

in-

evitable "one wom.an for whom his soul had thirsted." This consistent
moping in the first paragraph doesn't hurt a story, but it is hackneyed.
"The Derelict" and "Tommy's Recovery" in the Texas and "The Maid
and the Motor Cycle" in the Smith are all of the same type. " The Derelict"

is

the strongest story but

it

has been done before.

It is

dramatic

and well written. " Tommy's Recovery " is more realistic because Tommy
ends up in the packing department, and he probably heaves boxes before
he wins the girl. "The Maid and the Motor Cycle" has the most originality and ginger, but it ends too happily. One good trick isn't enough
to win a good wife. The " going in and winning" must be more concatenated to be meritable. Much like it is "An Interrupted Elopement"
in the Virginia.
To our Quaker blood these marriages are frivolous.
But once people fall in love, everything seems to accelerate matters
for

them.

The Texas Fiction Number is a success. In "The Heart of Alicia"
and war are all delightfully mixed. It is the best piece of
romance of the month. " The Duel in the Wilderness' in the Virginia
is a war sketch with a good tone.
It is a little awkward though and not

politics, love

.

made

as awful as

it

really

is.

"A

Toast" in the Randolph-Macon, as well as "The Master Touch"
both have the she in them. " A Toast " is a crazy piece of bad impressionism. It jars. Stories of college men who "go to the bad" are great
favorites with our moralists. Somewhere Stevenson says, " Those who
go to the devil in youth with anything like a fair chance were probably
little worth saving from the first; they must have been feeble fellows
creatures made of putty and pack-thread without steel or fire, anger or
true joyfulness in their composition." So please let's not talk about it.
"The Master Touch" is the old old story of "desperate slavery to alcohol.' the musician who has gone to the devil, comes back in rags, plays
masterfully and expires. I would like to find the classical example of
But the Randolph-Macon
this thing and make everybody read it.
author does it well. It is a story that always stirs the blood it is
pathetic. Billy Brint always gets himself into a nest of impossible comIt is pretty good
plications, suited to the slapstick slangified style.
twaddle. "A Story of To-day" in the Redwood is bad twaddle. The
characters have remarkable intuition (sometimes) and the story jigsaws now ahead, now behind itself. Much stuff is handed out in the dialogue. Ned writes to Jack " We both went to the same school, chummed
"
The writer rather bluntly assumes that the reader can't
together

—

—
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Jack says to his wife in the last happy paragraph " By the
have been able to start a book store, and we have been doing fine."
How Isabel could be with Jack for three months without
knowing that her husband was in a book store is rather surprising. It
is all very amateurish.
The "Lure of Gold" in the Redwood and the
" City of Brass" in the Texas are alike in theme, dream pictures, but the
latter far finer in its imagination.
The dream of the sarcophagus is,
however, an old gag. The Redwood author allows his misanthrope to
die, a very ordinary method of departure.
understand.
aid of

Ned

The

I

April fiction spreads gold lavishly.

before he started his bookstore, the Spec

Jack has

Eng left

lost sacks of it

the gold grabber buried

heap like old Timon, and on the whole everybody is well supBut the title "Gold is not All" in the Randolph-Macon makes it
appear that there may be something else. The yarn opens with John
Gray a " financial ruin." It was "win or die for her sake." In the same
paragraph John squanders three years, but comes out in the last sentence
rich and "frenzied with joyful expectancy." "He had not realized that
human affections however true, often change." In the meantime another man " had unfolded to her his greatest life's desire" (It is dramatic
enough, but it makes you dizzy. The printer at this point caught the
vertigo, and in a mad frenzy printed some of the lines upside down).
And now " Nearly four years have rolled by since John Gray bade the
city of his childhood a second and final farewell. His numerous friends
in ^tna have often wondered what unknown grief this young mian had
passed through. As one of /^<;tna's wealthiest, most esteemied,and influential citizens, it was often asked why he never married; why he so
pointedly shunned society. But no one knew." "He had accidently learned
however, from the Chicago Journal, that Mr. Craig and his daughter
were just returning from a trip abroad." And you know the rest. This
seven years of love agony concentrated into a direct narrative of six
pages convinces us that "Gold is not All."
A gruesome mediaeval story, gothic and morbid is published by the
Williams, "In the Donjon Keep." The story is admirably well carried
out in setting, incident and characters. It contains a well arranged conflict, and its horrible.
"Tilford" in the Virginia is another horrible
story too, the story of brute love.
The whole.story seems to us to have
been suggested by the painting, "The Gulf Stream." in the Metropolitan
under

his

plied.

Museum

in

New

York.

"

Neighbors

" in

the Williams

is

a cheering

relief,

humor of exaggerated details. A vital story appears in the Harvard
Monthly, "The New Edition." It shows the pernicious influence of the
the

newspaper, especially in connection with Harvard's bug-a-boo, the drama.
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In reading this and " The Stage in the South" in the Trinity, it occurs to
us that the real cause of the wihole bunion in newspapers and drama Hes
in a pathological public.

There

is

much

else to

and delicacv

fineness

in the

say of verse and essay.

Smith

There

a certain

is

"The Crow" a well sustained
the snow" taken from a canvas

verse.

with "blue tinged stretches of
"To Phylis" is a strikingly good Elizabethan
sonnet. The Fo55ar verse is scroll work compared to it. "MyCamelot"
lacks emphasis. The Texas verse is good when they don't suspect it,
and the Williams is perfect.
The most interesting essay is one on "Two American Illustrators"
in the Williams. It throws new lights on two interesting men, Howard
Pjde and Maxfield Parrish. The author states a truth which every college
man ought to realize: "Much to help or hurt the artistic education of
the public is done to-day through the medium of magazine illustration;
on one side stands the cheap, insipid, and often vulgar work of such men
as Howard Chandler Christy, Harrison Fisher, Henry Hutt, and so on
ad nauseam; against it is ranged that of Howard Pyle, Maxfield Parrish, Jules Guerin, and others.
The first generally enjoy but a short
popularity for their tj'pe of pretty girl, and then fade away; the latter
go on growing ever in power and in their grip on the discriminating
piece,

rather than from nature.

public."

You can
have your

dyed or cleansed and refinished.
can be overhauled and worn as second

Why

last season's outfit

soiled clothing

when

it

best.
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ALFRED PERCIVAL SMITH

OLD CANTERBURY
S we stand upon the summit of Bell Harry Tov,-er of
Canterbun' Cathedral, looking down upon city and

much

England lies
The Britons were at
work here before the Romans came marching with
their stolid legions; here to Ethelbcrt, Saxon king
countryside,

of the histoi-y of

spread beneath our

Kent,

of

St.

feet.

Augustine preached the gospel of
church below, Becket was mur-

in the

Christ;

dered and the Black Prince buried; to this city, to the shrine of St.
Thomas, came innumerable pilgrims, one of them our first great English
poet;

then the crash of the Reformation swept

grims, the mirk and
of history,

Away
quering

and the

romance

and south are the narrow

Romans and Normans,

whom

away

shrines

and

pil-

mediaevalism vanished into the mists

city to-day lives chiefly in the past.

to the east

of travellers from

of

all

ends of the earth, citizens of

by conby a constant stream
every clime, to some

seas, crossed

crossed for centuries

the sight of the English coast was the

first glimpse of home,
view of a strange land. Away to the north and west
are the Midway and the Thames, Rochester and London.
From no
other tower, perhaps, can so wide a bird's eye view of our history be
obtained. Canterbury is so situated that this cit}' is always a centre

of

to others the

first

of the nation's

At

first

life.

entrance to

it,

Canterbury does not impress with

its

antiq-

and ancient
houses.
But as the sights of the city grow familiar, as its atmosphere
enters into our souls, as its story becomes known, gradually and surely
we realize that most of what we see now is but youthftil compared with
the great age of the place, and we feel that when all this of the present
day has mouldered to dust, here will be another city, perhaps even fairer
than the one we are looking on, and that the men of those days to come
will wonder and speculate as to the likeness of us of to-day.
Canterbury is ancient and beautiful; no place for the mere tourist who fancies
that in an hour or two of sight-seeing he can learn to know and love
her; she is like a "beautiful woman, whose charms never stale; like a
good woman, ever showing to those who love her some fresh enchantment."
But it is not history not the story of dead events that chiefly
fascinates in Canterbury, or, indeed, in any such city; it is the lives of
uity; there are, indeed, the ancient Cathedral, ancient gates

—

men who made that history, who took part in those events. Here,
we walk the streets, we think of Augustine, of Thomas, of the Black

the
as

—

—
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Prince, of

many

another;

and

of

many

great

men

of letters

—Chaucer,

Erasmus, Marlowe, Thackeray, Dickens, Stanley; the first painting for
us the Canterbury of his own days, the last that of past times. To understand fully the beauty of such a place, we must allow not only its
spirit to enter into us, but we must in our mind's eyes people its ways
with those who have walked there aforetime, with the shadows not of
the great only, but of the humble, who all in their degree helped to the
making of history and of this historic city.
We all know of Chaucer's connection with Canterbury. Dickens too
knew the place well. Do yon remember how Mr. Micawber came "to
see the Cathedral. Firstly on account of its being so well worth seeing
and secondly, on account of the great probability of something turning
up in a Cathedral town"? Then we may sit, if we list, with little David
in the Cathedral any Sunday morning, the resounding of the organ and
the sinless air affecting us as they did him.

As to a certain white-haired, bespectacled giant-man-of-lettcrs, I
once read a letter signed "W. M. T." which went: "I passed an hour
in the Cathedral, which seemed all beautiful to me; the ISth century
and the crypt above all, which they say is
Fancy the church quite full the altar
lined with pontifical gentlemen bobbing up and down; the dear little
boys in white and red flinging about the incense pots; the music roaring
out from the organs; all the monks and clergy in their stalls, and the
archbishop on his throne oh, how fine! And then think of the Cross,
of our Lord speaking quite simply to simple Syrian people, a child or
two maybe at his knees, as he taught them that love was the truth."
Thus spake Thackeray the cynic.
In the days of Elizabeth to be exact, in the ^'ear 1561, on May
22
^John Marlowe was married to Catherine Arthur in the Church of
St. George the Martyr, the said John being a man of some standing and
a member later of the Guild of Shoemakers and Tanners. Then in the
same church, in the year 1564, on February 26, was christened Christopher, the eldest son of the above. The boy v.-ent to the King's School
there and v/on a scholarship. Kit then went to Corpus Christi College,
Cambridge; thence he went to London and wrote Faustus, The Jew of
Malta, Hero ar.d Leander and others, and sang
"Come live with me and be my love."
Poor old fCit! There is a foolish monument to him, where once stood
the butter market, outside of Christ Church gate. Of the man's manner
and appearance v.-e know not anything; his works live, but the man is
dead even to the raind's eye. Yet those there be who would rather meet
part, the loth century part,

older than the conquest

....

—

—

—

;
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shadow here than even those of Chaucei- and of Dickens; perchance
know him not.
And here, from want of time, not material, endeth this article, a
small token of admiration and affection from a lover of the ancient city

his

because they

—

•>

E. P. A. '10

of Canterbury.

Editors Note.

THE MODEEy^ ARENA
—This oration won the Alumni Oratorical Prize

not printed at that time.
rORDIAX.

It is

in 1909.
in the

customary to preserve these orations

OSTERITY

It was
Haver-

admires the awful remains of the amphi-

theatre which so well deserved the epithet of colossal.

Five acres of ground, enclosed within the

oval of an outer wall, with tiers of granite arches

one upon the other, rising to a majestic height;
with a multitude of chambers, passages, vaults and
galleries

between

this outer

and the inner wall of

sand covered
nineteen
centuries
represents
one of the
end
of
arena,
grandest and most renowned wonders of the world.
The Coliseum was built by Vespasian and his son Titus, the conquerors of Jerusalem, in a valley in the midst of the seven hills of Rome:
Here these vain and extravagant emperors pampered the tastes of a discontented people; and answering in part their cry for "panem et circensis," captive Jews, under the lash of Roman supremacy, spent laborious
days in erecting this monument to the indulgence of the once great
softer travertine stone, enclosing a

—

Roman

this,

at the

people.

In the sight of eighty-seven thousand spectators, magnificent ex-

beyond description and suitable to a people who styled themwhen the Emperor had
seated himself and the signal was given. The actors were the rulers of

hibitions,

selves "the masters of the world," were enacted

—

trained bears dressed in royal robes or comic costumes, or
with jeweled crowns and gilded claws, or elephants trained to dance
or sit at banquet tables. Then tigers, bulls, leopards and wild boars were
let loose upon one another, while the people with savage curiosity watched
to see the kinds of attack and defense, until with shouts of triumph
one bleeding, victorious beast would prowl around the arena amid the

the forest,

lions

carcasses of the slain victims.

But nobler game than this only would suffice a hunger now provoked to be satisfied anon with contests between man and beast and
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finally between man and man. It was not only skill and agility but blood
and death that would satisfy this Roman mob. The lions before their
eye were to feed upon human flesh. And among those condemned was

many

a Christian martyr, who made good confession before a savageeyed multitude, and "met the lion's gory mane" with a calm resolution
and hopeful joy that the lookers-on could not understand. But as it

was strange and unaccountable, so was it to them the most choice sight
to see a Christian die with upward gaze and hymns of joy upon his lips.
Even when the barbarians were closing in on the empire, hosts of
men still were forced into this slavish mimic warfare, sport to the beholders, but of sad earnest to the participant.
Proud emperors, fat,
good humored senators, sacred vestals, and tender mothers alike thought
it fair play, and were equally pitiless in the strange frenzy for exciting
scenes when they mounted the stone stairs of the Coliseum.
Christianity soon shifted the scenes and persecution came to an
end.
No more martyrs fed the beasts in the Coliseum. Christian liberty had cut the bonds of barbaric savagery. The import of the philosophy of an Epictetus, the convictions of a Paul, the meditations of a
Marcus Aurelius, were not to be resisted even by the most thoughtless.
These together with many other influences as living seed were sown in
the minds of men, budding but showing no fruit until the eleventh and
twelfth centuries, when the amphitheatre was no longer bounded by
four walls or covered with the rich purple canopies from Arabia.
The
arena was extended over hills and valleys, the courses of conquest led
up and down mountains and through cities and villages. With God's
heaven above him and the whole continent of Europe beneath his feet,
the chivalrous knight of the twelfth century steps upon the stage and appeals even to-day to every thoughtful person as the personification of a

and religious humility, of bruand a tenderness for the weak hardly equaled since that day,
and a sense of honor and manly sentiment that was inviolate.
The spirit of an exalted freedom permeates the proud submission
the knight made to the existing order of things. His obedience was not
singular combination of reckless heroism

tal strength

formal or of the superficial type of only abiding b)' the letter of the law.
His servitude was dignified by a proud submission of spirit and subordination of heart.
His king was his brother; his mother was his sister;

his servants

We

were his children.

emphasize, in passing, this unequaled conception of woman
which seems to have been at the bottom of this development. In the
abstract it was a sacred trust in the midst of a society built upon the
idea of violence as its verv foundation stone. Reverence for rank and

The Modern Arena

women was

SI

the motive force in the arena of the twelfth century that re-

deemed that society from barbarism.
The question confronts us to-day, is the spirit of chivalry on the decline?
Do we feel that the green bay-tree of honest rivalrj^ competition and emulation is only a growth of the past?
We say, we have transcended the customs of the ages, but we notice
on the other hand the extraordinary truth of how in spirit and instinct,
the race still remains on the dead level of its natural tendencies. The
terms of expression have only been transferred. The Romans had their
gladiatorial combats;

tourneys.

the knights of the twelfth century their daily

Even the man

tence in walks of

walks were,

life

of a century ago entered the struggle for exis-

man of to-day. His
journeys from town to town of days'

signally different from the

literally speaking,

Our

leaders and the founders of our
and on foot, came upon the scene of action
from the Carolinas, the Virginias and the New England colonies. The
modem man rushes madly into the arena by railway, trolley and motor
car.
The mechanic of a centur\^ ago worked a loom by hand and wielded
the cobbler's hammer. The industrious housewife sat by her spinning
wheel and plied her clumsy needle. To-day, the mechanic feeds a machine or directs pneumatic tools, while his muscles fall into a stupor.
In short, the struggle for existence, which is in reality the fosterfather of progress, is no longer waged by muscle and sinew. These have
exchanged places with intelligence and nervous energy'. The Christian
era has witnessed the slow but certain ascendency of mind over matter.
Flesh was once in the ascendenc}'.
If the gladiator got his man
down, the people shouted: "recipe ferritm!" the victor was granted
life only us long as a stronger than he was not at hand.
But, have we
not transcended this vulgar, degrading and inhuman practice? Do we
not stand for the spiritual attitude that ennobles both winning and
losing, the preparation and the fight? Of what use is it to be strong and

and weeks' duration.

first political

constitution, in the saddle

—

steadfast unless the spirit like the flesh rises superior to the conflict?

How ignoble to desire success unless we can be serene
A Roosevelt spends a strenuous seven years in
He

chair.

labors like Hercules and in the end

a lot of professional political leaders,

with scant courtesy.
sirable

How

easj' to

and

make

is

is

in defeat!

the presidential

seemingly defeated by

censured by his opponents

public protest, but

how unde-

!

But, the
that "right

modem

gladiator smiles, with the profound conviction

means might," that

the ethical standard in the political as

The
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s\-ell

as in the social

life of

Ha'jerfcrrdian

a nation

is

a matter of

mind and

heart, justice

and sympathy.
So, in the worlds of finance, of learning, of rehgion.

overccmeth" is the prize offered.
While we must find our real and deep
will to prefer the struggle to the

eas}''

"To him

interests in actual

life,

that

and

gained victory, the practice to the

we must as well learn to distinguish between the real amenities
and the factitious successes of outward achievement.
A Caesar, an Alexander, a Napoleon have each entered the arena
and by the plaudits of the crowd have been raised to everlasting fame.
Patrick Henrys and Daniel Websters have swayed their hearers with
subtle arguments and keen intellects. We see apparent victory all about
us. But we look to-day with continued and profound admiration to the
One who placed the arena not in the physical or mental world, but in
the sphere of the moral consciousness.
Who, even while possessing
power to still the waves and feed the hungry multitudes, saw the victory in swaj'ing men's hearts and gaining their souls.
there is no failure to the man who nobly and truly does his quiet
duty; whose fight is with himself; whose fame is in the invisible influence of character; whose heaven is in apparent failure; who is

theor}'-,

of life

!

"Too

great for haste

Too high

W.

for rivalry."

C. S.

'09.

AN INTEEPRETATION OF GRIEG'S "SPRING"
OW,

low, she caresses the keys,

Lingeringly, longingly sighing to you,

Oh, lad, beware of her melody please.
Maybe her fingers are lying to you!

No! You are sure that her passion is real!
She and her melody blending in one
Turn to your heart with their shuddering appeal,
Answer, oh, answer her when she is done!
Ah,

lad, she

knows the

resolve

you have made.

Exultant, triumphant the music has grown.

O

for a lute to bring to j'our aid.

That you might sing her a song

of

H.

your own
S. H. '10.

THE SUPREMACY OF LAW
Note. — This oration won the Alumni Prize for 1910.

Criticism of
Editor's
these orations should include a consideration of their forensic power as well as of

matter and

style.

HE

profoundest question of the day

of

Law.

Law

is

sacred.

is

the

Supremacy

Obedience to law

cardinal virtue of citizenship.

The

is

the

individual, the

community and the state to exist in peace, harmony, and justice, must recognize the majesty of
law.
Out of savagery into civilization man came
through law, and the moment he defies that law
he turns his face backward toward Old Chaos and
The law must be held in sanctity; otherwise our political

Black Night.

institutions perish.

who framed the Constitution saw clearly that the
Nation was correlative with a Supreme Law. Their experience under the Articles of Confederation had taught this lesson.
Jealousy, then, had kindled the flames of controversy between big
State rights were magnified and
state leaders and little state leaders.
the New Republic seemed on the verge of dissolution. But fortunately,
there was a change of action. The noble men of the Convention of 1787
brought law out of lawlessness. They replaced a chaotic state rights
government by a unified central government. In place of thirteen factious states, there came forth one nation, with one Constitution, one
Supreme Law.
The Supreme Law has been challenged and thoroughly tested.
Time and time again the nation-old doctrine of "State Rights" has
asserted itself. "State Rights" was the creed of the Kentucky and Virginia Resolution of 1798 and 1799. "State Rights" occasioned the great
controversy of Hayne and Webster in 1830. Belief in "State Rights"
put John Calhoun at the head of South Carolina and the opposition in
the South which, after his voice was stilled, burst forth in division and
Our

forefathers

stability of the

The War of Secession was the final test of the Supreme Law.
Then was it settled forever that no commonwealth, no section could
defy the Supreme Law of the land.
The great fight to keep the national law supreme brought victory.
But to-day all law is being tested. A greater struggle is on. A more
subtle enemy than State Rights is to be faced. City, state, and national

war.

law,

by

common

and constitutional law are being defied
and corporations. On every hand we see
the rule of machine politics where public officials

law, statute law

individuals, associations

evidence.

We

see

it

in
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power of the corrupted ballot.
any law which would set itself above them.
political oligarchies to nominate and elect men who will
help them rob the city and state. Their representatives are

are entrenched behind the nienancing

They snap
They form
agree to

their fingers at

found among police

officials, aldermen, maj'ors of cities, state legislagovernors of states, and in the United States Senate. These subpoliticians largely dominate our political world; they pervert and be-

tors,
tle

foul the sources of law;

they defy the Supreme Law.

We see defiance of law in the business world. Men scorn laws which
interfere with their

money

getting.

Captains of industry by hiring

clever lawyers evade the law.

Dishonest promoters of great corporations
Street railway magnates
sell watered stock and reap unlawful profits.
practice the art of bribery and steal franchises overnight. The sugar

monopolists systematically rob the United States Treasury. Bankers
steal a million dollars and buy acquittal with a hundred thousand.
And more momentous and significant than these is the vice of the common citizen who daily infringes upon the law. He ignores and abuses
the muniments thrown about

We

life,

property, marriage and

the home.

The lynching party seeks to
punish crime with the noose and the fire-brand. The warring factions
see defiance of

law

bj'

the mob.

in the class struggle set the law at naught.

ders of

For instance the Night Rito check the

Kentucky destroy property and commit murder

trust. A rakish stone-throwing mob in Philadelphia wrecks street railway propert)' and defies an army of officials. Such

power of the tobacco

dangerous offspring; an offspring of bitter
These foster crime and revolution. Behold reactionary Russia! But we need not go to a foreign land for an
example, the spirit of anarchy, of defiance of law, blotted out the lives
of Lincoln, Garfield, and McKinley. Anarchy will claim other victims.
Such open defiance to the authority of government corrupts the whole
nation and explains why our laws are not adequate in practice. They
are not enforced; they are not made the final arbiter of all disputes,
the guardian of all rights.
What is to be the remedy? What v/ill make our law supreme in
class struggle gives birth to

hatred, lawlessness, anarchy.

—

As long

practice as well as in theory.

no panacea,

for human nature

is

as

of action which will exalt the law to its
its

men

are

men

v/e will discover

Nevertheless there are courses
proper place and clothe it with

imperfect.

proper dignity.
The law can be preserved and

made supreme by an everlasting crumust catch the spirit of the Crusaders of
the nth Century who swept over Europe and wrested the Holy Sepulsade against lawlessness.

We

The Supremacy

of

Law

85

Men everywhere became "Knights ot
must become "Kni^hls of the Lau:." Its fabric must

chre from the Turkish Infidels.

the Cross."

We

be rescued and restored to the disciples of order. The times demand
the correlated action of all good citizens. We must combine in enforcing the law rather than in making more law. We must decry every form
of crime whether respectable or disreputable; whether clothed in gold
or in rags. The sins of all sorts and conditions of men must be visited
with swift, sure, and condign punishment. There must be a revival of
the belief in law. Into the heart of every American must come a deep
and abiding respect for the law, for the security of our institutions lies
in the controlling

power

of public opinion.

for prevailing lawlessness,

and by

it

In

it

we may find a remedy
made supreme. To

the lav/ can be

the Crusade against lawlessness a victory, the home, the school,
the public press, and the Church must devote tliemselves to teaching

make

of God and man.
America is threatened b}' no external danger; no foreign foe musters
Within her own proud confines lies the
its war bands on her borders.
danger.
The monster lawlessness everywhere lifts its hydra-head in
To
defiance.
Life, liberty, the nation, and the law are endangered.
the Manhood of America there is a call to duty; a call to fight "The
Savage Wars of Peace." At the polls Americans must fight the rule of
corrupt politics. In the business world they must condemn the man
who thinks more of wealth than puVjlic obligation. At the bar of justice
they must throttle the ignorance and selfishness that express themselves
in dynamite and the mob.
There is no choice of alternatives for true
Americans. They must buckle on the sword of the law; they must discipline themselves to eternal enmity of corporate and individual lawlessness; they must inspire men with a law abiding and law respecting
spirit; they must swear everlasting fealty to law and its observance;
they must create the conviction in the minds of all Americans, that in
order to realize the highest political and moral life, there must be a firmer

the

lav.'

allegiance, a deeper reverence, a truer devotion to the foundation principle of

American democracy, The Supremacy

of

Law.
R. R. E.

'10.

"A PLEA FOR WOMAN'S SUFFRAGE"

—

Editors Note. This speech won the Annual Contest for 1910 in Extemporaneous Speaking for the Everett Society Medal presented by Alfred Percival Smith.

NE

of the burning questions that
United States and England to-day

confront
is tlie

the

question

woman's suffrage. Owing to the fanaticism of
some of the adherents to this cause in England, a
certain amount of discredit has been placed upon,
this cause; yet, as we consider the birth of any
of

we will find that there has been a
amount of fanaticism there. Not more
than fifty years ago William Lloyd Garrison and John Brown were considered just as fanatical as the present agitators of the cause of woman's
great reform,
certain

suffrage; and 3-et within a few years the cause for v/hich they plead
had millions of adherents.
The trend of history for the last two thousand 3'ears has been to

grant political privileges to classes heretofore denied those privileges.
An example of this is found in ancient Greece and Rome. There, formerty, only the patricians had the right to vote. Gradually, however,
other classes were granted this freedom; until finally even the con-

quered nations were granted the privilege of the ballot. In England
and the rich landed class had the privilege
of the ballot; but by the great Reform Bill of that year more classes
were granted this freedom; and still later, in 1867, more classes were
given this privilege.
In our own country, in the time of our forefathers, only those men
who belonged to a certain religious sect, who held a certain amount of
land, or who had a certain amount of education,were permitted to vote.
But, gradually, all these barriers were swept away; and to-day every
prior to 1832 only the nobles

male of twentj^-one years is privileged to vote. Thus we see that the
trend of history and democracy has been to grant political freedom to
classes heretofore denied this privilege.

Let us look, for a moment, at the corresponding advance of the

wemen

intellectually, socially

and economically.

woman was

Gradconsidered the slave of man.
however, she rose in the social scale; until to-day she is considered the equal if not the superior to man. The recognition of her intellectual equality came later; but fifty years ago, agitators for higher
education for women were considered most fanatic and yet, to-day, we
have such institutions as Brj-n Mawr attesting to the intellectual equality of woman with man.
The recognition of her economic equality
came still later. Within the last decade or two, innumerable business
Socially, formerly,

ually,

;

A

Woman's Suffrage

Plea Far

propositions have been opened to

woman

doctor or lawyer; and

all

87

woman. Occasionally we hear of a
of us know of numberless cases of wo-

men's successful competition with men. There is the natural conclusion
from the trend of history and democracy in granting political privileges
to classes heretofore denied these privileges, through the recognition of
womaii's intellectual, social and economic equality with men, must
come the recognition of her political equality with man.
Certainly the woman is qualified to vote. Morally she is the equal
if not the superior of man; and it is from this very thing that much of
the opposition to

and the

power, fear that
lose their power.
surely, she

come

woman's

political bosses

is

if

suffrage arises; because the liquor interests

who depend upon

woman's

the corrupt vote for their

suffrage should be permitted, they

Intellectually

woman

is

qualified to vote;

would

because

the equal of the millions of negroes and foreigners

to our shores,

and they are granted the

who

privilege of the ballot.

Another reason why woman should be privileged to vote is because
it has been tried, woman's suffrage has been a distinct success, whether it be in local government, questions of school board,
municipal elections, or even state and national affairs; and where women have voted, they have not lost any of their womanly characteristics, nor has the domestic happiness of the home been impaired; and,
moreover, woman's influence on politics has been such that the politics
in which she has shared have been vastly bettered.
Therefore, we feel
asstired in predicting that within the next decade or two woman's suffrage will become an assured fact.
O. M. P. '13.
that where

CARMEN
Y

AJ/IATAE

PERDITAE

heart's in a shrine

On

the castled Rhine,

Where
Lies

was mine

a form that
still

evermore.

That sweetheart

of

mine

In a lonely shrine

On

the banks of the Rhine,

Will rise nevermore.

The Souris is fair,
But my heart is not there!
A shrine on the Rhine
Holds a form that was mine!

W.

L. G.

W.

'10.

WATER BABIES
ON'T

3"ou sit do-vvii?" I suggested,

noting that such

We had strolled
some distance by the Beach, beyond the limits of
boardwalk and bathers, and the huge drift-log cast
far up on the shore by some over-ambitious sea
offered its broad smooth back as an inviting restan idea had entered her mind.

ing-place.

"Does look rather comfortable,"
"All right,

abeth.

let's

commune with

replied

Eliz-

the deep for a while, and have a

short look into the infinite."

"You've been reading Byron,"

I

ventured, and took

my

seat be-

side her.

"Maybe

I

him once in school, long ago, but those are the
heard in the theatorium down the boardwalk last

did read

words of a song

I

night."

"In wrong,"
"

Oh

I

love

I

it!

"but isn't the water great to-day?"
with enthusiasm, "let's look into the waves

apologized,

" she a'ied

and imagine things."

"And write a story," I added, and searched my pockets for something to write on. I found an account book, its pages maiTed by but
one entry and that two years before. This would sen,'e the purpose.
"Write a

she said,

stor>-?"

"oh

—well—

all

right,

but j'ou have

to start it."

"Agreed," said

I

—

,

"How many

"Two, that's enough."
"Good! I name the girl

"And

I

name

the

man

characters?"

Elsie."

Charlie."

"That's settled then," I said. "Now here are the circumstances.
are both good swimmers, and are in the habit of svv'imming way
out into the sea together. They always start from opposite a large log
that lies way up the beach. Charlie also is a great tease, perhaps be-

They

—

cause Elsie

is

easily teased."

"Not at all probable," interrupted Elizabeth.
"To continue, this teasing usually ends in a sand

fight,

and then a

long joume}' out in the ocean to cool off. Now Elizabeth, in a minute
One day, Charlie's teasing had really exasperated
I'll give you a chance.
Elsie."
" 'You look avvfully pretty

when you are mad,' he said."
"All right, then Elsie throws more sand at him," said Elizabeth.

Water Babies
" 'Ouch, that hurt,' said Charlie,

mate
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'my eye

is full.

Now

kiss

it

and

it well'."

"A

cloud of sand from Elsie."

" 'Gee but

you are beautiful now, even

one eye'!"
"'Oh, you

hori-id thing!

get rid of you.'"
" 'Oh Elsie,

I

I'll

—

I'll

if I

can only see you with

swim way out

in

the ocean and

double dare you'."

took the plunge and began savagely to duck the
her way out."
"In an instant Charlie was after her. But at the water's edge he
hesitated a minute, hurried over to the log, picked something up from
behind it and started in pursuit of the irate maiden. When he had passed

"In a

flash she

breakers as she

made

the breakers, he saw Elsie

swimming doggedly along toward the open

In a quarter of a mile he had caught up with her.

sea.

"Good

after-

noon my pretty mermaid,' he said, and marvelled, as oft before, at the
beauty of her head against the wild background of foam and wave.
Do you know, Elizabeth, the ultimate test of a woman's beauty is to
put her hair up in a bathing cap and then to judge of her after a dive?
However, on with the story."
"Elsie disdainfully swam on;" this from Elizabeth.
"Charlie ventured the additional remark, that the water was fine
for swimming, and then kept silently along at her side.
They swam
out further than he had ever been before. He could no longer see the
beach because of the curve of the earth. But as the sky remained clear
and the water fairly calm, and as Elsie seemed to be swimming easily,
on he went. There is a strange charm that the open ocean casts over
the swimmer, as he rises and falls on its waves and Charlie subtly felt
that Elsie was now under such an influence as well as he."
"Please let's have nothing silly in the story," said Elizabeth.
"Agreed," said I, "so Charlie took advantage of this influence to
pla}' upon her sense of fear."
" 'Oh Elsie,' he said, do you know we are out about two miles from
shore, and the sharks come in to within two miles and a quarter'."
That means you will be afraid to follow me further than four
hundred and forty yards more, and then I uill be rid of you'."
"
But Elsie, there is going to be a ball on board the Delaware down
in the harbor to-night, and remember what a hit you wei-e going to make
'

'

'

'

with the

"At
he

I

am

ofificers'."

this Elsie turned her

head and looked squarely at him.

tired out,' she said, 'I guess

I'll

drown'."

'Char-
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"

you

'The very accident against which
minutes more?' "

I

provided' said Charlie;

'can

last five

" 'Yes'," doubtfully."
"

'Well then look!'

He

reached somewhere beneath the surface of

the water, drew forth and held before her dejected face, the humiliating

and proceeded to blow them up from
cheeks inflated with triumphant laughter."
" 'You win,' said Elsie, absolutely subdued, and they took up their
long journey shoreward."
sight of a pair of water wings,

"An hour or two later a couple of tired figures, barely able to drag
one limb after another, emerged from the breakers and fell exhausted
on the beach."
"You must let me end the story," interrupted Elizabeth for I see
that your imagination is about to run away with you. "The two were
picked up by an anxious search party of Papas and others. Charlie
was kind enough to hide the water wings, and neither one of them mentioned the incident again. But Charlie absolutely stopped teasing Elsie,
and she in turn threw no more sand."
"Now Elizabeth I bet if you were writing this story alone, that
wouldn't be the ending at all. Listen to this: 'A couple of hours later
Charlie carried a drooping figure out on to the beach just as the full
moon was rising over the eastern rim of the ocean. He wrapped her
in the great coat which she always brought along, and they sat on a
large drift -log to rest.
The soft night breeze dried her hair and restored
the native verve to her countenance. They remained silent for a time,
communing with the deep, and then Charlie turned to her'."
" Heavens," broke in Elizabeth, "it must be late.
There's the moon
up already, and I have a date for dinner. Please take me back to town.
And

so I didn't ever finish

my

version of the story.
C.

M. F.

'10

A UNION SUITED UNIVERSE
(With apologies to Carlyle.)

HEN my

unions itched a bit the other daj", I was
on morals and man-

speculating, over a quiet cigar,
ners,

and

I fell

the things at

straight to wondering

all.

At once

ity of the thought.

why

I

wore

blushed at the audacImagine going without! and
I

yet again and again the idea would return to me.

my

once or twice and
whether or no some other
mortals in times gone by had not found their woolens a bit irksome;
and if any of these sensitive thin-skinned prodigies like mj'self had
dared to walk abroad in the nakedness of their condition. The thought
appalled me at first, for those few that came to my mind had been burned
at the stake, languished in dungeons or had died enemies of the world.
All had lost for the time the respect of their fellow men. But, I thought,
they would have writhed to death any way if their skins were like mine.
The world did not know. It took them for fools, but assuredly they
were very wise men to throw off such uncomfortable clothing.
Some there be who will not content themselves with twiddling their
toes at the universe. The soft azure underwear of a mental mill-hand
was sackcloth to the hairy bosom of Carlyle. It rashed his sides, checked
his breathing, irritated his temper, and he could have no peace till he
had done with it. Of course the world cried "shocking!" and called him
a queer rude fellow, and cut him because he cast aside the raiment of
conformity. But he knew. He was sure of his temper and heeded not
the protests of these union-suited, linen-collared scoffers. He was confident that if people would become accustomed to his nakedness they
would find livid pinks and browns even more agreeable than faded blues
I

scratched

tried

and

grays, and, mirabile dictu!
I

back

to bethink

philosophized further.

many

of

ferociously'

me

them

did.

Surely there were man}-

who had become

used to their unspeakables and who had never been so much as caught
scratching. But how did they do it? I marvelled. They surely deserve
great respect to bear this yoke of tmion-suited decency with such a
blandness of countenance. But the thought made me shudder maybe
their bodies are covered with hideous scabs, and perhaps, who knows,
they rub their backs slyly now and then when they go to bed at night.

—

—

Such stoicism surely deserved admiration.
My speculation had now grown to dangerous dimensions. I believe
I was thoroughly frightened.
But two ways seemed open to me. To
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—

have a prodigiously sensitive sldn there is no doubt about
way was to discard my union suit and seek a new covering for my disteinpered body. This meant that I should be shunned
generally by respectable people for the sake of escaping the seventy
years itch. The other way was to turn stoic and bear the rash, letting
ni}^ woolens sap the best of my life's blood.
I should carrj^ ni}- scabs to
the grave, but who should know of them? But neither of these alternatives were very pleasing. Surely there must be others of mj' unionsuited kin in distress who find some better means of relief.
There is
MoreduU who wears a fine smile and winks to himself whenever P squirm.
What does he do? I resolved to play the detective. After several unsuccessful attacks on his wardrobe I found that he had lined the universal
raiment with silk. It made me think of the sly monks who wore linen
under their haircloth. The discoveiy filled me with unspeakable joy. I
was as dissatisfied as ever with the color and cut of the underwear but
now at least I could v.-ear it to escape society's "Oh! Oh!" Accordingly
I fitted mj'self out immediately in the hypocritical wear, but, to my
disappointment I got no comfort. My friends were all now to me merely
respecting, respectful acquaintances and I wanted something more.
So for eternit}- have I laid aside the garments of conformitj'. So
also have I rejected forever the silk-lined garb of Moredull, that monumental figure of ease and contentment. Whether an Apollo or a Thersites
I must appear hereafter as I am.
My raiment is scanty and insufficient,
but it must do me until I find more.
H. S. H.

begin with
that.

The

I

first

TO COLLETTE
BR^\.VELY

face the lonely wind
laugh and say forget,
But though the rain is very kind
Your kiss is on me j'et.

And

I

try to sing a lilting song

Although ni}'- face is wet;
Alas the road is far too long
With your kiss on me yet.

And sometimes

it

may hap

For other cheeks,
In some

Your

I

burn

Collette.

mad moment. When
H.
on me vet.

kiss is

I

turn

S.

II.
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EDITORIAL
HE

Editorial on Student Government in the May
Haverfordian can hardly justify the remark of
College Weekly, " Heaven bless the idealist, we honor

and love him, but respect his judgment not."
A more than cursory perusal of that Editorial
will discover to the protagonists of Advisory
Board reform that the Haverfordian submitted
a plan.
It submitted the plan because President
Sharpless discussed it favorably, because the plan works, and because
the Haverfordian believes that there will be a College here some day
with moral backbone enough to make Student Government a go.
The plan was proposed in order to sound the sentiment of the College.

The discussion which the Editorial aroused made it generally evident that the College as a body cannot, since every man as an individual
But it was good to
will not, assume the responsibility for his conduct.
see a creditable number of gentlemen who are always willing to be gentlemen because it feels better, rather than because the faculty makes
it feel

better.

These things are at least worth knowing, and if an Editorial finds
them out it is not altogether bootless. The Haverfordian did not
precipitately urge Student Government. It asked and got some discussion.

The new Advisory Board is thoroughly worth respecting, and we
it will see to it that it is more comfortable here to be a gentleman,
since some of our "good fellows" are inclined arbitrarily to consider
any of their actions as gentlemanly, and to self -righteously disregard
the comfort of those who have to live near them.
So if the so-called "idealistic" Editorial has not brought down a
hope

universal clamor for Student Government, perhaps

awaken a

feeling of necessity for action.

has helped to
Whether by means of a reorit

ganized Advisory Board or a Student Government makes little difference.
Imperious criticism directed at persons rather than what they stand
for is as despicable and bad as the so-called "newspaper reform."
not only ineffective but it antagonizes the persons attacked.
We trust that talk is over and work begun.

So fee-faw-fum until September.

Summer

to her friends.

It is

The Haverfordian wishes much

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
Prominent Haverfordians.

ALFRED PERCIVAL SMITH.

IV.

the gift to Haverford of the attractive and beautiful building for the use of the Haverford Union

and other

social and religious activities of the ColAlfred Percival Smith of the class of 1884,
has sho-^v-n a fine loyalty to his Alma Mater, which
lege,

places

him

in the

ranks of those to -whom Haver-

fordians are indebted for one of the larger benefactions.

Those of

who were

vis

at College dui^ing the earh' SO's all

remember

"Percj-" as he was familiarly called. As a member of his class and of
the Everett and Loganian Societies, he took his own place in the life
of the College, at a period when matters were in a somewhat transient
state.

Bom

in Philadelphia, July 11, 1863, Mr.

Smith

is

the only surviv-

ing child of Alfred and Cornelia Stanley (Allen) Smith.

His father was
and banker,

a well

known

leather merchant,

who was prominently
system

and

later a stock broker

identified with the

development of the

street car

in Philadelphia.

The family

is

of

German

descent, the immigrant having landed at

Philadelphia from near Wurzburg, Bavaria in 1756.
settled in

Lehigh

The subject

Co., Pa.,

and lived there

Later the family

for several generations.

of this sketch received his early educaton in private

which was the old Germantown Academy, which he
Haverford College. He was graduated from
that institution in 1884 with the degree of Bachelor of Arts, and in the
following September entered the Senior Class at Harvard, from which
he was graduated with the Bachelor's degree, as a member of the class
of 1885. The following year was occupied with post-graduate work, in
course for the Doctor of Philosophy degree. In the autumn of 1886 he
entered the law offices of the Hon. Wayne MacVeagh and George Tucker
Bispham, Esq., Philadelphia, to study his profession. At the same time
he matriculated in the Law Department of the University of PennsylHe graduated with his class in June, 1888, and the same year
vania.
he was admitted as Attorney and Counsellor to the Philadelphia Bar on
motion of one of his preceptors, George Tucker Bispham, Esq. Since
schools, the last of

left in June, 1880, to enter

Alfred Percival Smith
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1888 Mr. Smith has been engaged actively in the practice of his profesbut almost exclusively in the cotirts located in Philadelphia. His

sion,

has been largely an office practice, connected with real estate, the settlement of estates, and some corporate matters. From choice he restricts his practice to civil interests, and has never had an associate, nor
a partner. Mr. Smith was for a time a solicitor for The Presbyterian
Historical Society. He was ordained a Ruling Elder in the Arch Street
Presbj'terian Church, where he serves as Sessional Treasurer, and is
also a

member of

the Provisional Session of the First Italian Presbyterian

Church of Philadelphia. He was for some years a Sunday School Superintendent, and preserves his connection with the Presbj'terian Sunday
School Superintendent's Association, as an ex-superintendent.
Mr. Smith was, early in his career, actively interested in the LawAcademy of Philadelphia, of which he is still an active member. He is
a member of The Law Association of Philadelphia, and has been for a
of years a member of its Legal Biography Committee. He was
one of the charter members of the Pennsylvania Bar Association, and
Secretary of its Legal Biography Committee, when, in connection with
its work, the first Law Museum in the United States was established in
a large room in the Law School Building, on John Marshall Day, February 4th, 1901. Mr. vSmith is also a member of the American Bar Association, and attended the Universal Congress of Lawyers and Jurists
held in St. Louis, Mo., in September, 1904, as a delegate at large. He
has never been very active in political life, except for a brief connection
with the Municipal League of Philadelphia, and later (since about 1905)
he has been identified with the Reform Movement known originally as
The City Party, etc., etc. He has served as the Treasurer of The Rudolph
Blankenburg Club almost from its inception to date, and is also a member of the City Club of Philadelphia.
Since 1892 Mr. Smith has been an industrious collector of books,

number

and

mostly to the early
Law Courts He
is possessed of a keen interest also in genealogy, history and numismatics;
is particularly interested in
Lutheran, Presbyterian and Reformed
Church history-, and delights in Colonial, Revolutionary, Dutch, and
Pennsylvania-German studies and research both European and American.
He has found time to contribute a few articles to newspapers and religplans, pictures, historical data

portraits, relating

English history and later Pennsylvania history of the

.

ious magazines.

February 4th, 1S90, Mr. Smith married Elizabeth Wandell David,
the youngest daughter of the late William M. David, of Philadelphia

and

his wife, Elizabeth (Wandell) David.

The}' have no children.
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While at College, Percy was much interested in all that had to do
with elocution and elocutionary contests. Some old students may recall the strange sounds which on occasion would emanate from the
tower of Barclay Hall. Here in a secluded attic room practising was indulged in, and Smith was among the most assiduous of those so employed. That this was not a mere passing interest of his is shown by
his founding in 1897 of the Everett Society Prize Medal, awarded each

member of the Freshman or Sophomore classes for proficiency
extemporaneous speaking.
Another of his benefactions has been the scholarship at Haverford
and Hai-vard for the benefit of a student of German-American descent,
which was established in the autumn of 190S and has been continued
jear to a
in

each year

since.

Unassuming in manner and quiet in his tastes, Alfred Percival
Smith has chosen to do what he had in mind without ostentation or
show. The breadth of his interest and the sincerity of his purpose are
evidenced by the results of his generosity.
George Vaux, Jr., '84.

ALUMNI NOTES.
76.
Dr. Francis Greenleaf AUinson, David Benedict Professor of Classical

Philology at

Brown

University, has been chosen to

fill

the chair of Greek

Literature for the year 1910-11 at the American School of Classical

supported by several American
Columbia, Harvard, PrinceWisconsin,
ton, Yale,
Johns Hopkins, and Brown, and they select each
year a professor of Greek from their faculties as the incumbent of the
lectureship at Athens. Professor AUinson was graduated from Haverford in '76, received his doctorate from Johns Hopkins in '80, was four
years connected with Williams College and since 1885 has been teaching
Studies at Athens.

tmiversities and

at

This institution

is

colleges, including Cornell,

Brown.
'81.

Davis H. Forsyth

is

editor-in-chief of the Westonian,

Ex
many

Westtown, Pa.

'86.

Francis L. Trotter, for
years connected with the Fidelity
Trust Company, died May 26 at his home in Philadelphia.
Francis Trotter was at Haverford with the Class of '86 during Fresh-

.

Alumni Notes

man and Sophomore
first

year,

He won

years.
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the Haines Fielding Belt in his

and played both years on the First

X

I

'90.

Dilworth P. Hibberd was married to Miss Caroline Jenkins Hickey
on June ninth, in Washington, D. C, and sails from New York for Europe on June eleventh. S. S. "Baltic."
'94.

W. W. Comfort has an essay on Nicolas Ellain entitled Poetica
Medici in the London Academy for May seventh, 1910.
'98.

The engagement

of

Robert N. Wilson to Miss Sara Hendrick Peck,

of Greensboro, North Carolina, has been lately announced.

On June first R. N. Wilson expects to leave Guilford College, N. C,
where he has been in charge of the chemistry department for several
years.

He

will

go to Florida as assistant superintendent of extension
will have charge of the Farmer's

work with the State University, and
Institute work.

He

expects to attend the Biennial School of Agriculture

Ames, Iowa, during July and
summer.

at

will

probably be married late

in the

'02.

Mr. and Mrs. Fulweiler, of Wayne, Pa., have announced the engagement of their daughter, Miss Jessie Louise Fulweiler to Doctor A.
G. H. Spiers. The wedding will take place early this summer.
A. D. Schrag is making his second European trip this summer. He
sailed for Naples on May 31st, and will return in September to resume
his work at the University of Nebraska where he holds the Assistant Professorship in German.
'03.

H. M. Trueblood who

is

studying Physics in the Graduate School

at Harvard has been awarded one of the Whiting Fellowships for next
year.

Henry
Dr. Baker's

Cadbury will interrupt his work at Harvard to assume
work at Haverford next year. He will also conduct a course

J.

Haverford Summer School this June.
George Peirce who was married last February fifth to Miss Ethel
Gerdwood of West Orange, N. J., is studying in Germany.
Robert L. Simpkin arrived at Chinghing, West China, on February
first and he has now taken up his new work at Chengtu, a ten days'
in the
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journey farther inland.

Union Christian

The work

is

unofficiall}'

connected with the

College.

'06.

at

Gordon Harwood Graves has been awarded a University Fellowship
Columbia for the year 1910-11.
'07.

Francis D. Godley was married to Miss Meribah Willets

They

April twenty-first at Downingtown.

Avenue, Haverford, after a

visit to

Brown on

are living at No. 11 Barrett

Old Point Comfort, Virginia.

'08.

C. C.

to^Miss

CoUings was married April twentieth at East Orange, N. J.,
of that place. George Emlen '08 and J.

Mary Shannon Johnson

Carey Thomas, 3d, '08 served as ushers.
Walter R. Shoemaker has been sent to Cincinnati, Ohio, to take
charge of a branch office of W. A. Lippincott and Co., Leather Merchants.
Morris A. Linton took the examinations for the American Actuarial
Society in May. This is in connection with his mathematical work in the
Actuarial Department of the Provident Life and Trust Co., Philadelphia.
The engagement is announced of Mr. Albert Linton to Miss Harriet Roberts Coles of Moorestown, N.J.
'09.

who

studying Philosophy ni the Harvard
Graduate School, has been awarded a University Scholarship for next
R. L. M. Underbill

is

year.

Ex

'10.

A. Sellew Roberts has been appointed to the position of Assistant
Instructor in History for the coming term at Cornell University.

THE MONTH
The new Haverford Union was opened on the evening of May 19th
with the performance of two French plays, one by a Thursday Afternoon Club of the neighborhood and the other by members of the advanced
French courses of the college. The various college organizations have
into the rooms set apart for them, and the large reading-room
has become very popular. Part of the building has still to be furnished.
Mr. A. L. Atwood, captain of last year's football team at Amherst,
has been appointed our assistant athletic director for next year. The
system of graduate coaching for football will thus be abolished at least
for the time being.
The change has seemed advisable for some time.
The track team has had three dual meets: with Johns Hopkins at
Baltimore on May 7th, which was lost 39-60; with New York University at Haverford on May 18th, which was won 65-39; and with Lehigh
at Haverford on May 21, which was lost 40-72.
D. S. Hinshaw '11 has been elected President of the Intercollegiate
Soccer Association. W. J. Young '11 won a place on the All-American
Collegiate Soccer Team.
On May 28, for the first time in five years the Cricket Eleven won
the annual match from Pennsylvania, score 111
65.
The Haverford
Eleven sails from New York, S.S. Baltic, June 11. Henrj- Cope '69 has
arranged the jollowing schedule:

moved

—

(Two days' match.)
—
—
2—
4-5 — Marlborough.
(Two days' match.)
— Marylebone
at Lords,
London
— Haileybury.
14 — Harrow.
16 — Eton.
20 — Tonbridge.

June 27-28 Malvern.
June 30 Cheltenham.
July

July
July

Clifton.

7

C. C.

in

July 12
Jul}-

July
July

Conditional matches have been arranged with Charterhouse, Repton,
Shrewsbury, Rugby, Winchester, and Bootham.

Arthur Woodcock, coach of Haverford Cricket from 18SS to 1894,
home in England as a result of poison self adminis-

died recentl}' at his
tered.

six

A Haverford Summer School for Rehgious Study
weeks following Commencement.

will

be held for

EXCHANGES
HE

new exchange editor had many doubts and miswhen he gazed on the rapidly increasing

givings

of

pile

magazines which

handed over
coat and lit
read
for

all

to him.

his faithful

We

the pages.

some exchange

his

subtle

But he put on

predecessor
his

cut-away

corncob, determined to

have only cold contempt

editors, snuffy little chaps,

may-

with choker collars and tight shoes, who skim
four
or
through
five magazines and then sit down to drag out a few
banal remarks on "College life as reflected in the exchanges of the
month." Verily, they have their reward, but some of them will have
to wait a long time for it, we are afraid. But for me and mine, we prefer rather to scamper through the files distributing gum-drops or castoroil as the case requires, than to write a scholarly review on one or two
magazines of our choice. Entertaining material is by no means confined
to the Williams, list of ten best magazines, either.
"Even as You and I" in the Virginia and "A Fool There Was"
in the Wesleyan are two stories of a kind. As the titles perhaps suggest,
in each one there is the impulsive lover whose girl "done him dirt."
It is quite evident that the first writer has a story to tell, and tells it
with a very decent regard to that difficult art of getting it told without
saj'ing too much.
The reader feels that some respect is being paid to
be,

"A

Was"

not nearly so successful. The
it is only a very ordinary situation that he is describing, and his determination to spare us
no details hinders not a little the advent of the expected catastrophe.
This melancholy combination of ordinar^^ plot and extraordinary
overloading of detail appears in the "Burglar Party" in the Williams.
What the storm, or the catalogue of household utensils in the dining
room have to do with the story we can't imagine. However the author
enlivens his rather pedestrian style with such literary gems as " His

his intelligence.

good author

is

Fool There

is

evidently hampered by the fact that

—

—

words froze on his lips" "Outside the wind howled viciously" and
"he stopped dead in his tracks."
Of mystery stories there is a plenty. There are a couple of foggy
ones in the Virginia which start nowhere, and after a ramble through a
few pages of good paper and ink, come back again. It must be great to
have intellect, but you can't be too careful lest it lead 3'ou into soma
obscure place and leave you there.
Our friends at Randolph Macon sent us a story number. "The"

Exchanges
Guardian Spectre," though
situation well told.
is

A

it

1

sticks a little

on the ways,

is

1

a dramatic

story like this which gives us a bit of local color

always interesting, whether

fornia Chinese laundry.

it

describe a Texas bar-room or a Cali-

The "Old Bach"

series in the

Amherst gives

way, a glimpse into the life of the college. One really
can't judge a magazine without some idea of the place which produced
in a very pleasant

it,

and we welcome any

dignified effort in this line.

in the Wcsleyan, for instance,
torial

way.
Rose with Thorns"

"A

The body

of

it

where the picture

in the

positively drags.

is

Randolph Macon

Certainly,

it's

Tlie

"Observer"

presented in an ediis

only half-baked.

a love story, written in

the bright chatty style of a will or an inventor)^ However the author
gracefully wakes up the reader in time to see our hero married to the
girl of his choice.

The Fairy Story instalment

the Virghiia

in

makes good

is

a pretty good bit of

which is a lot more
than you can say of some other things in the same magazine. Some of
its color effects are decidedly worth while.
We handed the Texas to one of our brother editors, with the request that he read the essay on "Romanticism in Music" and tell us
something about it. Now our brother editor is an aesthete who on off
days harries Y. M. C. A. tunes out of a weary organ. So we may listen
to what he has to say on music with respect. " It's good stuff," he says,
"But will you hearken to this," and he read us, from the Texas, that
impressionism.

It is long,

horror of a "poem," with

but

it

its lines telling

how

crawl by night,
slimy things by day.

"Slimy things

And

sense,

will

Until at last
This mortal cast
Will rot into decay."

had the wrong sow by the ear that time, what we wanted to hear
was music, not mortification and decay. When we finally got him
off the depressing subject, he told us that it was interestingly and concisely written, which we ourselves had suspicioned, but that it failed to
lay enotigh emphasis on WagTier's contribution to the romantic movelie

abottt

ment.

We had to turn dozens of earnest j'oung men from our doors who
came seeking the \'assar and the Wellesley. As a punishment for some
at present unknown sin, we didn't receive any of the above, and we must
maintain a respectful

if

mournful silence on the

distaff side of college

literature.

Poor poetry has had a sinking

spell again.

To be

sure the Texas
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has a couple of might}^ epics, and there are numbers of gentler lyrics on
"Love in Death," and "A View of Life," "The Voice of Spring," and
"The Call of the Twentieth Century" and such timely topics scattered
through the exchanges. "What Can We Know" in the Wesley an gives
the most satisfactory reply that we have seen on these burning questions
of the day. Our friend who wrote "Twilight" in the Virginia has given
us what we consider a good example of college verse at its best. If
youth is the heydey of poetry, let's not use it up in versifying our theories on the immortality of the soul.
As if in answer to our cry of despair, the Editor-in-Chief told us that
the Smith had arrived. Now the Smith can always be depended upon to
furnish some good verse, and we found something this time that is
worth all the sophomoric and incoherent babblings on the problems of
life that the exchanges from Maine to Texas can print.

To Spring-

—

Whist! away! Whist away!
The winter now has flown,
The crocus buds are grown
The leaves of tender green
Form a dainty lace-like screen

Where the summer

birds are seen

—then to-day
— Whist! away!

On bough and branch
Whist! away
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THE DAWN
O

dreamer on the mountain side
Teasing the moments from the dawn

Watching

the darkling river glide

From heaven whence its flood is drawn,
Tell me what visions come to thee

When
Visions,

the pale stars above thee ride.

my

son,

I

cannot

see.

Yet now as I gaze on the glorious sight
Of mountains and valleys, a troubled sea
Tossed about in uncertain light,

Of beauty my longing

And
See

how
how

free.

the sun on yonder steep

Touches the
See

soul breathes deep,

yearns and struggles to be

trees with mellow'd

hue

the stars to slumber creep

In their soft and canopied beds of blue

Why

need we visions? Cares may flee
Like clouds, when dawn has banished sleep

THE HOUSE OF MIRTH— AN APPRECIATION
EARLY

everybody who reads contemporary

read "Ttie

House

of

Mirth" when

fiction

came out

it

a few years ago, and perhaps a majority pronounced it " unpleasant, but strong," and were for

the time interested in the pitiable fatality that
So firmly have the

beset the career of Lily Bart.
critics

impressed upon us the worthlessness of

many

the literary productions of to-day, that
us, no doubt, have already forgotten

querader," "

it,

The Brass Bowl," and many

in

company with

"

of

The Mas-

other best-sellers.

But Edith Wharton's book does not deserve to be forgotten, nor
I reread it recently and its power took hold of me with
will it be.
renewed force. Because it is a comparatively new book is no reason
why it should be denied the esteem that we bestow upon classics, when
they have power, and sincerity, and keenness of observation. Mrs.
Wharton's work shows, at once, breadth and subtlety, the power to
make plain, at the same time, the surface artificiality and the genuineness beneath, to make the reader feel at once, annoyance at Lily
Bart, as well as sympathetic pity.

And

in that there is the effect

of real tragedy; for one of the earmarks of a great tragedy

is

a losing

struggle, due to imperfection in the leading character.

Lily Bart's whole

life was a losing struggle, due to her fearful
not to be " dingy and stupid and poor." From as far back as
she could remember, it had always been, " keep up your appearance

efiforts

at

whatever cost."

Spurlock, Prodigal,"

As Lorimer
" She was

puts

it

about his heroine

in

"Jack

the daughter of poor parents,

who

brought her up on the income of a million, in a set where the million
should be the income." After making a failure at business, Lily's
father had died. At his funeral, her mother had said, " With your
face, Lily, you'll marry it all back."
Then came that endless struggle
to give Lily, as her mother expressed it, her " chance." For the next
three years her lot was one fashionable pleasure-resort after another
in wearisome succession.
Then her mother died, saying with her last
words, " Escape from dinginess at whatever cost. With your beauty
you can marry money."

;

The House

of Mirth

ioj

Lily then went to live with her rich but " dingy and stupid " relatives in

New

York.

With

that ready adaptibility, that

was one

of the

which natural tact and sensitiveness, long practice and frequent
changes of surroundings, had polished to an almost startling finish,
with her great beauty and charm with which to make her way instead
of money, she found herself, at twenty-eight years of age, at the opening of the story, among " those who are always asked " in New York's
most exclusive society.
And yet Miss Bart, in spite of her mother's dying injunctions,
had never freed herself, through marriage, of the fear of " dinginess."
One eligible after another had offered himself. Each time just at the
moment when her inherited worldly expediency urged her to enter
into a business contract, in which the man paid his millions for her
charm and beauty and social position, a give-and-take agreement,
which she tried to dignify to herself by the name of marriage, the
" Dr. Jekyll " of her nature asserted itself and showed this scheming
With that she would let go her chance of
in its true dirty colors.
escape from the pecuniary troubles that never ceased to haunt her
when alone. But the next day those bridge debts must be paid, the
dressmaker's bills must be met, her allowance from her aunt small
when the demands upon it were considered must be gone over again
to see if a hundred or two had not escaped her observation.
In company, Lily was careful to be always the carefree and beautiful Miss Bart, to be always charming and interesting by being, on
the surface, interested in everybody. It was to her that Judy Trenor
appealed " to make her Bore House-party go " Mrs. Trenor always
lumped all the people on her list who didn't play bridge in one houseparty and " had them over with." And Lily Bart did make it go. As
she moved from one guest to another, saying and doing the right
thing at the right time a stately and beautiful lily in the sordid throng
Lawrence Seldon thought of the number of plain and stupid people
it had taken to make up for a Lily Bart.
Of all the men Lily knew, Seldon was the one man who seemed
to see through the artificiality of her outer existence to the proud spirit
beneath, which ever unflinchingly, held up the mask of gaiety.
If
Seldon had been a rich man, he might have offered to save her by
marriage from the fate that already he saw was looming up before
her,— that she would in time come te hate not only her surroundings
but herself. But he knew Lily Barf. Luxury w^as to her a necessity
traits

—

—

;

—

—
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she could not live without it. Every detail of her early environment
false standards and false values, and Seldon knew that,
strive as she would, she could not give up the life that she had been

had given her
schooled to
interest

may

As

live.

commonplaces

it

was, in one of those rare moments when the
and matters of real

of talk drop into insignificance,

be spoken of with frankness, he made her see the value
own life with its business, its books,

of life outside of her sphere, his

its pictures
life, rich in things worth while.
For a moment, the implied ofifer of a share in this life of simplicity, seemed like a step leading out-of-doors from the foul-aired
room, in which, all at once, her better self seemed to have been stifled
it

plays,

The next moment

she realized that the air in the

life

he held out to

her, wouldn't seem fresh to her long, and that, like some tropical
plant, she must live in the close and highly-rarefied atmosphere to
which she had been accustomed. Her vision had come to her and she
had refused to follow it but those few brief moments of idealism made
her life " flat and unprofitable " when she came back to her everyday
;

existence of clever pretense.

Through her subsequent

career of surface triumphs and inward

came to do
something unworthy of the self Lawrence Seldon had awakened, the
inherent good that had somehow managed to keep alive in the smotherdespair as the debts piled up, whenever the temptation

ing of her environment, asserted

itself.

But this assertion of Lily's better self always told against her in
the making of her way in the world to which she had been tied. By
a dogging fatality she innocently gets under obligation to Gus Trenor,
Judy's husband, to whom she intrusts, at his suggestion, her little
capital to play the stocks with.
Instead of investing it, he pays her
his own money, supposedly her income from his investments.
When
she wakes up to the fact that her
in reality,

Gus

is

own money has been untouched,

brutishly in love with her, that she owes

that,

him nine

thousand dollars and has nothing to pay him with, she is in despair.
Gus brings her an invitation to visit them, supposedly from Judy.
Lily drives to his house. She finds Judy away from home and Gus
alone in the house. He attempts to take advantage of the situation,
but she quells him by sheer force of personality and leaves the house.

As

she stands in the

full

glare of Fifth Avenue, Seldon

and, seeing the stream of light, looks up.
at

is

passing by

Knowing Judy Trenor

is

not

home, he gives a shiidder as he sees the gbssip about Lily Baft

of Mirth

The House
seemingly confirmed.
everything shaken.

He

leaves for

That night Lily Bart did not
all

the greater because she

which was her only defense
Seldon to come

knew
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Europe the next day,

his faith in

sleep for worry; and her worry was
that " care left a trace on the beauty

" against

at four; she would

In the morning she wrote to

it.

tell

him

all

and,

if

he

still

believed

Six o'clock came and still he
in her, she would renounce her life.
paper and read that he had
the
evening
didn't come. She picked up
sailed to Europe.

The
of

its

plot

is

strength.

too complicated to give here

How

more than

a suggestion

Lily lives up to her ideals as nearly as she ran,

how Seldon's trust in her is revived,
" talked about," how she pays back the
and many other things as

how

Lily undeservedly gets

money owed

to

Gus Trenor,

interesting, are matters I should like to

describe in detail.

She was firmly in the grip of circumstance. From one end of the
book to the other, you see not the possibility nor even the probability
that things might happen thus, but the inevitableness of it all. Only
when alone with " poor Gerty Parish," would Lily give way to her
bitterness. They had been talking about a man who lived on the rich.
"You think we live on the rich, rather than with them and so we do,
in a sense
but it's a privilege we have to pay for!.
.the girl pays it
by tips and cards oh, yes, I've had to take up bridge again and by
going to the best dressmakers, and having just the right dress for
every occasion, and always keeping herself fresh and exquisite and
amusing!
But " The House of Mirth " is by no means a one-character
book. Simon Rosedale, a Jew, who makes societ)'^ a hobby and offered
Lily his name and money to put her in a place " where she could wipe
her feet on the lot of 'em ;" Bertha Dorset, rich, unscrupulous, and
determined not to pay the price of her indiscretions Carrie Fisher,
who makes a specialty of stupid people " rather clever, for she has
the field all to herself;" Welly Bry rich, vulgar, and amusing who
would get into society if his wife didn't try to play the part of a blueblooded " grande dame " Gerty Parish, a charity-worker, who was
;

—

.

.

—

—

;

—

—

—

;

the only one of Lily's friends
are

men and women,

all of

who

sticks to her to the very last

them well-dressed, and most

of

—these

them

ill-

mannered, but still real types of the world Mrs. Wharton has portrayed in such a masterly fashion.
I. C. P., '12.

A SCHOLAR

IN

LOVE

ISS Aurora Pettibone was an A.M. Aurora had
grown up in a little New England village " seated
by the sea " where most everybody was coast
But Aurora, never. Her
rustic and provincial.
mother, in a society where Pilgrim blood was the
only qualification for good breeding, was descended in direct line from one of those queer peoAnd Sophonisba Pettiple in the " Mayflower."
"
bone considered Mayflower " blood far more estimable than any ever
shipped from England before or since. So she preserved at all times
the aura of fine ancestrj' which was the only thing Aurora was born
into, and she carefully guarded her sweet-tempered daughter from any
provincial ideas the narrow residenters of Nahant might initiate into

—

—

—

Aurora's head.
" Nahant is no place for a girl of her talents," said Mrs. Pettibone.
Aurora must go to some big city where she'll be appreciated."
So Aurora went to Radclifife a simple, sweet, unworldly child,
puritanic, and ready to listen to all the things the wise people say. So
she always had the blues, and when she had religiously won all the
scholarships, she continued to weazen her poor little body and soul in
the pursuit of an A.M. Poor, lonesome little Aurora. They no sooner
gave her the A.M. than it was Ph.D. " She is bein' appreciated," her
mother told the neighbors in Nahant. And every day when the Memorial clock boomed eight, Aurora steered her dusty bicycle out of
the front gate, and pumped down Massachusetts Avenue to Gore Hall.
Gore Hall is the famous Harvard Library. But of all the morgues
that were ever described in a Gothic romance none of them can be
set down beside Gore Hall and seem like a bad place. All the " old
boys " of literature are buried in the stacks of Gore Hall. An exhalation of book maggots pervades its antique shelves, and through the
musty aisles you catch glimpses of dirty book boys and spectres of
scholars with thick spectacles and green book-bags. A Harvard man
of the gold coast would no more think of entering Gore Hall than the
gate of Saint Peter. It would ruin his social standing.
This is where Aurora came to work for her Ph.D. She ransacked

"

—

—

A
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the shelves, and read the mediaeval romances in twenty-seven dialects
of all the romance tongues, from bastard Latin down to Tyrolese, try-

ing to find out whether Tristan sent his note to Isolt on a slip of bark
or a chip of hazel wood.

When Aurora came to Cambridge she had never known any " nice
men." Now she occasionally talked to them at faculty teas, and told
them of " her work." When she was admitted to the stacks — into
the cherubim of scholars' heaven, a small but select coterie, she was all
eyes for Tristan. And so it was two weeks before Bert Marston, who

window, even smiled as he went by. Bert's
was the Professor of Anthropology. He had dug up some
bones some place, and had written three volumes on " The AnthropomSo Bert's father
etry of the Caudal Appendage of Primeval Man."
was a very important man, in fact, to avoid a vulgar expression, he
was vis a tergo to poor Bert.
Bert would come to his desk in the stacks about eleven or later
every morning. He would sit down, read his mail, eat a cake of chohad

his desk at the next

father

and snicker over favorite little passages in the old romances.
get up and take a run down to the " Porcellian " for
luncheon. He would drink a glass or two of buttermilk in the afternoon, and at dinner he would discourse with his father on " Eilhart
von Oberg's version of the withy-stick episode in Chievrefoil." Father
thought it was all very nice. Why should an anthropologist know
ajjout Provencal and Portugese cantigas?
unless he were making a

colate,

Then he would

—
You
mixed — and

study of the " Evolution of the Epiglottis."

heaven and earth

is

mixed—badly

it

see,
is

everything

in

the business of

scholars to mix things worse.

Now

you must remember that Aurora is a simple
know about the psychoses and neuroses

could Aurora

She was

child.

What

of the heart?

specializing in Tristan.

Now

any man who drinks buttermilk as often as Bert Marston
be a good fellow and sympathetic. That kind of person
is a rarity and a charity in the relentless stacks of Gore Hall.
Bert
knew that Aurora Pettibone was lonely, and he knew she ate raw
eggs and milk and bananas from her little pasteboard box. So he
began to come over and tell her all the funny things he found in the

did, is sure to

Catalan Fabliaux.

—

Pretty soon he got her to eat his chocolate buds,

and he even took her to the Dunster for luncheon.
way about him, and he enjoyed seeing it work.

Bert had a delicate

I
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" Well," she said to herself one day, " he

And

that

was saying pretty much

is

the nicest

for a descendant

man

of the "

ever."

May-

flower."

Aurora began to

new spring skirt. She didn't ride
And she wrote down to her mother

fuss about a

her bike to Gore Hall any more.

at Nahant saying that she'd have to have a blue silk waist, practical,
but " good looking."
When Bert flew into the " Porcellian " one afternoon for a glass
of buttermilk, one of his little bunch put his arm around Bert and

said
" Say,

who

aunt of yours you've been banyou there three times this week."
little bit of bric-a-brac though?
Just a lonesome little old maid who has her desk near mine, and she seemed so
lonely that I have been trying to cheer her up. She seems to enjoy it
and I'm sure I do it does me good."
Aurora in the Gore Hall stacks was saying to herself
" I wonder where Mr. Marston is.
He works very little but
Marston,

queting at the Dunster.
"Isn't she a quaint

is

this little

I've seen

—

—

—

then he

is

brilliant."

In a half hour she started from a reverie and just caught herself
saying
" I think he likes me a little, but
but I'm silly." Then she
couldn't think of Tristan all afternoon.
" Aurora," said Bert one day in May, as he stood over her desk—
he was calling her " Aurora my good angel," now " Aurora," he
said, "would you like to do something for me?"
" That depends," said Aurora sweetly, but she thought to herself,
"Yes, anything."
" Come to a little party of mine to-night in town
only two other

—

—

c-

—

you
"O, Mr. Marston

people.

I'll

call for

at nine."
"

"Never mind," he interrupted, "you'll be ready, won't you?"
" Yes "
and before she could thank him, he had clattered down

—

the iron stairs and out into the " yard."

Aurora suppressed a paroxShe slapped shut her precious " Celtic Version
and rushed home to dress and to look her " grandest" by nine o'clock.
" Maybe he likes me more than I think " she whispered to herself
as she nervously darned a hole in her best gloves. " If I could marry
a man like that, I'd drop this doctor's degree business."

ysm

of emotion.

1

:

A
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She was ready an hour

new

twitched at her

blue

She brushed and brushed her

early.
silk,

i

1

hair,

gargled her voice, put her hat on

straight in the midst of each of these operations,

and

finally

when her

veil was pinned she had a half an hour of fidgeting and trembling. It
was an eternity before the Perfect Tristan pulled the bell. He was in
dress suit, and looked happier, Aurora thought, than she had ever

seen him before. But her heart was fluttering too much to analyze, and
Even a subtle
to be lifted into a cab fairly took away her breath.

woman would have been excited at the gallantrie. It was all too
good, too grand, too dazzling for Aurora Pettibone of Nahant.
Bert chatted, but Aurora was paralyzed at the start. She could
talk neither sense nor nonsense.

"Where
" To the

are

we going?" she

said finally.

old South Street Church."

"What

for?"
a wedding."
wedding, Mr. Marston?"
" Mine," he said. " It's an elopment."
Now Bert Marston had never done anything more than to make
Aurora laugh and eat, but what does a Nahant girl know about love?
What did her Puritan ancestors know about love? What could she
ever have learned about love in Gore Hall? Had Aurora ever read a
novel? Never. Love in the abstract or the concrete never had even
vaguely come into her poor simple little head, until Bert Marston began
"

To see
"Whose

to

make her

smile.

For the next two hours everything that Aurora saw whirled and
swerved. From this state of violent giddiness she at length became
conscious of herself standing at the altar of a

little

dimly lighted

gothic church.
" I don't

want to get married.

I

don't

want to get married," she

said dazedly.

But nobody paid any attention.
" I don't zvanf to get married," she insisted.
"

Sh

—

sh,

yott

aren't getting married,"

whispered Marston, shak-

ing her.
girl

So when the performance was over, and a young Boston
was the new Mrs. Marston, Bert said

society

" Congratulate us, Aurora."

And

then she woke up.

For a minute she gazed at them, and
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then burst into tears.
"

Never mind,

her thin sad face.

" Forgive me," she sobbed, " forgive me."

little

girl,"

" Baxter

and Marston leaned down and kissed
boy," he said, " take Miss Pettibone

my

home and

take good care of her 'till I come back. She's the dearest
good angel, I have."
So Baxter drove Aurora to her dingy rooming house on Massachusetts Avenue. The next morning she came to Gore House a little late,
but wearing the prettiest yellow rose. And she looked pretty happy
too not pretty, but happy.
Last year her book came out on the
" Early English Romance." And she proved in less than 250 pages
that Tristan had written his note on a chip of bark, and not on a

—

strip of hazel.

" She's bein' appreciated."

191 1.

TO ALICE ON HER BIRTHDAY
flow'rs upon the bank,
Fragrant the tangled osiers dank;
First autumn tinges leaves with red,
Summer with fleeting steps has fled;
Gently the weeping willows bend
And birthday message to thee send.

Yellow the

Never did September light
Dawn upon a fairer sight.
Than its glint on hair of gold
Brighter than Brunhilda's old

!

Eyes so true that catch the hue

Of heaven when

Thy

voice

is

the skies are blue;

soft like

ocean swell

That whispers over dune and dell!
Youth hath never cause to sigh
When eighteen summers past thee by.

THE EVOLUTION OF A PREACHER
N

the reception-room in the Haverford Union there
hangs a somewhat unusual painting The Evolution of a Pioneer Preacher from a Pack-peddler.
One may naturally ask whether this is a historical painting or whether it is merely a fanciful
creation of the artist's brush. The answer is that
it certainly is founded upon tradition, but that
it is doubtful if the tradition is founded upon
It is not a family tradition, but one comfact.

—

ing from an outsider at least three-quarters of a century after the
" Preacher's " death. The story of the " Preacher's " life reads like a
tale of some poor knight of long ago who overcame all difficulties and
regained his lost fortunes.
I.

The
The "Student" was born
1715, son of an

year

officer

Student.
in

in

County Antrim,
the

British

Ireland, in the
army, and Christiana

Clinton.

Of

the father

we know comparatively

little

save that, the son of

had fled to Ireland on
In Longford County he met the

a small proprietor in Ayrshire, Scotland, he

account of religious persecution.
young lady who was to be his wife.
Christiana Clinton, the mother, was of far more illustrious ancestry.
Her grandfather, William Clinton, was an officer in the Royalist army; her great-grandfather. Sir Henry Clinton, was one of those

who compounded

their estates for King Charles her great-great-greatEdward Clinton, loth Baron Clinton, was made Earl
Lincoln by Queen Elizabeth on account of his services as Admiral
;

grandfather,
of

Such were the fighting forefathers of the " Stunot strange if soon we find him following in their foot-

of the English fleet.

dent;"

it is

steps.

At an

early age the " Student " lost his father,

and in 1729 together with his mother and several relatives set sail for America in
the good ship, " The George and Anne." The captain of the vessel
seems to have wanted to discourage emigration, for the voyage was
protracted to twenty-one weeks and three days, by which time the
passengers were reduced to one-half biscuit and one-half pint of water
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Only the advice of Colonel Charles
last land was sighted on Cape
Cod and the few passengers who had escaped the pestilence which
had broken out were soon able to land. For the next few years the
" Student " probably studied and helped in the work of settlement.
At all events, in a few years he entered the somewhat famous preHere follows the tradidecessor of Princeton, the Log College.
tion.
The youth determined to see the Colonies, and at the same time

per

man

every twenty-four hours.

Clinton prevented a mutiny.

money

At

further,
purchase
proceeded to make a
Stopping at the Log
tour of the Pennsylvania settlements.
College, he astounded the worthy divines by addressing them
Latin.
Straightway William Tennent, the President
in classic
of the College, learning that the young man had in addition to great
natural piety, an excellent education, received him with open arms
and insisted that he enter the fold and prepare for the ministry. From
the Log College some years later, he emerges a Presbyterian minis-

to

earn

some

goods,

for

books,

pursuing
linen,

ter; here ends the tradition

his

etc.,

education

and

and here begins the

life

of the " Preacher."

II.

The

To
it

life brings one face to face with the
confronting the early settlers in Pennsylvania,

read the story of this

tremendous
for

" Preacher."

was

salary at

difficulties

in

first

Pennsylvania that the Preacher began his work.

was not great

— sixty pounds a year.

Yet

His

in four years

from the date of his ordination we find that in looking for a helpmate he has chosen the daughter of no less a personage than the governor of His Majesty's Province of New Jersey, who was, withal, one
of the largest landholders in the Province.
He was successful in
his suit, for in a short time Ann Reading was installed as the " Preacher's" wife at the Forks of Neshaminy. He interspersed many outside
duties with those of a strictly pastoral nature.

that he took a missionary journey through

In 1750,

it is

West Jersey

recorded,
as far as

Cape May. (Surely the times have changed marvelously!) But it
was not long before his fighting blood began to tell. As a preacher, he
could not be a lay soldier; hence he became a Chaplain. The story
goes that a recruiting officer had been sent to the neighborhood but
had met with little success. He confided his troubles to the Preacher,
who, the following Sunday stood in the pulpit and made a few pointed
remarks to his congregation. He ended by saying that he had offered

The Evolution
his service as Chaplain, and, "

Of

of a Preacher

course,

it
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will be

very pleasant for

me to have the company of any of the congregation or my neighbors
who may feel it their duty to go." During the next week the recruiting officer enrolled about one hundred men from the vicinity. Of
the " Preacher's " experiences upon this campaign, Benjamin Franklin
in his Autobiography tells this incident
"

We

our Chaplain a zealous Presbyterian minister, Mr.
to me that the men did not generally attend
When they enlisted, they were promhis prayers and exhortations.
ised, besides pay and provisions, a gill of rum a day, which was
punctually served out to them, half in the morning and half in the
evening, and I observed they were punctual in attending to receive
it is perhaps below the dignity
it; upon which I said to Mr.
of your profession to act as Steward of the men but if you were to
distribute it out only jiist after prayers, you would have them all
about you.' He liked the thought, undertook the task, and with the
help of a few hands to measure out the liquor, executed it to satisfaction, and never were prayers more generally and more punctually
,

had

for

who complained

'

,

;

So that I think this method preferable to the punishment
by some military laws for non-attendance on Divine service."
In 1758, the " Preacher " went out with the army again, and
after the capture of Fort Duquesne preached a Thanksgiving sermon
to the whole army.
Two years later he went abroad on business!
for the church and was presented at the Court of King George III.
Hardly had he returned when he set out on a missionary journey to the
Indians.
(Even in the 18th century, American life was becoming
attended.
inflicted

strenuous.)

In 1768 he again went to Europe, and while there experienced

when he returned, he left his wife in the
cemetery at Greenock, Scotland. His own life was drawing to a
close, and his last work was in behalf of the College of New Jersey
his first great sorrow, for

(Princeton). The College being in need of funds, the "Preacher," as
one of the trustees, was appointed to go to the West Indies to solicit
aid.
He was well received by the governor and principle citizens of
Barbadoes, but before he could complete his work he was attacked
by yellow fever and died at Bridgeton August 13, 1772.
Such was the " Preacher " about whom the artist has created the
little

painting.

Soldier,

Gentleman, Christian.
J.

M.

B.,Jr.,

1913.

HELL
HE

free-thinker has been with us these

many

years.

He

has gotten us all rather thoughtlessly into the
habit of supposing that to himself a man may

think what he will.
tainted

by

that a

man

We

In

fact,

line.

We

feel that there is

there be hell and one hell.

are willing

number

one point on which

What

pray

of drinks,

we draw
we must insist:

Here, however,

unobtrusively of course.

let

we

should think four the proper num-

ber of wives and one the proper

the

somewhat

are ourselves

this notion.

is

the use of hell at

all,

a man is to call what he pleases hell. We, when we tell a man to
go to hell, want him to get a vivid impression of the place we think
he ought to grace with his company. Let there be no temporizing, a
real hell or none, and the same hell for all of us.
As we say, there is growing up a good deal of latitude of opinion
There are probably at this minute in existence more
in this regard.
if

than

fifty different hells.

If

we

are to allow a

man

for instance to call

low resort a hell on earth, how, we ask, can we make the prospect
sufficiently worrying?
The hell of some of our modern fanatics
would not be notably different from the heaven of certain prophets.
Some also would have it that a man may be in hell and not know it,
may in fact slide in gradually and get so used to it that he rather
likes it before he discovers what has happened.
How different from
our old hell where you dropped in with a splash and had a glowingpitchforked attendant to keep you informed of the situation
Accordingly we shall try to clear up a little of the existing haze. Our moa

!

tives are not absolutely unselfish
it

came our

;

we

should

feel

embarrassed, when

turn, to find the devil living in a crystal palace or even in a

sequestered nook.

Our

anxiety

is

perhaps as

much

for our

own

sakes

as for others.

—

Hell then is our subject. Neither h 1 nor HELL! Neither the
pious prude nor the reckless ribald shall lure us into profanity.
It

may

sary, that

occur to some of the reckless ribald that hell is unnecesis a work of superrogation for us to make this noble

it

effort to save the bottomless pit

from innocuous desuetude. They admit

Hell
paunch

freely that the capon-lined

from the contemplation
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glow of satisfaction
where has just been launched so

really gets a

of the lake

happily the life-boat of a few casual tainted millions. They are ready
to grant that the stern moralist would lose his steam without hell to
keep the pot boiling. They do not deign to contest the fact that the

man

average

feels

no zest

saves his hide thereby.

in being better than the rest of us unless he
" Nevertheless," says some one, " by auld

Nickie himself, what is the earthly use of hell to such rapscallion
atheists as we dashing blades, that wouldn't care a straw for the very
third degree itself."
O ye vain babblers! O ye witless wanderers!

Ye

feel

get,

yourselves strong and know not your weakness. Will ye forwill ye annihilate the very hell that is the breath of life to

nay

you ? Ye may take your own course in life, ye may eat, drink, and be
merry, but when to-morrow ye die, will ye not leave a refuge for you'
Hell ye scorn; will ye enter heaven and play the golden harp? Tame
work methinks for such as stormed the forts of joy on earth. But will
ye wander homeless? Shall there be no haunt for shades that haunted
shady haunts? Bethink ye like sports, and ye will see that it is well,

when

life

has lost

its

zest, to leave the fords of hell to ride.

There has always been a hell. Let us not, however, retuse frankly
to admit that there has never been a time when we could all point
to one hell, the whole human race united, to one conjoint, universal
destination of the recalcitrant. Homer makes ennui the chief annoyance. Moses doesn't want to provide for his friends nor does he

Our own ancestors put beer-drinking
Warmth they considered desirable conwith ice-water. Even now to throw cold

concern himself for outsiders.

and prize-fighting
sequently they

water on a

in heaven.

filled

man

is

hell

;

merely another

way

of expressing the universal

cry.

who lived under the systematic Roman regime, invented
ingenious devices for future revenge, namely, the tantalizer, the
nightmare, and the rolling stone.
The augur was also present, an
Virgil,

many

I-told-you-so sort of fellow

who

is

now

called a bore.

Bores are often

no doubt from unconscious classical influence, consigned
a place in inferno, and we can well conceive that hell grows darker

to this day,

to

at their presence.

Later Christian writers used hell as a stimulus. Christianity was
Since to the majority of mankind respectability is the

not respectable.

stimmum bouum,

the sine qua non, the

unum

desideratum, nay,

let

us
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say, the very esse

quam

videri,

was

it

absolutely necessary that our ingen-

some consolement to give their
Thus they provided hell for outsiders. For inYet even
siders they provided the much more respectable purgatory.
our Christian fathers did not agree as to the state most desirable for
the victims. The venerable Bede attempted a compromise. He laid
ious fathers in the faith should have

martyred followers.

out a stone wall straight through the middle of hell. One side he
cooled with liquid hydrogen; the other he warmed with liquid carbon,
providing rapid transit betweeen the adjoining territories. In assuming
the unpleasantness of rapid transposition,
his scheme.

up

to suit

change.

worse
let

stroke of genius

it is

it

was

we

feel

again that he spoiled

to be sure to have hell divided

kinds of temperaments, but there should have been no

Waiting

for

change

is

exasperating in

not to get any change at

there be no hope in hell.

will,
let

all

A

all

!

itself,

but

how much

Dante's method was better

Study individual temperaments

provide for each case according to

its

if

you

peculiar requirements, but

us have nothing of the desultory or the vacillating.

Martin Luther, that stern old preacher, saw the truth, and as a
away with Purgatory.
Hell he left, wisely we must say, when we consider the general run of people.
The questions, however, come up again for our
own age: shall we keep hell? Shall hell be a state of mind? Do we
want to let a man make his own hell, as, according to Nietzsche, he
has a right to do his own will ?
Hell has, as we have seen by this time, been always an object
of absorbing interest to a majority of mankind.
Damn is no longer
legally a swear-word, not even for ladies.
Is hell to go the same
way, to take its place in limbo along with Thor and Pan and Noah
and the rest? Many is the situation to which " Great snakes! " is by
no means adequate. " Give us back our hell," be the cry of every
step to the abolition of half-way measures, he did

stalwart reformer, of every interested spellbinder, of every piteously

Swell our ranks, ye faithful. Hell has never been disshould be. Let us hope that this present article may
not be ineffective in provoking public comment, in arousing public

pious prude.

cussed as

it

sentiment, in raising a vast body of noble pillars to rally in an earth" We
shaking phalanx to the once forgotten, now invincible slogan
:

want

hell!"

L. A. P.. 'ii.

EDITORIAL
O

every

man who

has the good fortune to return

again to Haverford, a

new

outlook.

The

new

college year opens a

anticipation of a return here,

if it is

incubated in the red corpuscular stuff that

a real

man

is

made

of,

breeds resolutions for the

new

year, resolutions on this side of idealism, but

yet

worthy

those

of

whose unconscious

task,

while they almost please their present fancy,
to shoulder the traditions of wise and good which

we know we

is

possess,

and which other colleges say we are cocky about.
Resolutions
The word has lost its force, and has a habit of failing to precipitate action. As you love Haverford, my friends, give a
backbone to the word and to the work. If you are not acting on those
resolutions nozv, when will you?
Remember, there is a long story about Routine and Ideals, and
another about Compensation.
!

We

read

in

—

the definition of the Haverfordian that besides being

a literary organ (often bady fingered),

aims to encourage "the disand policy." We cast about
To yammer about hazing in this

cussion of questions relative to college
hopelessly for a task to tug

at.

it

life

glorious renaissance, would be like trying to hasten the death of a

snake before the sun sets on his tail. Hazing at Haverford has a
pallid, ghastly countenance which makes its demise only a question of
specious presents. There is nothing more certain or obvious or felici-

men most often hazed are
who do the hazing
fellows in the class above. The

tous than that in this matter of hazing, the

the best gentlemen in the entering class, and those
are the

littlest, puffiest

and snuffiest

Sophomore who amounts

to decimals shakes himself of the

hazing

business as soon as he can retire without an embarrassing disregard of

Hazing promises ultimately to be kicked out the
Haverford back-door by the smallest man-polyp in the reigning Sopho-

a crusty tradition.

more

**********

class.

The Mount Holyoke philanderers, in spite of all the beautiful
things we said about them last year, bang us hard in their June Exchange Column to wit:
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The Haverfordian has an

on student government which is a compilanumerals hence it is forceful in sound.
The sweeping statement with which it opens " The problem of student government is one that has been solved only in Wellesley College " is rather broad.
I would venture to suggest that the writer know more about Bryn Mawr, where
student government is conspicuously a success, or that he investigate Mount
Holyoke's constitution, almost identical with Wellesley's, and, finally, that he find
out that the problem of student government is present everywhere, however good
the machinery devised."
editorial

tion of statistics and bristles with

Roman

—

;

—

If the poor dear Haverfordian had an Exchange Column this
month, we should incline ourselves to apologize for having impolitely
overlooked Mount Holyoke's Student Government. Once we read in
a book that women are vain, and aren't willing to go by unobserved.
We are in fact gravely preparing to investigate Mount Holyoke's constitution, and to crawl into a dark place where we can smile and
wonder whether Mount Holyoke solved the Student Government problem herself, or whether any possible cribbing could have determined
those suspicious words "almost identical."
About Bryn Mawr nothing is to be said. The Haverfordian
Launcelot walks to Rockefeller Hall in ten minutes, and there a
pedantic subject like Student Government is a relentless intellectual
steam roller for sentimental Guenevere. That is why the Haverfordian never quibbles, but rather so cautiously evades " the tangles

of Nearea's hair."

If the

Vanitas, Veritas.

Haverfordian has made a mistake

the finical fact that Wellesley

may not be

incipiently solved the problem of Student

in

trying to state a case,

the only college which has

Government, does not

alter

our thesis that Haverford may profit by her experience (since it is now
obvious that even Mount Holyoke did).
We venture again therefore that student responsibility here will
not only be a boon to the college corporate, but an education in ethics
for that majority of students which assumes the care of its manners

and conduct.
Friends of the College will be interested to learn that a Student

Council has been established, neither an absolute Student Govern-

ment, nor the continuance of the old and rheumatic Advisory Board.
It is perhaps the thing which thinkers in the same conviction have

Editorial

i

»

been calling by different names, and in an informal Haverford way it
promises to be simple and effective. We print it bristling with Roman
numerals, embodying in constitutional form, the customs now tacitly
obtaining.

CONSTITUTION OF THE STUDENT COUNCIL
Preamble.

This organization

known

shall be

as the Student Council of Haver-

ford College.

Section

I.

Membership.

shall consist of eleven members.
Four members shall be elected from the Senior, four from
the Junior, two from the Sophomore and one from the Freshman

This Council
(a)

class.

(b)
final

Except the Freshman, these men

examinations

in June.

ber of the Council at their
the

shall

The Freshmen
first

be elected before the

shall choose their

regular election of class

mem-

ofificers

in

fall.

Section
The'officers of this

body

II.

Officers.

shall consist of a President

and a Secre-

tary; to be elected by the retiring board at their last meeting.

Section

III.

Duties.

This Council shall exercise judicial and arbitrational authority in case of all differences between classes or individuals.
(b)
It shall have the final decision in cases that may arise in the
Honor Examinations and from disorder in the Dining Room.
It shall have the power to take up any case wherein the
(c)
welfare of the college is concerned. It shall be the duty of the President to call a meeting to consider any case at the request of ten mem(a)

bers of the college body, countersigned by

two members

of the

Coun-

cil.

Section IV.
If

four

standing of

Cases of Difference.

members dissent from any decision involving the good
any undergraduate an appeal may be made to the College

body, by those members, provided immediate action

is

taken.

—
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COLLEGE LOYALTY. AND ADVERTISING
men have

College
sional

Pennant

Valley. College

and

to a

men

ways

peculiar

some by incessant puffing

at

an

"

H"

of displaying their

high school high light in

will yell like idiots for their dear old

fling to the breeze the scarlet

loyalty,

by mailing an occasociety back at Water

pipe, others

Alma

Mater,

and black necktie before the soda

sylph of Ardmore. It's loyalty.
There is a kind of quiet loyalty to one's self than which the
College asks none better. An unassuming devotion to the things that
are in
It

ways best is ultimately the best thing for the College.
works the other way also, and you can say that the best things

all

for the College are the best things for you.

The

advertisers in the various Haverford publications, the Y.

C. A. Book, the Class Records, besides College

M.

Weekly and the Haver-

fordian spent a sum approximately two thousand dollars a year bidding for Haverford business.
When a man advertises he does not ask you to buy, he only asks
for a chance to show his goods. He tells you that he is competing.
Now you can affect as much indifference as is consistent with your
general nonchalance as to the existence of a Haverfordian or a College
Weekly. But when the time comes for the issue you are usually wondering where it is, and subconsciously at least anticipating its appearance. Perhaps it is because you are looking for an excuse to yourself for neglecting that Latin lesson, but we think it is because you really
are interested.

And

if

you

really are,

and

if

you can indifferently admit that

col-

lege publications are as important in fostering Haverford spirit as
foot ball teams,

who

you can argue

to yourself that perhaps an advertiser

contributes to the maintenance of that spirit ought to have

business.

If

you have a spark

of loyalty in you,

you

some

will at least g^ve

him a chance.
The Haverfordian advertisers are the best merchants in and about
Philadelphia. Our Alumni and friends are the best people in and about
Philadelphia. Our advertisers get much Haverford business without
ever realizing it. They ought to be made to realize it. If the Haverfordian, the College Weekly, the Y. M. C. A. Book are good things for
the college, the advertisers who make them possible ought to have and to
be made to realize that they have the business and moral support of loyal
Haverfordians.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
'90.

married September 9th
J. M. Steere was
Mass.
Highlands,
Newton
Trueblood, of

to

Miss Florence

M

Class of '90 held their 20th reunion on the loth and nth of
June last. They chartered a boat and went down the Delaware to
Ship John, then up the Cohancey Creek to the Sora Gun Club, spend-

The

Thirteen members of the
had a most enjoyable time.

ing the night there.
they

said they

all

class

was present and

'91.

Arthur Hoopes spent part of the summer traveling abroad, particularly in Germany.
'92.

Walter M. Hart has returned to the University of California after
which he spent mostly in France and

a year's absence for study,

England.
A son was lately born to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Cadbury, of
Philadelphia.

'97-

Henry A. White and Miss Alice
were married on September seventh.

B. Paige, of

Lynn, Massachusetts,

'98.

Robert N. Wilson was married on September 15th to Miss Saza
Hendrick Peck, at Greensboro, North Carolina.
He will have
charge of the chemistry department at Trinity College, Durham, N. C,
this

coming

year.

Joseph H. Haines has just been appointed manager of a new
branch house of Haines, Jones & Cadbury, in Richmond, Va.
'99.
J.

H. Redfield

College.

is

teaching

Romance Philology

at

Swarthmore

"4
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F.

M. Eshleman

is

to be married to Miss

ber I2th, at Torresdale, Pa.

Annabel Esler on Octo-

C. Febiger, 'oo, A. C. Wild, '99,

Lloyd, ex-'oo, G. M. P. Murphy, ex-'oo, and H. S. Drinker,
be ushers.

W. W.
Chestnut

Justice, Jr.,

Hill,

was married

on October

ist.

Owing

to

J.

E.

Jr. '00, will

Miss Elisabeth Taylor, at

to a death in the bride's family

was a very quiet one.
Hinchman, having toured England with the

the wedding

W.
now

S.

traveling about Europe.

He

will return to

cricket team,

is

Groton School next

fall.

Announcements have been issued by Kegan Paul Trench Triibner
London^ of the publication of "William of Normandy, a
Chronicle Play," by Walter S. Hinchman.
On June 29th, C. Henry Carter and Miss Mary Jessie Gidley
were married at North Dartmouth, Massachusetts. They are living
at Syracuse, N. Y., where Dr. Carter holds a position in the English
Department of the University.

&

Co., of

01.

The engagement has been announced of E. Y. Brown,
Mary Godley, of Downingtown, Pennsylvania.

Jr.,

to

Miss

'02.

C.

W.

Stork

is

publishing a volume of poems in London this

year.

A. C. Wood and W. C. Longstreth have returned from an extended walking trip in Switzerland.
R. M. Gummere was a delegate to the Phi Beta Kappa conven-

New York
W. W. Pusey,

tion in

on September 13th and 14th.
2nd, has been appointed title officer of the Wilming-

ton Trust Co.

W.

V. Dennis has been appointed a

member

of the Staff of the

Friends' Select School, Philadelphia.

Dr. A. G. H. Spiers was married last
Fulweiler, of Wayne, Pennsylvania.

summer

to

Miss Jessie Louise

.

.

Alumni Department

'zS

'o3.

D.

Kent Worthington

J.

practising medicine at Roslyn,

is

Long

Island.

W. E. Swift has recently been elected to the directorate of the
United States Envelope Company. For a number of years he has
been one of the superintendents of a division in Worcester and in
charge also of the company's experimental work.
04.

Samuel

now

C. Withers,

at Friends'

Select School,

announced

spring his engagement to Miss Helen W. Edson, of Philadelphia.
William T. Hilles has announced his engagement to Miss Mary
Reid, of Springfield, Mass. Hilles is now in the Philippines, where he

last

intends to spend three years in the educational service.

Arthur Crowell, who has been in the Philippines since 1907 as a
of the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, expects to return to

member

the states soon after Christmas.

'05.

H. H. Cookman

New York
H.

S.

is

with Ayres Bridges

&

Co.,

wool dealers of

City.

Cox

is

stationed as a supervising teacher at Batac,

Hows

Norte, Philippine Islands.

M. W. Flemming is in the mathematics department of the Harrisburg High School, Harrisburg, Pa., also holding the position of foot
ball coach.
This team holds the championship of central Pennsylvania.

A. H. Hopkins has been elected to the hospital staff of the Pennsylvania Hospital, Philadelphia.

The

its annual class dinner on June nth last
on Cope Field. The annual meeting was held
and the following officers were elected: President, E. C. Pierce; Vice-

Class of 1905 held

in the Cricket Pavilion

President, L. B. Seely

ent were:

S.

Eshelman, E.

Secretary-Treasurer, J. L. Scull. Those presM. Boher, H. H. Cookman, T. S. Downing, Benjamin
M. Evans, C. W. Fisher, A. H. Hopkins, P. Jones, J. H.
;

Morris, R. L. Pearson, E. C. Pierce, A. G. Priestman,
Seely, M. J. Smith, S. G. Spaeth, H. P. Thomas.

J.

L. Scull,' L. P.
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C. S.

Bushnell

is

in the Signal

Department

of the

New York

Central at Poughkeepsie.

M.

J.

Babb was granted a Ph.D.

vania last June.
C. W. Fisher

is

on the

at the University of Pennsyl-

editorial staff of the Textile

Manufacturers'

Journal, a trade journal, having charge of the Philadelphia markets.

'06.

We

are in receipt of the '06 Class Record, published last June,

To take them
from which we have obtained the following news ( ?)
in alphabetical order, E. F. Bainbridge was married on May loth to
Miss Blanche Atkinson, of Philadelphia, Pa. T. K. Brown expects to
spend another year abroad and then hopes to return to Haverford.
Peter Carson was married on June i8th to Miss Charlotte Reed, of
Moorestown, N. J. Arthur Lowry has taken to English Rugby and was
a member of the championship team of the Pacific coast, which means
championship of British Columbia and California. James Monroe is
:

with the P. S. C. or Public Service Corporation (of New Jersey). A
son, Albert Smiley, 3rd, was born May 13th last to Mr. and Mrs.
Albert K. Smiley, Jr.

W.

Hemphill was married on October 8th to Miss Margaret
of Summit, New Jersey.
E. Bartram Richards has entered the Law Department of the

Albert

Morgan Hovey,

University of Pennsylvania.
R. L. Cary

is

teaching Engineering Mathematics at Princeton.
•08.

J.

Morris Longstreth

is

teaching English at Blight School, Phila-

delphia.

Carroll T.

Brown

represented the Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

World's Conference of Mission WorkEdinburgh in June.
M. Albert Linton spent the summer months at the University of
Michigan studying actuarial mathematics.
Dudley Carroll and Wilson Hobbs have been appointed to regular

of the Society of Friends at the
ers at

professorships at Guilford College, N. C.
Cecil K. Drinker

September

was married

6th, at Gloxicfester,

Mass.

to Miss Katharine L.

Rotan on

Alumni Department
T.

W.

Crites has gone to

Hood
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River, Oregon, to live.

W'inthrop Sargent Jr. was married on July 6th to Miss Frances
Rotan, of Waco, Texas, at Bass Rocks, Mass. J. Browning Clement,
'08,

Cecil K. Drinker,

'08,

acted as ushers.

George Emlen,

'08,

Jr.,

W. W. Kurtz
has

left

2nd, ex-'o8, and

J.

C.

Thomas,

Shane Bros, and Wilson and has

joined A. Glyndon Priestman in the real estate business.

Jarden Guenther

J.

is

studying law at the University of Penn-

sylvania.
'09.

Mark H.

to Miss Faith Randall, of Augusta,
Maine, on Sept. 9th, 1910, from the bride's home. They will live in
Philadelphia, as Spiers will teach French at Penn Charter School.
A daughter, Mary Chester Phillips, was born on Sept. 3rd to Mr.
and Mrs. David L. Phillips, of Kennett Square, Pa.
R. M. L. Underbill has entered the law school of Columbia University N. Y.
J. W. Pennypacker has been appointed instructor in Freshman
English at Syracuse University for the coming year.
A. Lowry has gone to Europe and is now studying French in

C. Spiers

was married

Paris.

W.

Sandt enters the Lutheran Seminary at Mt. Airy this fall.
Mr. and Mrs. W'illiam Y. ^\'arner, of Germantown, Pa., announce
the engagement of their daughter, Grace Warner, to Thomas Kite
Sharpless.

Ex-' 10.
J.

F. W'ilson has a story in

August Hampton's.
Ex-'ii.

Reverend and Mrs. George M. Christian, of Flushing, L. I., announce the engagement of their daughter, Margaret Douglass to
William Henry Gardiner.

DEGREES
Among
'95

—

J-

old Haverfordians

who

received degrees last June were:

B. Leeds, A.]\L, University of Pennsylvania.
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'99—J. H.
'05

'06

Redfield, A.M.,

Harvard.

— G. Spaeth, Ph.D., Princeton.
—H. Pleasants, M.D., University of Pennsylvania.
S.

Jr.,

F. R. Taylor, A.M., Haverford.

W.

Carson, LL.B., University of Pennsylvania.

H. Evans, LL.B., University

W.

of Pennsylvania.

B. Windle, LL.B., Lhiiversity of Pennsylvania.

'08—M. A. Linton, A. M., Haverford.
'09

—

J.

A

W.

Pennypacker, A. M., Haverford.
Lowry, Jr., A.i\L, Haverford.
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LEAVES FROM A LAKE GEORGE DIARY

HAKE

GEORGE! What

memories the name

dians, priests, martyrs, soldiers, of

massacres!

From

the time

discoverer of the lake,

was

recalls,

of In-

bloody fights and bloodier

when Father

Jogues, the gentle

taken, bound, over

its

waters, to

was the scene of
now between red man and white, now between English
and French, now between Englishman and Englishman. It was the highway between Montreal and New York, and every year saw it dotted with
the bateaux and canoes of traders and soldiers. More often, however, the
the end of the Revolution, Lake George

bitter conflict,

canoes held Iroquois bent on taking from the white

At

rights.

man

their stolen

the head of the lake stood Fort William Henry, with Fort

Edward

only a few miles away. One can imagine the little garrison shut
William Henry, hoping against fate, listening to the war-whoops oi
Indians who lay with their white allies in the confusion of fallen trees.

up

in

But now

all is

see a landscape beautiful

on

all

sides,

The entrenchments of William Henry still
now they are sheltered by tall pines, and they
in the serenity of peace.
The mountains rise

changed.

look out over the lake, but

from French and Prospect in the foreground, to where in
its brow in mist; and the water is blue, clear blue!

the distance Black veils

A
Thursday

—This

CLIMB UP PROSPECT

afternoon about three o'clock Jack Pearson and

I

which is behind the little village
of Lake George or Caldwell, as it used to be called. Leaving the town we
soon reached the sandy road which we believed was the stage-road up
the mountain. In almost a moment we seemed to leave civilization behind.
Now and again we passed a shack belonging to a half-breed descendant of
the old Indians. Old wrinkled women were there, shriveled and brown,
eternally making baskets
their husbands sat near them, smoking, or
making pipes and little canoes to sell to the summer visitors. Then the
bushes grew thick again and we walked on in silence, stopping once in a
while to eat the thick clustering huckleberries. Always up, and up, now
over little half-hidden plank bridges, now over rocks that made us wonder how the stage could get along. It was growing hotter and hotter, the
sun blazed down, then after a particularly hard climb we came to a little
plateau nestling away on the mountain side, where some farmers with a
horse and sled were gathering in the sparse grass. Still up and up, until
at one side we saw a huge rock jutting out covered with caribou moss. We
started out to climb Prospect Mountain,

;
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scrambled up, but there was no view.

In a few minutes

we

passed a

large boulder, neatly balanced on a ledge of rock, and, turning a corner,

saw the
lest the

hotel,

a frame building fastened to the rock summit with cables

north wind should sweep

it

away.

There was an observation tower on top of the hotel, and we at once
climbed up the narrow stairway to the top. The view was magnificent.
Below us lay the lake shimmering in the sunshine with Diamond and Tea,
Islands mere wooded clumps on its surface. Away to the north and west
stretched the Adirondacks, bright green on the slopes where the sun shone,
dark where the clouds shadowed or in the valleys clothed with pine. On
the east was French Mountain, and looking south through the gateway to
Lake George, we saw in the distance, blue with haze, the dim outlines of
the Green Mountains of Vermont. Though it had been hot on the mountain side, here it was cool, and a stiff breeze blew from the west. The
birds darted to and fro, seemingly trying to find favorable currents of air,
and tossed about in adverse waves. For a long time we watched them,
until at last we had to go. The office boy told us that we had taken an
old bridle path, and that the stage road ran down the other slope. We
thought that we would see if we could not get down better by this other
way.

We

soon found that the stage-road, while steep, was in

condition than the path, and

we had no

much

better

The

great difficulty coming down.

the way, the course of a mountain stream

and
some places was damp or even muddy. Ferns and wild flowers grew in
luxuriance. A woodchuck darted into his hole, and once or twice as we
stood still for a moment we heard a whir as a partridge flew, startled,
away. We seemed far from the haunts of civilized man. On both sides
was a dusky forest of fragrant pine in which at intervals gleamed the
road followed almost

all

;

in

bark of the birch

like

white statuary in a Gothic Cathedral.

In places the

stream was falling more rapidly than the road, and at times when the
bank rose abruptly, we lost sight of it. But, in a moment, we saw it
again far below, sparkling and gurgling and bubbling as it wandered

among

boulders green with moss.

and walk along the bank.

We

thought that

As we walked over

we would go down

the fallen pine-needles,

Jack suddenly motioned to me to stop. Before us on the opposite bank,
with head upraised, stood a young fawn. For a moment it gazed at us
with great startled eyes, then with a bound it had fled to the forest. And
so we went on, following the stream, half wishing to go on always, until,
just as twilight was creeping on, we came out of the forest and heard
with somewhat of a

start,

the clang of the

Warrensburg

trolley.

!

!
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THE LAKE GEORGE REGATTA
Friday — To-day was the Regatta. We left our dock
Jack

in the stern, Bill

in the center

Thomas

in the center,

because he had pillows there,

to be paddled in state to the

Smith dock

"Madcap," and she

perhaps to make

We

Bill all the

it's

accepted with pleasure, though Jack and

much

at

for you to

I

had some misgivings

inopportune moments, and of

of persistent efforts to start her up.

in spite

still

too

way."

—the "Madcap" had a habit of stopping
staying

clearer, I

once invited us to go with her.

at

"There's plenty of room," she said, "and

have to paddle

it

Betty was just leaving in her launch,

should say to Betty Smith's dock.
the

;

at two o'clock,
and I in the bow. Bill was
and also because he wanted

said nothing, and soon forgot

all

However, we

The "Madcap" started off in
Smith and Anne and Margaret Howe

about

it.

good shape. The three girls, Betty
were soon busy knitting blue, green, and red and black ties for Bill, Jack
and me, respectively and we did not care especially about the scenery

—

just then.

We

were, in fact, so

much

we hardly felt the
The captain worked

interested that

boat stop about a mile from Lake George

village.

with the engine for two or three minutes, turned the crank
pened.

He

tried about ten times with

no

—nothing hap-

result.

Suddenly Betty cried, "Oh, Bill, look
We are right in the course
be run down!"
"Here comes a boat now," shrieked Anne.
Bill stood on the deck; just at that moment our engine started and
whether due to mental or physical shock, I cannot say. Bill lost his balance and fell splash into the lake. In a moment he came up and swam
!

We

shall

alongside.

We

"Where

We

is

pulled

him

in.

the other boat?" he asked.

looked around.

It

had passed us a couple of hundred yards

further out
Bill

did not mind the dip, except that

the Regatta looking like a

drowned

it

was uncomfortable

to

go to

rat.

"Start her up, I'm ready."

But she did not

start,

and obstinately refused to start for twenty
we reached the town and stopped beside

minutes. This time, however,
a dock.

"Jack," said Betty, "if you and Joe will go in the canoe-tilting,
knit you each another tie."

"I'm game," said

I.

(She had knit three for Jack already.)

I'll
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"Sure thing," said Jack, "and we'll go in it in our ordinary clothes.
don't care for your flannels, do you, Joe?"
"No, not if you don't."
So we went over to the judge's stand, and as one of them was a
friend of Jack's, we got in. We borrowed a canoe from Jack's cousin,
and when our turn came, we were ready. Jack took the bow, standing
with his long padded lance. The other canoe was coming closer. Our
opponent lunged and went overboard. But, somehow or other, the secend time, the other fellow was more cautious. After one or two feeble
thrusts. Jack stabbed hard, knocked over his man, and then, upset our
own canoe. The other team would not take another trial, so, as victors,
we went to find the girls. We wrapped ourselves in oilskins in the boat
and watched the swimming and tub races. Bill looked his sympathy for
us, but Betty was hard-hearted and scolded us for the streams of water
that flowed on the floor from our wet clothes. It was time for the last
event, the race for the "Marion House" cup.
This was a handicap race, twice over a six mile course, open to the
larger launches from twenty-five to thirty-five feet long.
Our interest
centered on the "Lark," a fast boat that had won several races the year
before.
She was heavily handicapped, twenty minutes on a twelve mile
race, and to us, waiting, the time seemed twice as long.
"Five minutes more," said Jack.
We watched the seconds ticking off. One minute, ten seconds she
was off! Before she was out of sight we saw a boat coming back on the

You

—

—

first lap.

"She can never do it!" cried Anne. "The Redwing will win."
Boat after boat passed, then came the Lark, racing bow to bow with
the Carol IL When they reached the buoy that marked the turn, the Lark
took the inside course and swept around first. The gap between them
widened. They vanished. For awhile there was silence, then someone
called out:

"Boats coming!"
In an instant everyone was on his feet. Far up, near Diamond Island,
were four flecks of foam. Which were they? Margaret called:
"The Lark, see, nearest the shore!" They were coming closer; two

were ahead of the

others.

"That's the white canvas on the Lark," yelled Jack.

he slapped

me on

"Oh, you!" and

the shoulder.

Lark and the Redwing," said Bill. "Look at her go
The Lark was putting on her top speed. She was racing bow
"It's the

!"

to

bow,
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she passed the Redwing, the whistle blew. The Lark had won, the Lake
George Regatta was over, and as I looked at Margaret, I saw that my
red and black tie was finished.

MORNING
came down early this morning, a typical Lake George morning,
was blowing in from the north, cool and fresh, as the water
The mountains, having drawn aside
briskly beat the rocks below.

I

when
that

the air

their curtain of mist,

were standing out

In front of the porch, every

leaf,

clearly against a cloudless sky.

every cluster of pine needles, was beau-

and between them gleamed the lake. Now and again a
from the sun, and, for a moment holding it, tossed it in
battledore fashion to its neighbors. Everyone else was asleep. There was
no sound except the scolding of the squirrels as they leaped from limb to
limb.
Quiet everywhere. Yet there was something else too, when one
filled
oneself with the beauty of the scenery and has drawn a deep
has
breath of mountain air, something that steals in and makes one feel at
peace with all things and close to the brooding spirit of the universe. It
arouses those emotions which must have impelled the Hebrew Psalmist
tiful in the light,

wave caught

a ray

to sing:
"I will look up unto the

hills,

whence cometh

my

help."

EVENING
Moonlight on the lake, drifting idly in the "Grayling" off Tea Island,
twenty of us. Not a cloud in the sky, and the moon, riding high, made even
darker the mountains on the shore. Lights gleamed from the town, but
The water was black very black, as it shone
its noises were far away.
below us, but further out catching the darting moon beams, it flashed like
burnished steel yet its light seemed mellow, slumber-bearing. There were
old and new of North and South, for we were from
stories in plenty

—

;

many

States.

—

We

—camp-meeting hymns,
—everything was
on a night

started to sing

comic songs, love songs

fitting

college songs,

like this.

Then

someone suggested that Margaret should sing "Sweet and Low." In a
moment everyone was quiet and she commenced. Her voice was clear
and unfaltering, now rising, now falling, even, sweet, thrilling the heart
"Sweet and low, sweet and low,

Wind

of the western sea.

Sleep

my

little

one, sleep

my

pretty one, sleep."
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And

as her voice died away,

the rocks, lap

—

no one spoke.

moon was

lap, forever; the

The waters lapped

against

sinking low over Prospect, and

the wind blowing in from the west breathed gently through the birches,
its last

"Good Night."

J.

M.

B., Jr., '13.

TORed and yellow leaves
And the summer has departed
The East wind moans and grieves
And you from me have parted.
Pleasant the

When

We

i

.

summer days

'neath the shimm'ring haze

walked together.

The sun

blazed

down with

fervid heat

grew around our feet
The locust hummed on his bough in the
Yet all was joy for you and me!
Yet the

daisies

tree

Happy

the warbled lays
through the woodland ways
We walked together.
The bubbling brooklet frolicked away
The scent rose up from the new-mown hay

When

Our

hearts were bright as flick'ring light

That

flits

through the leaves on wooded height.

Red and yellow leaves
And the summer has departed
The East wind moans and grieves

And you from me have

parted.

Dreary pass all the days
Leaden with sombre grays
No more together!
And oh and oh comes autumn now
Scatt'ring the fruit from laden bough
!

!

Blighting the last of

summer

flowers

Chilling the air with dismal showers.

" Silvia," the Story of a Locoed

Whither

O

Mare
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Friendship hast thou fled?
me is dead,

The

love of the maiden for

We

walk no more together.

Shall I seek thy smiles in the far-away isles

Where
Shall

I

Where
But

hear thy voice where the waves rejoice,
the lights at midnight glow?

am

I

alone, alone, alone,

And

the

The

forests are filled with winds that

And

the voice,

"SILVIA."

O

the whispering winds sing low?

isles

are dark to me,

is

the voice of the

moan

mocking sea

THE STORY OF A LOCOED MARE

Baxter's going to enter his locoed mare, eh
that

1

means

my

Bute waits

till

next race.

with her royal locoed highness
of Yours Truly.

himself than put

is

?

Well,

One

I

guess

acquaintance

enough for the finances

Why, I'd sooner bet against the Devil
up money against that mare of Baxter's.

She oughtn't be allowed on the course she's plumb locoed, absolutely gone
daft; anyone could see that who saw her race the other day."
"Anyone who followed the race could easily see how you could see
it, Knowles, after the showing that Bute made."
Knowles flushed visibly. "That's all right too, Mason, but do you
honestly think it's fair play for a man to enter a purely crazed mare like
Baxter's in a race with decent horses ? To me it's no better than deliberate
doping since the result is the same. The horse wins through madness
;

each time."

The

men drew their chairs closer, for this would probably be
Mason and Knowles were not overflowing with love for

other

interesting.

each other and an argument between them would serve to amuse the

company

until something else of more lively interest would turn up.
Waring, a stocky little man with a crimson countenance, pushed the bell
at his side, ordered "drinks 'round," and the talk was resumed.
"No, I can't see it that way at all," Mason began, moving restlessly
in his seat.

"To be

sure, the horse

is

daft, but if a

daft horse in a race, I see no reason

why he

man

sees

fit

to enter a

shouldn't, seein' that he's
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the main one to lose or suffer by
for, as

But

a rule,

I'll

when

guarantee one thing, that

if

a very unusual case

It's

it.

a horse goes crazy,

it's

admit,

I'll

not for the good of her owner.

Jim Baxter's mare was subject

to

or blind staggers on the road, you nor anyone else would object to

fits

his being entered, unless

And

it

was on the ground of obstructing the

course.

besides," he continued, "it's a very uncertain thing to do, for no one

knows

how

just

long she's going to

last.

Someone predicted

other day that she'd not last through another race, and,
taken,

it

was you, Knowles, who backed the statement.

if

just the

I'm not mis-

Personally, I'm

not in favor of making this race course a sanatarium for sick horses,

and think

it

very unwise that each entrant

a physical examination.

However, that

is

is

not compelled to undergo

not the case, for this

time such a thing has ever occurred on this course, and

I

is

the

first

detest seeing

a lot of crawlers sittin' 'round bellyaching at the slightest chance just

on one or two occasions." Having
finished these rather lengthy views, he settled back in his chair, struck a
match and puffed in a most vehement manner for a new light at his negbecause they happened to lose a

little

lected cigar.

"You're

right.

Mason," Knowles began, "I did back that statement

regards the mare not lasting another race, and, what's more, she won't,

my

I'm going to enter Bute against
watch broke the stillness and he continued, "And
now, gentlemen, I'll have to beg to be excused as I see I'm late to an
appointment now." He rose and with a low bow took his departure.
"That bodes no good for Silvia," Mason remarked suavely, Knowles
once beyond hearing, "but fortunately I lunch with Baxter this noon and
will put him on his guard.
You all don't know Knowles as well as I do
or the methods he will resort to when pushed."
Boyle, a large important looking individual, drained his glass and
set it down with a bang that caused it to crack full length and bounce
part of the ice out. "Well, I don't know a thing about Knowles or his
methods except that he makes me sick the way he crawls whenever he has
the chance. For that reason alone I'd like to see Silvia put it over Bute.
Baxter has lost considerable and I for one have never heard him say
1 word, and it was just two weeks ago that Knowles won on Prosit
and, to prove

her."

The

thirty to one.

And now

in several lengths

—Bute's
"if
in.

belief in that statement,

click of his

first

he's kicking because Baxter's

ahead of him

defeat,

and

all

in the last race.

that tommyrot.

Said

mare
it

Silvia

came

hurt his pride

Bah," he cried disgustedly,

Jimmy Ellis was here with his stable, Bute would never have a lookThe only reason she's placing now is because the season's so young.
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any better than Knowles had better join a
is no place for old men and

or a golf club; a race course

circle

babies."

remark elicited a laugh from the crowd, for Boyle's averwas a subject of much mirth about the Valleybrook Club.
Boyle, as has been intimated before, was not a small man.
"Just what are Silvia's peculiarities?" asked Van Bfarcone, hitherto
This

last

sion to golf

member of

little gathering.
"I have been up-state for a
on race track news."
"She's as crazy as a bed-bug," Waring broke in, "and what's worse,
she has the strength. I was speaking to Rivet, Baxter's jockey, who rode
Silvia in the last race the other day, and he was telling me about her fool
notions. She has a mouth on her like steel, and he said he could no more
have held her when she got started than he could have pulled away the
foundations of Eiffel Tower.
Seems as though when she gets into a
race, with other horses about her, she is seized with an insane desire to
run at the top of her ability until far in the lead, nor will she let any
horse get within three lengths of her. Some day Baxter will put her in

a silent

am

while and

too long a race or
telling

me

the

a bit rusty

Then Rivet was
when
Her former owner

against her better.

she'll kill herself

of her fool notion about that goat.

Seems

Baxter bought her, he bought the goat with her.
said she wouldn't eat or sleep unless the goat

was

as though

in the stall

with her.

Baxter vowed and declared he'd cure her of her fool habits, but I noticed
two weeks after he got her he had her stall enlarged so that Nanny could
lie

down

when she slept. And now the mare's gone
worse; won't even enter her stall unless Nanny's there to
I'd never have had the patience Baxter has had; I'd have

beside her at night

from bad

to

receive her.

shot the bloomin'

mare

'fore this."

"I should think that goat valet business would be rather expensive,"

mused Van Blarcone, "when

it

came

to travelling."

"Well," said Mason, "I don't employ goats as valets, neither do

I

Baxter cares to do so, so far as I can see, it's none
But seein' that I lunch with that individual to-day,
of my business.
reckon I'll go and wash up a bit." Pushing his chair back and casting

pay for them, but

if

stump of a cigar, he bade them a cordial farewell
toward the club house. One by one the group
diminished until, when the waiter came out, he was confronted by a group
of vacant chairs around a table covered with empty glasses and tobacco
aside the diminutive

and

strolled listlessly

ashes.

*

*

*

*

*

*

:|<
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Knowles walked

briskly across the greensward from the group he
rounded the corner of the club house, where his pose
suddenly changed and he walked more slowly. His face wore a worried
look and he stroked his chin nervously with his hand and his eyes were
gazing steadily on the ground. So deep was he lost in thought that he did
not notice Kingsley, the course veterinary hired by members for the season, coming down the club house steps until he was almost upon him.
"Oh-a-a, good morning, Kingsley," he stammered as he almost ran
into him, "fine morning, isn't it?"
"Great," answered Kingsley, continuing his way.
Knowles turned, started, looked back, and then called, "Oh, Kingsley,
could I see you just a moment?"
"To be sure," came the answer as he sauntered half way to meet him.
"Kingsley," Knowles began in a sort of brotherly confidential manner, "I have been given reason to believe that there are those about this
club who believe me to have doped Bute in that last race, and I just don't
know what to think of it. I'm worried sick over it. And I thought I'd
ask you if you would take charge of Bute in your stable until the time
comes for this next race. For if there's any talk about my doping Bute
going about, it has got to be stopped and I realize that no flat denial of
mine would serve to change the attitude of those who have been base
enough to accuse me. Consequently I should consider it an especial favor
if you would allow Bute to occupy an empty stall in your stable until the
day of the next race. After that I shall pick up and get out, for it is
not to the credit of a course-club to have any suspicious characters about

had

just left until he

it."

"My dear Knowles, what you ask is easily enough granted, but you
have certainly been misinformed. If there was any suspicion of doping
on this course, I, being veterinary, would be among the first to hear of
When
it, and I give you my word this is the first that's reached my ears.
a man is entered into this club, he is supposed to be above suspicion, and
I'll look into it at once and find who is
I don't understand this at all.
spreading such nonsense, for it reflects upon me."
Evidently he's not clear from suspicion,
"I should think so, too.
but I beg of you say nothing about this to anyone, for it has gone far
enough already, and I'm surely very much obliged for your kindness
regards the

"You

stall."

are very welcome, and, unless

nothing, since you desire nothing

more

talk, will

have

to

do

my

more

I

hear more of this

to

be said, but,

if

talk, will

say

there

any

part for the good of the cause."

is

With

a

"Silvia,"
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gesture of dismissal he turned and sauntered

down

Knowles turned abruptly and ran up the club house
*

*

*

*
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the

path,

while

steps.

*

*

*

was Tuesday night, the night before the race, an extremely dark
The moon had risen and shone itself just long enough to prove its
presence 'ere it was stealthily concealed midst a mass of heavy moist
clouds.
But for all that it did not rain. The course was in perfect
condition for the morrow, and from the silence that enveloped it, was
evidently enjoying the sleep of the just in preparation. It was so dark
that the private stables along the course could scarcely be discerned and
only black splotches served to indicate where they stood. The one to
the right of the North Gate the Hon. James C. Ellis rented annually
throughout the entire season. He was scarcely ever there more than
half that time, but he had a habit of sending a new horse down occasionally to try out in a minor race, and his stable was always ready for him
on such occasions. Next his was the stable of Winf red Owens, the real
It

night.

estate financier, small but sufficiently capacious for the renter.

—

came Mason's, followed by Du Retszke's, a little Russian
ance on the course. Baxter's was next him, and was
stable rented this early in the season.

stabled in
course.

the main

that he could not seek to stall
it

rest

the last private

—including

Knowles—

stable on the opposite side some distance from the

Baxter could not afford a

Blarcone termed

The

Then

his first appear-

—

in

stable, but his

common

sense told

—as

a crazy horse and a goat valet

a stable with good horses.

him

Van

Consequently, he

brought two other horses with him and rented the stable for the first part
of the season. Rivet and Ellesworth, his two stable men and jockeys,
slept at the hotel adjoining the

main

stables, as indeed, did all the other

made this compulsory, so there would be no
inequality and hence jealousy among them.
For anyone who has ever
had any dealing with a race course knows how very carefully all jealousy
and ill-feeling must be guarded against not only among the hired men
but even at times among the owners themselves. But on this particular
stable-men.

The

club rules

night, the night before the race, Baxter, according to

Mason's suggestion
you wish to take it gave orders to Rivet and Ellesworth
to sleep in the harness and feed room over the stalls.
As has been said before, the night was a dreary one, black, inky it
seemed as though the storm hung overhead ready to fall upon one at the
But it did not rain. The men retired shortly
slightest provocation.

—or warning,

as

—

;

after preparing the horses for the night, and being used to the excite-
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ment of a forthcoming race and

tired

from

their

day of muscle-racking

training, soon fell into a deep sleep.

Rivet was never sure when he told the story later just how long he
had been asleep before he found himself raised on one elbow and listening,
straining to hear again the noise that aroused him from his slumbers.

Nor

could he ever

tell

how

long he waited for the repetition of that noise.

—

But it came, came from below, a long loud bleat sufficiently loud it
seemed to him to wake the dead and the deaf. Both men slept in their
clothes that night. Without stopping to wake Ellesworth he leaped toward
the trap door, and, ignoring the ladder, hung by his hands and dropped.
A second later the air was filled with muffled bits of French punctuation
marks that, being uttered under any other circumstances, would have
been extremely funny. However, ignoring the pain in his ankle as he
had the ladder, he hobbled over to Silvia's stall to find it empty but for
the goat, who was just about to voice another of her sentiments. Rivet
grabbed at a towel as he supposed, hanging nearby, and rushing upon
the goat, stuffed her mouth full and bound her jaws so securely that
when he finished, the only noise that Nanny could make was a gentle
sort of wheeze which sounded like a man with the asthma trying to sneeze
with his head wrapped in bedclothes. Having thus silenced Nanny, he
turned to ascend and wake Ellesworth, when he heard him coming half
way down the ladder. He clapped his hand over his mouth as soon as he
reached the ground and dragged him to the stall. It is doubtful whether
Ellesworth could have concealed his astonishment by silence were it not
that they were both simultaneously frozen into silence and listening to a
I'.oise from the outside
first so faint that it could scarcely be heard
and then only when the wind blew in their direction. But soon, much to
their relief, it became louder and louder, passed them on the track and
They knew at once what had happened.
died away in the distance.
Whether she could be saved for
Silvia was the victim of night riders.
the next day's race depended upon how long she had been out and how
soon they could stop her. Rivet drew Ellesworth toward the stable door
unlocked and they silently passed out into the cool night air, cursing
themselves inwardly for their sound slumber while their stable had been
robbed under their very noses. Once outside Rivet squeezed Ellesworth's
arm, touched his own hip pocket, and they silently crept on hands and
knees behind some bushes bordering on the track. From the distance
came the mechanical throb of a horse in full run. Rivet's hand once more
went to his hip pocket, this time withdrawing something; it was too dark
to see what. The wind seemingly brought the hoof-beats nearer, but for

—

—

—

;

•

that
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absolute silence.

themselves for a
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click of the object Rivet held in his hand, there

was

As horse and rider approached, both men gathered
spring. At a given signal from Rivet they both sprang on

the track about twenty-five yards in front of the horse, shouting at the

top of their voices.

Three quick shots rang out by Rivet's revolver.

terror-stricken horse stopped, as near as a horse can, in his

own

The

tracks,

his head. Up again like a flash he started
once more came to the rescue with a quick shot accompanied by two more from no one knew exactly where, and the fellow
dropped like a log. EUesworth went after the horse and Rivet threw him-

and the rider was hurled over

—

to run, but Rivet

self

There wasn't much use, though, for his leg had been
Twisting his arm behind his back, Rivet held it as in a
but seeing the man so utterly helpless from his leg, he allowed

on the man.

badly shattered.
vice,

him more freedom and helped him limping to the stable. They were
greeted by several outbursts from Nanny, much to Rivet's surprise, for
he was perfectly confident that he had left her securely muzzled. However, the mystery was soon solved upon entering and switching the light
one glance showed Nanny bravely struggling with a shirt tail hanging
from her mouth while the sleeve and neckband lay upon the straw. And
EUesworth shouldn't leave his shirts
Rivet, the Frenchman, laughed.
hanging on towel racks. He then turned his attention to his man. He
had sunk to the ground and was sitting on an overturned bucket, his face
buried in his arms, they resting on one knee, while blood was pouring
from his other leg. Rivet helped him to a box and cut his trouser leg off.
He then proceeded to draw the bucket full of water, and with a sponge
hitherto used for Silvia, but the only available one for the purpose, con-

wash out the wounds, two in number, to the best of his ability.
The sponge was salty from horse usage and none too sanitary, and the
tinued to

man

winced, groaned, and cursed as the lukewarm water poured from

it

Suddenly a horse drew up outside, and
EUesworth swung open the stable doors and entered, leading Silvia, her
coat covered with salt sweat and streaming with water. Water was also
streaming from her leader, and they made a small rivulet from the stable
door to the stall. "Well," exclaimed he, "you just caged your bird in
into the bullet holes in his leg.

I never saw it rain harder anywould have had a hard time finding
the stable. There'll be no racing to-day if this keeps up much longer."
Then leading the horse into her stall, he turned towards the men. "Hello,
I did trim him up a bit after all, didn't I?" he remarked upon noticing
the bucket of bloody water. He walked over to where the washing was
going on. Suddenly he stopped, opened his mouth as if to speak and then

time;

v/here,

it's

a regular cloudburst outside,

and

if it

wasn't for the

light, I

—
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stopped, abruptly snapped his jaws, turned, walked back to the stall and
proceeded to give Silvia a good rub-down. For a moment there was
silence except for the trickle of the

curse from the prisoner.

water

and an occasional

in the bucket

In fact, his sole remarks were limited to curses,

and these in an undertone so that they were at no time comprehensible.
Suddenly Ellesvvorth broke in, "It's just as well Silvia didn't get far
before I caught her, for I shouldn't have been able to get up with his illustrious pal, and that would have been a pity for the information I received
from him regards our friend here ought to be enough to persuade the
State to play his host for at least five years."
"If

him,

I

Knowles

lied to

you about me,

wouldn't be here now."

The

I'll kill

him.

If

it

hadn't been for

prisoner fairly seethed with anger,

but the intense pain he was undergoing caused his emotions to be divided

with the consequence that neither his pain nor anger received its
full share of his attention.
And now for the first time the other two
noticed his foreign accent.

Ellesworth leaned against the side of the

stall

and

laug'hed.

dear friend, you need not fear about any information that

I

"My

received.

That was merely a blufl: on my part to find out who your pal was. You
see, I knew that no one gun could make different sized bullet-holes, and I
see beside your leg wound from Rivet's gun a far larger hole, and one that
will cause you a good bit more trouble, on your knee. And besides, now
that I come to think of it, I remember hearing other shots than those of
Rivet's.
Now see here, my man, if indeed you are worthy of that title,
the only thing that's keeping Kingsley is the rain, for I'm expecting him at
any moment now. I sent a stable boy for him who was aroused by the
shots, and the best thing you can do is to make a clean breast of the
whole matter. Knowles has a rather dusty reputation about this place
now and you don't owe him a thing, for that was a mean trick he played
on you. Of course, it's easy to understand things from his standpoint
'Dead men tell no tales,' was his creed, and you've only the badness of
the night and his rotten calculations to thank for your being in the land
of the living right now. The only possible way for you to get out of this
is to own up to everything, and if Knowles is sent up, you might be let
down easy, but if you don't do as I say, you'll be lucky to get off with a
fiver."

He had

scarcely finished speaking

by several others.

when Kingsley

Kingsley did not notice the prisoner

his streaming raincoat

and hung

it

on a convenient

entered, followed
at first, but

nail.

He

shook

then turned
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and lost his balance and had it not
fallen.
have
been for those around him, he would
Knowles
introduced him to me
"Du Retszke!" he stammered, "and
last night as his guest while he remained at the course!"
"Yes," the little Russian stammered, "and it's with that devil that
you other gentlemen have now to deal with, but for him I would not be
here he hired me to do it." And the fellow buried his face in his hands
to the prisoner, started in his surprise

—

and sobbed.
*

*

*

*

«

The

*

*

•

was nearly all under water
up to ten o'clock of
the morning. But by the following afternoon the race did come off, and,
thanks to the day of rest, Silvia won and her owner cleared enough on
her to lay by quite a neat sum after his debts were paid. And he sold her
for as much as he had cleared on her within an hour after she won the
race. He then retired from the course.
Knowles has never been caught. Though they went to his room
immediately upon learning his part in the business, he had planned for
such an emergency and was gone. Since he had money, he could keep out
of the way and succeeded in so doing. Just whether he intended to shoot
Du Retszke or not will never be known, but the man believed he did and
that was all that was necessary, since it was the cause of his telling everything he knew. It has also never been proved that he doped Bute. But
these things are of no consequence since the man is gone and will for his
Silvia did not race that day.

as a result of the

own

downpour of

sake see that he stays

The episode was

so.

the cause of several

mention here
SECTION IX, By Law

which

track

the night before, and

new

rules in the Club,

two of

I shall

2.

"No

horse shall under any consideration

be entered in any race of the Valleybrook Course Club without previously

undergoing a physical examination by a veterinary surgeon, or in case of
his absence, by some one competent of passing such an examination and

who

selected

is

by the

officers

of the course on the particular day of the

race."

SECTION

III, By Law 8.
"No one shall be allowed to enter horses
on this track directly or indirectly unless he can show letters of
recommendation from at least two other reliable courses."
And as a result the Valleybrook Club has one of the cleanest reputa-

in a race

any club in
management.

tions of
eral

this section of the country,

both in

its

racing and gen-

F. P. S., Jr., '13

EDITORIAL

a

N

sounds tired cannot other than have a jading
and an editorial that does not deal with
tangible faults cannot present truths worth observing. And
editorial that

effect

on

readers,

its

so when the editorial hangs its head and talks softly, we
wonder whether an infusion of new blood would not bring

it a seething tide of enthusiasm, or whether a new kind of thing
other than editorial, can not freshen the commonplace truths that the

with

sleepy editor tries to present.

guage

On

hackneyed, and

is

this side discretion

its

it is

What

is

to

come of the

editorial

?

Its lan-

exhortation as cheap a stimulant as cola.

a drone, on the other, undignified.

For us, we prefer the other side of discretion and to take our chances.
Whether a scintillating essay on "Hell" shocks our readers, or whether it
seems wisdom to enjoy it and be shocked, we dare not guess. It is better,
we believe, for the college magazine to poke up Satan for the serious
amusement of our readers, rather than for their emulation, gloss our shallow understanding of old truths. As an editor grows older, his wise
head wags at the truthful books and he says, "We can not say their
thoughts better, and to quote endlessly is superficial. And we should
thereby pander neither to the frivolous nor to the pedantic. But fools and

may

scholars

Indeed,

together savor the rarebit of serious subtlety."

my

friends, the

Sanctum

is

a threshing floor where

much

once loved beauty and idealism is flailed to the winds, so that one is afraid
The Haverto be sure of anything, lest wisdom laugh at our dotage.
FORDiAN measures the year by the months, and this month the brown
leaves twinge off and whist away.

An

editor

is

Olympians that he is ever
some people and
bend backbones. And so we

that kind of favorite of the

pulling corks on his nervous system by depending on

being disappointed in

all.

The gods

like to

divide the people of the earth into two ultimate divisions.

of bad
do.

humor

to

It is

a license

be arbitrary.

And

first

We

are none of us

there are those upon

whom we never

men enough

at college,

can depend, yet always
even despite the vigor of

our younger months, when the editor was nervy, and
The Prep. School attitude is one of your eternal subjects for the editorial in college, but after a while you learn to wait for
editorial raillery in

the year in spring.

Editorial
children to outgrow

it.
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Gentlemen, when a

man

at

Haverford becomes

He may

thoroughly dependable, give him the earth.

groan to himself
under the weight of it, but you will not hear him. You may envy his
prestige, but remember, if you have none, that perhaps you have not
burst the Prep. School cocoon.

And

second are those

who

Much whining is done indeed,
And with those who whine
even some who whine because they

whine.

because other people are not dependable.
thus belongs the editor.

But there are

can not depend on themselves, or because they have to, and such are paraThe business of doing things, doing them well
sites on the insufferable.
v.'ithout

own

murmur

a

eyes

is

is

Whether a man

a lonesome job.

man

a

is

a question he hates to answer honestly, even

in his

he knows he

if

might measure himself superficially by results. The heart does not pay
you back so obviously as the stomach, for it seldom gets fed. The man

who can

look straight into the cold, honest eyes of his

who can open others. He is
oyster man is greater than the

only one
as the

rant counter.

We

as

much

own

heart,

is

the

bigger than the rest of us,

little-necks he cracks
pray for such better bigger men, men

at the restau-

who have

the

men who neither wince to themselves nor shirk
who wrest from life both character and the joy of

force to love and act,

before their fellows,
living,

and from these their

destinies.

THE DRAMA AT HAVERFORD
VJ^^^^ HE drama had a

M

B

^"^
J

^^^^^r

hard time of

it

in the early forties," writes a

venerable old alumnus.

"The only attempt

at

something dramatic was made up

the loft of the Founders' Hall.

The

actors stole

all

in

the

sheets and pillow-casings from the rooms near by and had
masks from town. The play if it had any plot, was all pantomime. It
had only gotten under way when the ever-vigilant Assistant Superintendent, Benjamin V. Marsh, made appearance. Then such a scamper ensued
as seldom is known, but as the only exit was through the cupola, Benjamin
secured the names of most all. One, Murray Perkins, attempting to find
some other exit, came near losing his life from the high roof.
"The Superintendent, then Daniel B. Smith, had us confined from
recreation for a week. He gave us a sound lecture on the wickedness of
the theatre in general and of the near fatal tragedy to Murray Perkins
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No

made after to cultivate the drama. All we ever knew of
when Professor Henry D. Gregory made us try to master
Greek tragedy of Medea and we had no love for the Greek Drama

attempt was

such things was
the

—

at least."

"Plays or play literature was prohibited at Haverford in

my

time.

**********

don't think there

was a copy of Shakespeare

in the library.

Music

I

also

was under the ban."

And David Bispham, '76, says in his Foreword to the Haverford
Song Book
"Can it be that the once secretly prepared minstrel show oh! how

—

I live

over again the delicious excitement of those midnight nights in the

old kitchen of Founders' Hall

!

—was the forerunner of a

series of publicly

performed operettas?"

Haverford !"
The Operetta began in '02 and it became the custom for the Junior
Class to present such a play in the spring. But Junior plays became so
popular that they have been a burden, not only financially, but they have
absorbed an immense amount of energy and time. And so began the Cap
and Bells.
The Cap and Bells is an organized club. It will present the Haverford amateur theatricals more systematically, since it profits permanently
by its own experience. And better, for it selects the talent impartially
from all the college, it promises to raise the standard of plays presented.
It aims to foster at Haverford the musical, dramatic, artistic, and literary
instincts of the college, and in this aim a limited group of graduates and
"Bless

me And
!

bless

undergraduates are working.
Those who have honored the Club by becoming honorary members
are Doctor Francis B. Gummere, '72, Mr. David S. Bispham, '76, Mr.
John M. Whitall, '80, Mr. Maxfield Parrish,ex-'92,and Mr. Harvey Watts,
manager of the Philadelphia Orchestra.

EXCHANGES
We

find some funny notions concerning the best ways to make a
magazine respectable. The exchange editor of the Delaware Review would have us eschew stories and verse. "Let the future engineer,"
he says, "discuss from the standpoint of a student the benefit to humanity
of a certain mechanical device, and in the same spirit let the prospective
lawyer gracefully express his opinion relative to the justice or injustice
of a particular statute." Then we should have a respectable magazine.
It's a fine thought, respectability.
Our good friend, James Alexander
Magill, says that a man may be respectable when he walks down Chestnut
Street wearing only a bright red bath-robe, if he thinks he is. "It's an
attitude of mind," he says. True enough, and it is the same way with a
college magazine, respectability is an attitude of the editorial mind.
Good essays are quite as rare as good stories, and this month's collection of magazines is fortunate enough to contain two of more than
usual merit. The essay on "Chantecler" gives not only the story of the
play and a dissertation on the author's style, but an interpretation of the
ideas in terms of the author's work and of art in general.
The other
worthy essay is the "Pre-Raphaelites," in the Vassar. It is long, but we
wish that it could have been longer.
The Nassau Lit has a story which it chooses to call "The Recluse."
It is vivid to such an extent that we think that the author expects us to be
reminded of the late Mr. Poe; we assure him we were. In the same
magazine there is another story, which, though it does not have the fine
concentration and finish of the "Recluse," yet is an interesting tale. However the interest in this story, whose name, by the way, is "The Hidden
Valley," is rather in the events described than in any attempt at character
or emotion portrayal. It would be interesting, not to say melodramatic,
to find your best girl about to be offered as a sacrifice to Heathen Deities
by a committee of Druid priests, who have assembled to conduct their
interesting ceremonies in a valley hidden in the mountains of Wales. You
would be tempted to smile, perhaps, when the chairman of this committee
delivered himself of sentiments on the present utilitarian tendencies of the
American Nation. We are sure you would be immensely relieved when
the congregation of assembled Druids slew themselves one and all and
you got off safely with your girl. And after such a compromising situation you would have no choice but to marry her, as did our Hero. The
author is evidently very interested in Celtic lore and tradition, and he

college

says

some very

stirring things about them.

:

:
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The Wesley an has a poem on
Probably he intended to read

much

We

the joys of canoeing.

was canoeing alone when he wrote

suspect that the poet

Her, but

to

very

our opinion,

much

of verse.

this bit

it

is

very

pleasanter to have someone along; the resultant Poetry

is

then

it

in

more likely to have the true ring of Inspiration.
The "folks" up at Smith certainly know something about the

surely

of verse.

Their October issue contains several clever
chosen one of the shorter of these to print here:

"Ride with me, ride with me over the
The sun itself is riding to-day.
Let's gallop

away

o'er the rocks

me

Ride with me, ride with

The fragrance of autumn

Oh ^Vhy

and

lyrics.

We

art

have

hills.

rills.

over the

hills.

the mountain air

fills.

do you tarry, oh why do you stay ?
Ride with me, ride with me over the hills,
The sun itself is riding to-day."
!

Horseback riding

!

is

much

with company than alone.

like canoeing, in that

We

it is

better enjoyed

speak from experience as well as from

observation on these matters, and some day

we may

try our

hand

in

turning a verse or two on the subject.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
From Robert
To

B.

Howland,

XF

my

ing,

information

N. Y.,

is

the following letter:

Alumni and Students

correct,

who made

it

was Samuel Parsons, Senior, of Flush-

move toward a sectarian College. He was
many years the Clerk of N. Y. Yearly Meeting.
the

man of culture, for
He had four bright sons

a

we have

'43,

the Editor of the Havertordian, the

;

it

may have

been the desire for a classical
He with another prominent

education for these that was the cause.

New Yorker took their "concern" to Philadelphia. Haverford School
was founded. I have already alluded to the prejudice that gave rise to this modest
title.
Samuel Parsons, Senior, availed of this college for his three younger sons
Samuel, Robert and William. A grand-son, Samuel was of the class of 1861 he
;

afterward studied in Yale Scientific School. He is now a leading authority in landscape work. His influence has been dominant for many years in New York City,
Washington, San Francisco, St. Diego and smaller parks.
He is now preparing
an exhaustive Preface to a large work of Prince Moskau, on Landscape development, a translation.

His tours of inspection

in

Europe have widened

his sphere.

:

;

!
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I recall having assisted, to use an apt French expression, in listening to Matthew
Arnold's lecture, at Wells College, on the merits of a classical education, over the
scientific.
There has been much said on both sides. As to the student, of course

much depends on

natural bent. Clear expression is a strong point, the ability for
very valuable power for every one, even in business. My thought
that linguists have the best command of their native tongue; for example, Ernest

first-rate prose, a
is

Renan and John

My

Fisk.

experience and meditation leads

me

to suggest a course

:

would have a

I

know something

child

of Latin, Greek, French and German, so as to translate and
the accents during an academic course and possibly for a year or two in

manage

him

him off from
knowledge on. Human nature shows a
wonderful variety of character, predilection, temperament and talent; even sometimes in the same family. Then, the question will be is he a common-place worker,
college, then give

authorities

and

to give

practical affairs for at least a year to take

him pegs

to

hang

his

:

Men

or fitted for further polish, or for a specialty.

of special aptitude for affairs

are doubtful as to the value of an exclusively university course.

change

in

man who

many ways
has

The graduate must

especially after Junior year, before he can

come up

in the

harness of practical

Rochester University kept his students

in

life.

compete with the

President Anderson, of

touch with practical affairs by a

little

talk

on current events, a good place to point a moral, or suggest a principle
of action. Encourage thought in the individual.
In the early summer of 1839, we had a visit and talk from a cultured Englishman, J. J. Gurney. He took some of the small boys for a walk. New Yorkers and
New Englanders, sons of his friends. At that time there were more than 70
students, one half Philadelphians. J. J. G. thought to entertain us with an eulogy
on the city of Fenn.
after Chapel

"Urbs pulcherrima

tectis,

Deliciosus suis,

Hospites alienos." et seq.

The audience
squib

is

did not appreciate.

In an old Catalog

we

learn

We

were partisans of another

stripe.

Another

remembered

:

Jonathan

is

"Old Grimes
That agathoi

est

mortuus,

oi

anthropoi.

All buttoned

down

before."

a tragedy in four words: Joseph Shotivell and further

down

Fell.

not that man old, whose visionary brain
Holds o'er the past an undivided reign
For him in vain the grievous seasons roll

"Call

Who
God

bless our

summer

in his soul."

Alma Mater

PhasantvUle Station, N.
10-14-1910.

has eternal

Y.,

R. B.

Rowland,

'43.
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From Evan Tyson

Ellis, '44,

we have

another

:

SATAN

XN

first last, it was stated that a
Divine advised his colleagues to preach more "HELL."
some of his audience may have thought that they had more of
than they liked, maybe one at home.

the Philadelphia Press of September

Philadelphia

Now

of

it

The

existence of a place for the punishment of evil doers

is

re-

most of the religions of the world, but of the
personality of SATAN we have no knowledge. The original curse in Genesis gives
him the form of a serpent, which is also repeated in Revelation. The mediaeval
idea was something like the supposed dragon with forked tail and iire-breathing
nostrils, but the modern conception is of the most fascinating and attractive order
imaginable. Nor is this new, for the Apostle Paul tells the Corinthians "that Satan
himself is transformed into an angel of light. Therefore it is no great thing if
his ministers also be transformed as the ministers of righteousness whose end shall
be according to their works." But whatever may be the personality of Satan, his
work is only too evident. When he took the Master to the high mountain and
showed him all the kingdoms of the world and the glory of them saying, "all these
will I give thee if thou wilt fall down and worship me for I have the power,"
he
evidently owned the earth or supposed he did, and when we see the crime, tjie
cognized,

I

believe, in

;

—

wickedness, the suffering, the

owns

fall

of

men

in

high

trust,

we

incline to think Satan

the world to-day.

In Revelation (A. D. 95.) it is stated that he was to be bound a thousand years
which would have comprised the reigns of those Roman emperors when the most
atrocious cruelties were inflicted on the earlier Christians. So Satan must have
left an efficient Deputy.
The book of Revelation is accepted in the Christian
world generally, I believe, though it was not by some of the Fathers of the Church. I
have my own doubts about it, though there are beautiful texts in it. The commentator says (that it is impossible to enter upon the various systems that have been put
forth as explanations of the fulfilment of the visions and prophecies of this book, so
numerous and diverse are they.
There is no protection from the wiles of Satan but constant fervent prayer to
be delivered.
E. T. E.

Ex.-'45.

Henry D. Gummere died at Burlington, New Jersey, October 18.
Mr. Gummere was a Civil War Veteran, having at one time served in a
Pennsylvania regiment. For the past twenty years he has been connected
with the Lehigh Valley Railroad. He leaves a valuable collection of
books.
'51.

Richard Wood, a manager of Haverford College for over

forty

Alumni Department
years, died

September

30.

He was

also
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on the managing boards of the

University of Pennsylvania and several other institutions.
'61.

The John Lane Company

published recently an illustrated volume

of "Landscape Gardening Studies," by Samuel Parsons.

'69.

Henry Cope has returned from
paid the college a

his

summer

in

England and recently

visit.

•85.

Theodore W. Richards was one of the six Americans honored by
the University of Berlin at its one hundredth anniversary. He received
the degree of Doctor of Medicine.
•86.

Horace E. Smith early this fall gave a dinner to the College Cricket
Team. He has shown his interest in the college in many ways, as, for
instance, in attending almost every football

plans to have the

mencement,

members of

game

He

so far this season.

his class dine with

him

at the next

com-

to celebrate its twenty-fifth anniversary.

Guy Roche Johnson shot himself last June. He was a distinguished
member of the American Institute of Mining Engineers, and an author of
many excellent papers in his subject. Since his graduation he had filled
many high positions in industrial management.
'87.

Richard

J.

White has been spending the summer

travelling in Europe.

'go.

Jonathan M. Steere has been elected to succeed the late Richard
Wood, '51, on the Board of Managers of Haverford College.
•92.

Mr. and Mrs. Franklin McAllister and family, of Haverford,

will

spend the winter in Southern California.
'95.

at

John B. Leeds is taking graduate work
Columbia University.

in

Economics and Sociology
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'96.

L. Hollingsworth

ber

Wood

addressed the College Y. M. C. A. on Octo-

19, 1910.

'97.

Francis N. Maxfield

on the birth of a daughsummer.
G. M. Palmer is District Sales Agent of the Wales Visible Adding
Machines. His address is 308 Union Building, Newark, New Jersey.
On Thursday evening, October 30, Elliot Field and Linn Seller, '02,
gave the undergraduates some coaching on how to sing the college songs.
ter,

is

to be congratulated

Mildred Elizabeth Maxfield,

last

'00.

The engagement

announced of Henry L. Drinker and
Hutchinson, of Haverford.
is

Atiss

Sophie

'01.
J.

W.

Cadbury,

Jr.,

was married October

Among

Reeve, of Germantown.

Cadbury,

'01

;

H.

J.

Cadbury,

fifteenth to

Miss Rachel C.

the ushers were B. Cadbury, '02;

'03,

and R. Cadbury,

W.

E.

Jr., '07.

'02.

A daughter was born

Mr. and Mrs. C. Linn Seller.
Casper Wister has announced his engagement to Senorita Raquel
Asturias T., Guatemala City, Guatemala, Central America.
to

'03.

William C. Longstreth was owner of the Pullman car that won first
place in its class at the recent Automobile Races at Fairmount Park. He
is

also agent for the

Alco Car that

won

the Vanderbilt

Cup

this year.

Harry A. Domincovich spent most of his summer as director at Camp
Megunticook, Camden, Maine. In the winter he is teaching at Germantown Friends' School.
C.

W.

Kelsey

is

W. Kelsey Manufacturing ComHis firm manufactures the Spartan car.

president of the C.

pany of Hartford, Conn.

'04.

T.

J.

Company

Megear

will

be situated in Chicago with the American Piano

until after the first of the year.
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the factory representative in Washington, Dis-

is

of Columbia, of the

Maxwell

aittomobile.

When

the

Maxwell

fac-

tory decided ^o put in a branch in this city for the convenience of the

Thomas was put

dealers in the South, Mr.
in this section

in entire

charge of the business

of the country.

'05.

Eshleman has resigned from the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and
now with the Philadelphia office of the Proctor & Gamble Company.
B.

is

G.

S.

Spaeth plans to teach English

this

winter at the Asheville

School, Asheville, North Carolina.

N. L. Tilney has been playing good polo

at

Cedarhurst,

Long

Island.

'06.

Thomas K. Brown,
at

Jr., will

continue his graduate studies in

German

Harvard University.
J.

T. Fales

is

in the

Company.
The engagement

is

law department of the Chicago Life and Trust

announced of Arthur T. Lowry and Miss

Isabelle

D. Sayres, of Haverford.

Henry

Pleasants, Jr., graduated

at the L'niversity of

A

Pennsylvania

son was born to him

last

from the Dei)artment of Medicine
June, and is practicing in Media.

last

summer.
'07.

Germantown, announces the engagement of her daughter, Aliss Mary Aitkin Bradbury, to Mr. Paul W.
Brown, of East Downingtown, Pennsylvania.
Miss Marjorie Tatnall and Samuel J. Gummere were married at the
Haverford Meeting House, by Friends' ceremony, on Thursday, October
The following Haverford men were ushers: Emmett Tatnall,
20, 1910.
W. Butler Windle, 'M. H. March, W. R. Rossmaessler and Edward C.
Mrs. Samuel Bradbury,

Tatnall,

Jr.,

of

and Dr. R. j\L Gummere, '02.
is announced of Emmett R. Tatnall to Miss Margaret
daughter of i\Ir. and Mrs. Edgar C. Felton, of Haverford.
all '07,

The engagement
I'elton,

'08.

On

October twelfth, a son was born to Mr. and Mrs.

J.

Passmore

Elkinton.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Heber Clark, of Conshohocken, announce the
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engagement of
Germantown.

their daughter,

Miss Eleanor, to George Emlen,

Jr.,

of

»

Ex.-'o8.

Wilson Sidwell spent

a

few days during August around Philadelphia,

fie graduated this year at Leland Stanford University as a civil engineer.

His stay here was en route to South America, where he expects to spend
a year or more on the construction of a new British Railway in Argentine
Republic.

'09.

Mr. and Mrs. Mark

IT.

C. Spiers are

now

living at

Wayne. Pennsyl-

vania.

PL ^^'atso^

i\I.

is

teaching at

Westtown Boarding

School, Westtown,

Pennsylvania.
'10.

An

account of the cosmic eruptions arising out of the activities of

this class will be published in

our next number.
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THE PRESENT DAY THEATRE

XUSED

fond of the theatre in the days of
and of that ever-wonderful
Modjeska,
Booth, of Forrest, of
but now as there isn't
Daly
company
nursery of stars, the
going."
stopped
This is a freanything worth seeing, I've
to be extremely

;

quent bromidic remark of the middle-aged.
ating to a lover of the stage?

thriving a condition as
past and the

For, in

ever was.

it

my

It is

waning of enthusiasm with

Isn't

it

exasper-

opinion, the theatre

is

in as

only that the glamour of the
age,

have combined

to decry

the present day productions and to uphold those of a generation ago.

This

is

taking, I admit, a rather limited view of the discussions on

the decline of the stage.

For, like the flippancy of the young, the degene-

ration of the stage has for centuries been as a rag in the

Puritan.

Some,

in their criticisms

to the Elizabethan period as the

to resist such contentions.

The

gums of

the

of contemporary conditions, hark back

Golden Age.

But

little

acting of that period

space

is

needed

was undoubtedly

meagre in its fulfillment of the dramatists' conception. Portia
and Lady Macbeth played by boys in their teens
The productions of that time when tried on the people of to-day by
Ben Greet were only saved from failure by the art of Edith Wynne Matthison and by the support of students of the drama, interested in them
Since the departure of
as instructive revivals and not as live dramas.
Miss Matthison to the New Theatre and the fact that familiarity with
the lack of scenery has bred contempt, Ben Greet has been forced to
depart to new pastures, to find less sophisticated lambs to fleece.
We come to the most serious claim to superiority of the Elizabethplaywrighting. Evidently we have no Shakespeare. But remember
ans,
that Shakespeare was not discerned as supremely great by his contemporaries.
No one can judge until time has given a perspective view.
Certainly much of the dramatic writing of to-day is promising. I saw
recently a quotation from Shuman's "How to Judge a Book." "A book
to be worth while must either enlarge our thoughts or our sympathies to
be great, it must do both." If we can transfer this idea to the judgment
of plays, we may say that many, literally, many of our plays have this
requisite of "worth-whileness," and several of greatness.
We might
mention, as examples of English and American plays that answer this
requirement, The Third Degree, The Servant in the House, The Easiest
Way, Mid-Channel, and, in lighter genre. The Fortune Hunter and The
House Next Door. Keep in mind that there was as much pandering to
the lewd tastes of Elizabeth's day as there is to that of ours that there
pitiably

—

;

;
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were many Fifteenth Century

Girls

from Rector and

With

Oirls

the

Whooping Cough.
Forbes-Robertson, the greatest living Enghsh actor, says in a recent
article in the

Outlook: "It

is

folly to say that the

drama

is

declining

because the circuses and music halls are more numerous and better
frequented than the playhouses." Drama and vaudeville are as different

meat and cream-puffs, and appeal to entirely different appetites of
Some want all meat and others all cream-puffs but many
want both. Best of all, there is no dramatic meat-trust and there is
greater supply than demand.
But to return to a comparison of present-day theatrical conditions
with those of twenty-five years ago. Mr. Robertson, who is now touring
this country in Jerome K. Jerome's beautiful sermon, "The Passing of
the Third Floor Back," states in the same article
"I have seen the most
amazing improvement in everything in connection with the stage." And
it's true, there has been
In Booth's production of Hamlet in Philadelphia about thirty years ago, his supporting company was so inadequate
The pall-bearers
that many of the most serious places were ludicrous.
of Ophelia came in cheerfully swinging the manifestly empty coffin
In
comparison, take Sothern and Marlowe's production. There is the one
disadvantage that Sothern probably does not quite measure up to the
inspired portrayal of Booth. On the credit side, however, we have Julia
Marlowe's flawless rendering of Ophelia, Crompton's splendid Polonius,
Buckstone's eminently satisfactory Grave-Digger, and so on all the way
down the cast. Every super is thoroughly trained; the costuming is
historically accurate; the scenery is artistic; and the stage pictures and
ensemble work are planned by the best artists in the country.
One of the chief misfortunes of the Twentieth Century stage is
the "long-run." The productions are so expensive that, to make money,
the managers depend on a long series of performances, in one place. The
evils of this system are principally that they give the young actor very
little chance to practice different parts and are apt to narrow the development of the more experienced player. Think of poor David Warfield
now on his sixth season with The Music Master! It cannot help but
narrow his field of expression and he will always be associated with the
Von Barwig character.
But for the enterprising young actor frequent changes of company
may overcome this difficulty. And now, too, we have what ought to be
a splendid training-school, the New Theatre.
In spite of some failures,
it is now well-established, and, in personnel of players and its list of plays,
as

theatre-goers.

;

:

!

!

—

The

Present

Day Theatre
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has accomplished everything that could reasonably be expected in one
Its performances of The School for Scandal and of Rudolph
Eesier's delightful comedy, Don, afford two widely contrasted standards

it

season.

of perfection

in

the production of classic and

modern comedy.

Several of the American dramatists that have succeeded are Eugene

Walter, with Paid

in

Full and

The Easiest Way to his credit; Rachel
shown in A Man's World, and of The

Crothers, champion of realism as

Three of Us; Charles Klein, Percy Mackaye, Winchell Smith, Augustus
these, and many more have already written plays of considerable merit and show promise of greater things to come.
There are many players that have recently achieved distinction. To
mention one or two Helen Ware last season came to the front by her
artistically flawless performance of Annie Jeflfreys in The Third Degree,
and the season before Walter Hampden showed his capabilities for the
serious drama by his beautifully reverent performance of Manson in
The Servant in the House. Many more new players might be mentioned,
and it seems hardly fair not to give credit to Viola Allen, Maude Adams,
John Drew, Mantell, Warfield, Sothern and Marlowe, Mrs. Fiske, Nazimova and Blanche Bates, for their consistent efforts to elevate the tone
of the American stage. These men and women have done great thmgs
and will do more with proper encouragement in the direction of serious
drama.
For the continued advance of the stage, America has theatres, dram-

Thomas,— all

:

atists,

actors,

—everything but

the public to attend the best productions.

If that class of cultured people that boast of not

going to the theatre,

would instead take pride in never attending any performances but the
best, and in always giving their loyal support to the finest artists, stage
ideals would jump with a bound.
May the public be ready with a soft
landing-place of cordiaHty!

I.

C. P., '12.

SKATING SONG
Oh come away at the closing day
When the fields are white with snow,
When the sky dims gold o'er towers old
And

the lake shines far below;

Then come and

go,

now

fast,

now

slow.

While jewels from the sharp skates feather
With dash and swing and steely ring

And

the snap of winter weather.

REMINISCENCES OF NANTUCKET
There once was a

Who

kept

But

all

his

hU

daughter named Nan,

Ran away with

And
'HIS

man from Nantucket!

cash in a bucket!
a man.

as for the bucket Nantucket!

limerick

is

probably familiar to

all,

but to appreciate the

must really have
and become intimate, with the people on this sandy
wind-swept island thirty miles ofif the coast of bleak New

true significance of these classic lines one
lived,

England.

"To keep

one's cash in a bucket"

may

at first thought appear strange,

really in keeping with the spirit of quiet

and peace that reigns
For did not Gitchie Manitou, the Great Spirit, form it,
when he knocked the ashes from his peace pipe (though cold science has
but

it

is

over the island.

since spoiled this picturesque legend).

know from having
is

In

fact,

lived in close proximity to

it

the country
for a

jail,

number of

as I

years,

inhabited only at the most infrequent intervals and then only by one

who has celebrated a little too much at Keen's tavern
over an unusual large catch of blue fish, thereby disturbing the peaceful
slumber of the natives. So you see, it is no wonder that the guileless
or another old salt

old Nantucketer kept his cash in a bucket,

should be brought about by a
history repeats

woman—and

little

thinking that his ruin

that of his

own

flesh

—how

itself.

This same quiet and restfulness

is what strikes one on first arriving
and what constitutes its lasting charm as a summer resting
place.
No honking automobiles, to profane the stillness of its quiet
streets, or frighten the plodding horses as they carry you over the fifteen
miles of delightful moors that surround the town. Little tots run about
the streets with never a fear of clanging trolleys, and even the omnipres-

at the island

ent

moving

picture

show has not the hold

here,

it

has elsewhere.

Is

it

any wonder then, that this island is the "ne plus ultra" of all those who
are seeking a month's relaxation from our modern strenuous life, and at
the same time like to be near the sea ?
Often you hear people talk about the great surf at Atlantic City, or
size
of the waves on the rocky coast of New England. But for real
the
waves I would like to take you over to "South Shore" after a Sou'wester
has been blowing a fifty mile an hour clip for two days. Then you would

—
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NaNTUCKET
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Not the Atlantic City variety
see some waves — waves that are waves!
—mosquitoes are New Jersey's only specialty—nor yet those seen on
like

Maine

the

coast, for the rocks

and headlands break the

full

force of wind

But out thirty miles at sea, with the nearest land the pillars
of Hercules, and a level beach to pound, old Atlantic can get in some
surf that for beauty and grandeur has not its equal on the Atlantic seaboard. With ten feet of depth as many feet from the shore, the waves
and water.

come

rolling in with never a white cap showing.

And

then

when they

and roar out their rage in one
grand tumult of sound and rush of white sea spume. Licking the ground
at your feet and then sullenly slinking back to gather for the next attack,
well have those waves been named "the wild white horses."
And then if you tire of the sea you can hire one of those quaint old
box wagons and spend a delightful day jogging over the moors. These
stretch before you in gentle undulations, with only the roar of the
"deep voiced neighboring ocean" or the shrill scream of the gull, to break
strike the shoal beach, over they topple

the glorious solemnity.

After the wooded

hills

of Pennsylvania, the lack

of trees surprises one; a scrubby pine scarce higher than your head as

on the moors that can stand the bleak
them in winter. But then you forget all this when you
see the variety and coloring of the flowers which, especially in early fall,
cover the moors. Here a patch of yellowing huckleberry bushes, a clump
of purple gerardia and every now and then a flaming red lily just lifting
its head above the grey lichens and bearberry.
And then when you come
to some little pond nestled between two hills, you are enraptured at the
brilliant pink and purple marshmallows, with their dark background of
waving cat-tails and swamp grape-vine.
With such a wealth at her feet one might question the advisability
oi a woman's running off with a man.
But then "you never can tell
what a woman will do." And man, especially a handsome one, as all
Nantucketers are, and money a whole bucketful forms a pretty big
you

ride along, being the only tree

gales that sweep

—

—

attraction.

Some one

has even suggested that this limerick shows the modern

tendency of American
shall
le

we

say

—a cynic

!

women

in

Personally,

general.
I

But that person must be—
As Monsieur
A.
C, '12.
J.

don't claim to know.

Francais would say "C'est a vous!"

WINTER
He

greets the days of winter with a sigh

Whose heart is sad; his eye regrets to see
The whirling flurries from a lowering sky.
The gray gaunt outHnes of the naked tree.

He

sees naught else; he hears the stream

That in the summer bubbled merrily,
Yet now it chills him, and half shudd'ringly
He turns away, and e'en the sunlight's gleam
Is cold, half

Yet he

lum'nous through the parting cloud.

—where swift the dog-tooth

Anemones with sweet arbutus

When

first

Sway

violets rise.

twined,

the wind-flow'rs with half-opened eyes

in the breath of April breezes

Thinks of the

kind

dead and gone;
He sees the flowers but as fading joys
Like all the gold-orbed glory of the dawn
past, of long

That symbolizes men, mere earthy

A

moment here

then

lost

'Tis not that God's sweet

toys,

forever more.

heaven

is

clearest blue

'Tis not that fields are green, or that the

Reechoes with the myriad voice of Spring,
When hearts beat strong and friends are

Then

ye winter bells, and ever ring!
Oh, blow ye winds, let ocean's waters

And

wood

true.

ring,

dash against the

Grief

Our

knows no

soul,

cliffs their

season, joy

not nature's,

is

is

the

flood.

whitest spray

not confined,

more unkind.
J. M.

B., Jr., '13.

"THE CHEERFUL LIAR"

e

VER

amounted to one two
same understandings have been clouded by
hearing the constant repetition of the aphorism, "Truth is
mighty and will prevail." Everywhere, home, church, Sunday-school, this idea was driven into our little heads until
we must needs have accepted it as the sine qua non of our petty existence.
But think for a moment how endurable a society would be where
Imagine, for example, my friend, how
Absolute Truth reigned supreme
pleased you would be the next time your weekly theme was read in your
English class, and your good professor would confine his criticisms to
Strict Truth.
How pleasantly you would feel when the statement
was made that the theme, judged by the shining steel-yard and balances
(And by these standards, whose
of Truth, was, to put it mildly, rotten.
Suppose some grim Rhadamanthus presided
little literary effort is not?)
over your literary festivities, shaking his gory locks over your miserable
But
triflings; summoning each to quaff of the bitter draught of Truth.
the path of
I would not have anyone take pepper in the nose at this
Truth is straight, true enough, but it is full of sloughs and broken stones,
overgrown with briars, and no great trees cast a welcome shadow across
its weary stretches.
How much easier it is, and pleasanter, too, to stray
from this forbidding highway to the shady and comfortable byways of
'

since our infantile understandings

tliree,

these

!

;

cheerful lying.

To know

that the travelling on this path is pleasant, we have only
anyone of the genial company who go that way. Their testimony
certainly the most trustworthy that we have on the subject, and by
we know that, like the bed bug in the ballad, the byway of cheerful

to ask
is
it

lying "gets there just the same."
I

can assure anyone

who

has not trodden this primrose path that

Of course, our boyhood's
George Washington, will not be there, he is stalking along the
straight and narrow way, preferring to the golden apples of lying the
sour cherries of Truth. With him strides our mim-mouthed Puritan,
Tribulation Wholesome, cracking his shins on the mill stones of Truth,
looking neither to the right nor to the left, and so failing to see what
good chaps there are that jog merrily along the cheerful way. These
earnest seekers go their way through the world, seeking Truth in the stars,
and are the most fortunate people alive if they escape falling into the
pools and pitfalls which yawn at their feet. What a miserable life it is,
to have no other thought except for one's soul, to deny oneself the beer

the wayfarers thereupon are a worthy crowd.
friend,
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and pretzels of good fellowship for the watery pap with which they must
needs be satisfied when they do find the ultimate which they so acidulously seek.
To wear out one's life in the service of Truth, that most
fickle dame, is to be at last cast out of her friendless court to sit with
Belisarius at the palace gate, begging a kind word from the passer-by.
And does this Puritan gentry think that it ever attains Truth in
Hardly. One of the truthful
moment
of pardonable exubera
my soul." Bosh do you really mean

conversation, to say nothing of deeds?

brethren might say to his best
ance, "Darling, I love
It

now?

Your poor

you with

girl, in
all

shrivelled soul, that

!

you have labored so

What

diligently

to nurture,

what a thing that

this soul of

yours will make, to ferry you and your lady across the fords

of Hell!
she sees

Ah, no,
it,

my

is

to conjure by!

a substantial barge

knows a good thing when
and truthful offers of a cheer-

friend, the girl, if she

will vastly prefer the sincere

your Soul.
beyond a doubt that there must be lying in this world.
I am sure that when you look back on your little life you will recall with
no very pleasant feelings many times when you planted your horny hoofs
on someone's feelings by telling an unpalatable truth. No doubt, for
instance, according to your delicate perceptions, her hat was a fright,
exceedingly unbecoming.
Did you tell her so, if perchance she asked
you? If you did, you were a fool, doomed to her eternal disfavor.
If there is an art in anything in this curious world, there is an art
in lying.
"If you must lie," said Erasmus, "lie with circumspection."
"Must" we object to; of course we must, but let that pass. "Lie with cirful liar, to yours, with all
It is surely

cumspection"

is

the important thought.

The blundering

fool that gets

an object not only of scorn but of horror to the
pure aesthete. What mortal good is a man if he can't smooth over some
little roughness of circumstance with a well turned lie?
Your partner
asks, "Did you have a nice time at the dance?" "Yes, indeed," you say,
although your tortured corns have swollen your feet beyond the possibility
"Delighted,"
"You'll call again, won't you?"
of human recognition.
>ou say, although you are praying by the agonies of the damned that
you may never have to talk to that snaggle-toothed prude again. L'art de
bien mentir is more than a dinner table conviviality, it is a magic talisman the golden bough with which we ward off the wrath of the gods,
without which this life would be a trying process indeed, a premature hell
entangled in his lying,

is

;

on

earth.

No

apostle of cheerful lying ever offers his philosophy as a refuge for

the rogue or the cad. Society and the law take care of the rascal who,

merely

to save his miserable hide, tells a pernicious

lie.

We

may

easily

—
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dismiss such from our discussion here, by saying that these are not cheerPossibly to the prude this is a fine distinction but each to his
ful liars.
;

own

salvation

and

;

truly, in the question of salvation, the devil gets the

hindermost.

And now
suspect me of

I

would not be mistaken of purpose,

simple should

lest the

condemn me of blasphemy against the
Truth
may
be
a mighty moving power in the world,
shining orbs of Truth.
without
shocks and sickening jars. Just try
but I fear that it moves us not
little universe with a few judiwheels
of
your
my friend, to grease the
folly,

or the subtle

promise you you will be surprised at the ease and absence
of friction with which your world will then revolve. A good liar is not
made in a day, it is custom, use and exercise that bring a young man
cious

lies.

I

to virtue in lying as in anything else.

And

doth the Psalmist say that

all

men

Yea

are liars?

verily;

and

up our voices with the Preacher,

were it not so, we must perforce lift
and cry out, "All is vanity and vexation of

FICTION

spirit."

A LA MODE

FROTHINGTON WILSON

settled himself in

and rang for a cigar and a Scotch
he always

felt

P., '11.

H.

J.

an easy chair

He

Fligh-ball.

sighed, for

depressed about this time of day, after work-

ing hard on his manuscript

some excitement.

Now

all

in books,

morning.

he

He

reflected,

a

longed

man

for

usually

The length of that time depended
on the originality and enthusiasm of the author. E. Frothington
wished himself in a story whose author had infinite originality and
unquenchable enthusiasm. He sighed long and luxuriously.
He had written books, pretty good ones, too, he commented with
pride.
At least he had made quite a pretty little pile by writing. In his
books he put the hero in an awkward position, from which the said hero
an exciting time for a while.

liad

directly

brawn and bravery, without bravado. The
which he had been in for some time was when he
and tore his new tailor-made suit. He sighed again

extricated himself with brain,

only

awkward

slipped on

longer and

position

some ice,
more luxuriously.

moment has arrived for a discription of our hero, and as
toward the aesthetic ecce discriptio viri nostrif
Of course he is tall and handsome (he would have to be unless he
Zc'ere short, cute and plucky; really the types of heroes are limited to say
the least). He happens to be about 25 years old, came from Pittsburg to
The

we

all

artistic

strive
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Yale, and

is

now, or was when

this narrative started, living in

a

New York

City apartment house on East Fourth street, writing novels, as the astute

reader will remember,

somewhat of a

(cf page

i

At Yale our hero was

of proof).

Football team, track team, debating team and

success.

class valedictorian.

But on with the story!
"Hello, Totty," bellowed a voice as though the person addressed

were three furlongs

off instead of as

many

feet.

(You remember

that

our hero was seated in an easy chair zvith a "Scotch high.")
"Why, hello Jerry," exclaimed E. Frothington.

down; what'll you have?"
"Nix on the booze, thanks, I'll be good to-day."
So saying Mr. Gerald McKane lowered his two
"Sit

forty pounds of muscle into a complaining chair.

hundred

McKane had

now was holding down
same aggressive way.

centre on the Yale team with Frothington and
position with a fat salary in

much

the

and

played
a

"How's things?" asked Wilson.
Say, Totty Come up Sunday, Nan's coming home."
"Dee-lighted. I need an exciting time. Can you give me one ?"

"O. K.

!

"Guess not. What's the matter? Worn out by hard labor?"
"Oh, no, but while life's very comfortable, there's nothing to stir up
Mine's coagulating."

one's blood.

"Why

not wear a straw hat in Wall street. That's unhealthy and

exciting this time of year."

"Too ordinary, I want a new sensation."
!"
"Too much for me Well, see you Sunday
So long
This was Friday well, he must have some excitement before Sunday
Suddenly out of the dim haze an idea came forward and salaamed.
!

!

—

!

Fall in love!

My

dear reader,

else could

he do.

least original to

damp with
would

disgusted look on your face.
it

have your hero

is

exceedingly

fall

the waters of the Rubicon.

Fall in love!

He

I see the

I realize that

fall in

He

in love,

En

common and

but

—oh,

well

—

Yet what
not in the
I

am

still

avant!

had never even considered such a plan of

action.

The "who" question didn't bother him
mind. So saying, he rose, took up his hat

love and soon.

that he had made up his
and walked, leaving a half-finished "Scotch-high." When he reached
the street he unconsciously turned toward Fifth Avenue and walked
slowly down.
Soft music, please Enter the heroine a la limousine. The customary heart-piercing glance was exchanged and E. Frothington was in love.

now
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Rather a coincidence that he had just decided to
the beauty of fiction

is

reflected rather ruefully that

but

now

that he

was

in love

fall in love,

but then

happen.

Frothington

he might easily have loved

Nan McKane,

that coincidences often

he couldn't.

Unlike the romantic lover

who would have run

after the auto to find

and accomplished the same
thing, Frothington made a mental note of the license tag, No. 23965 it

jumped

the lady's abode or

into a waiting taxi

read.

Of course he found out whose machine it was. The owner was a
well-known bachelor, Mr. X. Y. Z. {name unimportant). Frothington
was somewhat puzzled. That was natural. What would a young lady
be riding in Z's car alone?

when he found
wasn't

that

He

the

in

South.

it

till

when he made
P. M.

noon,

bell at just 1.15

but Frothington didn't

fair,

a leisurely toilet

"Good morning, Mr. Wilson," greeted
"Hello, Totty," roared Gerald from

and rang the

McKane

the portly butler.

above.

"Come up and meet

meet you."
"Why, Gerald McKane,' exclaimed a feminine

Nan,

further puzzled

That was odd,

it?

Sunday morning dawned bright and

know

He was

couldn't imagine.

Z was motoring

she's crazy to

was a bewitching

Frothington ran up
"Totty, this

is

voice,

{of course

it

voice.)
stairs.

Nan and

vice versa," shouted

of recognition, heart-piercing as ever

McKane. Mutual glance

( Catch the point, reader,

!

it's

the

heroine de limousine.)

Now

comes a

fine

chance for description, but

reader must "make" for himself.
especially for Frothington.

I

at dinner in his anxiety not to

basked

in the sunlight

I

"bridge"

The afternoon was very

might

tell

how he

it,

and the

enjoyable,

almost upset his soup

miss a word of her conversation,

how he

of her smile {very old metaphor, but well adapted)

all the afternoon, and how he went home at 11.30 with the customary
buoyant heart.
If you have read this far, oh reader, "you are a fool, but I love you."
H you have waded through the witless ramblings of a story whose end

you hoped would be novel and pleasant, then you are a fool, for there is
no end. But if you have read this to see whether it was worth writing
or not I love you, for you believe as I do in "Art for Art's Sake."
;

C. W., 3d, 'II.

(end.)

LOOSE LEAVES
CHINQUAPINS

OID

you ever gather chinquapins?
came upon her unexpectedly and as

Janet

was gathering chinquapins.

I

heard the rustle of her dress among
the bushes I turned to make a hasty retreat.
But just then I sazv Janet.
With my bact still half-turned one hand instinctively straightened my tie and
then, as though I had forgotten something, I strode by with my eyes staring
straight ahead into infinity.
Of course just as I passed Janet I stooped to pick
up a chinquapin, and, as luck would have it there were several in my limited field
of vision so that by the time I raised my eyes I felt almost acclimated. It was
then I discovered that Janet's eyes were blue and smiling
They say that
two persons can gather more chinquapins than one, but I don't believe they can
gather so many, for the spines were always getting in my fingers and we would
have to stop while Janet pulled them out. Such a little hand she had and so
I wonder if Janet will gather chinquapins this year.
I think / will.
I

—

M.

B., '12.

CHRISTMAS?
Back and

Wormed
From
From

forth, back

and forth

the worried, wearied throng.

early

morn

'til

after light

break of dawn 'til black of night
For this was Christmas.

Up

and down, up and down

Each upon

his errand bent
Regardless they of word or song
Passed sick and poor and right or wrong

And

this

was Christmas.

No

time had they for others' care
But hurried on their own to bear;
And when the Christmas Day was o'er
They thanked their God that 'twas no more.
Yet this was Christmas!

Love was

frozen, purchase reigned,

Traffic triumphed, duty pained.

And

My
Was

still

all

this

was nothing new.

friend, but let
this

me

ask of you.

Christmas?
F. P. S., Jr.,

'13.
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Loose Leaves

THE INTER-STATE GAME
will tell you the story,
you once more the tale,
For I'm aged and worn and hoary,

Yes, lad,

I

tell

I'll

And my
I

brain

beginning to

is

was seated there

fail.

in the engine,

Propelling the flying train

always seemed

(Its

But
I

had

As

And

come

it's

all

my

feet

like a thing I'd

on the

stirrup,

the spray dashed in
I

felt

face

the fly-wheel

at a killing pace.

grip on the throttle
madly turned,

While there on the shaft

The

my

her plunge and rear up

While we steamed
For I'd tightened my

And

dreamed.

straight again.)

that

moved our

raft

giant propeller churned.

The

earth dropped away beneath us
So I handled the tiller with care,
For the clouds had begun to wreath

As we

And

rose in the

the crowd

As

summer

us.

air.

was cheering madly

the umpire cried, "He's

down !"

And I felt her feet strike the stony street
When we dashed through the sleeping town.
had lowered the gear ere starting;
They had cleared off the track ahead;
But I knew that her seams were parting
And half of our crew was dead.
The rate of our speed was killing;
Thirty knots was as near as I'd guess.
I

We

inflated

And
Ah,

our bag, reversed the flag

fired a

gun of

distress.

minute
and three men on base;
But I knew we were sure to win it
If only we'd keep the pace.
I threw out her sheet to winward
She started an easy run
lad, 'twas a critical

Two

We

strikes

circled the

map

as

But the Inter-State

we made

the last lap

Game was won
L. B. L.,

'14.

1
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HER FATHER
^N odor

of whisky

— cheap

corn whisky

—came

coincided so exactly with the appearance of a

to ray nostrils,

man who was

and

its

arrival

leading a

little

looked up. As they passed I caught a glimpse of an unshaven
chin crowned, as it were, by a suspiciously moist moustache which was the undergrowth of an exceedingly red nose. The part of the face that this moustache and
stubble beard left bare was spotted by vicious little red spots.
A pair of watery
girl that I

me

in

—

and I
was the source of the whisky smell. They took seats opposite
the waiting-room and the man looked as though he half-expected and half-

blue eyes that shifted their glance without seeing anything in particular,

was sure

that here

feared to recognize somebody.

Shortly a cadaverous, thin-nosed fellow with a
hard curveless mouth and a cut-throat expression slapped him on the back. The
greeting was loud and profane.
After a minute or two the newcomer winked
one eye, hitched his head significantly to one side and they went oflf "to see about
the tickets" leaving the girl alone.
She was a sorry sight; her face was dirty
and her hair, carelessly brushed, was tied with a shabby piece of white ribbon.
She seemed to understand the little game somewhat, to know what to expect and
yet to be resigned to meet it. She pulled her thin little skirt to its full length over
her knees, fingered the ribbon of her sash and looked out in the direction they had
gone.
Presently they came back arm in arm bringing a rosy-cheeked apple for
the little girl; "to eat on the train, my dear," said her father as his friend flung
it into her lap.
The trip to the "ticket-office" was repeated several times and
each time they returned in a closer embrace.
The friend brought back some
gimcrack on the return of each trip whereas the father grew more profane and
unsteady.
I looked at his companion and realized that he was drinking either
little or none.
His cool deliberateness in getting the father drunk puzzled me.
There was some purpose in it I felt sure, but my train came along before the
tragedy closed and I could only guess at the motive of the cadaverous friend.
Perhaps the father ought to have taken my train and perhaps it served someone
else's interest to have him miss it.
At any rate my last glimpse was of a poor
little waif, still fingering the ribbon of her sash, surrounded by a tin sand-bucket,
a half-eaten bag of candy, an apple and a "pigs-in-clover" puzzle, waiting, alone,
and watching.
E. H. S., 'ii.

THE AMOURS OF A CYNIC

OID

you ever hear of a cynic

in

love?

Perhaps you remember Raphael

in

Hypatia, the charming young man, not of the world, but through with

—

world? A perfect cynic, he, a very Mephistopheles with a soul; and
Yet here you see what I mean, for it was not the cynic Raphael
who fell in love, but a far different man, a soul that has shed its Mephistopheles.
So the world goes, no sooner are we tired of life, and sure that there remains no
glade unexplored, no pinnacle unwon, no battle unfought, whose attainment might
lend enchantment to the practicality of necessary existence, when, presto, there
swims into our ken a sweet little thing, whom we first endure, then pity, thep
embrace, and the game is up. Pereat diaholus. Melancholy flees, the cynic has
found his fountain of youth, and after the desert we behold the unstinted milk
and honey of the new opened promised land. Semper shit in ftore.
the

he

fell

in love.

L. A. P.,

'II.

EDITORIAL
'INTER
men

a greater time than other seasons because in Winter

is

are at work, and

men

are always beautiful

when

they

work. And besides the work, Winter brings long quiet evenings, and we sit still and think in Winter, who have been
thoughtless and free as butterflies when the months were
warmer. It is pleasant to come home after a weary day, and in an easy
and comfortable chair before the fire, to dream of the refreshing blustry
wind which we have just shut the door on. All these agreeable feelings
come most often in Winter when the change from cold to warm and from
sleepiness to a sharp clear mind is so keenly felt in our bodies. We live
more in the calm reflection of one dull Winter month than in many an
active month of Summer.
Christmas and New Year's come in Winter, and this could not be
at

if they are to be great days.
They are great days, because
Christmas the world stops to take a breath. It looks back to find that

it

has been travelling around a mountain, and to be sorry that

otherwise;

not got, as near as

which

it

would
know.

it

so aches to

because they see

each other,

how

we must

that the world

is

like, to

And

discovering what that
the

all

men

in the

they have not got nearer the top.

try to be better

men, for

kept from moving higher.

they

all

tain,

but because they are happier

try to be good, not because the

people are happier too.

it

has

at the top

world are sorry

And they
we are

say to

because

selfish

New

Year's comes,

So when

world might

when they

When New

it is

is

roll

down

are good, and

all

moununhappy

the

the

Year's comes, everybody has got a

new heart, for the spirit of Christmas comes around and
a new heart to start the new year with.
New Year's and Christmas could not come at any

gives everybody

other time,

for

Winter and some of the sorrow that other people are always having
makes men so reasonable.
Men in colleges do not like Winter because they do not like to think,
and they do not look around to see what other people are thinking about.
But sometimes in Winter they do think a little, and they see what the
world is doing, and they wonder why they have been giving so much
time to things they thought they liked
things they like better.
to grow,

and are very happy

So Winter
in

And when

is

all

when

they think of

there are so
this,

many

other

some of them begin

by themselves.

a lovely, gray, sad time, and

some men become beautiful

Winter, because the cold and the loneliness and the dulness of Winter

make them

think.

THE YEAR

XN

many ways

IN POLITICS

too difficult for our present perception, the

year 1910 will pass into history as a year of new and inceptive interest.

when

all

It is

easy to overdo an estimate of any period

things are present to the mind, but

what things

history will choose after she has taken her perspective are
interesting and seasonable at this year end. The year has done more than
merely to continue the natural development of nations, in government,

and art, but in some it has begun new things.
Upheavals in politics, both here and in England, are the most insistently commanding of the new events.
While these movements may in
a sense be regarded as having earlier origins, and bearing relations to
science,

earlier reforms, yet they
spite of

show a decidedly hopeful aspect, in that, in
made immense progressions,

apparent defeat, both have really

and have badly crippled the crystallized order of things as they zvcre. And
this is chiefly because people have done their own thinking, have got
over the first fanatic impulses, and have gone at the work in a spirit of
getting the best out of a situation without forcing it. While a mob may
become electrified with political morality, the kind of morality that is
resistless is that which is slowly absorbed and gathered into the determination of a great nation.

This
is

is

what

is

The American people

occurning in the United States.

not entirely credulous of "political ragging," a policy carried on by a

number of

great and influential newspapers for the purpose of insisting,

v/ithout ever betraying the purpose, that in spite of

anything

else.

American

New York

continent.

new nationalisms or

City must continue to skim the cream from the

The American people

is

not inclined to believe in

the glaring inconsistencies in Mr. Roosevelt's speeches, as they are exag-

gerated in the newspapers, for these inconsistencies are only bald state-

ments which, although conflicting, a less honest and more tactful poliProgrestician would have compromised into some pleasing ambiguity.
sive thinkers have lost faith, not so much in principles, but because of
impetuousness, and a personality, so vigorous that its permanent presence

makes a slow thinking public nervous.

And

from Maine

yet the whole trend of national assertion

to

Wash-

ington can be traced to the previous influence of Mr. Roosevelt in com-

manding
initial

interest in public affairs.

The

year of success, seems to open a

history.

political

tremble of 1910, in

new epoch

in

America's

its

political

1

Editorial
Independence
land,
it

is

and the

more

also the

is

situation

is

i

most striking aspect of the reform

interesting, for English journalists

A

vituperation than ours.

in

even more unprecedented than our own.

Tory writer

7

Eng-

And

have more wit and more

in the recent

English election

flurry, apparently playing a losing game, writes:

What is

the dominatingr fact ?

It is this

— that

Mr. Kedmond landed at Queenstown last night
He cornea
with $200,000 in his pocket.

...

He comes.
He comes.
the money of Patrick Ford, he comes.
.

.

.

lands.
turns.
.

.

.

.

.

He

He

.

.

With

.

.

.

He

Above all he reIn a word, he comes once more
arrives.

reappears.

.

.

.

.

Aside from the present storm raging around Mr. Balfour's head, a
deeper and more significant movement
It is regrettable that the first

is

appearance of

being carried on by women.

women

in active public affairs

and ridiculed. And yet this
has been a boon to the idea, a kind of exposure on the rocks, for this
rugged child of Conviction. The leaders in this great assertive movement know what they want, and know what they are talking about, and
there is no question but that they are going forward with giant strides. It
is particularly inspiring to read the speeches which these one time effete
society women are making, speeches which go down to the roots of things,
social evils, impurity, war, all the destructive forces which drag nations
These women of England are trying to prevent the history
to the dust.
of the great empires from repeating itself. "/ ask yon to swear that you
And they will. That complacent
will win," says one lovely woman.
proverb about history repeating itself is rank cynicism to the new kind
should in

its

of Christian

sensational aspect be misjudged

who

is

abreast of the spirit of 1910.

EXCHANGES
Remembering the alluring statements held out in the exchange department of the last number of the Dclazvare Revieiv, we eagerly sought out
its

November

issue,

sure that there

expecting to find in

it

the Ideal Magazine.

was no one more disappointed

We

are

at the rejuvenation of the

Magazine than the unfortunate exchange editor who advocated it, for the
concern of those who had the transformation in charge was to jettison the exchange department. They have an agriculture course down
there, we are led to believe, and we looked in vain for the incipient farmer's dissertation on potato-bugs a treat which we were led to anticipate
from the announcement in their last issue.
first

;
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Exchange writing has always been more or less up in the air, because
who read the exchange column (and we hope that
perhaps some do) don't have ready access to the various magazines that
are criticised in the course of these ramblings. Acting upon a suggestion
made by the Board of Governors, all the important magazines which come
to the Haverfordian room will be placed on the reading table in the
Haverford Union. At present there is not an oppressive suffocation of
reading matter there, and we hope that these additions will serve to bridge
the rather dreary gap between the morning papers and a game of pool.
The current number of the Vassar Miscellany is unusually interthe majority of folks

esting and of considerable merit.
to be

shaken from every

which

the "Release"

is

a

tree,

Respectable one act plays are not

but the Vassar people have one called

skilful

bit

of work.

The

those usually most concerned in a wedding.

The

characters

dialogue

is

lively

are

and

humorous, and the action what you might expect from the characters as portrayed.
The unfortunate fiance gets the "bounce" which
he

may

or

may

when you read
While we

not deserve.

Put yourself

in

his

place,

my

friend,

over in the Union.

this

are on the subject, we may as well remark that the
Vassar is unusually rough on her fiances in this number. In a story
called "Barbara," the young lady of that name journeys out to a remote
She never gave
army post to surprise her "young man." Foolish girl
him any warning, and when she finds him carrying on a flirtation with
!

another charmer, she promptly "throws him over." These young men
have our sympathy, but, in view of the requirements of art, we suppose
that they had to be jilted. These two articles, coming as they do from
the feminine point of view, should be of great value to young gentlemen
afflicted

with this peculiar passion.

We

respectfully refer

consideration of that noble brigade of young

week perambulate up

men who

them

to the

several times a

the pike to our neighboring institution of learn-

ing.

There

is

humorous stories afloat in the various
few essays on Time and Eternity,
Back in a corner of the
read something funny.

quite a collection of

m.agazines, and one might well skip a
to take the time to

Nassau

Lit, there is a story in dialect called

Jake Campbell

new

"Troubles."

In this Uncle

how he and his wife Jenn went to meetin' with their
and how their yellow dog followed them, and what

tells

spring duds,

the three did there.

A

story in the Williams

makes

literary material

out of the odorous atmosphere of a West Virginia barnyard. The Texas
is often funny when it doesn't intend to be, but their two "funny" stories
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The
at the tail end of their magazine would draw tears from a lemon.
Smith has a very amusing account of a fishing party, and how they
caught the eel and upset the boat. But the funniest of all was a translation into Latin of Lincoln's Address at Gettysburg, in the GettysThat was just about the
burg Mercury. Poor Lincoln and poor Cicero
most comic effort at the sublime that we have ever seen.
!

College verse seems to have taken a decided revival. The IVellesley
and the Smith can be depended upon to have a lyric or two which seem

The college verse that is successful is almost
some lively and spirited conceit rather than some dark and
sombre epic on sublime topics like Truth or the Ultimate. We take
the liberty to reprint the following from the IVellesley:
to strike the right note.

invariably

CYNTHIA
I

seem

A

to see, forgotten, far

mist-ringed mountain

away,

rise,

and

all

the night,

Silver in beauty of a distant day;

While stopping there above that mountain
She calls, "Endymion." The crescent light

height,

Upon her forehead gleams not through his sleep
Her kiss stirs not the poppies which still keep
Their ancient

spell

over the dreamer's brow.

The dragon-yoke slides onward, softly, now
From out the shadows I can hear her weep.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
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HAVERFORD
From

an anonymous Alumnus

'SK

us not

O

we have

why we come

this

poem.

to seek thy face,

when autumn sheds
From elm and maple with a saddened grace
Her flood of burnished browns and golds and
Upon yon crumbling arch and yonder beds

Of

foster-mother, here

bright chrysanthemums, which seem to glow

brighter when the brisk north breezes blow,
Tossing defiance with their haughty heads
Nay ask us not, for often 'mid the grind
Still

Of

care-racked lives thy

memory haunts

the

mind

reds
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Ever we keep our windows open toward

Thy

sanctuary, with a constant prayer

—

That heaven may bless thy growth and yet dear Lord
Can heaven itself show anything more fair?
Yet fairer thou when 'neath full moons of March
The clear-lit campus shows a fairy scene,
When chestnut, tulip, willow, elm and larch
Cast painted shadows on the silvered green
Far o'er the sill with half-shut eyes we lean
By wanton southern breezes fondly kissed
All distant objects wear a veil of mist;
A moving row of pale blue lights is seen
Drawn slowly from tlie station in the sedge
That lines the famished pond's mist-hidden edge
;

The

frogs are singing

;

while as

murmur

Invisible insects

if

'twere

May

here and there

Most beautiful O ye departed, say
Can heaven afford a spectacle so fair ?
!

Yet fairer

still

when Maia's zephyrs breathe

Their witching vapours, steeping every sense
In drowsy ecstasy

;

when

lilac

sheath

And orange-bloom dissolve in sweet incense
And lade the sickened air with fragrance dense,

When

rhododendron petals strew the grass

And dogwood groves become a snowy mass
To light lone pathways such magnificence
;

In memory's silhouette becomes a spell;

Nor would

I change this loveliness and calm
For fields Elysian, beds of asphodel,
Olympian nectar or the spicy balm
That gladdens all the isles of Ind yea Lord,
Is aught elsewhere so fair as Haverford?

—

DR. A.

MARSHALL ELLIOTT

OR.andELLIOTT,

head of the department of Romance Languages
Hopkins University, died at his home in
Baltimore on November ninth. He had been in ill health for two
years, suffering from gastronomic cancer.
He was born in Pacquotauk County, North Carolina, in 1844, and
graduated from Haverford in 1866. He was also a graduate of Harvard.
He studied in the College de France and L'Ecole des Hautes
Philology, at Johns

Etudes, both in Paris, 1868-71, Instituto degli Studii Superiori, Florence,
1871-72, and the University of Madrid in 1873. Between 1873 and 1876
he studied at the Universities of Vienna, Tubingen and Munich, graduat-

ing

from the

He

last.

took his doctor's degree at Princeton in 1877, hav-

ing spent fifteen years in preparing himself for his work.

He was

one of the original Hopkins

staff,

and has been with the

University for over thirty years.

He was one of the founders of the Modern Language Association of
America, serving as secretary for seven years and president for one.

He was

the editor of

Among

volume.

Modern Language Notes, now

the associations of which he

in its twenty-fifth

was a member were the

Archaeological Institute of America, American Philological Association,
Philological Society, American Oriental Society, Maryland His-

American

torical Society,

National Geographic Society, Dante Society, Maryland

Society of New York, North Carolina Society of Baltimore, of which
he served one year as president, and Society Amicale Gaston Paris, of

France.

He

will also be

remembered

as a president of the

Haverford

Alumni Association.
In 1900 Dr. Elliott was one of the delegates to the Paris Exposition.
In August, 1907, he was honored by the French Government with the
decoration of the Legion of Honor. This was a signal recognition of his

work

in researches

and studies

in the

French language, embracing

intri-

cate investigations in the mediaeval French tongue and the changes which

marked

its

evolution.

In 1891 Dr. Elliott was given a degree of Doctor of
Forest, and again here at
ty-fifth

Haverford

in

Laws

at

Wake

1908 on the occasion of the seven-

anniversary of the College.

Professor Basil L. Gildersleeve, of Johns Hopkins LTniversity, has
given this tribute to his colleague:
"The

serious and painful illness of Prof. A. Marshall Elliott has called forth

expressions of the closest sympathy from his wide range of friends within and without academic circles, sympathy which has been deepened and heightened by the
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heroic

fortitude

with which he has borne his protracted suffering.

Intimately

associated with the Hfe of the Johns Hopkins University from the beginning of

work, Professor Elliott was a conspicuous member of that band of
and enthusiastic young men whom President Gilman gathered about his
standard in 1876 and who did so much to carry out the far-reaching plans of
its

active

gifted

their chief.

"Amply furnished for his
many languages

endeavor by long study in European centres,
is no less important, conversant with the
life of the peoples as well as their speech, Professor Elliott's mastery was evident
from the beginning, and although his published contributions to the literature of his
chosen domain have of late years been restricted partly by the exactions of an ideal
that became more and more exalted with his own advance, but especially by the
generous spirit which spent itself in guiding and enriching the work of others, still
his leadership in promoting the study of Romance languages in America has been
freely and gratefully acknowledged on all hands at home and abroad.
It is a
moral as well as intellectual leadership, and of that leadership it may safely be
said that no one has ever had more enthusiastic followers, no one has inspired his
men with a stronger affection.
"And the secret of his success is an open secret, not only to those whose studies
he has guided and to those who have been honored by his friendship, but to all who
have been brought into contact with him in the social circles which he has made radiant by his genial presence, by his kindly humor which knows no touch of malice, by
His withdrawal from the life of the
his delightful flow of illuminating talk.
university for the last few months has darkened the ways of all who walk in the
familiar with

line of

and, which

same paths of study."
'83

Baily and Basset

(W.

L. Baily, '83) have been selected as architects

apartment house

to build a large fire-proof

of Grays Lane and
colonial style

and

Montgomery Avenue.

to

have

at

Haverford on the corner

It is to

first-class up-to-date

be built of brick in the

equipment.

It will

have

a large dining-room, barber shop, bachelor apartments, elevators, etc.,
etc.

Baily and Basset are the architects for the

new

science hall at

Hav-

erford.
'86

William S. McFarland, has moved to Los Angeles,
where he is engaged in the iron and steel business.

California,

'87

Dr.

Henry H. Goddard

delivered an address before the recent annual

Conference of Charities at Altoona, Pa., on "Four Years' Scientific Study
of the Feeble-Minded, Results and Suggestions."
'96

Alfred G. Scattergood was chairman of the Campaign Committee of
Penn Party for the Twenty-second Ward, Philadelphia, dur-

the William

Alumni Department
ing the recent election.

He
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has lately been appointed purchasing agent

for the Provident Life and Trust

Company, of Philadelphia.
'00

A

book of verse by

little

W.

S.

Hinchman, printed

School Press, has been published under the

title,

at the

Groton

"Tintagel and Other

Verses."
'02

The marriage

of Caspar Wistar and Senorita Raquel Asturias T. of

the City of Guatemala, Guatemala, Central America, took place on the

They are living at the Wistar home near Philremain there during the winter. Later they expect to
return to the bride's country to live. Their residence will be near the
Capital City of Guatemala.
(The initial T., indicating the maiden name of the bride's mother,
eleventh of November.

and

adelphia,

viz.,

Toledo,

will

Both the Toledo and the

placed last by Spanish custom.

is

Asturias families have been influential in the Guatemala Government for

some time).

W. W.

Pusey 2nd, has a son named

W. W. Pusey

3rd.

'04

Rev. and Mrs. David Allen Reed announce the marriage of their
daughter, Mary Chapin Reed, to William Tatum Hilles, on Monday,

October 24th, 1910, at Manila, Philippine Islands.
Dr. H. H. Morris will leave Philadelphia in February, 191 1, to go to
Shanghai, China. There he will practice at St. Luke's Hospital, to which
he has been appointed by the Board of Missions of the Protestant Episcopal Church.
'OS
S.
ville

G. Spaeth, has been coaching the football team of the Ashe-

School, at Asheville, N.

C,

this fall,

where he

is

teaching English.

Ex—'07
We

are in receipt of a letter from C.

J.

Claassen, an officer of the

Peters Trust Company,

My

Dear

Sir

:

Omaha, Nebraska, which we reproduce verbatim
It may be of interest to some of the readers of your
son and heir, of regulation weight (8 pounds) was

department that a
born to us on October 27th.
All Haverfordian especially treated.
Fraternally,
P. S.
lege.

— My son

will

C.

Jansen Claassen.

be president of the class of 1932 Haverford ColC.

J.

C.

1
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Ex—'08
The engagement has been announced

of T. Lightfoot Green to Miss

Lucretia Shoemaker, a sister of H. H. Shoemaker,
T. L. Green

is

'07,

(of Philadelphia).

cashier of the Blue Springs National Bank, Blue Springs,

Nebraska.
'10.

Last month we* promised an account in this issue of the "cosmic
eruptions" arising out of the activities of this hybrid brood.

would

be,

we

Had we

what an arduous task the gathering of such news

realized at the time

should not have promised so rashly.

how

It

is

an agreeable

and let its light shine
abroad in the land. It is rumored that Reggie Morris is beating his
way to Japan on a Chinese junk. Three have succumbed to Cupid, and
in one case Hymen has been sung.
Page Allinson is in Weiser, Idaho, herding sheep, and singing songs
out of Robert Louis Stevenson. "Skeet" Gheen is with him, and anchors
surprise to consider

this class seized the day,

the exuberant vagabond.

Barrett

is

working

in

his

father's

grain

elevator

in

Indianapo-

lis.

in

Boyce is crusading against oyster bars at Harvard.
Bryan is working for a Master's Degree at Colgate.
Earl Cadbury is in Whitman, Massachusetts, learning the shoe trade
a factory of the Commonwealth Shoe and Leather Co.
"Bush" Cary is with the Guaranty Trust Company in Baltimore.
"Chas." Clark is studying at the Wharton School, University of

Pennsylvania.
Hollie

Crow

is

teaching biology at

Penn

College, Iowa.

Eddie David, chess champion, scholarship man, thinking machine,
and otherwise phenomenon is helping to make condensed milk. He is in
the Hires factory at Malvern.

Davis

is

on a farm

Nelson Edwards

is

at

Mary

Hill,

Washington.

in the Architectural

School at the University of

Pennsylvania.
is engaged to Miss Luella M. Delamarter, of ColdAt the present moment Mitch is engaged in teaching

Mitch Froelicher
water, Michigan.

English at Baltimore City College.

Harold Furness is a hardware clerk with the Standard Supply and
Equipment Co. on Market street. Nor is Trilby the only one who is not
properly appreciated. The toughest Westtown Nut is with the Keim Sup-
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Kerbaugh is with the G. W.
It
is a cause of great sorrow
the
same
boulevard.
on
117
himself
behaved
worse.
that
Roberts
has
not
surprise
and
Coiiily Shoemaker married Miss Margaret 1 lilies, during the sum-

ply Co. also on Market street, and George

Allen Co.

at

mer.

Tomlinson

is

Harvard on

at

the Clementine

Townsend is also at Harvard.
Guy Wheeler is teaching German
Philadelphia.

He

Cope Fellowship.

Southern Manual High School,

at

has coached the football team

ment

to the current school

Guy,

"Mr Wheeler

all fall, and the supplemagazine says beneath a large picture of

has already

won

the hearts of

all

the boys."

As

avocations, Wheeler coaches French and Spanish at night school, and
tianslates Portuguese letters

for a mercantile firm during his

waking

hours.

to

The engagement of Mildred M. Smith, of Germantown, Philadelphia,
James Whitall is announced. James holds a teaching fellowship at

college.

"Puffer" Haines, that business man,

&

is

head of Carroll A. Haines

Co. which holds the agencies for Mercer Gasoline Cars and Baker

Electrics.

His

office

is

near

Spring

Garden

Street

and

the

Park

Boulevard.
Jeff Hires

is

assistant salesman in the Hires

Rootbeer Co. Business

interferes with the Muses.

W. C. Greene has passed the Rhodes examinations in ^Massachusetts.
Arthur Mutton is with the building firm of Charles T. Wills Co., New
York.
Kenderdine has had a varied career. He wrote that he was "engaged
in the fruit growing business in the Pacific Coast States."
This is so
general that we suspect some one hired him to pick lemons in Nevada.
We are skeptical because the card also goes on to say that R. H. Morris
was "studying business conditions in the far west."' Reg has had a very
interesting career. He went west in the summer and located in Portland,
C>regon, where he set up as a consulting engineer.
Later he got a job
driving a Stevens "Forty." We next hear of him in Seattle. Kenderdine
had in the meantime taken a position in Lewistown, Idaho, "in the bank
t'lere" (does not specify what kind of a bank).
The latest news is that
both Jack and Reg are in Los Angeles, and that Reg is looking for a
job as missionary to Japan.

Leininger

is

stocking business.

in

Mohnton, Pennsylvania,

engaged

in

his

father's
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Henry Lewis has deserted theatricals and is now with the Link Belt
Engineering Co. at Wayne Junction.
Christopher J\Iorley is with "Rube" Williams at Oxford.
The
Haverfordian expects to publish some Oxford Impressions from J\''IorLetters from these gentlemen prove that they are fast becoming
beastly Anglo Saxon.
Walter Palmer is a draughtsman for the Walker Electric Co., Philaley.

delphia.
J. P.

Phillips

occupying a teaching fellowship.

at college,

is

midyears he expects

After

to enter the University of Pennsylvania.

"Buck" Ristine

is

with

tlie

Electric

Power

Co., of Norfolk,

Vir-

ginia.

Rabinowitz has spread his wings but no one knows where he has
descended.
E. A. Russell
Co.,

is

now

in the

EX-ii.
employ of the Haines, Jones and Cadbury

Philadelphia.

Richard Tunis

is

with the

New York

Central at Rutland, Vermont.
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three,

own

the Altruist.

is

The

tyro

may

be puzzled to distinguish clearly the devotees of these various

Let us then state for his edification that the Pessimist
such by his concern chiefly for the ultimate passing ability

cults.
is

of his

the Pessimist, the Optimist and the Altruist, these

and the greatest of these

The

particular soul.

Optimist, with broader outlook, would

save the whole creation, groans, travail and

Now

all.

to the Altruist the

multiform banquet of the universe is the
soul of his neighbor, and his characteristic is a fundamental disregard in
f\ece de resistance in

his

own

all this

case of the traditional eligibility rules for souls.

for the race himself; he

is

No, he cares not

rather the trainer, who, not running in person,

some by advice, a few by example, but
means, the spiritual equivalents of pounding the

yet helps others along the course,

most by

less pleasant

dummy

and eating hardtack and prunes.
Permit us then to swear by the Optimist

Altruist.

One

of the glories of Altruism

is

at the Pessimist

that

it

with the

covereth a multitude

it under an all-embracing canopy
you should confuse Altruism with
Charity, let me tell you that "vaunteth not himself" was not spoken of the
Altruist. In proof I will add that I myself am an Altruist and feel that
I have reached the top of my profession.
Altruism is so all-embracing

of

sins, actually

beareth

of brotherhood.

all

things with

Lest, gentle reader,

that the only requirement for admission

imagination.

What was Nero

but an

is

the merest exercise of the

official

altruistically issuing pass-

Satan himself can never be accused of seeking heaven
on his own account, and in that he shows himself at least almost persuaded. Yet in the narrower sense an Altruist must actually have exerports to Paradise

?

cised his imagination,

he must

firmly,

insist

consciousness then

heralding that

To show
me

cite

jewel,

Esau,

I

we

must recognize himself as such, and
on his recognition by others as such.
consider a necessary qualification, and

finally but

This

self-

it is

as self-

moss has not neglected

us, let

here treat the Altruist.

that antiquity's universal

whom

Jacob, like a true Pessimist, spoiled of his eternal

and who has ever since

in true self-sacrifice

borne the brunt of pes-

1
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In

simistic criticism.

fact,

nothing so

some keen-witted

to hear

much

inspires your real Altruist as

expatiate on the
and the vices of Esau, who, in saving
his belly, kept the worse gift for himself. A later example, one who we
feel adorned not only the whole human race, but even her sex, is Mary
of England. Bloody Mary, she is called, and we glory in the name, for
it shows her self-abnegation to have been no ephemera] whim but a very
submission through the ages to a name neitlier euphonious nor eupheinterpreter of sacred lore

virtues of Jacob in saving his soul,

Her

mistic.

neighbor's soul

was

in the thankless attempt to take

to her of such absorbing importance that

upon

herself the burden of her nation's

means
must have been most revolting to her tender nature, and that have
delivered her over to the most excruciating vilifications of posterity.
Since man has never been without his club, and probably never will
be, even though militant femininity may sometime reduce him to Browning, and since our age is the one of miracles, the one that knows not only
what, but why, and what next, it is not strange that Altruism should also
have found a distinct group of worshippers, men sworn to save the world
religious rectitude with a

view

to final eligibility, she resorted to

that

or pass to the bottomless
friends have intimated

pit in the attempt.

somewhat

Some

of our pessimistic

would
them precisely if immediately executed upon us. Yet here we are,
with no sticking for a formal introduction, worshippers at the altar of
Altruism. The aforesaid altar serves on weekdays as a fireplace and is
of a pronouncedly oversmoked aspect. It is even now crackling beside
me. I am myself one of the charter members of our club, but I am active
curtly that the latter alternative

suit

chiefly in chronicling the doings of

our Altruistic body.

club-room, and find excitement mainly in sipping
genially at the jokes so often perpetrated by

my
my

tea,

about our

I loaf

and

in

laughing

two fellows

at

my

expense.
If I could but

Altruist Club, I
iiiduce

you to become one of

hours of
is

persuade you to spend an evening as a guest of the
sure that you would need no further argument to

am

my

life,

us,

forever inseparable.

The

pleasantest

not only in realization, but also in retrospection, which

—

more important in our pleasure than is anticipation, my
when I sit in my cozy rocker, gazing into the
flame of our hearthfire. Opposite me sits the Bohemian genius of

really far

happiest hours are those
vestal

our company, Peter Prial Jaben, Jabe for short. He is of an excitably
artistic temperament, and his puffs at the corncob pipe are frequently
interrupted by frantic onslaughts at the back log
to slumber fitfully, instead of blazing as

it

when

it

decently should.

is

disposed

And

there

'

The

Altruist Club

behind the mug-lined table that faces the fireplace,
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sits

cocked against

member, Toddy
the philosophizer, whose real name is George Todheimer, and who is very
prone to think, but is hardly justified by the results. He once smashed a
hatchet and three fingers trying to demonstrate the proper method of
building a fire. There is always water boiling in the copper kettle, and
the wall, merrily discoursing on the whatsoever, our third

as

we

sip

our tea in staid spoonfuls, there is conversation, sometimes seeven to vituperation, but always

rious, often playful, occasionally fierce

There are

vivacious and compelling.

literary allusions,

intermixed with caustic treatment of local problems.
Our ceremonies are very simple. As novices,

we

learned puns,

took each his

our bosoms the sacred shillalagh which now
reclines on the china closet, and swore to cherish it as closely as ever
Spartan the fox, hardly rougher to tender anatomy. Thus did we consesolemn turn, placing

in

crate ourselves to the new union.
Our motto is from Shakespeare:
Knock, knock, knock i' the name of Beelzebub, and is especially indicative of our knocking into shape the statues in the rough that frequent our
shrine. Our sign is "Ye Hjunmer and Tongs," and we extend a cheerful
welcome to any of the elect to come spend an evening helping us keep
our corner of the world in a state of luminous vigor. There is always
wood by the fire, tea in the caddy, and soul freely flowing, for as true Altruists, our souls are for use, not for preservation, and so here's to the
Altruists!

"Vivat

membnim

Vivant

Semper

membra

quodlibet;
quaelibet;

sint in flore."

L. A. P., 'II.
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In

simistic criticism.

nothing so

fact,

some keen-witted

to hear

virtues of Jacob in saving his soul,
his belly, kept the

worse

much

inspires

your

real Altruist as

expatiate on the

interpreter of sacred lore

and the vices of Esau, who, in saving
A later example, one who we

gift for himself.

adorned not only the whole human race, but even her sex, is Mary
Bloody Mary, she is called, and we glory in the name, for
it shows her self-abnegation to have been no ephemeral whim but a very
submission through the ages to a name neitlier euphonious nor euphefeel

of England.

Her

mistic.

neighbor's soul

was

in the thankless attempt to take

to her of such absorbing importance that

upon herself the burden of her

nation's

means
must have been most revolting to her tender nature, and that have
delivered her over to the most excruciating vilifications of posterity.
Since man has never been without his club, and probably never will
be, even though militant femininity may sometime reduce him to Browning, and since our age is the one of miracles, the one that knows not only
what, but why, and what next, it is not strange that Altruism should also
have found a distinct group of worshippers, men sworn to save the world
religious rectitude with a

view to

final eligibility,

she resorted to

that

or pass to the bottomless

pit in

somewhat

the attempt.

Some

of our pessimistic

would
them precisely if immediatel)' executed upon us. Yet here we are,
with no sticking for a formal introduction, worshippers at the altar of
Altruism. The aforesaid altar serves on weekdays as a fireplace and is
of a pronouncedly oversmoked aspect. It is even now crackling beside
me. I am myself one of the charter members of our club, but I am active
friends have intimated

curtly that the latter alternative

suit

our Altruistic body. I loaf about our
club-room, and find excitement mainly in sipping my tea, and in laughing
genially at the jokes so often perpetrated by my two fellows at my
chiefly in chronicling the doings of

expense.
If I could but persuade
A.ltruist Club,

I

am

you

to

spend an evening as a guest of the

sure that you would need no further argument to

induce you to become one of us, forever inseparable.

hours of
is

my

life,

The

pleasantest

not only in realization, but also in retrospection, which

—

more important in our pleasure than is anticipation, my
when I sit in my cozy rocker, gazing into the
flame of our hearthfire. Opposite me sits the Bohemian genius of

really far

happiest hours are those
vestal

our company, Peter Prial Jaben, Jabe for short. He is of an excitably
artistic temperament, and his puffs at the corncob pipe are frequently
interrupted by frantic onslaughts at the back log when it is disposed
to slumber fitfully, instead of blazing as

it

decently should.

And

there

'

I
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behind the mug-Hned table that faces the fireplace,

sits

cocked against

member, Toddy
the philosophizer, whose real name is George Todheimer, and who is very
prone to think, but is hardly justified by the results. He once smashed a
hatchet and three fingers trying to demonstrate the proper method of
building a fire. There is always water boiling in the copper kettle, and
the wall, merrily discoursing on the whatsoever, our third

as

we

sip

our tea

in staid

spoonfuls, there

rious, often playful, occasionally fierce

There are

vivacious and compelling.

is

conversation, sometimes se-

even to vituperation, but always
literary

allusions,

learned puns,

intermixed with caustic treatment of local problems.

Our ceremonies are very simple. As novices, we took each his
solemn turn, placing in our bosoms the sacred shillalagh which now
reclines on the china closet, and swore to cherish it as closely as ever
Spartan the fox, hardly rougher to tender anatomy. Thus did we consenew union. Our motto is from Shakespeare:
Knock, knock, knock i' the name of Beelzebub, and is especially indicative of our knocking into shape the statues in the rough that frequent our
shrine. Our sign is "Ye Hammer and Tongs," and we extend a cheerful
welcome to any of the elect to come spend an evening helping us keep
our corner of the world in a state of luminous vigor. There is always
wood by the fire, tea in the caddy, and soul freely flowing, for as true Altruists, our souls are for use, not for preservation, and so here's to the
crate ourselves to the

Altruists

"Vivat

mcmbrum

Vivant

Semper

membra

quodlibet;
quaelibet;

sint in flare."

L. A. P., 'II.
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ART THOU COME BACK AGAIN?
An
in her

educated Hindu

woman

zvhose child has just died

home, when she notices a

tiny, white,

is sittitig

alone

almost transparent moth

trying to come in out of the sunshine. She recalls the old religious belief
of her race and in her grief imagines that her child's soul has returned
to her.

O

fairy-winged, half-ethereal

life

That beats against the darkened window-pane,
Why flee the light, why seek the shadowed room
Where once was life, and now, but emptiness?

Our

fathers in the olden time believed

That every

fleeting spirit finds its rest

In creatures of a lower kind; and each

Portrays the
So, cruel

life a

men

man

has lived on earth.

to tigers are transformed.

Thieves, murderers, the shrill hyena's young

That wake the sleeping households of the town.

Yet thou, my innocent, my lovely child
That fled away, art thou come back again
To greet me, and in such a guise to flit
In silence o'er thy former dwelling-place?

And, do thy quiv'ring wings in mute appeal
Attempt the language of another sphere

Which

I,

the mother, cannot understand?

Yet cease thy flutt'ring; open, the window calls.
Oh, come, my sweet, my darling, come to me
J.

M.

B., Jr., '13.

THAT FRATERNITY AFFAIR

XT

all commenced when Jimmey (better known as "Fusser")
Warren founded a chapter of the Alpha Etta fraternity and
Of course, we don't care, because
left a number of us out.
the Asthma Sigh frat, which we organized in opposition, is
really much better and more exclusive; nevertheless, they

might have invited

From

us.

the time that the

Asthma Sigh

beat

them

at football in '07

game) we have

(they beat us the next year, but they play an awfully dirty

been rivals. When Mr. Warren gave up a big room in the third story of
his house for the use of the Alpha Ettas, I got papa to give us the whole
carriage house, which hasn't been used since we got our new Mercedes.
When we gave our first annual dance, the Alpha Ettas gave a bigger
one, and a pretty penny they had to pay for very little result.
W^ell, this year I guess they were hard up. Indeed, Mr. Hicks, whose
son, Archie, is in the Alpha Etta, told papa that he was
good money for what he called "tom-foolery." You
parents for these affairs, and sometimes they object.

tired of paying out
see,

we

assess our

Any way, our rivals didn't send out invitations this year, but announced that they would give a subscription dance. They tried to pretend
that they had decided on this plan themselves, because it made them more
self-reliant and would give them business experience; but I know they
were mad, for we sent out invitations at once for the biggest dance in
the history of the

The

Asthma

Sigh.

tickets for the subscription

admitted one couple.

As

dance were two dollars apiece, and

the posters, which were placed in the station

and drug store windows, informed us, they could be obtained from memColdstream Cricket Club, where the dance was to be held.
I would never have thought of the plan which was to be used by
us if I had not heard part of the conversation between mamma and Mrs.
Warren. I was coming downstairs when I heard mamma say: "Of
course, my dear, but you know subscription dances are likely to be so
bers, or at the

promiscuous."
"Yes," said Mrs. Warren, "but it can't be so here; for in our
suburb every one knows every one else."

And

then

it

was

that the great idea leaped

from

my

little

brain already

armed, just as Minerva or Pallas Athena or one of those Greek goddesses
did

from
I

that of Jove.

hurried over to Billy Kearsley's and told him

and told me that he always knew
for myself some day.
That night we called a

cried with joy

I

my

plan.

He

would make

special

a

nearly

name

meeting of the
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fraternity, and when the solemn conclave was overj every
one of us (there were twenty altogether) was pledged to donate one

Asthma Sigh

dollar to the cause.

When

all

the

money was

in the treasury,

and

it

was

like pulling teeth

the

first

thing that was done was to go with Billy to

interview old Wilkins,

who

is

to get

some of

it,

As Mr. Kearsley

the janitor.

is

the presi-

dent of the Cricket Club and got him his position, Wilkins would do

most anything for

So when we

Billy.

told

him not

to be surprised

if

some

strange people applied for tickets for the Alpha Etta dance, he assured

us that not only would he not be surprised, but that his memory was so
poor he would very likely forget who they were. This assurance gained
him a dollar, which I paid out of my pocket money.
The next thing was for me to look up Mike Tolan. Mike is the
grandson of Bridget, who was papa's old nurse. I have known him ever
since I was a little fellow, and he is always ready for a bit of sport. He
isn't tough that is, not very, but the gang with which he travels is surely
Its leader is a large, red-headed, ugly looking chap called
a caution.
;

"Buttsey."

I

don't

know

but he has always struck

his last

me

has a vocabulary to match.

name

;

indeed,

I

doubt

if

any one does,
and

as being an earnest, energetic fellow,

It

was

proached Mike carefully.
"Mike," said I, "do you know

his aid that

how

to

I

aimed

dance?"

to enlist.

I

ap-

Mike grinned an

assent.

"And does your friend Buttsey and the rest of the gang?" I paused.
"Say, Mr. Charles," he answered in a hurt manner, "Buttsey took de
foist prize at

de United Sons

'er

Labor dance, and de

rest of us spiel

pretty good, tank ye."

This was encouraging, so I continued. "Do you think that the gang
would like tickets to a nice, quiet little, dance out at Coldstream? They
don't mind a fight, "I added carelessly.
"Say !" said the irrepressible Mike, "lead me to it."
I entrusted him with the means with which to purchase ten
I did.
tickets, and accompanied him when he bought them.
One can never be
too particular about these little matters, and while I do not question
Mike's honesty, still I have always found it wiser to be on the safe side.
We heard from Buttsey the next day. He was not only willing, but
anxious to appear in suburban society, the more so, I believe, as he
scented trouble from afar.

A

number of us

secured partners.

We

usually go stag, but for this dance
felt that

the Cricket Club on time;

we

we owed

felt it

it

to ourselves.

would be a shame

we

We

nearly

all

arrived at

to miss anything.

That Fraternity Affair
The rooms were very
carnations were

prettily decorated in

clustered in the corners.

would be a great

that the dance

success.
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pink and white, and heaps of
"Fusser" Warren assured me

He

phenomenal sale
I told him he

said that a

of tickets had enabled the Ettas to do themselves justice.

had the congratulations of the Asthma Sighs.

The dancing commenced

Widow"

waltz.

the season that

at 8.30 to the inspiring strain

Really that tune
it first

came out

;

We

hackneyed.

is

but, then, there

is

of the "Merry

haven't used

it

since

no accounting for some

tastes.

The

first

dance was delightful and was flavored for twenty anxious

The denouement came
and came, as old Professor Herrick says,

Sighs by a sense of anticipation and expectation.

during the

first

intermission,

"like all great calamities, suddenly."

The calamity took the form of Buttsey, who, with his partner, preceded the rest of his contingent by some minutes. I guess they were
admiring the hall downstairs. To say that this couple created marked
surprise

would be putting the

facts in too mild a form.

If, like

Vulcan,

they had been flung by mighty Jove,

Sheer
:^

o'er the crystal battlement of
^
^

dawn

:f:

:f:

Shot from the heavens like a falling star,
there would have been no more confusion. They looked positively weird.
Buttsey wore a tasty suit of inch brown and light yellow checks, and
carried a light gray bowler gracefully under one arm.
striking tan, his socks orange,

and

His shoes were of

his tie a peculiarly startling

shade of

His partner was a perfect match. She had evidently taken
seriously Sir William Gilbert's advice to
Let red be worn with yellow blue with green
Crimson with scarlet violet with blue.
Her hair was reared in one of those Tower of Babel pompadours,
combined with a generous Psyche, and her jaws seemed to work with a
tirelessly rhythmical motion which I later observed was attributable to
gum. That mouth fascinated me all the evening.
As soon as the company recovered from the shock, Mrs. Hicks, who
!"
was one of the patronesses, gasped out, "Oh, heavens
At this moment was heard a tramping on the stairs and in trooped
the rest of the unexpected guests.
They came up to sample. Mrs.
Warren turned purple and whispered in one of those loud, sibilant stage
whispers, "Good Lord, what is the meaning of this? James, you must
do something."
electric blue.

—

—
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"Yes, do something anything," moaned Mrs. Carter.
Thus urged, Fusser approached Buttsey and commenced "Ahem
!"
Er Oh, I say you know this isn't a costume dance
Buttsey thrust forward his jaw, and I distinctly heard him reply in
:

!

;

the following historic words

"Say, watcher givin' us?"

"But there is some mistake this is a private dance.
You must go away." Fusser was getting peeved.
;

you.

We

don't

know

Buttsey's friend stopped her facial contortions long enough to say
"Soak him," and then resumed. Buttsey was annoyed. "A private dance,
yer say? Didn't I pay me two dollars for me tickets? Is de little loidy
Say, go chase yerself. Ain't we good enough
to get de go by? Not!
for yez ?"

Fusser assured him there was no personal objection.
Up to this time Archie Hicks had been looking with a fascinated
gaze at a young gentleman who was modestly arrayed in a green and

This worthy evidently took offense, for he crossed to
where Archie was and inquired, "Watcher lookin' at?"
Archibald blushed and made no answer. He of the blue and green
offered to punch in Archie's face for the very reasonable sum of two
His generous offer was refused and Archie faded away into the
cents.
middle distance. The gang congregated at one end of the hall and began
The cona running comment of criticism on our personal appearance.
sensus of opinion seemed to be that we were "dudes" and that they'd
like to smash us.
Now, I felt, was the time for the Asthma Sighs to set the example
by a graceful and honorable retreat. Towards that end I went up to
Warren and told him in my most sarcastic manner that we did not quite
relish this addition to our company, and we must be excused if we left
our hosts to devote their whole attention to the entertainment of their
blue-striped suit.

friends.
girls who had accompanied the Alphas began to ask to be taken
Alas for the Alpha Etta; it was to us that they looked for protection.
The patronesses were annoyed also. Mrs. Hicks said that this
was the result of letting your son join a fraternity which associated with
the lowest rabble. For her part Archie should resign at once.

The

home.

Mrs. Warren came back by saying that if that was meant for her
James, she could say that if Archibald never went with a worse set than
the Alpha Ettas he would be lucky, and that James Warren was never
heard to swear

until

he met Archibald Hicks.

That Fraternity Affair
Wilkins was

now

sent for.

action as the aggregation

was

He

said,

strictly
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however, that he would not take
its rights; moreover, he

within

added, that any damage done the premises must be paid for by the Alphas.
Fusser at this gathered his courage and approached Buttsey. "See
here," he said, "you'll have to get out."

There was only one blow struck. Fusser picked himself up and
limped away, holding his silk handkerchief to his nose. I fear Fusser is
a quitter.

There was a general exodus. Only the Floor Committee of the
Alpha Etta third annual dance remained. They had to, to protect the
property of the Coldstream Cricket Club.
Like all great spirits, Buttsey forgave quickly, and, as

we were

downstairs we heard him turn to the leader of the orchestra and
address him in the following words: "Say, perfessor, hit 'r up."
filing

The professor hit her. He hit her all the evening and well into
The gang enjoyed itself thoroughly. When the pleasure of

morning.

dance would

pall

the
the

they would refresh themselves with cakes, chicken

sandwiches, lemonade punch, etc. I am given to understand that
cream was appreciated also. It was a case of "on with the dance,
let joy be unconfined, no rest till morn when youth and beauty meet."
At
any rate, I can vouch for the youth.
Taken in all, I think that they enjoyed the dance more than we
would have. As they were not hampered with so many conventionalities
they could be more free to enjoy their hosts' bountiful entertainment.
For instance, would we have appropriated those bunches of carnations
that decked the walls? And yet, why not? They served their purpose
and would have been thrown out the next day. Convention, however,
has decided it to be bad form.
Well, it all resulted in the dissolution of the Alpha Etta within a
week.
Not only that, but many families that had outwardly been at
peace now severed diplomatic relations. Mrs. Warren no longer attended
Mrs. Hicks' "At Homes," and the latter lady threatened in no weak
fashion to move from Coldstream for good, so as to save her son from
patties,

the ice

the degenerating influence of rowdies.
I

rather imagine that some of the fellows suspect us of being the

Jimmey Warren never speaks to me, and I
have heard that he says some very harsh things.
A few Alphas have come up for membership in the Asthma Sigh.
Billy Kearsley proposed them just for the sake of seeing them blackballed.
cause of their humiliation.

L. B. L., '14.

THE PASSING OF THE YEAR
Slow dying embers of the passing

year,

Renew for me your solitary flame
moment more, until I backward gaze
At things once here, now past forever more
There in the darkness fearful shapes arise
That mock me and deride ^yet they are gone!
And now the flick'ring embers are aflame
Soft music plays and with its mellow notes
I hear the gentle lapping of the stream
That flows from myriad fountains in the grove;

A

—

And faces
And some

loved

in long array.

I see,

are smiling, others turn aside.

The darkness deepens come, ere
The old year passes and the night
;

And

I

see more,

is

on

thou, great Spirit, holy, wonderful.

Eternal

when

the hoariest hills were young.

Unseen, yet quick'ning every flow'r to life.
Whose mighty heart in Ocean's bosom throbs

And

feels its power in a welling sea
would not ask to draw the veil aside
That hides the coming crises of a day
In dark oblivion, yet this boon we ask
New friends to love, old friends to hold more

We

New
With

dear,

hopes to cherish, and with hearts made strong
oft assailed yet stout-pillared trust.

By faith to do in each succeeding hour
What comes to hand and leave the rest

—

with Thee

J.

M.

B., Jr., '13.

AN AERIAL ELOPEMENT

OLD

Colonel Robinson had

friends

when they came

many

a story of his youth for his

to see him, but the one that they like

and that he likes best to tell, is how he helped
Carson get married. Draw up your chair close to his and
listen to the old man who talks of the past, and now and
again gesticulates with his little gold-headed cane.
best to hear,

One

afternoon in the latter part of May, 1935, I was seated in my
Lake George fascinated with a medieval romance, when I

library near

heard the bell ring. In a moment the door opened and my friend. Bob
Carson, strolled in with his hair disheveled and a rather wild look in
his eye.

"What's the matter, old fellow?" I said. "You look as if you had
your best friend or else gone crazy."
"Worse than that," he replied, dejectedly, "I'm engaged."
"I don't see anything so very terrible in that, you lucky dog; Mary's
a fine girl, and I congratulate you."

lost

"Mary!

It isn't

Mary;

that

is

just the trouble.

It's

another

girl,

and more than that, her father won't agree to have me."
I leaned back and laughed until the tears came.
Bob was a great
His sister once told me that he had been engaged to three girls at
boy
the same time, and that she had to write letters of explanation to every
one of them. One threatened a breach of promise case, but when she
reflected upon Bob's youth, she decided to let him go.
Another was a
college widow who, as she had had scores of similar experiences with
elder sisters, wrote that she understood the matter exactly.
But when
Bob began to take Mary Betterton to church every Sunday evening and
to call two or three times a week, the whole village thought that Bob was
about to settle down. Mary was a couple of years older than he was,
but age made no difference to Bob. And now he was engaged to another
girl
Poor Mary
Poor Bob
Poor other girl
While I was laughing at these memories Bob was sitting as glum as
!

!

!

!

a sphinx.
"It's

mighty good fun for you, but I can't see the joke," he
is she this time?" I inquired.

said.

"Who

"Elizabeth Winters."
Well, Elizabeth was just the girl for Bob, and I told him so. She
had not enough knowledge to make her a bore, or little enough
on the whole, a sensible girl who would make Bob
to make her a fool

was

pretty,

—
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keep his accounts straight as well as make him go to all the winter social
affairs in town. But her father
Stephen Winters was one of the richest,
most cantankerous old politicians in all New York State. If he did not
!

want Bob

would not have him, that was all.
man,"
said Bob, "I'm in the deuce of a fix. Here
"Can't you see, old
thinking
going
is Mary
that I am
to marry her- I really do love her
and
then I go and let myself fall in love with Elizabeth, whose father will
probably kick me out of his house the next time I go there."
"So you have come to me to get you out of your trouble ?"
"If you want to put it that way, I guess I have."
for a son-in-law, he

—

—

We

sat in silence for awhile, then I said slowly:

"By

the way, Bob, have you ever read the Legend of Braxton? I
was reading it when you came in, and it about fits your case. It tells of
a knight whose lady-love had a stubborn father; the lover, unsuccessful
by peaceful means, captured her castle and carried her off to the North,
where they lived happily ever after."
"What do you want me to do, go down to old Winters', break the
windows and carry Elizabeth up to Alaska?" Bob did not care for old

legends at this time.

"Why not? I am not joking, and I'll tell you what we will do. If
you can get Elizabeth to go with you to-morrow evening at 7 o'clock, I
will carry you both over to New York in the Sea Gull.
We will be in
time for the 9 o'clock ship for
the minister, and interview

At
and

first

Bob thought

finally, after

I

London

Mary
was

that night.

I will

crazy, then he thought

a great deal of

should be done, and vowed to be

arrange with

in the bargain."
it

might be done,

hemming and hawing, decided

my

that

it

friend forever.

The next day was a busy one for me. First I went to see Mary,
and was agreeably surprised to find out that she had never thought of
marrying Bob; he seemed "so very young." After I left Mary's I telegraphed, by the old method, as a mere precaution against discovery, to
the office of the London Air Line for a stateroom on the 9 o'clock ship.
I also sent word to my ministerial friend, Dr. Gillisland, of Hawsford,
to be ready to accompany us when we stopped for him at 8.30 o'clock.
At 3 o'clock I received a message from Bob, saying that he and Elizabeth
would be over at 6.45, and that I should be ready in case they had to
run for it.
At half past six I went out to the shed where the men were preparing the Sea Gull for flight. Her long gray body glistened in the setting
sun, and her wings were flapping lazily in the breeze.

An

Aerial Elopement

"Everything

right,

"Everything

fine as silk, sir; the engine's
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Jones?"

running smooth as you'd

like."

"Be ready to start as soon as Mr. Carson comes, and go direct to
Hawsford. No stops."
"Very well, sir."
At 6.45 precisely, Bob and Elizabeth appeared. They were unquesThey
tionably excited and were casting furtive glances behind them.
"All well?"

stepped aboard.
"Yes, papa

is

inquired.

I

at the club."

In a moment we were off, rising slowly,
I touched the starting bell.
and almost imperceptibly getting up speed. We were high up in the air,
gliding above the mountains, growing gloomy in the twilight. Now and
then, as it grew darker, we saw lights glimmer far below, mere fireflies
that seemed to flit about among the trees. The Sea Gull was finding her
speed the meter registered seventy-five miles an hour. The door opened.
My wireless operator came out with a message.
"I just intercepted this," he said, handing me a piece of paper.
"New York Police Headquarters
"Arrest young man and my daughter, who leave New York
to-night on one of the Air Lines.
"(Signed)
Stephen Winters."
;

:

his

Bob swore under his breath. "He has every cop in New York under
thumb and they will do all they can for him." Suddenly he laughed.
"Send this to the Naples Line," he said.
"Save stateroom on ship leaving
"(Signed)

"That will put them
weeping Elizabeth.

Then

"He

to me,

lives at

H

"Where

ofif

at lo to-night for Naples.

Robert Carson."

the scent, dear," he whispered to the

are

we

to

Hawsford, and he

now

meet the minister?"
perform the ceremony as soon

will

as

door at about 8.30. We
are getting up to the hundred-an-hour mark now."
We were indeed going at a tremendous pace that seemed to check

we

get there.

all

goes well,

desire for conversation.
fast that

it

was a steady

we

shall

be

The wind was

at his

terrific,

yet

we were going

gale rather than a series of violent gusts.

were following the course of the Hudson.

Here was

so

We

the massive Break-

neck, and on the opposite shore the Storm King, watching over the misty
river that lay peacefully cradled

between them.

We

went so quickly that

:
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through the mist we could see no reflection in the vast mirror below.
Now we flashed over a slow freighter from up the river, now past another
airship that flew by with a whir of wings.

and

stars

they lost themselves

among

To our

dazzled eyes the

moon

golden streams that flowed away until
the pine trees. We went higher to get out of

seemed run together

in

There was another sea below us, a sea of cloud, opalhere was the Hudescent, billowing. Like an arrow we darted through
son again. My operator came out.
"Another message, sir."
adverse currents.

—

"Albany-New York Transfer Company
"Have special ship for me at 8.45 for New YorK.
Stephen Winters/'
"(Signed)

"Too

late," said

Bob.

after he leaves Albany.

I

"We'll be out at sea fifteen or twenty minutes
guess he will have to give

in.

Here

is

Haws-

ford."

The Sea

was descending. She touched the ground in front of
from the door of which came the Rev. Arthur GillisAs soon as he stepped on deck he announced that he was
Gull

a white parsonage,
land,

D.D.

ready.

"When do you want

to begin?" he inquired.

"Right away we haven't much time."
So Bob and Elizabeth stood up before the minister and made their
responses without a falter; the captain and I stood in the background as
;

witnesses.
So they were married, and almost before the ceremony was
performed we swung up to the Air Line station. The Gray Eagle was to
But before they went on board we
leave for London in ten minutes.
wrote a note to a certain old gentleman, who, they say, came rushing to

the station at half past ten, and, inquiring loudly for his daughter, learned
that she

and her husband were already two hundred miles out over
J.

M.

tlie sea.

B., Jr., '13.

!

Q

LEASE, girl,"
send me such
the

worst.

—

can think of nothing but an old demented

woman, or

a gargoyle.
didn't,

picture tantalizes

makes me

It

I

wrote Sidney Holt from Paris, "please don't
awful pictures and this last one absolutely

even

if

it

me

;

THE MOTH

ILLUSION OF

THE

I

I

say to myself, 'the kodak

a kodak can't see what

send you back the pieces, for

I

do.'

I

tore

it

lies,

and

But

this

up

at once.

Dearest, I've got beyond the need of your experi-

sick.

menting in this morbid kind of exaggeration. I've seen the worst, and
this is even beyond that, so I don't believe it.
"You know you don't look that way, and your letter reassured me,
I will carry it in my pocket to-night to L' Annonciateur des Luncs, and
touch it when things make me blue. Please, please do not do that again,
and good-night, you dear, wild, devilish, mischief."
And the girl wrote back: "It wasn't mischief, or not much. Of
But,
course, I'm a little better looking, else I should not have sent it.
boy dear, can't you see? Are you teaching your keen wits more beauty
there in Paris, without ever realizing that you make me fill a vast vision
of your aesthetic imagination? And even if the kodak does lie, so do
your eyes. I would be much happier if your love were something more
of the earth than of your mind something between the kodak's awful
realism and your idealism, you silly young artist. That's why I send the
worst.
Cling to my picture of eighteen, if you want to, for your soul,
but that's all. The Selma Heath of that pretty picture is buried under
six years
except the wistful, melancholy side of her.
There is not
enough left of what you love to make her even pathetic. Choose to let
your imagination feed your fancy, but i(Jork for yourself not for S. H."
Sidney wrote
"I am taking your wee concession and dragging

—

—

—

:

oceans of

out of

life

imagination at

now

—and you

To

it.

myself the truth,

New York

at the Ecole, aching to get out

things I've learned in these three years

me

in the fall

I

am

not reefing

—only a

my

few months

Selma

at the dock.

"I'm chafing

tell

Think of

all.

—to

and away

to

do the

try them, at least, even if

'Whipsurf with nothing to exercise my apathetic
And if you get tired of that I'll try something else gardening, planting a potato here and there
for artists must
eat, and the potatoes will be there if I lose my money.
// nous faut
it

does land

art

on

at

—except, perhaps, you.

—

—

cultiver

notre jardin.

I'm trying.

And when Selma would
the mirror.

Evening and

get these Tetters she

would look at herself in
For it was harder

soft lights reassured her.

then to see the color gone, and the wan, wasted look that the garish day-
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and the kodak

light

insisted upon.

So she was never

she would look into the cold honest eyes of her

own

sure.

Sometimes

heart and think to

"There is no use. I'm not eighteen any more."
"No, no, Sidney," she would write, "I'm not the same. Fever and
these years of dismal teaching they've rubbed me threadbare, and oh,
I'm sick because it's over. You were a bright spot, and so I loved you,
yet always knowing that something had to end it the steamer dock, I
guess. Be honest, then, and we'll be both happier afterwards. And the
disappointment of it all will be education for your soul. Be honest, and
until then I love you.
But that's all."
He was looking, not excitedly, but looking hard. Sidney Holt observed with cool critical eyes, as if he were looking at pictures. Seeing
Selma in the crowd was an emotion he had dreamed about luxuriously
every day on shipboard. And now that the time was come, it almost
seemed to him that the thing could not possibly dream itself true. It had
been illusion, illusion good enough to be worth while in itself, but never
herself,

—

—

to

come

And

true.

so he only said "Hello, Selma," coldly, and they touched hands.

Then they walked out of

the roar of taxicabs and found a quiet hansom.
Selma looked ahead. Finally she asked, "Did you
have a good voyage?" and he said, "Yes," and was silent. The cabby
."
yelled, "Where to, sir?" and he answered, "The Manhattan
"No," interrupted Selma, "Grammercy Park, 18 West."
And there was no discussion.
It was a relief to be whirled from the rush of the streets.
The conventional, old-fashioned plush parlor of the Teachers' Club was quiet, and
the early autumn dusk in the high walleci street crept through the curtains
and shaded the room in soft gray, almost personal peacefulness. A maid
brought tea and disappeared. And these two people who had written
enough love letters to reach across the Atlantic had no words for each
other nothing but "Tea?" "Thanks." "There's sugar," and blank, pondering pauses even between such sparse light table talk.
Finally Sidney Holt usurped the arm of her chair and looked hard
into her face.
And she smiled and said, "Remember, be honest,'' in a
peculiar tone, but she turned her head away a minute, and looked out of
the window.
"Look at me Selma," he pleaded.
And she looked once at him, a hopeless, endless, immeasurable look,
the desire of the moth for the star, of the
in which she said to herself
night for the morrozu she closed her eyes, and her soul burst within
her hopeless. And Sidney Holt saw some of it in her face.

Neither said a word.

—

—

—

The

Illusion of

the

Moth
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"Don't, Selma," he begged, and he raised the sad face in his hands.

"Kiss me."

But she held him away.

"Not

now— no — I

can't

—no—no— please

don't."

Sidney had not realized everything that she had said in her letters.
He wondered now, but he did not ask. He was waiting. Deliberately she
arose, pressed the button for the lights and the soft gray dusk was gone.

Now

she faced him under the white glare of lights.

Then

she

demanded

in her turn

"Look
want
it
you

at
all

Am

me, Sidney, and be honest.
to end ? Are you so kind because

I

not changed?

Don't

—because you are sorry

for me ? Or because you do not yet realize the difference of three years ?"
And sorrowfully she added: "When the romance is all gone there is

more awful irony

in a kiss

than in utter disillusionment."

"Selma, nothing matters."

"Confess I've changed."
"No."
"Then your eyes reason less than a kodak's."
"But they see things for me only, and I can't use other
want to."

"Your eyes

"My

if

I

do not

will change."

mind's eye has learned dotage from

in your favor

eyes.

that

my

pupils

;

they will change

were possible."

"If I could only be sure, Sidney. The wise people in the wise books
I'm
mad. Any woman is mad when she admits that she can offer
say
nothing more to love. You have come to the end of your voyage, and

new one. You must not spoil it all by dragging
your baggage after you."
"Selma, why do you not talk of yourself?"
"Because I am not worth discussion. For me, perhaps, it was enough
I can get
to be loved, even though I always knew there was an end.
over it, and be proud, if of nothing else, to have been a part in the
If you do one great piece of work it will have been worth
progress.
while; worth smothering a much better life to have helped make your
soul great enough for it.
But I am not the woman who will make it
greater now. So this is the end," and she held out her hand
"Good-bye."
He stared at her, confused. Her eyes were commands, and her voice
authority. They sent him from the room, mute, with "one great piece of
work" ringing insistently in his ears. At the door she kissed him, but he
stumbled into the street without half realizing it.
[to be continued]
to-day you must start on a

—

LOOSE LEAVES
It is the plan of the Editor to make Loose Leaves permanent.
The
contribution of your best short themes is earnestly solicited.
The pur-

pose of this department is
tributors of longer articles.

THE
PLOUGHING

to

give space to those

SPIRIT

who

are not con-

OF TOIL

scene hangs on the wall of

my

room.

There are two

teams each composed of three pairs of oxen, and each drawing a rude
plough.
Each team has two men in charge. One man laboriously
holds the plough in the furrow. He is dressed in an every-day costume, but
with a certain artistic carelessness which marks him as a laborer, and not

merely as a lay fi.^ure posing for the picture. The other man is prodding the
oxen with a long pole and seems to be shouting some word of direction to
them. He too is really at work. But the main feature of the picture is the
team itself. There are six huge, lumbering oxen, tugging at the chain
attached to the plough. They are great, muscular brutes and as they come
struggling up the rise, their heads low and legs and backs straining, they
present a picture of animated strength. From the mouth of the leader drips
the white foam of incessant labor, and the heaving fianks tell the story of the
morning's work. They have ploughed only a narrow strip as yet, because
the edge of the new soil can be seen in the picture. Behind them rises a low
wood-crowned hill, its top thrown into relief by the fieecy clouds behind it.
But ever the eye is drawn to the struggling brutes in the center of the picture.
They will pass on in a moment beyond the range of the picture, but the
momentary glimpse brings out the lowered heads, the straining muscles and
the spirit of motion.

They

are not fantastic cattle lolling in fairy-like groves or

shady pools. They represent the incarnation of labor, and all in a moment,
for almost as you watch you can see those shoulders brace and strain, and the
mighty legs carry the plough on around the field.
J. S. B., '11.
in

A DAILY THEME

VAN

was one

of

my

we had our first
money in. When
forgive him. And when

yoiuig friends, but

stock that he insisted on losing his

some
was over he

flare-up over

that

me, and asked me to
I said "nothing to
me with another scheme which I again frowned upon with
Marry Clarice? A fool and his affinity are soon got together.
friendly negation.
But no. Clarice was in a terrible way at home, her mother was a witch and the
poor girl a nervous cadaver. It must be done, job or no job, would I help? So
I and the bridesmaid hung lace curtains in an uptown flat an hour before the

came

to

forgive," he presented

wedding.

Van
Clarice and Van are married now, and Clarice hates to wash dishes.
an "adjuster" in a china shop, that is, he tries to keep people in a sweet temper
His business is being sweet, so that
over china that's been broken in transit.
when he comes home, ugliness is his only possible avocation. But they have been
I could tell you
pretty happy thus far, only yesterday Van almost lost his job.
igii.
a lot more about these people, but this is a daily theme.
is

—

EDITORIAL

V^j^^ J HE

advantages of the small college we are accustomed to
emphasize at Haverford. We hear how one comes to know
I every man in college, how the worthy though unprepossessing
^^^^^^ undergraduate is sure to come into his own how every one
has an opportunity to gain experience in his own line since

^

(^^\

H

;

there

is

no superfluity of candidates.

know many well, and some have practically
no friends. There are so many candidates for each job that the majority
get no opportunity for any work of distinction.
Yet where is the advantage in knowing all his fellow-students well
for a man who has no interests in common with them; who is not gifted
with the precise qualities of the average man, yet demands kindred company, and will risk finding none at all in a large university in preference
to finding uncongenial company forced upon him in a small college?
It is particularly difficult for the average member of a small, compact
group to be a citizen of the world in the same sense that one of a large
body is, with its numerous wide-reaching lines of interest. The professor
In a university but few

is

better able to influence the student in a small body, but

how

is it

to the

whole mind limited to one point of view ?
provincial blindness, that is the condemnation

student's advantage to have his

For

it is

this limitation, this

of the small college.

Life on the intimate terms obtaining where
constantly in the

same

men

eat, sleep,

and work

relations to each other for year after year has

Robinson Crusoe experienced hardly more
than Dr. Johnson in borrowing a dress suit from his neighbor

certain unassailable charms.
difficulty

But under the beneficent sway of the communal system
charms of an entertainment
in one's sitting room by the wholesale importation of sofa pillows, tea
pots, chairs, and whatnots and who would be so churlish as to begrudge
a few laboriously acquired chunks of fuel, or a cupful of surreptitiously
purloined sugar? Yet some there are who have been known to publish
from the housetops their wrongs in supplying whole dormitories with
matches, and in having precious heirlooms, decrepit with age, smashed
into the best of kindling by men gayly careless.
But we are not writing a eulogy upon socialism. We are telling us
across the way.
it

is

quite possible to enhance greatly the

;

that while there

is

much

his ozi'u class or all

gain in close unselfish fellowship, there

is

great

demands of a classmate that he abjure either
others. Some of the uses and abuses of hazing are its

loss in the jealousy that
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,

uniting and isolating the

members of the Freshman

Our numbers

class.

are small enough so that class divisions should not separate any

Our

from congenial company.
vitiated, if

we

man

we have no fraternities is
groups much more closely caste-

boast that

are cursed with artificial

bound.
It is this artificial grouping which loses sight of the good of the
whole college that causes some of the lethargy which the Alumni think
they notice when they talk of the "good old days." Petty differences and
jealousy between classes, even too much rivalry all things which go to
exaggerate the importance of class spirit are responsible for the lack of
unified spirit which makes old grads wonder.
We have, of course, no spellbinding event in the year's history like
the Swarthmore game, for instance which gets every drop of Haver ford
blood a tingle. So we must work all the harder, gentlemen of Haverford,
in concentrating all our few numbers into white hot, seething spirit, overlooking any prejudice which will cool the heat. Let us receive the Alumni
when they come back with open arms, and show them that these are the

—

—

—

—

good old days.

EXCHANGES
It

has not been so long ago that the Exchange editor was presented

with a neatly framed motto, bearing the inscription: "Don't swear. It
sounds like hell." Now, we rather objected to that. Not to the appropriateness of the presentation,

Since that time
swearing, but

we hasten

to say, but to the sentiment.

has been our intention to pen a defense of the art of
have been genially forestalled by reading an entertaining

it

we

essay on the subject in the current Williams' Magazine.

hearty spirit

who

has a holy enthusiasm for his subject.

author

Its

He

tells

us

is

a

how

and when to swear, and what deductions to make from the effect of the
swearing on the casual listener. The last, by the way, is an invaluable bit
of information.

It

takes practice, to be sure, to attain even a

able agility, but in the end one finds that one has

become

commend-

a master of a

fine art.

In the same category with the printer's devil, the Exchange editor
is

not expected to be a poet.

mead

He

to the

more

He

is

intoxicating waters

does well, sometimes,

if

he

is

supposed to prefer Bacchanalian

drawn from the Pierian

spring.

able to scan a line of heroic couplet.

*°'

Exchanges

But, as with ordinary mortals, there comes a moment to the Exchange
editor when he, too, must needs burst into lyric praise of charming

These remarks are not intended as a preface to one of our
own sonnets, far from it. We merely wish to introduce a poem, which,
though it is contained in another department of the Virginia Magazine,
Love is its title "Summer
yet is ascribed to their Exchange editor.
femininity.

—

Love."

"A man,

A
A

day

a maid,
in

June;

quiet glade

The

A

afternoon,

gentle breeze,

A

murmuring stream,

Majestic trees

'Neath which to dream

A

;

covert glance,

A
And

wistful sigh.
then, by chance.

Eye meeting eye;

A

long embrace,

A
Two

A

tender kiss
lovers trace

dream of

bliss

December's here.
But where is this?"
Ay, indeed, where is this, we ask? You see, my friends, that an
editor may have a soul as well as an editor-in-chief.
In the same magazine some one has written an appreciation of Mr.

Exchange

seen the play

in "The Passing of the Third Floor Back."
As we had
we hastened to read the article to find out if the author had

seen

Evidently he had, and had enjoyed

Forbes-Robinson

very much.

We

were

very glad to discover that his remarks were tinged with his

own

indi-

it,

too.

viduality,

and did not

at all

sound as

if

it

they were a rehash of a half-

dozen dramatic criticisms.
It is hard to get away from talking about this excellent number of
the Virginia.
We read their editorial on "Idling," and, since we are
ourselves an exceedingly idle individual, we enjoyed it with leisurely
delight.

may

Heaven

help the

study his brains to a

man who comes
jelly

and

at the

to college just to grind

end

!

find that his life has

He
no
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more

significance than

few

gests, there are

if

he were a cock-roach.

And,

as our friend sug-

better guides along the path of respectable idling

than Robert Louis Stevenson.

The

number
The ghost

current

ghost stories.

of the Randolph

Macon has broken

out into

story seems to be a necessary article of the

magazine furniture, and we suppose that it is a good plan to get
them at once. It would be rather appalling to read so
many of them at one time on a dark night one would have sensations
somewhat akin to those which follow a supersufficiency of mince pie.
As perhaps we have intimated before, we have a pardonable regard
for fishing stories. The article entitled "Endicott and I Go Fishing" was
the most pleasant thing to be found in this month's Mount Holyoke. It
is a good example of the quiet sort of humor which is more effective
sometimes than the boisterous sort, and often harder to write.
college

rid of a batch of

;

Considering the holiday season, it was rather fortunate that there
were no dreary essays which the Exchange editor felt necessary to read.
To tell the truth, he fought rather shy of essays, but there is one called
"The Life Literary' in the Amherst Monthly which he remembers
reading with pleasure.
It is usual to devote the end of our discussion to College verse.
A
rampant sense of self-preservation prevents us from inserting any of
our own efforts in that line, much to the satisfaction of the general. For
some reason or other we didn't receive the "Smith," but the "Siveet Briar
Magazine" supplied the deficit with three good poems. We print the

shortest of these:

INDIAN

SUMMER

Soft days of mist.

When

land and sky and

Are bathed

When

in

listless air

purple haze;

earth seems lulled in one forgetting dream,

And

nights blend softly with the drowsy days.

Brief days of peace.

When

silence soft steals o'er the land,

And

earth breathes deep relief

In dim and veiled Nirvana passionless.
Forgetting

all

her past and future grief.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
The Alumni are urged

to

send

all

notes zvhich

may

be of interest

Notes should be mailed to "Alumni
Editor, The Haverfordian, Haverford, Pa.," before the twenty-fifth
of each month.
to

the

College and

its

friends.

'95

Mr. and Mrs. John Sharpkss Garrigues announce the engagement
of their daughter, Margaret Ashmead, to John Ashby Lester, '96.

The

class of '96 held its annual reunion and dinner at the University
Friday evening, December 30, 1910.
The following men were
present: Babb, Brecht, Haines, Hartley, Hinchman, Hunsicker, Maier,

Club,

Scattergood, Sharpless and

Wood.
'97

at

The annual meeting and dinner of the
The Anchorage, the up-river house of

Class of "97

was

recently held

the Philadelphia Barge Club,

and the good attendance showed that the members still maintain an
active interest in the affairs of their class and college.
At the election
for officers the Rev. Elliott Field was chosen president and Charles H.

Howson,

vice-president for the ensuing year.
'99

On November

'99 had a reunion at the
Merion Cricket Club, where dinner was served and an enjoyable evening spent. There were seven members present Evans, Maule, Redfield,
Lowry, Battey, Morris, and DeCou. During the evening information as
to the present occupation of the various members was brought out as
19,

1910,

the class of

—

follows

Frank K. Walter has held the
State of

New

position of Assistant Librarian of the

York, and Vice-Director of the Library School

at Albany,
N. Y., since 1906.
Royal J. Davis has recently accepted a position as an assistant editor
of the New York Evening Post.
Herbert Petty is a salesmanager and director of the Crocker- Wheeler
Company at Ampere, N. J.
J.

more

Howard

Redfield

is

now

acting as instructor in French at Swarth-

College, Pa.

Howard H. Lowry is with
partment of their Philadelphia

Wm.

P. Bonbright

&

Co., in the

bond de-

office.

Joseph P. Morris is assistant minister at Chapel Prince of Peace,
Twenty-second and Morris streets, Philadelphia.
A. C. Maule has been appointed secretary of the Southwark Foundry
and Machine Company, Philadelphia.
Kenneth Hay is traveling for the Longman, Martinez Paint Company.
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Gilbert Fisher,

Jr., is in

the trust department of the Girard Trust

Company, Philadelphia.
Arthur Haines holds a responsible position in the uptown
the Philadelphia Trust, Safe Deposit and Insurance Company.
Archer Mifflin has been operating a

fruit

office

ranch since about the

of

first

of 1910.

A. C. Wild, since his marriage, has been attorney for the Chicago
City Railway Company, of Chicago,

111.

'01

W.

K. Kirkbride, Victoria, B. C,

Construction Company, Ltd., of that

is

city,

president of the Pacific Coast
manufacturers of patent ferro-

concrete piles and also general contractors.

He

is

also president of the

Sombris Mining Company, and president of the Summit Creek Hydraulic
Mining Company, Ltd., of Cariboo, B. C.
The members of the Class of 1901 were the guests of Walter
Mellor at his home, No. 152 W. Walnut Lane, Germantown, on January
the fourth.
After partaking of a most delightful dinner we spent
together a very pleasant evening of reminiscence. Those present were
Ellis Y. Brown, Jr., John W. Cadbury, Jr., Wm. E. Cadbury, A. Lovett
Dewees, A. E. Freemen, Geo. B. Mellor, Jr., Walter Mellor, Edward
C. Rossmassler, E. Marshall Scull, Alex. C. Tomlinson, George J.
Walenta, J. Herbert Webster, and Arthur R. Yearsley.
'02

The
college.

class of 1902 held a dinner

on Friday, December

23, 1910, at the

The following men
Cary, Cookman, Dennis, Evans, Gummere,

Dr. A. G. H. Spiers was elected president.

were present

:

Balderston,

Jones, Kirk, Longstreth, Nicholson, Pusey, Scott, Seiler, Spiers, Stork,

Thomas, Trout, Wistar, and Wood.
William V. Dennis
town, N.

is

teaching at Friends' Select School in Moores-

J.

Joseph B. Haviland, of

New York

City, has

been bus> as assistant

supervisor of the United States Census for 1910, and special Deputy

Attorney-General for prosecuting fraudulent voting.
K. E. Hendricks
civil

is

back at Lehigh for another year as instructor in

engineering.

W. W. Pusey has become associated with the Delaware Trust Company in Wilmington as title and real estate officer.
A. D. Schrag has just returned from a trip through Italy, Austria
and Germany. He expects to continue his work at the University of
Nebraska.

Alumni Department
C.

Orphele,"

is

now

second

Stork's

\\'harton

volume of

205

verse,

"The Queen of

in press and will be published shortly by Elkin Mat-

thews, London.

Edgar H.
Lehigh

N'alley

Boles, '02, has been appointed Assistant Solicitor for the

Railroad Company, with offices at 143 Liberty street.

New

York.
'04

The engagement
of Clifton Forge,

of Dr. H. H. Morris,

V'a.,

place January 26,

was

'04, to

recently announced.

Miss Frances Jordan,

The wedding

will take

immediately after which the couple will leave for

Shanghai, China, where Dr. Morris will take up the position of resident
physician in St. Luke's Hospital at that place.
'06

The Class

of '06 held

on Friday, DecemBuck Inn, Haverford. TwentyBainbridge, Brown, Carson, Carey, Crowell,
its first

five-years' reunion

ber li, lyiO, with a dinner at the Old

two men were present:
Dickson, Doughton, Ewing, Hopper, Kennard, Lowry,

Miller,

Monroe,

Morris, Mott, Pleasants, Richards, Scott, Shortlidge, Smiley, Stratton,
Taylor.
•07

Mr. and Mrs. George F. Craig, of Rosemont, announce the engagement of their daughter, Frances, to Alec Warner, '07.
'08

Mrs. Charles Philbrick Hornbrooke, of Wheeling, W. Va., announce
engagement of her daughter, Dorothy Louise, to Fisher C. Baily, of
Ardmore, Pa.
the

'09.

The annual reunion of the class of 1909 was held on the evening
December 23, in Lloyd Flail. Though the attendance was

of Friday,

was very greatly enjoyed by those present. In the
all the old songs were sung, there being a quadruple quartette on hand.
The following were there Brey, Crowell,
Deacon, Hamilton, Killen, Kitchen, Lewis, Lutz, Miller, Moore, Myers,
Pennypacker, Sandt, Sharpless, Spiers and Stokes.
small, the occasion

course of the evening

:

'10

At O.xford

New

C. D.

Morley rowed No. 3

in the

winning crew of the

College Junior fours.

The following extract from a letter from Morley may be of interest
Alumni, particularly to those by whose generosity and efforts the
cricket trip to England last summer was made possible.
to
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"I am continually impressed by the way in which the cricket tours
have made Haverford known in England. If an Englishman only knows

of two American colleges they are almost invariably Harvard (which they
pronounce Harford) and Haverford. I was at a gathering the other
night of Englishmen from the public schools, and various healths were
being drunk. A man from Eton proposed a toast to "Haverford," and
the whole roomful rose and drank to Haverford's- health. I should like
every Haverfordian to know this. The impression left behind by the
teams is unanimously good. I hope future elevens will only add to it.
Cricket is not only a good game, it is one of Haverford's great assets."

Ex— '10
William Chase Greene, son of Dr. Eveleth Greene, professor of
English at Johns Hopkins University, has won the Rhodes scholarship of
Massachusetts.

At Cambridge, in the inter-collegiate track meet between Kings and
Corpus Christi Colleges, P. J. Baker won the mile, in rain, by 250 yards
in 4.43.

He

also

won

the half-mile in 2.07.

Ex—'11
The Rev. and Mrs. George Martin

Christian announce the marriage

of their daughter, Margaret Douglas, to William

Henry Gardiner, on

Saturday, December 31, 1910.
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JEPSON'S

^'^^^^^ HE

m

in

C'^\

^

b^d

''nd asleep.

folk
thick,

were
and

bushes on the roadside were invisible, while in the village
itself the houses loomed like dark and gloomy cliffs from

J

^^^^^r
catch the

The good
set hours ago.
The evening mist was already

Derbyshire sun had

whose recesses
unwary poacher.

the vigilant police might easily leap forth to
It

was,

all

things considered, however, a per-

poaching night.

fect

Sam Slack and Joe Jepson, with their silent dogs, crept barefoot down
Breakneck Path until they reached the meadows behind the schoolhouse.
Here they set down their bags and nets, and put on shoes. With greater
speed and comfort they made for the Black Rocks, behind which lay the
rabbit warren they were planning to rob that night.
They felt secure only when the village was well behind them. Halfafraid of being caught even there, they started to talk in whispers, just
like

two small boys

With

birch.

in a

who

pantry

a Middleton lad

it is

fear at any

moment

to feel the stinging

only a step from the jam-pot to the

poaching bag, and Jepson and Slack had made their step long ago.
"Palmer's bloomin' well fooled th' night, I reckon," said the laconic

Sam.
"Un's a docker!
as 'as th' spavin.
th'

'E

Na more fit for th' town police
mun think we 'ms as big fools

nor
as

my
'e

is

old
to

mare
go on

moor three nights runnin'. But gi 'un 'arf a 'itch an' 'e'll 'ang unself."
They slowed down for a stile and then continued,
"Un'll 'ave a sad time awee up yonder watchin' by unself for us as

never comes."

"Aye," assented Joe, "an' un tricked like ony four year o'd wi' a
reg'lar cock an' bull story!
If eem's believin' every yarn 'e 'ears frum
Tummy Adams then eem's deservin' th' dressin' 'e got frum th' Darby
chief

t'

other night."

eem's a fox,
'is

!

Then

moment he ironically added, "Oh,
me own eyes a' sailin' past our 'ouse wi'

after a

Spied 'im wi'

long skinny legs an' gawkin' face, off for th' moor as fast as 'e could
I stronny 'e'll no be sa spry wi' 'is jokes next time we'ms meet at
Nelson."

pelt.

th'

'e is
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'Owd thee row. May 'ap 'e's no th' fool thou thinks." Sam had
been caught more than once, and he preferred to chuckle after rather
than before.
"Bill" Palmer, within the

compass of

his elongated person,

housed

was a thankless job
but what can you do when work is scarce and

the day and night police force of Middleton.

It

not even to his own liking,
your wife gets religion? It takes a poacher to catch a poacher, or else
why was he now wearing velveteens? His duties were to act as truant
officer and to keep a sharp lookout for those worthy cobblers, joiners,
grocers and other small tradesmen whose love of a little sport and a few
extra pence the local butcher well knew. So far Joe Jepson, by all odds
the most brazen poacher in the parish, had dodged the handcuffs of the
law. But Palmer knew his tricks and was only waiting for one misstep.
The two sportsmen reached the field where the warren lay. Crouching down, they pointed their dogs off in the direction of the opposite
stone fence. By a long circle the clever dogs managed to keep to leeward
of the warren and to work up around the back of the rabbits until they
were between them and their burrows. All this happened before the
little beasts suspected anything and before any had a chance to retreat.
Suddenly sniffing trouble in the wind they rushed backwards and then in
circles, only to be met on all sides but one by a silent line of dogs, which,
as it slowly advanced forced them gradually toward the wall behind which
Jepson and Slack were kneeling in wait. In this stone wall there were
only two holes of escape, and at each of these a net and a man.
"Pretty good run th' night, hey?" said the happy Joe after ten minutes of automatic slaughter.

"Aye, but we'ms

'ome yet," replied the pessimistic partner.
'rt mighty white 'round th' gills."
"I'm thinkin' what if Palmer's no on th' moor as thou thinks; an'
if 'e comes 'round 'ere it's a fine run we'ms '11 be 'avin'.
Thou mun know
'e's 'ot arter 'ee, an' if 'e gets 'arf a chance 'e'll land 'ee i' Darby Jail afore
thou knows owt on't. An' nobody knows it better nor thou does, neither."

"Wot

ails 'ee,

isn't

Sam ? Thou

" 'Appen so.
But thou munna be so fearsome. I tell 'ee I saw o'd
Palmer goin' full tilt, up 'ill, past my 'ouse th' night, on 'is dom fool erran'.
Dunna bother thee 'ead about 'im. 'E's safe on yon moor."
Silently,

with never a

slip,

the poachers mechanically lifted the

would show through the trap-hole. A quick jerk
of its neck and over they went into the nearby bags.
Suddenly one fine fellow backed out of the hole. Immediately Jepson
rabbits as fast as one

—

209

Jepson's Jeopardy

and Slack picked up the bags and ran. With well-trained dogs working
on the other side of the wall the rabbits should push so vigorously that it
would be impossible to draw back. When it does happen it is a poaching
catastrophe which always spells k-e-e-p-e-r.

********

Palmer's investment of a ha' porth of sweets on the very juvenile
Master Jepson had borne wonderful interest, for that youth had been
unfortunate enough (as he found out afterwards) to have heard his
Palmer quickly saw Lord Charles' keeper,
father's plans talked over.
and, in pretending to swallow the "bait, hook, line and all" that old
man Jepson dangled in front of them, they completed their trap. Palmer
planned to play with Jepson like a cat and then pounce on him in his

own good

time.

Behind an oak he waited, letting the keeper drive the culprits like
rabbits into his drag-net.
Jepson was his own sweet morsel the keeper
could take what was left. The startled poachers scattered when they
realized that keepers were about.
Slack set out hot foot for the woods
with Lord Charles' man after him and in a jiffy both were lost in mist
and woods.
Jepson made a dash in the opposite direction. As he passed the oak
tree the exulting Palmer rushed out at him.
At last he was caught!
Already the constable felt the welcome impact of the long-desired Jepson
but when anticipation panned out it was a different story. Just as a
candle goes through a board fence, so Jepson met the inert Palmer.
Winded and half-dazed he stumbled and nearly fell. When he recovered
himself the whole trick dawned on him and he shouted:
"Ugh! Thou thunderin' docker! Fit for nowt but to stumble o'er.
Dom'ee, now catch me!"
And the prostrate form gurgled and spat.
Hidden by the fog Jepson reached the road above the Four Lane
Ends. Several seconds later Palmer started more slowly minus cap and
two front teeth toward the Four Lane Ends and the village. Injury
fanned zeal, and insult both. To-night he would catch that Jepson and
show him that it didn't pay to take liberties.
;

A

flitting

could just

breeze lifted the mist a

make out

little

and

in the clearing

the fleeing Jepson, and he set off after

as his long legs could carry him.

With a

him

Palmer
as fast

swift turn to the left Jepson

cleared a fence and landed in the grassy ditch that bordered the roadway. Thanks to the depth of the ditch, its grassy bottom, and the misty

2IO
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night he could run without being either seen or heard.

mile in fast time and reached the Rocks in safety.

He

did a half-

Here he paused for

more secure now than

at any other time since his enhappen to hear Palmer, all he had to do was to
keep the Rocks between them. Soon he heard horse's hoofs approachHe ran from his
ing and then the half-drowned song of the driver.
hiding-place and waited for the cart to come up.

breath, feeling

If he should

counter.

"Ho Tim
me!" he

!

Dunna

stop.

It's

Jepson.

I

mun

get

in.

Palmer's arter

cried.

Climb up. Lay yonder under them meat-cloths an' say
Then touching up the mare "We'ms be 'ome long afore Palmer.
Tim was enough of a Celt to enjoy a little excitement and to help
anyone who sold him rabbits at less than market-price. This wasn't the
"All reet!

—

nowt."

first

time he'd had Jepson in his cart, and Palmer himself often found

meet Tim as he returned from Derby market.
heated and breathless, had reached the
Four Lane Ends, and hoped here to intercept the wily Jepson. But when
he heard the rumbling of a cart he changed his tactics, preferring to wait
for Mr. Jepson in the center of his circle rather than at a remote point
on its circumference.
"Stop!" he commanded. "Hey there, stop! Stop!" But the mare
felt only the gentle play of the whip and kept on.
"Stop or I'll shoot
It's Palmer," he shouted.
Tim drew up slowly and in apologetic mood leaned over the side of
his cart and said,
"It's a bad night for fog an' I couldna see who wus yellin', an' I
dunna stop for everybody. It was right 'ere them poachers 'eld up
Johnny Mather, Whitsuntide come two years. It's few enough police
we 'ave 'ereabouts an' so ye're welcome. Mister Palmer. Mind that meat
yonder. Dunna step on 't. It's a fine side o' beef an' it's robbery the
way them fellers puts up the price. But I wunna 'ave owt but th' best
an' I canna do wi' owt rotten.
Why last tap-dressings Job Adams o'
it

handy

By

to

this time the constable,

!

Darby

'ad a piece

"Aye,
son?

I

—

know," said Palmer.

'E's bin poachin'

back

o' th'

"But, tell me. 'As't seen owt o' JepBlack Rocks an' I mun catch 'im."

"No. I be comin' back from Darby market an' nary a sign did I see.
bad un, 'e is. Dust know, I wouldna be amazed if 'e was in that
gang as 'eld up Johnny, Whitsuntide come two years. Why I can recol'E's a

lect

it

as plain as yesterday.

My

ole

woman, she says

to

—"

me

And

^h

Jepson's Jeopardy

he kept Palmer entertained all the way in, while Jepson beneath his
"smelly" cloth, afraid to draw a man's breath, shaken to bits by the
If ever he got out of this
jolting of the springless cart, took it all in.
scrape (and he wasn't so sure of that) what a yarn he'd have to tell in
But just now all he could do now was to lie still,
the Nelson Arms!
bide his time and trust to Tim.

I'm blowed. Not a sign on 'im so far," said Palmer as they
Tim's yard. By the light of the gate-lantern Tim saw how
Palmer's face was disfigured, but kept back his curiosity and level of
"Well.

drew

into

banter.

"Thee be
'ome afore

me

"Let

goin'

on now, Mister Palmer," he

"or Jepson

said,

'11

get

'ee."
'elp 'ee un'itch th' 'orse an'

move

th'

meat

i'

th' barfi,"

sug-

gested Palmer in pure politeness.

"Awee wi' 'ee, mon. I've 'andled many a load
Thou mun nab Jepson or 'e'll 'ave th' laugh on 'ee.
Good night an' good luck to 'ee."
'elp, thank 'ee.

'eavier 'n this un.
I'll

no be wantin'

And Palmer went

off to watch five dreary hours on a raw foggy
by an inhospitable doorway, while Jepson slept out his innocent
sleep on one of Tim's soft beds, and in the morning after a good rabbit
breakfast made his way to Arkwright's Mill in Cromford.

night,

"Thou seems
"Aye.
o'

Palmer

Sam

it's

They be

an'

me

around the tap-room

that night.

fire

'ad a turn o' luck last night.

'As't seen

That

I

me

'as

a follerin' 'im

all

not only

'ave," said

Walker with a contagious

seen 'im, neither; a rowt

mornin' arskin' where

what ails 'is eye. 'E be in Darby now a'
" 'Appen thou knows sum' ut on't,
Joe ?"

'is

gettin'

o'

twinkle.

childern an'

teeth

'a'

then the cat was out.

to, an'

A

pause.

'em fixed."

E. H.

all.

went

"Aye, 'appen so."

And

owt

lately?"

"Aye man.
"An'

Walker

to 'ave a flood o' brass th' night, Joe," said old

as he sat with the regulars

S., 'ii.

THE FLOWER OF LOVE
Unfading

flower, everblooming love,

Which fairer grows with ev'ry fost'ring
Thy fragrance fills the springtime with

And

year,
delight

soothes the heat-worn soul in sweet repose.

When blue gives
When nascent

place to gray in skies above.

Winter wreathes dead Summer's

bier

Thou diest not, or when on freezing night
Above the dunes the laden north-wind blows.
In antique gardens by the riverside

Where tall the holly-hocks and poppies bloom
Long years I sought thee where the laughing stream
Through meadow and through forest seeks a way
;

Oft thought I saw thee, yet the hope denied.
Half caught thy splendor in the thick'ning gloom
Reflected on the mirror of my dream
Or, vanished, once again the skies were gray.

How

sweet the notes of Nature's symphony

Which

silent, sings in

measures 'most divine;

Fair are the flowers, and midst

all

the fair.

Sweet flower of love, I see thee white and pure
That breathest forth in quiet harmony
Let no frost blight thee that at last art mine
O joy of hearts and solace of all care
Bloom for me ever and for aye endure
J.

M.

B., Jr., '13.

A KEEP-SAKE
VsJ^^^^ HE evolutionary steps
^f^ sider. One change I

^

B

of

man

have especially noticed

oi hair dress of the gentler,

\

are truly wonderful to con-

more

is

the

method

lovable, fairer sex.

In

^^^^^^ my

days of applied slipper life, "bangs" of awful curled
If you
proportions graced and hid their lovely foreheads.

do not remember the hideousness of the "bang" get out some family photographs of twenty years age and see how Aunt Clara arranged her hair
to attract the notice and heart of the amorous young swain, whom you now
call Uncle Ed.
But now we never see them except in "make-ups," the
Some
attractive coiffure, composed of a little accumulated family hair.
of the wearer's own hair, and much dead horse and mule hair furnishes
the covering and decorations of the head of most of our fair young
damsels and many of our older less fair ones. This conglomeration is

—

pompadoured into
them and say we think

And we men smile
May Heaven forgive us fdr

fantastically

startling creations.

and

it

lie

to

the assistance

we

lend in perpetrating such crimes against taste.

But hair dressing

my
my

beautiful.

is

period of observation.

not the only change that has taken place during

On

a recent rainy

day

I

was browsing through

keep-sakes and found an old autograph album, one of the plush cov-

The

were loose and yellow but the friendly sentiments
still very much alive.
And the memories
the sight of it brought up the first scholastic prize I ever won, and I
might incidentally add (a stickling conscience compels me to), that it was
the last one; the little, white, lonely, one-roomed school-house on the
prairie and then when I opened it, what a satisfying visit I had. The first
ered kind.

of

my

leaves

early school-mates were
;

inscription read:

Quaker

"May

Valley,

May

there be just enough clouds o'er your life to

sunset."

13,

make

Maud

i8p6.

a glorious

Myers.

And

I recalled how she, as the oldest one of five orphaned children
assume the double parent-ship of her four younger brothers and
sisters, just at the age when most girls begin to enter society and enjoy
life.
And how well she had carried the lead for several years until one
dismal winter day she suddenly started across the fields for a walk. A

had

to

searching party that night found her seated near the graves of her paraway with her reason forever gone. But her work had
been so well done that she could now be spared. The children for whom
ents babbling
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she gave up

more than

life

are prosperous and happy, and

now, but she spends her time

ried

in a

sanatorium planning

and clothes can best be made over.
On another page is a cramped hand

I

all

are mar-

how

dresses

found

Dear
red, and the violets Hue
and
a fool
so are you."

"The roses are
I

am

H. M. Drake.
This
albums.

is

probably the most familiar quotation to be found in such

It is

strange that the invariable rule

to inscribe

is

something

supposedly side-splittingly funny, or else to quote some soul-swelling verse.

Our

was a bluff, good-hearted westerner, without
whose greatest accomplishment was fancy
and imported swearing at all hours. He was none of your every-day
users of the expressive language, far from it. But as I now remember
it his one great fault in this line was the indiscriminate use of it.
He
could not be content with his ability to swear in any one of three differlast

friend quoted

the slightest trace of culture,

And

ent languages for a three minute stretch without repetition.

grew lax

in

his

artistic

rendition and carelessly

favorite expressions into ordinary conversation.
flavor

mixed many of

In this

way

it

he
his

lost its

by becoming common, much the same as his intendedly humorous

quotation has done.

Farther over another quotation read:

Dear
"Confidence of success is almost success, and obstacles often fall of
themselves before a determination to overcome them."

Your friend and

teacher,

Minnie L. Shaw.
Jan. 7th, '97.

Q. V. S.

This was the advice of

boy

in the school

and

early discovered that

I
I

loved

my
my

first love.

I

was probably the smallest

teacher as good small boys should do.

loved her, but

it

took nearly a

full term's

studying, perfect deportment and thoughtful attention to
I

was more than an ordinary

fellow.

The

fires

which

I

1

assiduous

make her

realize

used to care for

round stove which stood at the center of the room, the cups of
water and the choice fruits I would bring her finally convinced her that
here must be her true knight. Though she never admitted such a thing
in the big

A
I

am

sure she thought

it,

2<5

Keep-Sake

had been
two minutes
the strength and

for she never refused the water that

so carefully brought, though she had taken a drink only
before.

And

earnestness of

I am sure that
my boyish heart,

I

loved her, with

all

for the calumnious ridicule of

my

school-

mates and family could in no way shake my affections.
On the opposite page in great sprawling letters was written

Compliments of Q.

W. Weaver

remember the morning he wrote that. He was the
had asked and he, the biggest, most bashful fellow in the
school demurred.
He has since married a woman more quiet than himself and the enigma of the neighborhood has always been. Who Proposed?
But it was done somehow, at least if the eternally all-important question was not asked in words the sign-language must have been
employed. Any way it suffices to say that the trick was turned. How
In the simple
I used to admire him, especially his athletic prowess.
games of "blackman," "prisoners' base" and "ante-over" he was worth
any half dozen other fellows. What a football player he could have
made and what an ideal college man. But he never saw the gleam, and
now he raises more corn to feed more hogs to buy more land to raise

How

first

well I

person

more corn

I

to feed

But the

more hogs.

had met up to the date of these happenings
same school. She was pretty and witty, but
not too wise. More than this she was the first girl I ever kissed, she is
also the only girl for whom I ever engaged in actual battle to prove my,
deep and lasting affection. My opponent was red-haired and a cry-baby.
Of course he was thrashed, he ate dirt and promised to eat worms. And
I wonder if this instance was the beginning of his downward path.
In
any case he is at present serving time at Joliet, in the Illinois state! penitentiary.
And she, well she is married and weighs nearly two hundred
pounds, though her delicate hand that penned, more delicately:
finest girl that I

was an attendant

at this

"Remember me
Remember me

early,

remember me

late,

ever as an old school-mate"

would never suggest her ultimate end. Our affections never reached the
open declaration stage comparable to those chronicled by a poet, but I
am sure she could have truthfully stammered, "B-b-ecause, you see I
I-love you."

And

as for me, well,

maybe

I still

love her in spite of her

husband and her two hundred pounds. But ah!
these will arise I had better close the book.

if

such thoughts as

D. S. H.,

'ii.

THE

ILLUSION OF
CHAPTER

VJ^^^ HE station man

THE MOTH
II.

Woodcliff came out on the train platform
^"^ as the 10.40 accommodation rumbled and creaked to a stop,
all gone, and
ft
J He had nothing to do. The summer people had
slumber.
autumn
The
^^^^^r Woodcliff had settled back into a late
country
store
and
natives dawdled around the stove at the
at

^

went

to

bed

Usually the station master was the only being awake
this time to see alight from the

early.

after ten o'clock.

But he was surprised

some one not known to the best provincial gossip, and he followed with suspicious eyes this late comer, a stranger, who asked no
directions, but walked in a preoccupied manner down the main street to
Coast Road, then turned abruptly up towards the cottages.
That was queer, especially since every house up that way was closed
for the winter, and the Whipsurf bungalow had been deserted for three
years at least. The station master decided to bring such a momentous
The constable was
piece of news to the attention of the general store.
always on the alert for suspicious characters, and this one was very
train

strange.

"Yes," said Constable Barlow to an admiring audience at the gen"There is to me something very suspicious in

eral store next morning,
this case.

He

see up there?

Archer
going

—

tip

turned up Coast

Now

she's staying

convicts

me

Road you

say. Bill,

and who would he

he had turned down, he might be going to see Mrs.

if

down

at their cottage

that this fellow

is

with her daughter.

But

going after something he wants,

—

and what's more, he knows where what he wants is that is, if he knew
If he don't show up
the lay of the land the way you say he did. Bill.
to leave town before the four o'clock to-night, we'll all get our guns and
"
form a posse and
The appearance of Sidney Holt on the steps abruptly ended a discussion which would otherwise have been prolonged through the day.
The constable spit swiftly into the saw-dust box and eyed Sidney warily.
The other less aggressive provincialists leaned backwards against the
counter, and seemed to find new things on the dusty shelves to look at.
When Sidney had bought coffee and bread and sugar and tobacco, the
old whiskered store-keeper inspected him over his nose glasses, and said
way,
"You're the Holt boy, aren't you?

in a polite mercantile

I

remember you.

You

used to

The

Illusion of

the Moth

^17

be here before your father died, and they closed up Whipsurf.

you came down

"Yes," said Sidney, "but
a

little

work

Well,

pretty late in the season."
I

expect to stay until

it

gets cold.

have

I

to do."

the store the station master looked at the constable' and
the constable looked at the store-keeper, and the store-keeper laughed.
Whipsurf had not been disturbed for three seasons, and as Sidney

When

he

left

walked distractedly from one dusty room to another, memories and faces
came back, beautiful days of youth which seemed to have been buried
under the years. He found a huge stack of beechwood in the cellar, and
this he carried into the library, a large room which occupied almost the
whole first floor, except for the breakfast room and the sun parlor facing
In the kitchen he found a broom, and in masculine fury, he
the sea.
He broke the locks
attacked the library in which he intended to live.
on the linen closet where he found rugs and tapestries piled high in dust
and camphor. Rummaging among old china, he knocked down an easeli,

on which was a half

finished, youthful

A

picture of Selma.

film of

dust over the bright colors gave the picture an antique softness, the face

young and sweet with half finished elusiveness looked out from years
gone by upon a man much older and much deeper. Sidney left the picture
on the floor and came out into the library.
For days he could do nothing, except to walk on the lonely shore
in the

mornings, and to spend the afternoons brooding over a log

shadows came and he would fall asleep.
man seems to recover from a wound in the heart quickly
times when the old pang surges up in the breast and the man
in the grate, until

And

fire

yet a

—except
is

at

alone in

home in all this loneliness. And so with
Within a few days he was reading books, and when he
needed exercise he would put his house in order, and experiment in
his anguish, his soul crying for a

Sidney Holt.

cookery with the staple groceries of the general store. Occasionally he
played cards on a cracker barrel with the constable, and so the week

dragged on, an endless week, gray and bleak, quiet and monotonous. A
summer resort in late fall is dreary even oppressive.
He and the constable were throwing cold hands at poker one morn-

—

when the store-keeper from behind a cheaply varnished and dingy
post-box front, announced impersonally,
ing

"Here's a

"What

letter for you,

—

Mr. Holt."

he thought to himself, "who could be sending
me a letter when no one knows I'm here? I didn't leave a forwarding
address at the Manhattan."
the devil

"
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The letter was from Sandy Point, the next station down the
was perfumed evidently a woman's. It read:

line.

—

Dear Mr. Holt:
I could hardly believe

down

which you have

left

hardly remember

me

I

who

my

the shore, and in fact

eyes

these years

all

—

my

trying to find quiet and fresh

air.

I will

This will reach you in time,
the postmaster at Woodcliff

you

I

saw you yesterday walking

deserted for so long a time.
after

walking Tuesday afternoon.

this to

when

wasn't sure until you went into Whipsurf,

staying late this year with

am

is

I

is

I

think

I

mother,

suppose you will

I

it is

five years, isn't it

who

?

not well, and

is

Can't

It is so lonely.

we go

be at Point Bluff at two.

hope.

apt to

send

I

it

Sandy

the natives,

tell

if

Point, because
I

were

to mail

at the store.

Your

old friend,

Suzanne Archer.

He was
that the

at Point Bluff at two, for there is

company of a woman does not compel

never a lover so hopeless
his attention.

He

can be

disgusted with the sex, and can believe himself an utter cynic, but the
is never justified by results.
Suzanne was waiting there and they laughed in each other's faces, and
Suzanne Archer had changed. When Sidney had seen
clasped hands.
her last at Woodcliff she was a vivacious girl, with summery blue eyes

belief

that reflected

the brilliant hues of WoodclifiE's

all

a rare filmy auburn maze that

fell in

summer

colors, her hair

luxuriant tresses, careless and en-

which the wind always loved to sport, and to fling annoyThe Suzanne Archer he saw now was a
woman, the bud of those early days had flowered with the consciousness of
life, a half comprehension of what that critical season in her youth had
meant, a half understanding of the emotions which she felt in those
impulsive years.
She could find none of the luxury in loneliness that
Sydney had unconsciously enjoyed.
trancing, in

ingly into her laughing face.

"How

fortunate!" she greeted him, enthusiastically.

—and quite unexpected,"

"Fortunate,

"You must

forgive

me

for

jumping

Sidney added.

at

you so unconventionally," she

pleaded.

"Please don't apologize."

"Good! so you
come."

Then

later,

aren't going to censure

"You've changed."

me

for

commanding you

to

The
"Did

the

Moth

*I9

ever censure you?"

—

meant well I just meant that you've changed
you were ever conventional."

"Oh
that

I

Illusion of

no, I only

"You are much
"How?" asked
blue eyes.

—not

changed, too," returned Sidney.

Suzanne, laughing out of the corners of her swift

"For the better?"

"I do not

know

that," rejoined Sidney, "only you've

fixed your hair differently.

know how much we

We

grown

older,

and

never knew each other well enough to

could change inside."

"There's plenty of time for that," she assured him, mother won't

two weeks."
They walked along

leave for

Suzanne vivacious and active, Sidney
little cryptic and mysterious.
Suzanne's efforts to draw him out were futile, but she laughed at him
so much that finally he began to laugh too, and so they found Sidney
Holt very amusing, looking at him impersonally. Sidney Holt was not
the kind of man who looks at his serious self in the mirror, and smiles'
and yet Suzanne made him do it.
at it,
The coast at Whipsurf is rocky, and like most New England coast,
has no beach. Sometimes the sea pounds against a sharp cliff, sometimes the waves fret at a rock on the shore, dashing the spray high into
the sunshine, and slipping back in seething foam.
Here and there a
huge rock that has buffeted the eternal pulse of ocean, stands further out,
and seems to lead a broken line of headlands into a last challenge against
the shore,

rather gloomy, and perhaps intentionally a

—

the legion waves.

—

Two miles up the coast is "Slab Sides" one of the few giant peaks
which stands out from the shore and seems to have its roots deep in the
sea.
The tide eddying in and out behind, has worn the back of "Slab
Sides" so that

when

the sea

is

running

in, it is

impossible to

come

near.

But when the tide is out it is an easy leap over the swift channel that
flows between "Slab Sides" and the mainland, except that one has to be
careful lest he slip on the seaweed that clings along its edges, and fall in
waist deep. At the bottom of the channel are smoothed colored stones,
green, red and brown, all imbedded against each other in geological
"horses," all blended in shimmering uncertainty through the swift waters
eternally scouring, which keep the stones bright and clean.
At your
back are high headlands, shutting the houses of Woodcliffe out of sight.
And from the pebbly base of "Slab Sides" nothing can be seen except)
the headlands against a clear sky and the ocean restless and infinite.

—
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The

sea side of the great rock, which seems to face defiantly an

eternity of space

and waves,

rises in sheer perpendicular

On

a calm day you can

out of the sea

row

in front of
"Slab Sides" in a boat, and if the sun shines you can see beneath the
surface of the water, deep cavities in the foundation of the rock. As far

to a height fully sixty feet.

as the light penetrates, its roots have been eaten away, and the depth
seems profound and awful. A courageous person immediately wants to
row away, feeling hollow and frail, lest the impending stone with its
gnawed vitals might at any time crack, twinge, rumble and fall with aj

tremendous roar

The

into the sea.

up out of the earth, but since the
ebb and flow have worn the back away, the boulder is almost square,
and alone on the front edge of the pebbly island formed by the channel.
The strata can be easily made out in green, brown and sometimes red
strata in "Slab Sides" slant

which lead the eye that follows them to a point in the sky midway
between directly overhead and the horizon line of the ocean. The drop
is sheer everywhere, except on the left side, as you look towards the sea,
where by some incalculable freak of nature the strata are smooth, and
form all the way to the top, at an angle of almost 45 degrees, as the
geometers would have it, an alley, hanging to "Slab Sides" like the fire
escape on a tall building leading from the ground corner up to the fail
layers,

corner at the top.

The

top of the rock

is

only accessible along this

alley,

and the task is difficult, for the alley is smooth, except for some cracks
and loose stones on which one may get an uncertain hold. The alley is
four feet wide, and off its outer edge the drop is straight into the sea,
getting higher as you crawl upwards.
"Let's climb 'Slab Sides,' " cried Suzanne enthusiastically to her
charlatan, as she waited for him to get over a boulder.
"It's too dangerous," warned Sidney, coming up.
"Nonsense, you take yourself too seriously if you're careful you

—

can't fall off.

Come

on."

She was about to take the leap over the channel.
"Wait!" he called.
He insisted on taking the jump first and got safely over. She lookecl
at him across the water, and her eyes flashed at him, smiling.
"Catch me," she said, and she leaped almost into his arms. He
caught her awkwardly and she laughed. They scrambled over the rocks
to the bottom of the alley.
"Let me go first," she urged.

**'

Loose Leaves

"No, I shall go first," he insisted, "it's dangerous."
She consented. They started to climb. Leaving the pebbly base
they dragged themselves up, using every crevice and ledge of stone, holding with fingers and toes. They kept close to the high wall of "Slab
Sides," which was four feet from the edge of the sea, and safer, and
besides, "Slab Sides" occasionally afforded a hold when there was nothing
else.
They were laboriously dragging themselves upwards when Sidney
stopped to

balancing himself with delicate equilibrium evenly be-

rest,

tween a crack and a loose stone on the smooth

him

said,

"Do you know why
"No, why?"
"Because,
you.

Suzanne behind

incline.

If I slide

start to slide

—

if

I

I

wanted

had started

now

to

go

first?"

to slide, I should

I will strike

have

down upon

slid

those pebbles at the bottom, and

if

you

She began to laugh. As she spoke she could feel her self slipping,
and she slid down, down, dresses flying, until she sat with a jolt upon
the pebble bottom.
Sidney turned to look, laughing, too. His change
of posture loosened his support and he slid down the smooth toboggan.
For a moment in the air he had the vision of Suzanne at the bottom,
sitting there waiting, stunned, laughing.
Then he struck the bottom
with a thump, and as he swerved dizzily, he opened his eyes to find his
head caught in Suzanne's arms.
She leaned over laughing, and kissed
him on the mouth.
"Come," she said, "let us go down to Whipsurf, and I will cook
you some supper."

(To be continued.)

LOOSE LEAVES
A MAN IN LOVE

HN
is

I

interesting thing about a

young

gallant

who
And

man

in love is his generosity.

Now

I

know

of one

and orchid houses on twelve dolneither generosity nor insanity. Such a man

will charter taxicabs

lars a week.
I call this
only on the threshold and does not yet look into "the bright eyes of danger."
am tliinkmg of the hundreds of men who bring their sweethearts to the games,

most of them neither pretty or good-looking. The kodak betrays treacherous truths
about them, and a good photographer sustains his reputation on his ability to patch
things up. But the generous lover sees something beautiful somewhere in the face
that smiles upon him, and he clings to it rapturously. And in this every lover is an
artist.
For in catching a look or a feature or a tip of the head, he knows how to
select

far better than finical and fatuous me.

igii.
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VANITY

m

JY

satirical, skeptical, artificial

FAIR.

me had

coaxed, dragged and kicked

serious self as far as 1705 Chestnut Street.

And

my

real

there before the spot-

which blinked ominously in gilt letters, "E. Goldup in all strength of rebellion against
the tyranny of my satirical me. But he couldn't win, although he looked at the
portraits in the polished case and gained strength.
Beautiful young girls, beautifully gowned, beautifully jewelled, beautifully flattered and framed in the photogplate glass door,

less

ensky. Portrait Maker."

My

real self rose

—

My

rapher's art, vanity, vanity, vanity.
portrait

maker

upstairs

is

serious self fought his last gasp.

waiting and the attendant

Visions of doting relatives, coaxing

plates.

mas problem only two weeks
hit serious

door and

me

in a tender,

off.

As

The

loading the camera with

begging friends, and the Christ-

girls,

the thought

tender spot, wiped his

rattles upstairs into

is

came
feet,

to

my mind

satirical

me

pulled open the reflecting

Vanity Fair.
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MOTHER'S LOVER
{Belter than Porphyria

's

?)

My

mother was a gentle soul who loved her son full well
And 'tis with sorrow in my heart this painful tale I tell.
One night while seated in my home, my mind in verses drowsing
I came upon a little gem, the work of Robert Browning.
It tells of how a gentleman (inspired from above)
Chokes his best girl with strand of hair, thus to preserve her love.
The pretty thought impressed me much, when mother stroked my head.
I seized the poker from the floor and struck poor mother dead.
And though I'd done a cruel deed, I did not feel alarmed.
Because I felt that mother's love was perfectly embalmed
L. B. L., '14.

OUR OLD FRIEND ANDREW

e

fENTLEMEN,"
clan

said

Andrew

had gathered together

McGill, the
in

fencerail

philosopher,

when

his

a bar-room for their first winter meeting,

"Gentlemen, we need a new dictionary. The old ones, which served as
browsing ground for our forefathers, are out of date. Modern conditions demand
vividly concrete epithets with a mass of emphasis at the end.
A little nerve and
No more altruistic
characteristic detail would turn dictionaries into best sellers.
Can ye do it,
labor could we engage in than the rejuvenation of these tomes.
gentlemen?" "Aye that we can," chorused the faithful band. "Take for instance
the word 'bachelor,' how would you define that?" queried Andrew. "A mule who
shirks his load," replied a subdued man in the corner. "A wild goose in the air
much abused by the tame geese in the fann-yard," replied another as he tippled
"An oak free from ivy," contributed a third.
his glass in placid contentment.
"Hold enough, gentlemen," thundered Andrew as he slid his glass to the bar-maid.
"At our next meeting we'll begin the work. Ye've got the makins of a dictionary
A. S. Y., '11.
in ye."
!

EDITORIAL

XT

is

precedent and convention for the retiring editor of
to bow gracefully out, scattering a

The

few
remarks about the progress and success of the magazine,
the indulgence of the readers and the generosity of the

Haverfordian

Then with a bit of sentiment the curtain falls,
the cue and raises it upon what promises
takes
editor
new
whereupon
year."
glorious
even
more
to be "an
The retiring editor in a last gasp does not feel the soul swell like a
dying ash which flickers and glows on Alma Mater and "dear old colsubscribers.

the

and other maudlin sentiment. Come back to college in the summer, when your friends are all gone, and you will wonder why it seems
so much like a grave-yard, until you recognize that it seems so unlovely
It is still beautiful, but somein the old sense because it is so lonely.
lege,"

how
of

altogether empty and vacant.

its

The

spirit of a college is in the lives

men.

Nor does

the retiring editor feel the compunction of hypocrisy, or

the necessity for passing out bouquets, or for asserting that our magazine

In some
better than it ever was, because we all helped to make it so.
very important ways the past editorial year has not been good.
The most significant cause for our gloom over the present situation
is

is

the indifference of the

We

Alumni toward The Haverfordian.

bow

our heads to the criticism that the Alumni can buy better reading matter
for five cents a copy and that College Weekly keeps the Alumnus in touch
with affairs better than

The alumni

are true.

The Haverfordian

ever could.

are not enough interested in us

These things

now

to

send us

Only by vigorous and active inquiry do we
extract the Alumni notes we give.
When some heroic soul does write
a few words on a postal about the new baby, without being pinched for
his news, the baby is heralded in College Weekly above a column of
apology for transgressing a once expressly understood and observed agreement that Alumni news and notes were to be the province of The Haver-

news of

their

fordian.

affairs.

In this

When

we

are ignored,

—apologetically

ignored.

Alumni is marred by the
Haverfordian made when

the last point of contact with our

ignoring of this only reservation which

The

recommended College Weekly to the world with all its heart, our subscription among the Alumni is affected, and we are brought to a financial
issue which some day promises to threaten seriously.
it

The

situation impresses us solemnly, because

it

impresses no one else

The Haverfordian
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enough to engender thought. What does The Haverfordian stand for
and what does it indicate in the college ? The answer is one which only
we who grasp the situation in its entirety can give. If Haverford as an
arts college is to redeem the boast we make for her, should not the maga^
zine which represents the best thought and work of her children be
among the best college magazines in the country ? If the answer is "no"
then you only embarrass us in your idle contention when you say that
Haverford is the "best Httle arts college any place."
Yes, the stale and empty voice of the thoughtless but self-satisfied
thinker proclaims that

day Post
all

is

The Haverfordian

is

dish-water, that the Satur-

better reading at five cents a copy, that College

Weekly gives

the news, but he can not end this same sentence with the rapid remark

that

Haverford

is

"the best

little

arts college

any place."

Right there

we

ask him to stop, for such an assertion which offers himself as the product
art college any place" confutes his argument and damns
For one of the few external evidences that Haverford
is a good arts college is this very Haverfordian he is contemning.
That The Haverfordian is in itself a poor argument for its own
existence is a platitude.
But representing what is well and fair, good
and beautiful in the lives of a few of the men here, and as an evidence
of "the best little college in the country," it is worth supporting, if not
worth reading. The value of The Haverfordian is not a matter of a
dollar a year given, as in some cases, out of the fullness of a charitable

of "the best

little

his consistency.

purse;

it

is

a matter of inspiring the creative faculty in the youth

who

some day have to prove the vain talk of unreasoning braggarts.
There is no use to use superlatives in telling what Haverford is, or what
it has meant to those who go forth from it.
No one could understand.
will

To try to express it is to betray that it has never touched you, and that
you do not understand.
From our good Alumni who believe in us without knowing exactly
why, and from those who do not believe in us because we can not give
them as much for a dollar as most men pack into it, we turn for a last
look upon the inside of the college, a college which they tell us is not like
it used to be, and therefore not so good.
Perhaps not. But the boys
here now are no less or meaner spirited than ever they were, no matter
how wonderful the classmates of some moaning Alumnus may have
been.

What we need

the globe clamors for

men, not for

here

is

only the very thing every other corner of

—bigger,

lesser problems.

better, finer

men.

We

pray for better

Editorial

That the Alumni seem
busy and

we

are busy.

lethargic

is
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not to be wondered at

In carrying out the activities

—they are

we do

with 150

men, most of them boys, this eternal struggle to keep standards high,
to make the football team avert defeat, to make the cricket team good
enough for England, to make Cap and Bells more than maudlin, to play
soccer well, to have a track team, and to study a little withal, this is a
business which requires strength and a more than boyish aptitude for
Football'
foregoing pleasant avocations which do not help the college.
gymnastic
teams,
track
teams,
crossteams,
soccer
teams,
teams, cricket
clubs,
dramatic
clubs,
records,
newsmusic
clubs,
country clubs, chess
assistant
managers,
captains,
of
all
these,
managers
papers, magazines,
class presidents, class secretaries, treasurers, vice-presidents, governors,

Y. M. C.

grind the dust of our

little

thing else done but study.
is

And

obscured.

and whip

and committees,

A.'s, editors, boards, councils, staffs

their

yet,

not

round of earth

And
so, "if

in

a

mad

much

these

confusion to get any-

in all this, the real business of college

men

are on the heels of their real tasks,

Then indeed

ephemeral tasks about nobly and well.

greater education than too

all

is it

technical intensive scholarship.

But the trouble is here to find the men. Haverford is a guarded spot,
and the environment is so amenable to an existence which may have even
The result is that boys come here
too little contact with the great world.
younger than in most colleges, younger in years and in experience, so
that we face the double problem of carrying on innumerable activities
with small numbers, and of carrying them on well with immature men. It
A manis a task for red blood, and mistakes are so easy and so costly.
ager elected on popularity alone

is

an expensive

student body, to say nothing of the good

bad editor can

disaffect

bit

name of

more subscribers than

of fancy for the

and one
good ones can win

the college,

five

back.

This

is

not groaning for these things are

matters since

We

we

all true,

nor have

we minced

inveighed years ago against the Prep. School attitude.

are not alarmed at the irresponsibility that

analyzes situations here.

Irresponsibility

and

is

obvious to anyone

who

inefficiency is impressive,

it is always flagrant, evident, and insistent.
Yet we feel keenly that there is, somewhere in the unsaid and unboasted, and unheard a fine and genuine Haverford spirit which makes

because

all

things possible for us, just as there are always in the student body,

matured men who shoulder a ponderous mass of responsibility, and by
losing precious things in their own lives, gain something in carrying on
the traditions of what the full-chested do-nothing enthusiast calls "the
best little arts college anywhere."
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With little enough support to make the editor feel after nine months
more serious pulling on his own boot-straps, that The HaverFORDiAN is after all more of an effort than an achievement, the magazine
of never

nevertheless stands as one of the activities in the college most viforth
while, because whether
it

fosters

is

a live force or not, the creative impulse which

it is

beautiful and good.

good enough

to

The

be editor of

The

best

man

in the college is not half

Haverfordian.

careful attention and execution of this kind of

Experience in the most

work teaches always

to

the tyro that there are innumerable things to learn, so that by the time

an editor

An
of

he

who

all,

is

is

to step out, he

editor of

is

just beginning to

The Haverfordian

loves the

work

for

its

own

sake,

willing to read the proof twice over to find

But that

is

a detail.

instinct in others

by

He must

be a

and

his help

know how

to

do

should therefore be a

editing.

man

first

and so much indeed that
one typographical mistake.

man who can inspire the creative
And in the peculiar case

criticism.

of a college editor, he must be ready, not with misguided egoism, to

throw

his

own manuscripts

into the

hands of the printer, when the mid-

years have loomed up and have driven his associates inaccessibly into

But best of

their books.

mind,
lege,

if

he hopes to

all

he must be a

for a subtle lethargy can creep

termination of the enthusiastic

He must
ties,

man

make The Haverfordian

new

in,

with a comprehensive

a live force in the col-

and overcome the stoutest de-

board.

be an active man, with fingers on the situations in

all activi-

yet willing to forego activities in order to devote time and thought

The

Haverfordian. Whether the Alumni invite him to their banThe Haverfordian ought to send him, so that he will not
miss any tendency in the Haverford mind. He must be a man with a
grasp for situations, with his thumb on the pulse of the college, and insight into the college and the world in a flash.
Such a man would make
Haverford seem truly, "the best little arts college any place."
to

quet or not.

And

so

we

depart wishing the editors and the friends of the maga-

The Haverfordian some great work. Having
occupied ourselves here with interests that savor of eternity during four
susceptible years of leisure, we go out from Haverford to test the personal
zine a chance to see in

by the general equation, to make our good as far as possible the universal
good, and our self-seeking something large and noble.
We are pleased to announce the election of Joseph Moorhfead
Beatty, Jr., '13, as Editor-in-Chief, and of Howard E. Elkinton, '14, as
Associate Editor of The Haverfordian.

EXCHANGES
As

a private individual

we have always

displayed a remarkable inter-

Romance, both in its Particular and in its Universal applications.
But since we have donned the Editorial crown of thorns and the Exchange
Column's hair-cloth robes, we have found it impossible to be so romantic
College magazines are dreadfully matter-ofas we would have liked.
that better than the poor devil of an
understands
no
one
fact affairs,
in
the Smith has come to our rescue with
friend
exchange editor. But a
Romance,
showing an acquaintance with the
an article which discusses
We have the privilege of viewing a
subject which is truly delightful.
number of Romantic individuals as self-advertised, whose antics it is
est in

indeed a pleasure to study.

correspondence in

Some

of these gentlemen write their social

lyric verse, others

we might

call

both the bane and

the delight of the existence of our neighboring institution of learning.

But we ourselves have never had the pleasure of a conversation with

my

lady

Romance

herself, as did the

author of

this pretty little story in

the Smith.

ent.

Our Teutonic ancestors are in a
They have to stand godfathers

rather helpless position just at presfor almost any sort of literary nim-

bleness which the ingenuity of the author sees

fit to thrust upon them.
"The King's Son," which purports to be a free translation of a Saga of some sort or another.
This
good old gag can be turned to some account in the skilful hands of an
artist like our friend McPherson of "Ossian" fame, but in this instance

There

is

a story in the IVesleyan called

we are discussing it falls rather to the ground. Now the Williams tells
a story about these same old Viking ancestors of ours, but it has the
strength to resist the temptation of assuming this ancient

fungus sort of

style in

which our Wesleyan friend

out with the story in readable modern English.

we have

musty smellcomes right

revels, but

We

cannot recall when

seen this pseudo-antique style of writing used with any consid-

erable measure of success in a college magazine, although

we have

seen

number of times.
There is a humorous essay in the JVilliams on "Carving at the
Table." The author evidently has the same horror of that sort of gymit

tried a

we have. We have watched some of our friends carve a bird,
and from the agonized looks on their faces one might think that they
were peeling onions. From the tone of this essay we judge that its
author would himself prefer to live on Bologna Sausages rather than
nastics as

carve a mutton-chop.
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We

have just finished reading "The Beetle of Catalapeque" in the
It's one of these stories which are everlastingly bobbing up
about the ruined temple in almost any country from China to Peru, in
which our Hero discovers some remarkable object; in this story it is a
beetle, though it might just as well have been a bed-bug; which casts a
horrible spell over him, and if it doesn't make him break his neck on the
next sun-beam he trips over, it drives him headlong either to the almshouse or the Insane Asylum. We suppose that Human Nature must be
bellowing for this sort of blood and mystery story, surely no ordinary
demand could bring such an extraordinary crop of mingle-mangle.
For real pleasure we read a story called "When the Third in the
Clove-Leaf Plot is Green," in the Smith; what it meant we had to read
Virginia.

to ascertain, but the reading of

what the

We

title

mean

did

after

was

it

so pleasant that

we

forgot to ask

all.

sighed and sighed in vain for some

Usually at this season of the year

when

poem on

fishing or canoeing.

the "crystal streams" are ditches

meads" a mass of mud, some love-lorn
hurdy-gurdy and grinds out a lyric on the joys of

of dirty water, and the "flowery

lummox

tunes up his

canoeing, or the

ilk

Ho! Ho!
We'll a fishing go!
in default of that topic, he will write a idyll on "June."
But these sentimental Samuels do not seem to be with us. To be sure
the Texas has a poem addressed to "You." We wonder who "You"
are, we are quite sure you are not we, because the poet cries

he warbles, or

"Face of a flower.

With

eyes of light" and so forth,

which leaves us out altogether. But there must be someone who fulfills
the qualifications, and let us hope the poet finds out who it is.
We quote
the following from the Mf. Holyoke,

The Hourglass
Earth

is

the shell wherein an life

is

cast;

Time is the glass that binds its sands so
The present is the slender passage way
Through which the future slips into the

fast.

past.

ALUMNI DEPARTMENT
ALUMNI BANQUET

VJ^^^ HE annual alumni banquet was held at the Bellevue-Stratford,

M
A

on the evening of Saturday, January 28th. About one hundred and seventy-five alumni vv^ere present, there being repre^^^^^^ sentatives of almost every class from '65 to '11. Edward
Doughten, '06, and
Bettle, Jr., '61, acted as toastmaster.
Sailer, '02, were leaders in the singing of the old songs between courses.
The toastmaster first presented President Sharpless, who spoke very in-

^"N
J

from the point of view of more than a quarter of a century of
He had found that a president who starts out to run a college, finds himself obedient first to the board of managers, then to the
He
faculty, and finally perhaps even under the undergraduate thumb.
sound scholarreiterated the Haverford ideal of manly development,
ship and sportsmanlike athletics welded together harmoniously by daily
terestingly

experience.

—

contact with professors

who

are

further that Haverford's ideals
rated

more nearly

as

we

men before they are
are now beginning to

like to see

scholars.

He

said

be recognized and

them, that in spite of the chronic

alumni ancestor-worship, the present college comes perhaps as near to
the ideal as any that
difficulties that

we have

ever had.

He

mentioned certain very

real

confront our methods and closed with a moving appeal

money, but for a constant upholding of our ideals.
in a very witty, well-turned
and frequently complimentary speech, urged that an institution, like a
man, is young unfading, if only hope springs eternal in her breast. Let
us then be sons of the morning, our day always growing brighter. If
to the alumni, not for

Dr.

J.

Duncan Spaeth, of Princeton,

college ideals, "rari nantes in gurgite vasto," be not preserved in the

midst of business and

world will soon do without the colawakening ideals he suggested the present
political upheaval that is bringing to the fore so much good citizenship.
Robert Ellis Thompson, of the Central High School of Philadelphia,
championed the old style education. He described the University of
Pennsylvania as it was in the sixties, with no newspaper notoriety and a
faculty of nine men.
He deplored the growing lightness of the college
man's scholarly tasks, and suggested that if the students themselves were
to govern class-room work as a side issue they might make it really
difficult as they have done in the case of intercollegiate athletics.
He expressed a hope that Haverford will continue her conservative attitude and
lege.

As an

politics, the

instance of

maintain a standard of scholarship aside from mere learning a trade, a
kind of culture fitted to make a man good company for himself.
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After singing "Auld Lang Syne" and "Comrades" the company adAnd each man carried with him a double measure of that

journed.

Haverford spirit so abundantly engendered wherever Haverfordians meet
and Haverfordian ideals hold sway.

'56
It is

with regret

we

record the death at 1432 McCulloh Street, Bal-

timore, Marjdand, of Professor Eli
pal of the

Matthew Lamb,

Baltimore Friends' School.

He

the assistant princi-

died on January twenty-

fourth of heart failure, following an attack of ptomaine poisoning.

He

was first taken ill on December eleventh and although he was still far
from convalescence, his death was unlocked for arid came as a shock
Professor Lamb was born at Gunpowder,
to his family and friends.
Baltimore county, Maryland, November fourteenth, 1835. He was the
son of the late John Emerson and Esther Lamb. He received his early
education at the County District school and later attended the Milton

Boarding School. When seventeen he entered Haverford College, then
Haverford Friends' School, in the Class of Fifty-six. Upon leaving
college he returned to Milton as associate principal.
He went to Baltimore in 1861 with the intention of opening a
private school, but the outbreak of the Civil War prevented, and it was
not until 1864 that he was able to carry out his project. The school was
opened under the auspices of the Society of Friends, proving a very successful co-educational institution.
Many of its students were among
the

first to

Friends' School, Professor

One

when it was opened.
moved and combined with the Laurens

enter Johns Hopkins University

In 1885 the school was

Lamb becoming

of Professor Lamb's

abolishment of flogging.

He

first

Street

assistant principal.

steps in reforming a school

was the
by

believed that discipline could be obtained

appealing to the pupils' conscience.

His alertness impressed all who knew him. Quick to grasp any
proved equal to any emergency. He had a clean
shaven face and looked all whom he met directly in the eyes. He was
watchful in his manner and upon detecting any shortcomings in his pupils
would correct them in a kindly manner. He never criticised, and always
looked on the best side of all the characters with whom he came in
This it is which brought him both love and respect from the
contact.
boys under him.
situation he always

Alumni Department
In speaking of Professor Lamb, Mr. Joseijli
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J.

Janney, a close per-

sonal friend, said
"Ono of the strongest features of Trofessor Lamb's character was his unfailing
All during his life he was
cheerfulness.
accustomeci to having great responsiliilit.v
He never shrank from
piaced upon him.
He wouUl alwa.vs consider that his
it.
blessings
outweighed his misfortunes and
hardships and took a happy view of life.
lie had a pleasant smile and a kind word
for everyone. He endeared himself to his
scliolars in such a manner that they grew
to love him. lie was known to nearly all
'Cousin Eli.'
His connection
of them as
with the Pari; Avenue Friends' Meeting
was a helpful one. as he gave sound and
practical advice."

'08

James Carey Thomas
caster, Pa.

He

is

is

English master at Yeates

also teaching history, both English

School,

Lan-

and Spanish.

Ex-' 1

George Mixter is travelling salesman for the Duchess Trousers
Manufacturing Co., of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
'78

Charles

S.

Crosman, head master of the Haverford School,
In his absence E.

ing the winter in Florida.

M. Wilson,

'94,

is

spend-

has charge

of the school.
'08

The marriage

of Fisher Corlies Baily to Miss Dorothy Louis

brooke, of Wheeling,
third, at

West

\'irginia,

will

Horn-

take place February twenty-

Wheeling.
'92

Christian Brinton has an interesting illustrated article in the January
Scribncr's on \\'inslow

Homer and

his paintings.
'81

J.

C.

\\'inston

$1,000,000 Y.

M.

was captain of one of the teams for

raising

the

C. A. Fund.
'01

E. Marshall Scull was captain of one of the teams for raising the

$1,000,000 Y.

M.

C. A. Fund.

in the year Scull and Alfred M.
around the world, starting westward
shoot big game.

Later

Collins, ex-'97, expect to take a trip

and stopping

in

Africa to
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'85

Rufus M. Jones has been elected a member of the famous Author's
Club of London, to which many of the most prominent writers of to-day
Rufus Jones was placed on the Board of Managers of the
Y. M. C. A. $1,000,000 Fund Committee.
belong.

'88

Dr. Henry H. Goddard,
in

psychological

Minded

research

at

now
the

in

charge of the experimental work

Vineland,

N.

J.,

House

for

Feeble

Children, recently attended a convention at Cincinnati, Ohio, and

During the past year he has completed an exten-

delivered an address.

sive lecture tour reaching to the Pacific Coast.

convention in Brussels

last

He

also addressed a

summer, being one of the American

delegation.

'07

The engagement is announced of George C. Craig and Miss Olive
M. Kelley, of Port Jervis, N. Y. Miss Kelley is a rceent graduate of
Bryn Mawr College.
Richard H. Patton has been promoted from the Philadelphia office of
& Co., wool merchants, to their Boston office, 246 Summer Street.

Willett

On

Harold H. Morris and Miss Francis
They have
Shanghai, China, where Morris will hold the position of resident
Thursday, January

26,

^^'estwood Jordan, of Clifton Forge, \'irginia, were married.

gone

to

physician in the St. Luke's Hospital.

The engagement
Fussell, of

has been announced of Joseph Cope to Miss Ellen

Cope has

Media, Pa.

entire charge of J. P. Twaddell's large

stock farm at Westtown, Pa.
'00

The

class of

1900 held a meeting January 28th, for the election of

officers to serve until June, 1915.

President, Rev.

J.

The following were

K. Moorehouse.

Vice-President, John Lloyd.
Secretary,

Harry

S.

Assistant Secretary,

Drinker, Jr.

W. W.

Treasurer, C. C. Febiger.

Justice, Jr.

elected:

